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Abstract

Unlike in single-user systems, where maximum-entropy signals are optimal, transmission with
reduced entropy can be beneficial in multiuser communication systems with interference. This
work proposes a mathematical framework that allows for a unified treatment of different kinds
of entropy reduction, such as coding across carriers or so-called improper signals. It is then
studied for various multiantenna systems (MIMO systems, i.e., multiple-input multiple-output)
with interference whether or not reduced-entropy signals can bring gains and how transmit
strategies based on such signals can be optimized.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

While the data rate requirements will continue to increase drastically in future wireless
communication networks, the available frequency spectrum is naturally a scarce resource.
Accordingly, one of the most important challenges for researchers and system developers is to
significantly increase the overall spectral efficiency of the systems, i.e., the total data rate that
can be achieved normalized by the bandwidth used for the transmission.

Among the various approaches towards this goal, we find ideas such as a denser reuse of
frequencies in nearby cells or a paradigm shift from an exclusive assignment of resources to
users towards a more flexible scheduling, where several users may share a resource. In both
cases, the new challenge is to deal with interference, namely from neighboring cells or from
co-channel users that are sharing the same resource.

A promising technology to handle this interference are so-called multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems, where multiple antennas are deployed at the transmitters and receivers.
The joint preprocessing of the signals that are sent via the individual elements of a transmit
antenna array, as well as the joint processing of the signals that are received at multiple receive
antennas, allow for additional filtering in the spatial domain. This can be used to suppress
interference from other users or from other data streams of the same user, so that multiple users
can be served on the same resource and/or multiple data streams per user can be supported
simultaneously.

In addition to suppressing interference by spatial filtering, advanced multiuser encoding or
decoding techniques allow to partially cancel out interference by means of coding. Provided
that an interfering signal is known to the transmitter, it is possible to encode a signal such that
the same data rate as in the interference-free case can be decoded by the receiver. On the other
hand, an interfering signal that is known to the receiver can readily be suppressed by subtracting
it from the received signal. In some multiuser settings, these principles can be exploited in
successive encoding or decoding schemes which reduce the number of interfering signals and
thus increase the system throughput.

However, despite decades of research, there are still many aspects of communication systems
with interference that are not fully understood even if abstract information theoretic models

Some of the results presented in this work are also contained in [1–28].
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12 Chapter 1. Introduction

of the systems are considered. For the simple example of a single-input/single-output (SISO)
interference channel consisting of two transmitter-receiver pairs with a single antenna at each
terminal, the capacity region is still unknown apart from some special cases. Even if we ignore
the problem of deciding for an optimal multiuser coding scheme and assume simpler single-user
codes instead, there is in general still no way to find the optimal input distribution for each
user. Nevertheless, the recent information theoretic literature continuously makes further steps
towards a better understanding of such interference networks.

One of the most interesting insights of the past years is that some paradigms that are well-
known from single-user communication systems not necessarily hold in interference-limited
systems. For instance, the capacity-achieving input distribution in a single-user system with
additive proper Gaussian noise is proper Gaussian as well [29].1 It was revealed in [30]
that this no longer needs to be the case in the presence of interference, and many further
publications showing gains by improper signaling in other scenarios with interference followed
(e.g., [31–38]).

A second example is that the capacity of a single-user multicarrier system can be achieved
by separate coding on each carrier (e.g., [39, Sec. 5.3] for single-antenna systems; a formal
proof for multiantenna systems is included in Section 4.2). Again, this paradigm was shown
to not necessarily hold in systems with interference [40], and many further examples where
coding across carriers can be beneficial were found (e.g., [41–44]).

On the other hand, there are system models in which improper signaling cannot bring any
gains despite the fact that interference is present. The most prominent examples are multiple
access channels (multipoint-to-point transmission) and broadcast channels (point-to-multipoint
transmission) [45,46]. Interestingly, it can be shown for exactly the same system models that
coding across carriers cannot bring any gains either [47–50]. This suggests that there should
be some kind of connection between these two concepts, and that the study of new transmit
paradigms for communication systems with interference should be conducted in a more general
way.

The common point that we identify and analyze in this work is that both concepts reduce
the amount of information—measured by the so-called differential entropy—contained in the
individual transmit signals as compared to conventional transmission schemes. For the sake of a
unified treatment, we make use of the notion of maximum-entropy signals, which include proper
signals and separate coding on each carrier as special cases, and the notion of reduced-entropy
signals, which include improper signals and coding across carriers.

After deriving a mathematical framework that allows for a unified treatment of various
kinds of maximum-entropy signals, we apply this new framework to understand in which kinds
of systems maximum-entropy signals are optimal and, conversely, in which kinds of systems
reduced-entropy signals can be beneficial. Intuitively speaking, reducing the differential entropy
of the transmit signal decreases the amount of information that this signal can carry, and thus
the achievable data rate. Therefore, maximum-entropy transmission turns out to be optimal in
interference-free systems (point-to-point transmission). However, in systems with interference,
a trade-off occurs. While the entropy reduction decreases the rate that is achievable for the
transmission to the intended receiver, it makes the signal at the same time less harmful for

1For Gaussian random vectors, the term proper is equivalent to the term circularly symmetric, see Section 2.9.1.
Conversely, for improper Gaussian vectors, the term asymmetric complex Gaussian is also used (e.g., [30]).
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other receivers where it is observed as interference. This gives an intuitive explanation for
the gains by reduced-entropy transmission in interference channels (multipoint-to-multipoint
transmission) that have been revealed in the abovementioned studies.

Our main attention lies on an intermediate case between these two extremes, namely on
downlink systems (point-to-multipoint transmission). It turns out that such systems—known as
broadcast channels in the information theoretic literature—can indeed behave like either of the
two cases depending on which assumptions we make about the employed transmit strategies.
In addition, we present results for an example of a relay-aided transmission, which turns out
to behave in some regard similar as a downlink scenario. To obtain a complete overview, we
compare our findings with results on interference channels from the existing literature and with
observations that can be made in the case of point-to-point transmission. Moreover, we study
some aspects of algorithm design and provide results on additional topics such as worst-case
noise and uplink-downlink duality.

The details of the various system models that we consider as well as an overview of the
related literature are in each case provided in the respective chapter.

1.1 Overview

In this section, we give an overview of the structure and the contributions of this work.
Subsequently, in the remainder of the introduction, we introduce the fundamentals of multiuser
MIMO communications systems, the notions of maximum-entropy and reduced-entropy signals,
and some notational conventions.

The purpose of Chapter 2 is to set the mathematical foundation for our studies. After briefly
revisiting some results from the mathematical literature that are needed for our derivations, we
introduce the concept of power shaping spaces, and we derive a comprehensive collection of
equations and statements related to such spaces. This new approach is a generalization of the
parameterization of covariance matrices proposed in [6, 7], which we thus present as a special
case.

In Chapter 3, we formulate the mathematical models for multiuser MIMO communication
systems, and we demonstrate how the concept of power shaping spaces can be applied to study
improper signaling and coding across carriers. Moreover, we discuss how the simultaneously
achievable rates of the various users can be described by a rate region and how we can find
Pareto-optimal points of such a region under various assumptions on the allowed transmit
strategies.

The first communication system we study is a MIMO system without interference, which
we consider in Chapter 4. Even though no surprising new insights are obtained in this chapter,
it is worthwhile to see the functioning of the new framework in a simple setting before turning
our attention to the more complicated scenarios with interference. Moreover, some statements
about the optimal input distributions and about the worst-case noise, which we show in that
chapter, might seem intuitively clear, but have not been proven formally in the related literature.

After that, we turn our attention to systems with interference. In Chapters 5 and 6, we
consider the MIMO multiple access channel and the MIMO broadcast channel, where part of
the interference is eliminated by means of the coding schemes. We generalize results about the
optimality of proper signaling [45, 46] and of separate coding on each carrier [47–50] from
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settings with sum power constraints to the case of more general covariance constraints, and we
derive the properties of the worst-case noise. These chapters contain results that were shown
in [21, 25, 28], but unlike therein, we now obtain them as special cases of the more general
framework of maximum-entropy signals and reduced-entropy signals.

Despite the fact that interference is present, the multiuser settings considered up to this
point behave quite similar to the single-user MIMO channel: maximum-entropy transmission
is optimal in case of maximum-entropy noise. However, this changes significantly if a highly
complex multiuser encoding for interference-suppression is avoided and all interference in
the MIMO broadcast channel is instead treated as additional noise. This setting is studied in
Chapter 7. After extending existing results on uplink-downlink duality [16,51] in a way that
they can be used to study maximum-entropy transmission, we provide a variety of examples that
show that the optimality of maximum-entropy signals observed in the previous chapters does
not hold any longer. In addition to previous results on the benefits of improper signaling (see
also [5, 16]) and about gains obtained by coding across carriers (see also [1, 4, 15, 18, 52]), this
chapter contains several new results on both topics and establishes a connection between these
two types of entropy reduction. For instance, we show that improper signaling and coding across
carriers are not interchangeable: there are situations where gains can be achieved by one of the
techniques, but not by the other. Finally, we study the question how transmit strategies involving
reduced-entropy transmission can be optimized. To this end, we generalize considerations from
[11,20, 23, 53] to the new framework of power shaping spaces.

In Chapter 8, we turn our attention to interference channels where multiple transmitter-
receiver pairs share a common medium. For this scenario, various kinds of performance gains by
means of coding across carriers (e.g., [40, 42]) or improper signaling (e.g., [30–36]) have been
reported in the existing literature. We summarize these results, put them in the more general
context of reduced-entropy transmission, and compare them with our findings in broadcast
channels. In addition, we discuss the special case of a so-called one-sided interference channel
(Z-interference channel), where we extend recent studies on improper signaling [37, 38] to the
case of time-sharing (see also [8]).

The last system that we consider is the MIMO relay channel under the assumption that the
partial decode-and-forward scheme (e.g., [54, Sec. 9.4.1], [55, Sec. 16.6]) is employed. It turns
out that the arising subproblems in the optimization of the achievable data rate can be related
to rate maximization problems in multiple access channels and broadcast channels that are
known from Chapters 5 and 6. We can exploit this to prove optimality of maximum-entropy
transmission and to derive a worst-case noise theorem. These results are presented in Chapter 9
as a generalization of results from [6, 22].

In Chapter 10, we give some concluding remarks and we finally turn our attention to the
possibility of transmitting non-Gaussian signals, which is excluded in the other chapters. When
combined with existing insights from [56], our findings point to an interesting topic for future
research: reduced-entropy transmission by means of non-Gaussian signals.

1.2 MIMO Communication Systems

A multiuser MIMO system consists of a set of nodes (terminals) T ∈ T equipped with mT

antennas, which can act as transmitters, as receivers, or as relays. In this work, we consider
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the data transmission (1.1) on carrier c of a multiuser MIMO system. The black receiver
D may either be interested in both signals (e.g., in an uplink system, see Chapter 5), or one of the signals can be
considered as undesirable interference (e.g., in an interference channel, see Chapter 8). If another receiver is present
in the system (indicated in gray), a description analogous to (1.1) can be written down for the second receiver.

various types of such systems, namely a single-user system (point-to-point), uplink and downlink
systems (multipoint-to-point and point-to-multipoint), interference channels (multipoint-to-
multipoint), as well as a simple relaying scenario. For each of the considered system models,
we specify the details at the beginning of the respective chapter.

We assume that transmission takes place over C orthogonal resources, such as carriers in a
multicarrier system, orthogonal codes, disjoint time intervals, fading states of a fading channel,
etc. (see, e.g., [39, 49]). For simplicity, we use the term carrier, keeping in mind that other
types of orthogonal resources are possible as well. In the information theoretic literature, such
a scenario is also referred to as parallel channels (e.g., [40]).

We assume that the channels are frequency-flat within each carrier, which is a sensible
assumption if the carriers are sufficiently narrow or if they are obtained by using orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM, e.g., [39, Sec. 3.4.4]). The transmission from a
transmitter (source) S to a receiver (destination) D on carrier c can then be modeled as a
multiplication by a matrix H(c)

DS ∈ CmD×mS , where mT denotes the number of antennas at
terminal T. The received signal y (c)

D ∈ CmD on carrier c can be a superposition of signals
originating from several transmitters, i.e.,2

y (c)
D =

∑
S∈SD

H(c)
DSx

(c)
S + η(c)

D , c = 1, . . . , C (1.1)

where SD is the set of transmitters whose signals x(c)
S ∈ CmS are received by node D, and

η(c)
D ∈ CmD is additive noise, which is independent of the transmit signals and independent of

the noise vectors at other receivers. In this work, we only consider Gaussian MIMO systems,
meaning that the noise is always assumed to be Gaussian. Further assumptions on the noise are
stated in Section 1.4.3.

Whenever several signals are received in a superimposed manner (see the illustration in
Figure 1.1), we have to distinguish between useful signals and interfering signals. For instance
in an uplink scenario (see Chapter 5), all received signals may be considered as useful. However,

2For details on the notation, see Section 1.5.
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in other situations such as in an interference channel (see Chapter 8), we are only interested in
one of the signals and all other signals are considered as interference. The various strategies to
handle such an interference range from trying to decode and subtract the interference to simply
treating the interference as noise. For each of the systems considered in the various chapters of
this work, we clarify how the interference is handled when we introduce the respective system
model.

We assume throughout this work that all coefficients in the channel matrices are perfectly
known. Even though this assumption is not realistic, it is useful for studying fundamental
properties of the considered systems. Extending our results to scenarios with imperfect channel
knowledge is left open for future research.

We use a discrete-time complex baseband model (e.g., [39]), and we assume that the
noise does not have any temporal correlations. For all system models we consider, we can
find so-called single-letter characterizations (see, e.g., [57, 58]) in the information theoretic
literature, which enable us to characterize achievable rates without writing down time-dependent
expressions that describe all symbols over which a codeword spans. Therefore, all signals are
written without a time-index as already done in (1.1).

1.3 Achievable Rates as Performance Criterion

All considerations in this work are based on so-called achievable rates in the sense of Shannon
[59], i.e., on data rates at which a transmission is possible with an arbitrarily small probability
of error. We use discrete-time representations of the systems, so that all data rates are given in
bits per channel use.

Achievable rates enable us to study the limitations of communication systems from an
information theoretic point of view, yielding benchmarks for any practical system. Moreover,
using a so-called signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gap approximation (e.g., [60]), achievable rates
can be used to obtain approximative results on the data rates of systems that apply practical
coding and modulation schemes.

In MIMO systems, where users might be served with multiple data streams, achievable
rates play a particularly important role. While other performance measures, such as the
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR), the mean square error (MSE), and the bit error
rate (BER), are only meaningful for a single data stream per user, leading to various competing
definitions for extensions to the multistream case (see, e.g., the examples in [61, Sec. 3.4] and
the references therein), achievable rates indisputably extend to the case of multiple data streams
per user and are, therefore, an adequate performance measure for MIMO communications.
Further details on achievable rates are introduced in Section 3.2.

1.4 Maximum-Entropy Signals and Reduced-Entropy Signals

To calculate achievable rates in a communication system, we have to study the so-called mutual
information (see Section 2.1.3) between transmitted and received signals, which is closely
related to the entropies of the involved signals and of the noise. The entropy of a signal can
be intuitively understood as a measure for its randomness and is related to the amount of
information that a signal can carry. As we consider continuous-valued signals, we have to make
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use of a slightly different measure (see [59]), which is commonly referred to as differential
entropy [62]. If it is clear from the context that differential entropies are considered, the shorter
term entropy is sometimes still used for the sake of brevity. The mathematical definition of the
differential entropy is given in Section 2.1.3.

As it is a measure for the randomness, the differential entropy is not influenced by the
mean value of a signal, but the mean has an influence on the signal power. We adopt the
common assumption that the noise has mean zero, and we note that this should hold for transmit
signals as well since a nonzero mean would lead to a higher transmit power requirement without
having an influence on the differential entropy [29]. Due to the assumption that the mean of all
random vectors is zero, there is a direct relation between power and variance. In particular, the
total signal power of a zero-mean random vector is the sum of the individual variances of the
components.

In information theoretic studies, we are often interested in so-called maximum-entropy
distributions (e.g., [62]), i.e., distributions that maximize the differential entropy under given
constraints on the statistical properties of the signals. We restrict all our considerations to
constraints on the second-order properties, i.e., on variances, correlations, and related quantities.
When keeping the second-order properties fixed, the differential entropy of a random vector is
maximized if all components are jointly Gaussian distributed [59, 62]. In this sense, a Gaussian
signal with some given second-order properties is a maximum-entropy signal. Note that all
signals we consider in this work are assumed to be Gaussian random vectors or scalars. For an
outlook to non-Gaussian signals, see Chapter 10.

If we fix only parts of the second-order properties, we can obtain further statements about
maximum-entropy signals. The following statements, which can be verified mathematically by
means of the definitions given in Chapter 2, are meant to give a first impression about statistical
properties that have an influence on the differential entropy of a Gaussian signal.

Since a correlation between the components leads to a reduction of the differential entropy
compared to the case where the components are uncorrelated, a Gaussian random vector with
uncorrelated components is the maximum-entropy signal among all signals with fixed individual
variances. If we fix only the total power, i.e., the sum of the variances, a maximum-entropy
signal must in addition have the same variance for all components. Any power imbalance
between the components reduces the differential entropy. When allowing the total power to lie
in some interval, the differential entropy is maximized by using the highest feasible power.

An additional aspect has to be considered for complex random vectors, where the differential
entropy is reduced if (strictly linear) correlations3 between the signal and its complex conjugate
are present [29,63]. In the literature, signals for which this is the case are called improper in
contrast to so-called proper signals (e.g., [63, 64]). To distinguish between these two kinds of
signals, we can consider the so-called pseudocovariance matrix [63] (see Section 2.9.1). For
a given covariance matrix, the maximum-entropy signal is the one whose pseudocovariance
matrix is zero, i.e., it is a proper signal [29, 63].

The above overview shows that we can obtain different notions of maximum-entropy signals
depending on which statistical properties we consider to be given or, equivalently, among which
set of possible signals we can choose. Whenever it is clear from the context which set of

3Correlations in the sense of only the first equation in Definition 2.9.4. Clearly, a signal is always correlated with
its conjugate if the stricter notion of uncorrelatedness based on both equations in Definition 2.9.4 is used.
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Figure 1.2: Contour lines of the probability density functions of a proper Gaussian random variable x (left) and an
improper Gaussian random variable y (right).

possible signals is considered, we use the term maximum-entropy signal if the free parameters
are chosen such that the differential entropy becomes as large as possible. Conversely, if a
different choice is made for the free parameters, we have a reduced-entropy signal.

When speaking aboutmaximum-entropy signals and reduced-entropy signals in the following
chapters, we always assume that the total power belongs to the given parameters. It then needs
to be specified which other aspects of the second-order properties are considered as given, and
which ones can be freely adapted to maximize the entropy. To this end, we introduce the concept
of power shaping spaces in Chapter 2, and we give a formal definition of maximum-entropy
signals with respect to a power shaping space in Definition 2.5.1. By means of this mathematical
framework, many derivations can be performed in a general manner, i.e., independently of
which parameters will finally be considered as given or free.

In the remainder of this section, we briefly describe the two most important kinds of entropy
reduction we consider, namely improper signaling and correlations across carriers. Moreover,
we briefly discuss typical assumptions on the noise in communication systems, and how they
are related to the notion of maximum-entropy signals.

1.4.1 Proper, Improper, and General Complex Signaling

As mentioned before, it was shown in various publications that the system performance in
communication systems with interference can be improved by transmitting improper signals,
which can be interpreted as an example for a type of reduced-entropy transmission. Mathematical
details on proper and improper signals are given in Section 2.9. An illustration for the special
case of a scalar complex Gaussian random variable is given in Figure 1.2. A scalar proper
random variable has uncorrelated real and imaginary parts with equal variance, which leads to
a circularly symmetric probability density function in case of the Gaussian distribution.

Most of the results on proper signals and improper signals that we discuss are obtained
by studying the considered systems from the more general perspective of maximum-entropy
signals and reduced-entropy signals. Nevertheless, even though the new framework proposed in
Chapter 2 lets improper signaling appear as nothing but a special case, it is a case of particular
importance, as can be seen from the large number of recent publications on this subject (e.g.,
the literature reviewed in Section 8.2). Considering this special case is thus an integral part of
all chapters.
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of CN transmission for the example of a MIMO broadcast channel (see Chapters 6 and 7).
With CN transmission, the system can be treated as C separate systems, which are only coupled via a constraint on,
e.g., the sum transmit power and via the sum rates of the users.

The following terminology is used. We say that a transmit strategy makes use of improper
signaling if at least one of the input signals is improper. Conversely, proper signaling refers to
the case where all input signals are proper. The term general complex signals includes proper
and improper signals as special cases. In case of multiple carriers, we say that a multicarrier
signal is proper if the per-carrier signals are jointly proper (see Definition 2.9.3).

1.4.2 Carrier-Cooperative Transmission and Coding Across Carriers

As a second special case of reduced-entropy transmission, we consider signals that are correlated
across carriers. Using such signals in a communication system is called carrier-cooperative (CC)
transmission (e.g., [11,43,65]). In this case, the signal corresponding to an encoded data stream
is spread across several carriers, which can be described as coding across carriers [39] (or joint
encoding [40]). On the other hand, if separate encoding [39, 40] on each carrier is performed,
we do not have any correlations between the carriers, which is called carrier-noncooperative
(CN) transmission (e.g., [11, 43, 65]). An illustration is given in Figure 1.3.

Additional care must be taken in multihop scenarios with relaying, where CN transmission
does not imply separate coding on all carriers (see Section 9.5.2). However, in single-hop
systems, the terms CN transmission and separate coding are used interchangeably.

The decision to use CN transmission can simplify both the transceiver optimization process
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and the actual operation of a system (e.g., [1]). Therefore, one of our aims is to study in
which cases CN transmission can be applied without any performance loss compared to CC
transmission. Systems where this is the case are called separable in the literature (e.g., [40,42]).

For the sake of brevity, we use the acronyms CC and CN also for signals that do not have an
interpretation as a transmit strategy, e.g., for the noise. The acronym CCmay thus be understood
in a wider sense as carriers correlated, and we use the term CC signal for any multicarrier signal
whose components on the various carriers are correlated. Accordingly, CN can be understood
as carriers not correlated, and we call any signal consisting of uncorrelated per-carrier signals a
CN signal (Definition 3.3.2). Note that the terms uncorrelated and independent can be used as
synonyms as long as we consider only Gaussian signals.

1.4.3 Properties of the Noise

We adopt the common assumption that the additive noise that occurs in the transmission (1.1) is
Gaussian with full-rank covariance matrix. This can be justified from a practical perspective
by the composite effect of many independent noise sources [66, 67], and from a theoretical
perspective by the fact that Gaussian noise is the worst-case noise in general wireless networks
under very mild assumptions [66,67]. Note that the latter result is related to the abovementioned
maximum-entropy property of the Gaussian distribution. This connection between worst-case
noise and maximum differential entropy suggests that it should be possible to show that
maximum-entropy noise is the worst-case noise also if a different kind of maximum-entropy
signals is considered (see the examples in Section 1.4). Indeed, this is done in several worst-case
noise theorems, which are proven in the various chapters (e.g., Theorem 4.4.1).

If a model with complex signals is used, it is often assumed that the noise is not only
Gaussian, but also proper. This is a sensible assumption since it is the case for the complex
baseband representation at the demodulator output of a bandpass system with real wide-sense
stationary noise [63]. Note that proper noise is the maximum-entropy signal among all complex
Gaussian noise signals with fixed covariance matrix [29, 63].

In multicarrier systems, it additionally makes sense to assume that the Gaussian noise
is uncorrelated across carriers (e.g., [39, Sec. 5.3.3]), i.e., we have CN noise. This is the
maximum-entropy signal if the second-order statistical properties of the noise within each
carrier are fixed (see Section 3.4.3).

Due to all these properties, we may assume in many cases that the noise in a communication
system is a maximum-entropy signal in several respects. By carefully choosing appropriate
power shaping spaces at the receivers, this can be formalized mathematically (see Section 3.4.4)
and exploited in the study of communication systems. For example, we observe for a MIMO
system without interference as studied in Chapter 4 that whenever the noise belongs to a certain
kind of maximum-entropy signals, the transmit signal should belong to the same kind. On
the other hand, it turns out that a reduced-entropy transmit signal can be beneficial in case of
reduced-entropy noise. For systems with interference, by contrast, it needs to be investigated in
detail (see Chapters 5 through 9) whether reduced-entropy transmit signals can be beneficial
even if the noise is a maximum-entropy signal.
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1.5 Notation

In this work, vectors are typeset in boldface lowercase letters, and matrices in boldface uppercase
letters. Whenever a matrix or vector is described in parallel by a complex representation and a
real-valued representation, we use sans-serif font (A or x) for the complex representation and
serif font with additional accents (À or x̌) for the real-valued representation (see Section 2.9). On
the other hand, in equations that are valid no matter whether the considered matrices and vectors
are complex or real, serif font (A or x) is used throughout. Note that the conjugate-transpose
operator in this kind of equations becomes equivalent to the conventional transpose if real
matrices and vectors are plugged in.

We use the following special matrices, vectors, scalars, and sets. In addition, notations for
further special sets are introduced in Section 2.1.1.

0 zero matrix or vector of appropriate size
1 all-ones vector of appropriate length
ei ith canonical unit vector of appropriate length
IL identity matrix of size L
d(A) vector containing the diagonal elements of the matrixA
λ(A) vector containing the eigenvalues of the matrixA
Cx covariance matrix of a random vector x
Cx,y cross-covariance matrix of the random vectors x and y
diag(αi) diagonal matrix with diagonal elements αi
blkdiag(A(c)) block-diagonal matrix with diagonal blocksA(1), . . . ,A(C)

stack(a(c)) stacked vector [a(1),T, . . . ,a(C),T]T

ai ith element of a vector a
e Euler’s number
j imaginary unit
RN0,+ closed positive orthant of RN , i.e., RN0,+ = {x ∈ RN : xi ≥ 0, ∀i}

The following operators are used.

AT transpose of a matrix or vector
AH conjugate-transpose of a matrix or vector
A∗ complex conjugation
<(•) real part
=(•) imaginary part
<̀(A) real representation of a complex matrix, see Section 2.9.5
<̌(a) real representation of a complex vector, see Section 2.9.2
A−1 inverse of a matrix
A+ Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix
A

1
2 matrix square root of a positive-semidefinite matrix

tr[A] trace of a matrix
detA determinant of a matrix
rank [A] rank of a matrix
null[A] null space of a matrix
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range[A] column space of a matrix
〈A,B〉 (Frobenius) inner product ofA andB, see Section 2.1.1
f ◦ g function composition
E[•] expectation
h (x) differential entropy of a random vector x, see Section 2.1.3
h (x |y) conditional differential entropy of x conditioned on y
I (x;y) mutual information between the random vectors x and y, see Sec-

tion 2.1.3
I (x;y | z) conditional mutual information of x and y conditioned on z
|a| absolute value of a
|X | cardinality of a set X
X ∩ Y intersection of the sets X and Y⋃
i∈I Xi union of the sets Xi for all i ∈ I
X \ Y set difference of the sets X and Y
X × Y Cartesian product of the sets X and Y⊗

i∈I Xi Cartesian product of the sets Xi for all i ∈ I
convX convex hull of the set X
projA(•) projection to a subspace A
A⊥V orthogonal complement of a subspace A in a vector space V
A+ B sum of the subspaces A and B, i.e., {A+B | A ∈ A, B ∈ B}
A ⊕ B orthogonal sum of the subspaces A and B, i.e., the same as A+ B, but

with the implication that A and B are orthogonal

Expressions involving variables with a superscript index and an exponent (or an exponent-
like operator), are written in the formA(i),k for (A(i))k andA(i),H for (A(i))H. Moreover, we
use shorthand notations of the forms

• (ak)∀k = (ak)k=1,...,K = (a1, . . . , aK),

• (a(c))∀c = (a(c))c=1,...,C = (a(1), . . . , a(C)),

• (a)∀c = (a)c=1,...,C = (a, . . . , a) (tuple with C elements),

• (CxS)S∈S = (CxS1
, . . . ,CxS|S|

) where S = (S1, . . . ,S|S|),

• {ak}k∈K = {ak1 , . . . , ak|K|}, where K = {k1, . . . , k|K|}.

Finally, we make use of the following partial orderings and preorderings.

a ≥ b b ≤ a ai ≥ bi for all components i = 1, . . . , N (a, b ∈ RN )
a � b b ≺ a b is majorized by a, see Section 2.1.2
A � 0 0 ≺ A A is positive-definite
A � 0 0 � A A is positive-semidefinite (psd)
A � B B � A A−B is positive-semidefinite (psd)
X ⊇ Y Y ⊆ X Y is a subset of X or equal to X
X ⊃ Y Y ⊂ X Y is a strict subset of X



Chapter 2

Power Shaping Spaces and
Maximum-Entropy Signals

As already mentioned in Section 1.4, the concept of so-called power shaping spaces can be used
to formally describe maximum-entropy signals, i.e., signals which have the highest differential
entropy within a certain family of signals. In this chapter, we introduce this framework,
which is the mathematical foundation of many derivations in this work. After revisiting some
mathematical preliminaries, we give a brief motivation and the formal definition of a power
shaping space. Then, we derive fundamental properties of such spaces, and we give examples
of power shaping spaces including those that are particularly relevant for the investigations that
follow.

2.1 Mathematical Preliminaries

In addition to the notational conventions introduced in Section 1.5, the following definitions
and results are needed for our derivations.

2.1.1 Vector Spaces of Matrices

We make intensive use of the fact that the space of complex N ×M matrices CN×M and the
space of real N ×M matrices RN×M with the Frobenius inner product (e.g., [68, Sec. 5.2])

〈A,B〉 = tr[BHA] (2.1)

are Hilbert spaces. Note that tr[BHA] = tr[ABH], which turns out to be useful in many
derivations. For spaces of tuples of matrices (Ak)∀k, (Bk)∀k, we use the inner product
〈(Ak)∀k, (Bk)∀k〉 =

∑K
k=1 tr[BH

k Ak].
It is easy to verify that the spaces of Hermitian matrices

HM = {S ∈ CM×M | S = SH} ⊂ CM×M (2.2)

and real symmetric matrices

SM = {S ∈ RM×M | S = ST} ⊂ RM×M (2.3)

23
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are linear subspaces, i.e., they are vector spaces themselves. Within HM (and thus also in
SM ⊂ HM ), the definition of the inner product simplifies to 〈A,B〉 = tr[BA].

We use the following notation for spaces of block-diagonal matrices.

Definition 2.1.1. Let L = (`1, . . . , `C) ∈ NC andM = (m1, . . . ,mC) ∈ NC be tuples of
natural numbers. We use CL×M (or RL×M) to denote the space of complex (or real-valued)
block-diagonal matrices where the diagonal blocks arematrices with sizes `1×m1 . . . , `C ,×mC .
Accordingly, the notation HM (or SM) is used for the space of Hermitian (or real symmetric)
block-diagonal matrices with block sizesm1 ×m1, . . . ,mC ×mC .

2.1.2 Majorization Theory

Majorization theory has been used to study various aspects of wireless communication systems,
as summarized, e.g., in [61, 69], and it is also an important ingredient for establishing the
framework of power shaping spaces. In line with the existing literature (e.g., [61, 68–71]), we
introduce the following definition.

Definition 2.1.2. Let a↓i denote the ith largest component of a vector a. Then, a vector x ∈ RM

is majorized by a vector y ∈ RM , denoted by x ≺ y, if
m∑
i=1

x↓i ≤
m∑
i=1

y↓i (2.4)

for allm = 1, . . . ,M with equality form = M .

Intuitively speaking, x ≺ y means that the entries of y are more spread out than those of x
while the sum over all components is the same for both vectors. According to [70, Sec. 1.A.3],
we have x ≺ y if and only if

∑M
i=1 |xi − a| ≤

∑M
i=1 |yi − a|, ∀a ∈ R. The following Lemma

is a direct consequence of this equivalence.

Lemma 2.1.1. If xj ≺ yj for all pairs of vectors xj ,yj ∈ RMj , j = 1, . . . , J , then
[xT

1 , . . . ,x
T
J ]T ≺ [yT

1 . . . ,y
T
J ]T.

Below, we provide some further statements about majorization, which are helpful for the
derivations that follow in the next sections.

Lemma 2.1.2 ([70, Sec. 1.A]). For any given vector x ∈ RM with
∑M

i=1 xi = α, it holds that
α
M 1 ≺ x ≺ αem,m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.

Lemma 2.1.3 ([70, Th. 9.B.1]). For any Hermitian matrix S ∈ HM , we have d(S) ≺ λ(S),
i.e., the vector of diagonal elements is majorized by the vector of eigenvalues.

So-called Schur-convex and Schur-concave functions preserve the preordering of majoriza-
tion [70]. We make use of the following definitions and properties.

Definition 2.1.3 (cf. [70, Definition 3.A.1]). A function f : x 7→ f(x) is said to be Schur-convex
(or Schur-concave) on a set X ⊆ RM if x ≺ y with x,y ∈ X implies that f(x) ≤ f(y) (or
that f(x) ≥ f(y), respectively). The function is said to be strictly Schur-convex (or strictly
Schur-concave) in case that equality f(x) = f(y) holds only if y is a permuted version of x.
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Lemma 2.1.4 ([70, Propositions 3.C.1 and 3.C.1.a]). If g : x 7→ g(x) is convex (or concave)
for x ≥ 0, the function f : x 7→ f(x) =

∑M
i=1 g(xi) is Schur-convex (or Schur-concave,

respectively) for x ∈ RM0,+. If g is strictly convex (or strictly concave), then f is strictly
Schur-convex (or strictly Schur-concave, respectively).

Lemma2.1.5 ([70, Proposition 3.F.1]). The function f : x 7→ f(x) =
∏M
i=1 xi is Schur-concave

for x ∈ RM0,+.

2.1.3 Differential Entropy of Gaussian Random Vectors

Throughout this work, all random vectors are assumed to be Gaussian with mean zero unless
otherwise stated. A real-valued or proper complex random vector z can thus be described
exhaustively by specifying the covariance matrix

Cz = E[(z − E[z])(z − E[z])H] = E[zzH] (2.5)

where we have plugged in the zero-mean assumption E[z] = 0. The description of improper
complex random vectors is discussed in Section 2.9.

The differential entropy of a continuous random vector z is defined as [59, 62]

h (z) = −E[log2 fz(z)] (2.6)

where fz is the probability density function of z. For a real-valued or proper Gaussian random
vector z, we have [29, 59, 62, 63].

h (z) = µ log2 det

(
1

µ
πeCz

)
(2.7)

where µ = 1
2 if z is real [59, 62] and µ = 1 is z is proper complex [29, 63].

If the differential entropy h (y) and the conditional differential entropy of y conditioned on
x [59, 62]

h (y |x) = −E[log2 fy|x(y|x)] (2.8)

(calculated based on the conditional probability density function fy|x with the expectation taken
in terms of both x and y) are both finite, we can obtain the mutual information (e.g., [62])
between two continuous random vectors x and y from

I (x;y) = h (y)− h (y |x) . (2.9)

Note that I (x;y) = I (y;x). Finally, we can calculate conditional mutual information
expressions of the form [62]

I (x;y | z) = h (y | z)− h (y |x, z) . (2.10)

2.2 Motivation

By means of the equation for the differential entropy of Gaussian random vectors (2.7), we can
formulate the considerations from Section 1.4 mathematically as can be seen in the following
example. Let

A =

[
1

1

]
B =

[
1

−1

]
C =

[
1

1

]
. (2.11)
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Now consider a real-valued Gaussian random vector x = [x1, x2]T with covariance matrix
Cx = A+ βB + γC with β and γ such that Cx is a valid covariance matrix, i.e., a positive-
semidefinite matrix. Note that the total signal power tr[Cx] is the same for any β and γ, but
choosing β 6= 0 introduces a power imbalance between the two components x1 and x2 while
choosing γ 6= 0 introduces a correlation.

From detCx = 1 − β2 − γ2, it is easy to see that detA > det(A + βB) > det(A +

βB + γC) for any β 6= 0, γ 6= 0. Apparently, the power imbalance reduces detCx, and
thus the differential entropy (2.7), and the correlation reduces it further. Similarly, we have
detA > det(A+ γC) > det(A+ βB + γC).

We can thus interpret a Gaussian random vector x′ with covariance matrix Cx′ = A as
maximum-entropy signal among the vectors with the same total power. On the other hand, the
vector xβ with covariance matrix Cxβ = A+ βB is a maximum-entropy signal among the
vectors with the same fixed individual powers (but arbitrary correlations). Finally, among the
vectors with fixed total power and fixed correlations (but arbitrary individual powers), the vector
xγ with covariance matrix Cxγ = A+ γC is the maximum-entropy signal.

2.3 Definition

Considerations as in the previous example become more involved in higher dimensions, where
much more possibilities for entropy reductions exist. The aim of this chapter is to establish a
framework which allows for similar considerations in more general settings.

The three matrices in (2.11) form an orthogonal basis of the space of 2 × 2 symmetric
matrices S2. By setting one of the scalar parameters β or γ to zero in order to obtain a
maximum-entropy signal, we restrict the covariance matrix to lie in a linear subspace of
S2. This motivates a formal definition of subspaces which contain covariance matrices of
maximum-entropy signals. Note that the relation to maximum-entropy signals does not directly
become clear from the following definition, but is shown later in Section 2.5.

Definition 2.3.1. Let S be the space of Hermitian matrices or real symmetric matrices of size
MS ×MS, i.e., S = HMS or S = SMS . A subspace P ⊆ S which fulfills

P1P2P1 ∈ P ∀P1,P2 ∈ P (2.12)
IMS ∈ P (2.13)

is called power shaping space. The orthogonal complement of P in S with respect to the
Frobenius inner product (2.1) is then called entropy reduction space and is denoted byN = P⊥S .

The proposed names for P and N are clarified when we study the relation to differential
entropies in Section 2.5. Since P andN are linear subspaces of the real vector space HMS , it is
clear that

α1P1 + α2P2 ∈ P ∀P1,P2 ∈ P, ∀α1, α2 ∈ R (2.14)
α1N1 + α2N2 ∈ N ∀N1,N2 ∈ N , ∀α1, α2 ∈ R. (2.15)

Moreover, as P and N are orthogonal, we have

tr[PN ] = 〈P ,N〉 = 0 ∀P ∈ P, ∀N ∈ N (2.16)
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and we can decompose any S ∈ S uniquely into

S = P +N with P = projP(S) ∈ P, N = projN (S) ∈ N . (2.17)

Remark 2.3.1. If P and P̄ are power shaping spaces such that P ⊆ P̄ ⊆ HMS , we may replace
S = HMS in the above definition by S = P̄ , i.e., we may decide to consider N = P⊥P̄ as the
corresponding entropy reduction space (instead ofN = P⊥S). If this more general definition is
used, the results derived below are still valid.

2.4 Basic Properties

In addition to the desired behavior in terms of differential entropy (to be derived in Section 2.5),
Definition 2.3.1 leads to further useful properties, which are shown in the following.

Proposition 2.4.1. tr[N ] = 0 ∀N ∈ N .

Proof. Since anyN ∈ N must be orthogonal to IMS , we have 0 = tr[IMSN ] = tr[N ], ∀N ∈
N .

Using the product property (2.12), we can derive a product rule for entropy reduction
matricesN ∈ N .

Proposition 2.4.2. PNP ∈ N , ∀P ∈ P,∀N ∈ N .

Proof. For any P ′ ∈ P , we have tr[PNPP ′] = tr[PP ′PN ] = tr[P ′′N ] = 0 since
P ′′ = PP ′P ∈ P due to (2.12), i.e., PNP is orthogonal to any P ′ ∈ P .

The following lemma about the kth powers P k, k ∈ N0 of power shaping matrices P ∈ P
and the subsequent theorem are very useful as they imply that any power shaping space P is
closed under a wide variety of operations including matrix square roots and matrix inversion.

Lemma 2.4.1. P k ∈ P, ∀P ∈ P, ∀k ∈ N0.

Proof. Obviously, P 0 = IMS ∈ P by (2.13) and P 1 = P ∈ P . For k ≥ 2, (2.12) yields
P k = PP k−2P ∈ P by induction using P k−2 ∈ P .

Theorem2.4.1. LetΛ = diag(λi) be obtained from the eigenvalue decompositionUΛUH = P

of P ∈ P , and let Ψ = diag(f(λi)) for an arbitrary scalar function f : R → R. Then,
UΨUH ∈ P .

Proof. Let D ≤MS be the number of distinct eigenvalues of P . We can find a polynomial p
of degree at most D − 1 with real coefficients such that f(λi) = p(λi) for i = 1, . . . ,MS (e.g.,
[68, Sec. 0.9.11]). Then,Ψ = diag(p(λi)) = p(Λ) andUΨUH = U diag(p(λi))U

H = p(P ),
i.e., the polynomial p applied to the matrix P (see, e.g., [68, Prob. 1.3.P3]). Due to (2.14) and
Lemma 2.4.1, we have p(P ) ∈ P .

Corollary 2.4.1. For any P ∈ P with P � 0, the positive-semidefinite square root P
1
2 � 0 is

element of P .
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Proof. Apply Theorem 2.4.1 with f(λ) =
√
λ.

Corollary 2.4.2. The pseudoinverse P+ of any P ∈ P is element of P . The same holds for the
inverse P−1 if it exists.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.4.1 with f(λ) = 1
λ for λ 6= 0 and f(λ) = 0 otherwise.

Corollary 2.4.3. For any P ∈ P , the projection matrix P+P is element of P .

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.4.1 with f(λ) = λ · 1
λ = 1 for λ 6= 0 and f(λ) = λ · 0 = 0

otherwise.

Finally, we show that the intersection of two power shaping spaces is again a power shaping
space.

Proposition 2.4.3. Let A ⊆ S and B ⊆ S be two power shaping spaces. Then, P = A∩B is a
power shaping space as well.

Proof. For all P1,P2 ∈ P , we have P1,P2 ∈ A ⇒ P1P2P1 ∈ A and P1,P2 ∈
B ⇒ P1P2P1 ∈ B. Thus, P1P2P1 ∈ A ∩ B. Moreover, IMS ∈ A and IMS ∈ B
imply IMS ∈ A ∩ B. This shows that (2.12) and (2.13) hold for P = A ∩ B.

2.5 Power Shaping Spaces and Differential Entropy

The following fundamental result is the basis for establishing a relation between the definition
of a power shaping space in Definition 2.3.1 and the concept of differential entropy, which is
the aim of this section.

Theorem 2.5.1. For any P ∈ P and anyN ∈ N , we have λ(P ) ≺ λ(P +N).

Proof. Consider the sorted eigenvalue decomposition UΛUH = P with

Λ = diag(λi) =

λ(1)I|I1|
. . .

λ(L)I|IL|

 (2.18)

where λ(`), ` = 1, . . . , L are the distinct eigenvalues, and I`, ` = 1, . . . , L are disjoint index
sets containing the indices of the corresponding eigenvectors ui, i ∈ I`. Let d` ∈ R|I`| be a
vector with elements di = eT

i U
H(P +N)Uei, i ∈ I`, where we can write di = λ(`) + ϕi

with ϕi = eT
i U

HNUei = uH
i Nui.

Let J` =
∑

i∈I` uiu
H
i . We can express J` as1 J` = U diag(f`(λi))U

H, where f` is an
indicator function which takes the value f`(λ) = 1 if λ = λ(`) and f`(λ) = 0 otherwise. Due
to Theorem 2.4.1, we have that J` ∈ P . Therefore,∑

i∈I`

ϕi =
∑
i∈I`

uH
i Nui =

∑
i∈I`

tr[uiu
H
i N ] = tr[J`N ] = 0 (2.19)

so that
∑

i∈I` di = λ(`)|I`|. Thus, λ(`)1 ≺ d`, ` = 1, . . . , L by Lemma 2.1.2.

1The notation diag(f`(λi)) has to be understood in the sense that the ith diagonal element equals f`(λi) for a
fixed value of `.
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Noting that λ(P ) is the concatenation of all vectors λ(`)1 ≺ d`, ` = 1, . . . , L and
that d(UH(P +N)U) is the concatenation of all vectors d`, ` = 1, . . . , L, we can apply
Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.3 to obtain

λ(P ) ≺ d(UH(P +N)U) ≺ λ(UH(P +N)U) (2.20)

where λ(UH(P +N)U) = λ(P +N).

As in (2.17), any covariance matrix Cx can be uniquely decomposed into Cx = P +N

with P ∈ P andN ∈ N . Conversely, any matrix P +N can be interpreted as the covariance
matrix of some random vector if it is positive-semidefinite. As shown in the following, this can
only be the case if the power shaping component P is positive-semidefinite and if a condition
on the fundamental subspaces induced by P andN is fulfilled.

Proposition 2.5.1. If P +N � 0, P ∈ P, N ∈ N , then P � 0, null[P ] ⊆ null[N ], and
rank [N ] ≤ rank [P ].

Proof. Since the eigenvalues of P +N are more spread out than those of P (due to Theo-
rem 2.5.1), we have λmin(P ) ≥ λmin(P +N), where λmin denotes the smallest eigenvalue. As
λmin(P+N) ≥ 0 ifP+N � 0, we obtainλmin(P ) ≥ 0 so thatP � 0. IfP+N � 0, it must
also hold thatA(P +N)AH � 0 for anyA [68, Observation 7.1.8.a]. LetA = IMS −P+P ,
so that APA = 0 and ANA = A(P +N)A � 0. Since A ∈ P (Corollary 2.4.3), we
have ANA ∈ N (Proposition 2.4.2). As ANA � 0, the fact that tr[ANA] = 0 (due to
Proposition 2.4.1) implies that ANA = 0. For x ∈ null[P ], we have Ax = x, and thus
xHNx = xHANAx = 0. Due to P +N � 0, we must have zH(P +N)z ≥ 0 for any
vector z. Setting z = y + αx with α ∈ R and y /∈ null[N ], we must have

0 ≤ (y + αx)H(P +N)(y + αx) = yH(P +N)y + 2α<(yHNx)

but we can always find an α such that the right hand side becomes negative unless x ∈ null[N ].
This proves null[P ] ⊆ null[N ], and rank [N ] ≤ rank [P ] is a direct consequence.

We are now ready to establish the connection between power shaping spaces and the
differential entropy of Gaussian random vectors.

Theorem 2.5.2. Let Cx be the covariance matrix of a real-valued or proper complex Gaussian
random vector x. For any fixed power shaping component P = projP(Cx), the differential
entropy of x is maximized ifN = projN (Cx) = 0.

Proof. The differential entropy of x is given by (2.7). We thus need to show that detP ≥
det(P +N). Note that P +N = Cx � 0 implies P � 0 due to Proposition 2.5.1. For
X � 0, detX is the product of the nonnegative eigenvalues of X and thus Schur-concave
in λ(X) (see Lemma 2.1.5 and Definition 2.1.3). Thus, the inequality is a consequence of
Theorem 2.5.1.

Due to this result, we can interpret a random vector withN = 0 as a maximum-entropy
signal, and we can call N the entropy reduction matrix. In Section 1.4, we stated that we
always assume the total power to belong to the set of given parameters when speaking about
maximum-entropy signals and reduced-entropy signals. This is reflected in Proposition 2.4.1,
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which ensures that varying the entropy reduction matrixN can never change the total power
tr[Cx] = tr[P +N ] = tr[P ].

The matrix P determines the total signal power, but it may, depending on which power
shaping space we consider, also specify how this power is shaped, e.g., in the spatial domain
in a multiantenna system or in the sense of spectral shaping in multicarrier systems (see
Section 3.4.2). This motivates the name power shaping matrix. For further interpretations of
the shaping of signals in MIMO communication systems, see, e.g., [72].

The above observations lead to the following formal definition of a maximum-entropy
signal.

Definition 2.5.1. A real-valued or proper Gaussian vector x is called maximum-entropy signal
with respect to a power shaping space P if its covariance matrixCx lies in P , i.e., if the entropy
reduction matrix projN (Cx) is zero.

We will see later that there are many data transmission scenarios in which the worst-
case Gaussian noise vectors are maximum-entropy signals. The following proposition is the
mathematical basis for results of this kind (e.g., for the one in Section 4.4).

Proposition 2.5.2. For all P ∈ P, N ∈ N such that P +N � 0, we have

0 ≤ det(IMS + P−1) ≤ det(IMS + (P +N)−1). (2.21)

Proof. Note that P + N = Cx � 0 implies P � 0 due to Proposition 2.5.1. Since
g(x) = log2(1+x−1) is convex for x ≥ 0, the function log2 det(IMS +X−1) =

∑MS
i=1 log2(1+

λi(X)−1) is a Schur-convex function of the vector of eigenvalues λ(X) ≥ 0 (see Lemma 2.1.4
and Definition 2.1.3). Thus, the inequality is a consequence of Theorem 2.5.1.

2.6 Transformations between Power Shaping Spaces

If a random vectorx is transformed to a different vector space by a linear mappingx 7→ y = Hx,
the covariance matrix of the transformed random vector is given by Cy = HCxH

H. In this
section, we commence by considering transformation matrices with orthonormal columns.
More general transformations are discussed in the next section.

Proposition 2.6.1. For a matrix U with UHU = IMS′ , let S
′ = {S′ | S′ = UHSU , S ∈ S}.

IfUUH ∈ P , the set P ′ = {P ′ | P ′ = UHPU , P ∈ P} ⊆ S′ is a power shaping space. The
corresponding entropy reduction space in S′ is N ′ = {N ′ |N ′ = UHNU , N ∈ N}.

Proof. P ′ is a vector space since α1(UHP1U) +α2(UHP2U) = UH(α1P1 +α2P2)U ∈ P ′
for all P1,P2 ∈ P . Moreover, IMS′ = UHIMSU ∈ P ′ since IMS ∈ P , and we have
for all P1,P2 ∈ P that UHP1UU

HP2UU
HP1U = UHP1P̃P1U ∈ P ′ with P̃ =

UUHP2UU
H ∈ P and P1P̃P1 ∈ P .

The spaceN ′ is orthogonal to P ′ since tr[UHPUUHNU ] = tr[P̃N ] = 0 due to P̃ ∈ P ,
and we note that any matrix S′ ∈ S′ can be represented as S′ = UHSU = UH(P +N)U =

UHPU+UHNU , whereUHPU ∈ P ′ andUHNU ∈ N ′. Consequently,N ′ = P ′⊥S′ .

Corollary 2.6.1. The set P ′ = {P ′ | P ′ = UHPU , P ∈ P} is a power shaping space if U
is unitary.
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Proof. Since UUH = IMS ∈ P is fulfilled, Proposition 2.6.1 applies.

Corollary 2.6.2. Let [U , U0]

[
Λ

0

]
[U , U0]H = P̃ be the eigenvalue decomposition of

P̃ ∈ P . Then, the set P ′ = {P ′ | P ′ = UHPU , P ∈ P} ⊆ S′ is a power shaping space, and
Λ ∈ P ′. Moreover, P ′′ = {P ′′ | P ′′ = UH

0 PU0, P ∈ P} ⊆ S′′ is a power shaping space.

Proof. As UUH = [U , U0]

[
IMS′

0

]
[U , U0]H = P̃+P̃ ∈ P (Corollary 2.4.3), P ′ is a

power shaping space due to Proposition 2.6.1. AsUHU = IMS′ , we haveΛ = UHUΛUHU =

UHP̃U ∈ P ′. For P ′′, note that U0U
H
0 = IMS − P̃+P̃ ∈ P as well.

Theorem 2.6.1. Assume that P̃ ∈ P ⊆ S has the highest number of distinct eigenvalues
that is possible for a matrix from the power shaping space P , and consider the eigenvalue
decomposition UΛUH = P̃ . Then, the orthogonal projection projP ′ to the power shaping
space P ′ = {P ′ | P ′ = UHPU , P ∈ P} ⊆ S commutes with the orthogonal projection
projdiag to the space of diagonal matrices.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the eigenvalues are sorted, so that we can use
I`, ` = 1, . . . , L (the sets containing the indices of the eigenvectors ui, i ∈ I` corresponding
to the `th distinct eigenvalue) and J` =

∑
i∈I` uiu

H
i ∈ P as in the proof of Theorem 2.5.1. Let

J ′` =
∑

i∈I` eie
H
i = UHJ`U ∈ P ′, and let P ′` = {P ′ ∈ P ′ | ∃α` ∈ R : J ′`P

′J ′` = α`J
′
`} ⊆

P ′. This set contains Λ and all other matrices P ′ ∈ P ′ that have a scaled identity as diagonal
block at the position corresponding to the indices contained in I`. Note that for any P ′ ∈ P ′` it
holds that J ′`P ′J ′` =

∑
i∈I` eie

T
i P
′eie

T
i .

Now assume that there exists P ′ ∈ P ′ such that P ′ /∈ P ′` for some `. Then, there exists
β ∈ R such that X ′ = Λ + βJ ′`P

′J ′` ∈ P ′ has more distinct eigenvalues than Λ. This is
equivalent withX = UX ′UH ∈ P having more distinct eigenvalues than P̃ and contradicts
the assumption. This proves that P ′` = P ′ for all `.

We thus have

projdiag(P ′) =
L∑
`=1

∑
i∈I`

eie
T
i P
′eie

T
i =

L∑
`=1

J ′`P
′J ′` ∈ P ′ (2.22)

for all P ′ ∈ P ′ due to (2.12) since J ′` ∈ P ′. For any P ′ ∈ P ′ andN ′ ∈ N ′, we have

tr[P ′ projdiag(N ′)] = tr[projdiag(P ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈P ′

N ′] = 0. (2.23)

This shows that projdiag(N ′) ∈ N ′. As a result, we have

projP ′(projdiag(P ′ +N ′)) = projP ′(projdiag(P ′) + projdiag(N ′)) = projdiag(P ′)

= projdiag(projP ′(P ′ +N ′)). (2.24)

If all eigenvalues of P̃ ∈ P have multiplicity one—we will see later that this is possible
only in certain power shaping spaces—we have the following specialization.
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Corollary 2.6.3. If all eigenvalues of P̃ ∈ P ⊆ S in Theorem 2.6.1 have multiplicity one, all
diagonal matrices of appropriate dimension are contained in P ′.

Proof. In this case, any matrix J ′` ∈ P ′ in the proof of Theorem 2.6.1 can be expressed as
J ′` = eie

H
i for some i. Thus, any diagonal matrix can be written as a linear combination

D =
∑L

`=1 d`J
′
`, d` ∈ R, which reveals thatD ∈ P ′.

For the case that P̃ does not have the maximal number of distinct eigenvalues, we have the
following generalizations.

Corollary 2.6.4. For any P̃ ∈ P ⊆ S, the modal matrix U in the eigenvalue decomposition
UΛUH = P̃ can be chosen in a way that the orthogonal projection projP ′ to the space
P ′ = {P ′ | P ′ = UHPU , P ∈ P} ⊆ S commutes with the orthogonal projection projdiag to
the space of diagonal matrices.

Proof. In this case, the proof of Theorem 2.6.1 is adapted as follows. Finding a P ′ ∈ P ′ such
that P ′ /∈ P ′` for some `, and constructing anX with a higher number of distinct eigenvalues
than P̃ no longer leads to a contradiction. Since Λ ∈ P ′`, i.e., Λ has a scaled identity as
diagonal block at the position of interest, any modal matrix ofX is also a modal matrix of Λ.
We can thus replace P̃ by P̃new = X and repeat the procedure until P̃new has the maximum
number of distinct eigenvalues that is possible in P . We then have P ′` = P ′ for all ` and the
proof continues as for Theorem 2.6.1.

Corollary 2.6.5. Consider the eigenvalue decomposition UΛUH = P̃ ∈ P ⊆ S. Then,
all diagonal matrices of appropriate dimension which have repeated diagonal elements at
the positions corresponding to the repeated eigenvalues are contained in P ′ = {P ′ | P ′ =

UHPU , P ∈ P} ⊆ S.

Proof. Any such matrix can be expressed asD =
∑L

`=1 d`J
′
`, d` ∈ R with J ′` ∈ P ′ as defined

in the proof of Theorem 2.6.1.

Remark 2.6.1. If the underlying vector space S is chosen to be only a subspace of HMS (see
Remark 2.3.1), we do not necessarily have P ′ ⊆ S in Theorem 2.6.1 and its corollaries. Instead,
we need to define S′ = {P ′ | P ′ = UHPU , P ∈ S}. Then, the statements hold with P ′ ⊆ S′.
The same phenomenon occurs for the unitary transformations in Proposition 2.7.3 in the next
section.

2.7 Compatible Matrices

The concept of a compatible matrix allows us to characterize transformations that map from a
power shaping space P to a specified target power shaping space P ′.

Definition 2.7.1. LetP ⊆ S andP ′ ⊆ S′ be two power shaping spaces. AmatrixH ∈ CMS′×MS

is called compatible with the pair of power shaping spaces (P ′,P) if HPHH ∈ P ′ and
HNHH ∈ N ′ = P ′⊥S′ hold for all P ∈ P and allN ∈ N = P⊥S .

The following propositions summarize useful properties of compatible matrices.
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Proposition 2.7.1. LetP ⊆ S andP ′ ⊆ S′ be two power shaping spaces, and letH ∈ CMS′×MS

such thatHHS′H ∈ S, ∀S′ ∈ S′. IfH is compatible with (P ′,P),HH is compatible with
(P,P ′).

Proof. For any P ′ ∈ P ′ and N ∈ N , tr[(HHP ′H)N ] = tr[P ′(HNHH)] = 0 since
HNHH ∈ N ′. Thus,HHP ′H ∈ P . The proof is completed by repeating the argument with
P andN interchanged.

Proposition 2.7.2. Let P ⊆ S, P ′ ⊆ S′, and P ′′ ⊆ S′′ be power shaping spaces. If
H ∈ CMS′×MS is compatible with (P ′,P) andH ′ ∈ CMS′′×MS′ is compatible with (P ′′,P ′),
then the productH ′H is compatible with (P ′′,P).

Proof. We haveP ∈ P ⇒HPHH ∈ P ′⇒P ′′ = H ′(HPHH)H ′H ∈ P ′′, and analogously
forN ∈ N .

As any P ∈ P is compatible with (P,P) due to (2.12) and Proposition 2.4.2, a simple
special case of the above proposition is that H̃ = HP is compatible with (P ′,P) if H is
compatible with (P ′,P) and P ∈ P.

Proposition 2.7.3. Let P ⊆ S and P ′ ⊆ S′ be two power shaping spaces, let U ∈ CMS×MS

and U ′ ∈ CMS′×MS′ be unitary, and let H ∈ CMS′×MS be compatible with (P ′,P). Then,
H̃ = U ′HHU is compatible with (P̃ ′, P̃) where P̃ = {P̃ | P̃ = UHPU , P ∈ P} ⊆ S and
P̃ ′ = {P̃ ′ | P̃ ′ = U ′HP ′U ′, P ′ ∈ P ′} ⊆ S′.

Proof. H̃P̃ H̃H = U ′HHUUHPUUHHHU ′ = U ′HHPHHU ′ = U ′HP ′U ′ ∈ P̃ ′ with
P ′ = HPHH ∈ P ′. Analogously, we can show that H̃ÑH̃H ∈ Ñ ′.

Proposition 2.7.4. Let P = A ∩ B ⊆ S as in Proposition 2.4.3, and let P ′ = A′ ∩ B′ ⊆ S′

analogously. IfH ∈ CMS′×MS is compatible with (A′,A) and at the same time compatible
with (B′,B), then it is compatible with (P ′,P) as well.

Proof. Since HPHH ∈ A′ for all P ∈ A and HPHH ∈ B′ for all P ∈ B, it holds that
HPHH ∈ A′ ∩ B′ for all P ∈ A ∩ B. We have (A ∩ B)⊥S = A⊥S + B⊥S [73, Th. 2.8], i.e.,
anyN ∈ N = (A ∩ B)⊥S can be written asN = NA +NB withNA ∈ A⊥S ,NB ∈ B⊥S .
Thus,HNHH = HNAH

H +HNBH
H ∈ A′⊥S′ + B′⊥S′ = (A′ ∩ B′)⊥S′ = N ′.

2.8 Examples

As the definition of a power shaping space given in Definition 2.3.1 is very general, let us now
consider some examples of such spaces in order to get a better intuition about the concept.

Example 2.8.1. The one-dimensional subspace P = {αIMS | α ∈ R} is the smallest possible
power shaping space in S. The orthogonal complementN contains all matrices with trace zero.

Example 2.8.2. Let P ⊆ S be the set of diagonal matrices of sizeMS ×MS. The orthogonal
complement N is given by all matrices in S which have zeros on the diagonal and arbitrary
off-diagonal elements.
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Example 2.8.3. A set P ′ ∈ S such that all matrices in P ′ have the same set of eigenvectors is
a power shaping space. This can be seen by combining Corollary 2.6.1 with Example 2.8.2.
The orthogonal complement is N ′ = {N ′ = UNU |N ∈ N} with N from Example 2.8.2,
where U is a modal matrix of all P ′ ∈ P ′.

Example 2.8.4. The real symmetric matrices form a power shaping space P = SM within the
space of Hermitian matrices S = HM . The orthogonal complement N is given by all purely
imaginary Hermitian matrices of appropriate size.

For the following examples, we use the notation for spaces of block-diagonal matrices
introduced in Definition 2.1.1.

Example 2.8.5. Any space of Hermitian (or real symmetric) block-diagonal matrices P = HM

(or P = SM) withM∈ NJ is a power shaping space. The orthogonal complementN is given
by matrices where all diagonal blocks are zero (and the off-diagonal blocks may be nonzero).

Example 2.8.6. LetM,M′ ∈ NJ . Then, every block-diagonal matrix H ∈ CM′×M (or
H ∈ RM′×M) is compatible with (HM′

,HM) (or with (SM′
,SM), respectively).

The spaces of block-diagonal matrices CM′×M and block-diagonal Hermitian matrices
P = HM were used in [22,25] to study multicarrier MIMO systems. In this work, we instead use
the following slightly modified power shaping space, whose elements are matrices that consist
of four block-diagonal submatrices. The reason for this will become clear in Section 3.4.3,
when we discuss the mathematical model that we use for multicarrier MIMO systems.

Proposition 2.8.1. Let L,M∈ NJ . Then,

P =

{
P =

[
A B

BH C

] ∣∣∣∣∣A ∈ HL,C ∈ HM,B ∈ CL×M
}

(2.25)

is a power shaping space. The same holds if C and H are replaced by R and S, respectively.

Proof. There exists a permutation matrixΠ such thatΠPΠT ∈ HL+M, ∀P ∈ P , where
the addition of the tuples L andM is understood element-wise. The statement thus follows
from Corollary 2.6.1 and Example 2.8.5.

Proposition 2.8.2. Let L,M,L′,M′ ∈ NJ , let P be as in Proposition 2.8.1, and let P ′ be
defined analogously based on L′ andM′. Then,

H =

[
A B

C D

]
, A ∈ CL

′×L,B ∈ CL
′×M,C ∈ CM

′×L,D ∈ CM
′×M (2.26)

is compatible with (P ′,P).

Proof. Let Π be as in the proof of Proposition 2.8.1, and let Π ′ be defined analogously.
Then, ΠPΠT ∈ HL+M, ∀P ∈ P , Π ′P ′Π ′T ∈ HL′+M′

, ∀P ′ ∈ P ′, and Π ′HΠT ∈
C(L′+M′)×(L+M). The statement then follows from Proposition 2.7.3 and Example 2.8.6.
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Note that the power shaping spaces given above are only examples, and infinitely many
others exist. Another important example, which needs to be discussed in more detail, is
presented in the following section.

Which particular power shaping space is useful finally depends on the question under
investigation. Moreover, in a system where transformations of random vectors occur, such as
due to the channel in a communication system, the choice for an appropriate power shaping
space also depends on the properties of the possible channel matrices. For a sensible analysis,
it may be preferable that the channel matrices are compatible with the power shaping spaces
considered at the transmitter and at the receiver. This aspect is discussed in Section 3.4.4,
which is devoted to power shaping spaces that are fundamental for the communication systems
we consider, and in Section 4.5.4, where we consider examples that do not feature such a
compatibility.

2.9 Improper Signals and Widely Linear Operations

When processing improper signals (see Section 1.4), it often makes sense to use so-called
widely linear operations [74], which are linear functions of both the input signal and its complex
conjugate. In this section, we summarize the formal definitions of improper signals and widely
linear operations, and we discuss a real-valued representation of complex signals, which we
then relate to the concept of power shaping spaces.

2.9.1 Fundamentals

We introduce the following definitions in accordance with the existing literature (e.g., [7, 63, 64,
74–78]).

Definition 2.9.1. For a general complex random vector x , the matrices

Cx = E[(x − E[x])(x − E[x])H] and C̃x = E[(x − E[x])(x − E[x])T] (2.27)

are called covariance matrix and pseudocovariance matrix, respectively.

In the special case that x is a scalar, we have a scalar variance Cx and a scalar pseudovariance
C̃x . Instead of the term pseudocovariance matrix, some authors prefer alternative names such
as complementary covariance matrix, conjugate covariance matrix, or relation matrix (e.g.,
[75, 77]). If this matrix vanishes, there are no (strictly linear) correlations between the random
vector and its complex conjugate. The following nomenclature is used.

Definition 2.9.2. The complex random vector x is called proper if C̃x = 0, and improper
otherwise.

Definition 2.9.3. The complex random vectors x1, . . . , xN are called jointly proper if the vector
[xT

1 , . . . , xT
N ]T is proper.

Propriety shall not be confused with circular symmetry of the probability density function,
which is a stricter requirement. However, in case of a zero-mean Gaussian distribution, the
terms proper and circularly symmetric are equivalent [77] and can be used interchangeably.
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Definition 2.9.4. The complex random vectors x and y are called uncorrelated if

E[(x − E[x])(y − E[y ])H] = 0 and E[(x − E[x])(y − E[y ])T] = 0. (2.28)

This definition states that we use the term uncorrelated in the sense proposed, e.g., in
[64, Sec. 2.2.1]. Such a clarification is necessary since competing definitions of uncorrelated
complex random vectors exist in the literature (see [64, Sec. 2.2.1]).

Definition 2.9.5. A complex mapping f : x 7→ f (x) that can be expressed as [74]

f (x) = ALx + ACLx∗ (2.29)

with AL,ACL ∈ CN×M is called widely linear.

Since a widely linear operation is the sum of a linear mapping (described by the matrix AL)
and a conjugate-linear one (described by ACL), an alternative name is linear-conjugate-linear
operation (e.g., [77]).

2.9.2 Composite Real Representation

The composite real representation x̌ of a complex vector x is given by (e.g., [64])

x̌ = <̌(x) =

[
<(x)

=(x)

]
. (2.30)

For example in [64, Sec. 2.2], we find the equations

Cx = C<x +C=x + j(CT
<x=x −C<x=x) (2.31)

C̃x = C<x −C=x + j(CT
<x=x +C<x=x) (2.32)

for the complex covariance matrix Cx and the pseudocovariance matrix C̃x . By comparing
them with the blocks of the composite real covariance matrix

Cx̌ =

[
C<x C<x=x
CT
<x=x C=x

]
(2.33)

i.e., the covariance matrix of (2.30), we obtain [7, 26, 79]

Cx̌ =
1

2

[
<(Cx) −=(Cx)

=(Cx) <(Cx)

]
+

1

2

[
<(C̃x) =(C̃x)

=(C̃x) −<(C̃x)

]
. (2.34)

For a proper random vector x , we have C̃x = 0, and the second summand vanishes.
According to [64, Sec. 2.1], any real-valued linear mapping f̌(x̌) = AWLx̌ with

AWL =

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

]
(2.35)

andAij ∈ RN×M , i, j ∈ {1, 2}, corresponds to a complex widely linear mapping (2.29) with

AL =
1

2
(A11 +A22) + j

1

2
(A21 −A12) (2.36)

ACL =
1

2
(A11 −A22) + j

1

2
(A21 +A12) (2.37)
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i.e., <̌(f (x)) = f̌(<̌(x)). Solving this forAWL, we have [7]

AWL =

[
<(AL) −=(AL)

=(AL) <(AL)

]
+

[
<(ACL) =(ACL)

=(ACL) −<(ACL)

]
. (2.38)

The second summand in (2.38) vanishes if ACL = 0, i.e., if (2.29) describes a conventional
linear mapping in the complex domain.

2.9.3 Block-Skew-Circulant (BSC) Matrices

By looking at the first summands of (2.34) and (2.38), we note that there is a particular block
structure that plays a role for the real-valued representation of both proper signals and linear
operations. These matrices are block-Toeplitz matrices, where the second block row is a
cyclically shifted copy of the first block row with a sign change for the block below the main
diagonal. As proposed in [7], we thus call such a matrix block-skew-circulant with 2× 2 blocks
(BSC2), which is a generalization of the notion of skew-circulant matrices (e.g., [80]).2 An
alternative name can be found in [82–84], where real matrices of this form were said to have
complex structure.

Another important block structure can be observed in the second summands of (2.34)
and (2.38). These matrices have a block-Hankel structure instead, and we therefore call them
block-Hankel-skew-circulant with 2× 2 blocks (BHSC2) [7].

Definition 2.9.6. The sets of real block-skew-circulant and real block-Hankel-skew-circulant
matrices with 2× 2 blocks of size N ×M are defined as

BSCN×M2 =

{
À =

[
A1 −A2

A2 A1

] ∣∣∣∣∣A1,A2 ∈ RN×M
}

(2.39)

BHSCN×M2 =

{
B́ =

[
B1 B2

B2 −B1

] ∣∣∣∣∣B1,B2 ∈ RN×M
}
. (2.40)

We denote the two matrix structures using grave •̀ and acute •́ accents, which mimic the
shape of the constant diagonals of Toeplitz matrices and of Hankel matrices, respectively.

The following Lemmas can be easily verified after inserting in the respective block structures.

Lemma 2.9.1 ([7, Lemma 1]). BSCN×M2 and BHSCN×M2 are linear subspaces of R2N×2M .

Lemma 2.9.2 ([7, Lemma 1]). If À ∈ BSCN×M2 and B́ ∈ BHSCN×M2 , we have ÀT ∈
BSCM×N2 and B́T ∈ BHSCM×N2 .

Lemma 2.9.3 ([7, Lemma 3]). Let À ∈ BSCN×L2 , À′ ∈ BSCL×M2 , B́ ∈ BHSCN×L2 , and
B́′ ∈ BHSCL×M2 . Then, ÀÀ′ ∈ BSCN×M2 , B́B́′ ∈ BSCN×M2 , ÀB́′ ∈ BHSCN×M2 ,
B́À′ ∈ BHSCN×M2 .

Lemma 2.9.4 ([7, Lemma 4]). If B́ ∈ BHSCM×M2 , we have tr[B́] = 0.

Combining these results, we obtain the following fundamental property of BSC2 and
BHSC2 matrices.

2Note that [81] uses a different nomenclature where skew-circulant refers to a circulant Hankel matrix. Here,
skew refers to the sign change instead.
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Lemma 2.9.5 ([7, Lemma 5]). BSCN×M2 and BHSCN×M2 are orthogonal complements in
R2N×2M with respect to the Frobenius inner product (2.1).

Proof. For À ∈ BSCN×M2 and B́ ∈ BHSCN×M2 , we have ÀTB́ ∈ BHSCM×M2 due to
Lemmas 2.9.2 and 2.9.3. Then, 〈À, B́〉 = tr[ÀTB́] = 0 due to Lemma 2.9.4. By counting
that BSCN×M2 and BHSCN×M2 both have dimensionality 2MN while the dimensionality of
R2N×2M is 4MN , we obtain BSCN×M2 ⊕ BHSCN×M2 = R2N×2M .

As a result, the decomposition of AWL into the two summands at the right hand side of
(2.38) is unique. This means that we can easily identify the linear part and the conjugate linear
part of a widely linear mapping in the composite real representation. To do so, we can use the
following two projection operators.

Lemma 2.9.6 ([7, Lemma 6]). The orthogonal projections to BSCN×M2 and BHSCN×M2 are
given by

projBSC2

([
C11 C12

C21 C22

])
=

1

2

[
C11 +C22 C12 −C21

C21 −C12 C11 +C22

]
, (2.41)

projBHSC2

([
C11 C12

C21 C22

])
=

1

2

[
C11 −C22 C12 +C21

C12 +C21 C22 −C11

]
(2.42)

where Cij ∈ RN×M , i, j ∈ {1, 2}.

Proof. By looking at the block structure, we can verify that projBSC2
is idempotent and that

C − projBSC2
(C) ∈ BHSCN×M2 , i.e., it is orthogonal to all À ∈ BSCN×M2 . In an analogous

manner, projBHSC2
is idempotent, and C − projBHSC2

(C) ∈ BSCN×M2 , i.e., it is orthogonal
to all B́ ∈ BHSCN×M2 .

2.9.4 The Power Shaping Space of BSC Matrices

We have seen above that BSC2 matrices do not only play a role for the composite real
representations of widely linear transformations, but also when studying composite real
covariance matrices (2.34). For this purpose, we need to consider the special case of symmetric
BSC2 and BHSC2 matrices, for which we introduce the following definition.

Definition 2.9.7. The sets of real symmetric block-skew-circulant and real symmetric block-
Hankel-skew-circulant matrices with 2× 2 blocks of sizeM ×M are defined as

SBSCM2 = BSCM×M2 ∩ S2M (2.43)
SBHSCM2 = BHSCM×M2 ∩ S2M . (2.44)

For the spaces SBSCM2 and SBHSCM2 , we have the following orthogonality lemma.

Lemma 2.9.7. SBSCM2 and SBHSCM2 are orthogonal complements in S2M with respect to
the Frobenius inner product (2.1).

Proof. Using Lemma 2.9.2, we can verify that the projection projS2M (C) = 1
2(C + CT)

commutes with the projection projBSC2
. The result thus follows from Lemma 2.9.5 combined

with Lemma 2.9.8, which is given below. For an alternative proof, see [7, Lemma 9].
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Lemma 2.9.8. Let A and B be subspaces of a Hilbert space V such that the orthogo-
nal projections projA and projB commute, i.e., projA ◦ projB = projB ◦ projA. Then,
(A ∩ B)⊥B = A⊥V ∩ B, and projA ◦ projB = projA∩B.

Proof. If and only if the projections commute, we have the orthogonal decomposition

V = (A ∩ B) ⊕ (A ∩ B⊥V ) ⊕ (A⊥V ∩ B) ⊕ (A⊥V ∩ B⊥V ) (2.45)

[85, Proposition 1.5], and we can identify that B = (A∩B) ⊕ (A⊥V ∩ B). According to [85],
this also implies that projA ◦ projB = projA∩B.

As a consequence of Lemma 2.9.7, the decomposition of the composite real covariance
matrix Cx̌ into the two summands given at the right hand side of (2.34) is unique and can be
performed using the projections from Lemma 2.9.6. By doing so, we can easily identify a power
shaping component that corresponds to the complex covariance matrix Cx and an impropriety
component that corresponds to the pseudocovariance matrix C̃x (e.g., [6, 7]). Indeed, this is in
compliance with the notion of a power shaping space introduced in Definition 2.3.1.

Theorem 2.9.1. The space P = SBSCM2 is a power shaping space. The corresponding entropy
reduction space is N = SBHSCM2 .

Proof. The product condition (2.12) holds due to Lemma 2.9.3, and condition (2.13) is obvious.
The orthogonal complement is N = SBHSCM2 due to Lemma 2.9.7.

From this, we see that the second summand in (2.34), which has a one-to-one relation with
the pseudocovariance matrix C̃x , can be considered as the entropy reduction component of the
composite real covariance matrix. If this component vanishes, the original complex random
vector x is proper. This observation makes sense as it is well known that a proper Gaussian
vector, whose pseudocovariance matrix is zero, has the highest differential entropy among all
complex Gaussian vectors with a fixed covariance matrix Cx (e.g., [29, 63, 64]). As Cx has
a one-to-one relation with the first summand in (2.34), this corresponds to fixing the power
shaping component.

If the composite real representation x̌ of a random vector x is transformed by a linear
mapping x̌ 7→ y̌ = H̀x̌with H̀ ∈ BSCN×M2 , the transformed random vector has the composite
real covariance matrix Cy̌ = H̀Cx̌H̀

T. The following proposition enables us to study the
properties of such a transformation.

Proposition 2.9.1. Every matrix H̀ ∈ BSCN×M2 is compatible with (SBSCN2 ,SBSCM2 ).

Proof. This can be verified using Lemma 2.9.3.

As a result, Cy̌ = H̀Cx̌H̀
T lies in the power shaping space SBSCN2 if the original

composite real covariance matrix Cx̌ lies in SBSCM2 , which means that the complex vector y
corresponding to y̌ is proper if x is proper. We know from (2.38) that linear transformations
with BSC2 matrices are the composite real counterpart of complex linear transformations. Thus,
Proposition 2.9.1 can be seen as the composite real formulation of the fact that propriety is
preserved by complex linear transformations (e.g., [64, 77]).

In [7], a large variety of further properties of BSC2 and BHSC2 matrices were collected and
derived. Noting that P = SBSCM2 is a power shaping space, many of them can be considered
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as specializations of the results derived in this chapter to the particular power shaping space
P = SBSCM2 . Therefore, we do not reproduce those results from [7] here, but we instead use
the more general properties of power shaping spaces. Nevertheless, the following observation
from [7] is noteworthy and is reproduced here for later use.

Lemma 2.9.9 (consequence of [7, Lemma 11]). All eigenvalues of a symmetric BSC2 matrix
have even multiplicity.

This implies that the power shaping space SBSCM2 is an example where it is impossible that
all eigenvalues of P ∈ SBSCM2 have multiplicity one (see the comment above Corollary 2.6.3).

2.9.5 Relations between BSC Matrices and Complex Matrices

In (2.38), the first summand can be interpreted as the equivalent real-valued BSC2 matrix of
a complex matrix. In this section, we collect several properties of this equivalence for later
reference. Let À = <̀(A) ∈ BSCN×M2 be the real-valued representation of A ∈ CN×M

defined as

À = <̀(A) =

[
<(A) −=(A)

=(A) <(A)

]
. (2.46)

We then have the following equivalences from [29].

A = CD ⇔ <̀(A) = <̀(C) <̀(D) (2.47)

A = CH ⇔ <̀(A) = <̀(C)T (2.48)

A is Hermitian ⇔ <̀(A) is symmetric (2.49)

A � 0 ⇔ <̀(A) � 0 (2.50)

A = C−1 ⇔ <̀(A) = <̀(C)−1 (2.51)

y = Ax ⇔ y̌ = <̀(A) x̌ (2.52)

with x̌ = <̌(x) and y̌ = <̌(y) as in (2.30). Moreover, we have [29]

det(<̀(A)) = |detA|2. (2.53)

From [7, Lemma 24], we have that the set of singular values of <̀(A) is the same as the set
of singular values of A, but the multiplicity of each singular value is doubled. This implies that
[7, Lemma 25]

rank
[
<̀(A)

]
= 2 rank [A] . (2.54)

Finally, we have the relation that (e.g., [64, Sec. 2.2.3])

h (x̌) = h (x) and h (x̌ | y̌) = h (x | y) . (2.55)

This provides us with a simple way of calculating the differential entropy of an improper
Gaussian random vector by plugging in its composite real covariance matrix (2.34) into (2.7).



Chapter 3

Mathematical Description of MIMO
Communication Systems

A brief introduction to MIMO communication systems was given in Section 1.2. The aims of
this chapter are to provide further details on such systems, to present various mathematical
representations that are used throughout the following chapters, and to link these descriptions to
the concept of power shaping spaces from Chapter 2. In addition, we discuss the notion of a
rate region and the concept of time-sharing, and we present an algorithmic framework that can
be used to compute points on the Pareto boundary of a rate region.

3.1 RoP MIMO Systems

Before we turn our attention to multicarrier MIMO systems as described by (1.1), let us introduce
a simple yet powerful model which we refer to as RoP (real or proper) MIMO system. Consider
a transmission described by

yD =
∑

S∈SD

HDSxS + ηD (3.1)

where SD is the set of transmitters whose signals xS are received by node D, and ηD is additive
noise, which is independent of the transmit signals. Unless otherwise stated, the signals xS are
assumed to be mutually independent.

Definition 3.1.1. We call the system model (3.1) a RoP MIMO system if one of the following
two cases applies.

1. Real-valued Gaussian MIMO system: for all receiving nodes D ∈ D, the channel
matricesHDS ∈ RMD×MS , S ∈ SD are real-valued, the signals xS ∈ RMS , S ∈ SD are
real-valued, and the noise ηD ∈ RMD is real-valued Gaussian with mean zero.

2. Complex Gaussian MIMO system with proper signals and proper noise: for all receiving
nodes D ∈ D, the channel matricesHDS ∈ CMD×MS , S ∈ SD are complex, the signals
xS ∈ CMS , S ∈ SD are proper, and the noise ηD ∈ CMD is proper Gaussian with mean

41
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zero. If a transmit scheme is based on per-user input signals (see, e.g., Sections 6.1
and 7.1), these signals are assumed to be proper as well.

Note that this model consists of only one equation per receiving node, i.e., we do not
describe a parallel transmission on C carriers. However, we will see later that this model can
still be used to study multicarrier systems and even improper signaling.

The reason why we introduce the general term RoP MIMO system, which includes the two
cases given above, is that these two cases behave very similar in many respects. For instance, if
we have some algorithm or some analytical result for a complex Gaussian MIMO system with
proper signals, we can in many cases easily obtain a counterpart for the real-valued case by
reproducing the original derivation and verifying whether it includes any steps that need to be
modified when working with real numbers. Usually, this transfer to the real-valued case does
not pose any problems (see, e.g., [7]).

In particular, results that are based on differential entropies of Gaussian vectors can be
easily transferred since (2.7) gives us a unified way of expressing differential entropies for the
two cases under consideration. We only have to bear in mind that the factor µ in (2.7) has to
be set to µ = 1

2 in the case of real-valued Gaussian vectors, and to µ = 1 for proper Gaussian
vectors. Thus, the constant µ as a placeholder for these two possible values occurs in many
equations describing RoP MIMO systems, e.g., in mutual information expressions of the form

I (xS′ ;yD) = µ log2

det
(
CηD +

∑
S∈SD

HDSCxSH
H
DS

)
det
(
CηD +

∑
S∈SD\{S′}HDSCxSH

H
DS

) (3.2)

with S′ ∈ SD, which can be used if all transmit signals are Gaussian.

3.1.1 Constraints on the Transmit Covariance Matrices

In any sensible system, there are constraints that the transmit signals have to fulfill, e.g., in order
to avoid an infinitely high transmit power. For all systems we consider, we assume constraints
of the form

(CxS)S∈S ∈ Q (3.3)

where S = (S1, . . . ,S|S|) are all transmitting nodes, andQ is a convex set of tuples of Hermitian
matrices which is chosen in a way that we obtain a compact constraint set with nonempty
interior if we in addition constrain the matrices CxS to be positive-semidefinite. Examples of
constraints that can be modeled by means of (3.3) are a sum power constraint∑

S∈S
tr[CxS ] ≤ Q (3.4)

with a given maximum available transmit power Q, individual power constraints

tr[CxS ] ≤ QS, ∀S ∈ S (3.5)

with given constants QS, and individual shaping constraints CxS � QS, ∀S ∈ S with given
constant matricesQS � 0 (e.g., [21, 25, 72, 86]).
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3.1.2 Compatibility with Power Shaping Spaces

A special case that is particularly important for our further studies is when the constraint set Q
acts only on the power shaping components of the transmit covariance matrices. We formalize
this as follows.

Definition 3.1.2. Let PS ⊆ HMS (or PS ⊆ SMS in a real-valued MIMO system) for S ∈ S be
power shaping spaces, and let NS be the corresponding entropy reduction spaces. Then, a
constraint of the form (3.3) for which

(CxS)S∈S ∈ Q ⇔ (CxS +NS)S∈S ∈ Q (3.6)

for arbitraryNS ∈ NS, S ∈ S is called compatible with
⊗|S|

i=1 PSi .

Due to Proposition 2.4.1, a sum power constraint (3.4) is compatible with any combination
of power shaping spaces, and the same is true for individual power constraints at each transmitter
(3.5). However, for other constraint sets, the compatibility defined above is a property that can
depend on the particular choice of power shaping spaces

⊗|S|
i=1 PSi , i.e., a given constraint set

Q might be compatible with some choice
⊗|S|

i=1 PSi , but not with some other choice
⊗|S|

i=1 P ′Si .
For later reference, we introduce the following compatibility assumption for RoP MIMO

systems.

Definition 3.1.3. Given power shaping spaces PT ⊆ HMT (or PT ⊆ SMT in a real-valued
MIMO system) for all transmitting and receiving nodes T ∈ T = S ∪ D, we say that the
compatibility assumption is fulfilled for a RoP MIMO system if the constraint set (3.3) is
compatible with

⊗|S|
i=1 PSi , and it holds ∀D ∈ D, ∀S ∈ SD that the channel matrixHDS is

compatible with (PD,PS).

3.2 Rate Regions

In [59], the channel capacity of a point-to-point link was defined as the maximum of all data
rates achievable with a vanishing probability of error. However, in multiuser systems, theK
individual achievable rates ρk of the users k ∈ K = {1, . . . ,K}might be of interest. This can be
accounted for by defining the capacity region C ⊂ RK0,+ as the set of vectors ρ = [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T

that are simultaneously achievable with vanishing error probability (e.g., [62]). If we consider
only rate vectors that are achievable with a certain class of suboptimal transmit strategies, we
obtain a subsetR ⊆ C of the capacity region, which we call rate region instead.

The rate region of a MIMO communication system depends on the set of feasible transmit
signals (determined by the constraint set Q) as can be seen in

R(Q) =
{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣ ∃X ∈ X : ρ ≤ r(X ) and (CxS(X ))S∈S ∈ Q
}
. (3.7)

In (3.7), the abstract variable X represents the chosen transmit strategy, and the abstract
constraint set X accounts for the set of allowed strategies as well as for fundamental restrictions
such as the fact that all covariance matrices have to be positive-semidefinite. The vector
r(X ) = [r1(X ), . . . , rK(X )]T contains the per-user rates achieved by strategy X , and any rates
ρk ≤ rk(X ) are achievable. We use CxS(X ) to denote the covariance matrix of the transmit
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signal xS when strategy X is applied. The explicit dependence ofR onQmay be omitted if the
choice of Q is clear from the context. If we consider the special case of a sum power constraint
(3.4), the rate region depends only on the maximum available transmit power Q, in which case
we may use the alternative notationR(Q).

For the points ρ on the upper right boundary of a rate region, it is not possible to increase
any individual rate ρk without decreasing some rate ρj with j 6= k. These points are called
Pareto-optimal points, and the boundary is called Pareto boundary (e.g., [61]).

3.2.1 Rate-Time-Sharing and Time-Sharing

The rate region (3.7) can sometimes be enlarged if we apply multiple transmit strategies X`,
` = 1, 2, . . . and average over the rate vectors achieved by these various strategies. The resulting
rate region is

R =

{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣∣∣∣ ∃τ` ≥ 0,∃X` ∈ X, ` = 1, 2, . . . :

ρ ≤
∑
`

τ`r(X`) and (CxS(X`))S∈S ∈ Q, ∀` and
∑
`

τ` = 1

}
(3.8)

where the factor τ` specifies during which fraction of the total time the strategyX` is applied. By
comparing (3.8) to (3.7), we see that this averaging corresponds to forming convex combinations
of rate vectors ρ ∈ R, i.e., we obtainR = convR by taking the convex hull of the original rate
regionR.

Such an averaging over the rates of various transmit strategies is often called time-sharing
in the literature (e.g., [31, 33, 34, 38]). In [87], it was referred to as the convex-hull formulation,
and in [1, 8], it was called time-sharing under short-term average power constraints. In order to
distinguish it from a second type of time-sharing discussed below, we refer to this approach as
rate-time-sharing (RTS).

As pointed out, e.g., in [87], a further enlargement of the rate region can be possible if we
average not only the rates over the various strategies, but also the transmit covariance matrices.
The resulting rate region is

R =

{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣∣∣∣ ∃τ` ≥ 0,∃X` ∈ X, ` = 1, 2, . . . :

ρ ≤
∑
`

τ`r(X`) and

(∑
`

τ`CxS(X`)
)

S∈S

∈ Q and
∑
`

τ` = 1

}
. (3.9)

This more flexible kind of time-sharing was called the formulation with a time-sharing
parameter in [87], time-sharing under long-term average power constraints in [1, 8], and simply
time-sharing, e.g., in [3, 88–90]. Following the nomenclature of the latter references, we refer
to this technique as time-sharing (TS), and we write (R)TS if a statement holds for both RTS
and TS.

Note that this operation cannot be easily expressed by means of a convex hull operator, but
we can find a description based on a convex hull if we introduce the set of operation points

O =
{(
ρ,
(
C ′xS

)
S∈S

) ∣∣∣ ∃X ∈ X : 0 ≤ ρ ≤ r(X ) and
(
C ′xS

= CxS(X )
)

S∈S

}
(3.10)
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and define

RO(Q) =
{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣∣ ∃ (C ′xS

)
S∈S ∈ Q :

(
ρ,
(
C ′xS

)
S∈S

)
∈ O

}
. (3.11)

The rate region (3.7) is then equivalent to R = RO(Q) while the rate region with RTS (3.8)
can be written asR = convRO(Q). To obtain the rate region with TS (3.9), we have to allow
an averaging of both the rates and the covariance matrices, which corresponds to taking the
convex hull of the higher-dimensional set O. Thus, we haveR = RconvO(Q).

Note that there are cases in which the possibility of (R)TS does not bring any gains. In
particular, this happens if we can find a parametrization in terms of optimization variables
X ∈ X from a convex set X, such that r(X ) is concave and CxS(X ) are affine functions for
all S ∈ S. In this case, O is a convex set, so that convO = O. As we have assumed Q to be
convex as well, this implies thatR = R = R. An example where such an effect occurs is the
MIMO multiple access channel with joint decoding (see [57]), which we consider in Chapter 5.
On the other hand, a rate region plot for a system whereR,R, andR are all different can be
found in Section 8.3.4, where we consider a one-sided interference channel.

Implementing rate-time-sharing or time-sharing in a practical system may lead, e.g., to
signaling overhead and to undesirable fluctuations of the data rates and transmit powers.
Therefore, transmission without (R)TS (using neither RTS nor TS, i.e., transmission with one
fixed transmit strategy for each given channel realization) has a high practical relevance and is
assumed in many publications (e.g., [32,65,91–96]). For this reason, some of the investigations
in the following chapters are performed separately for the case without (R)TS and for the cases
with (R)TS. Whenever we do so, we make the differences clear either by distinguishing between
R,R, andR in the equations or by explanations in the text.

When considering the capacity region C, the underlying assumption is that arbitrary transmit
strategies are allowed, which includes the possibility of (R)TS (e.g., [87]). Therefore, C is
always a convex set. Nevertheless, if we know that (R)TS cannot bring any gains (e.g., in the
MIMO multiple access channel, see above), we can exploit this knowledge to obtain a simpler
formulation for C, where the possibility of (R)TS does not need to be included.

3.2.2 Weighted Sum Rate Maximization

A weighted sum rate maximization is an optimization of the form

max
ρ∈R

K∑
k=1

wkρk (3.12)

with nonnegative weighting factors (wk)∀k. If the rate regionR under consideration is convex
(or if we considerR,R, or C instead ofR), all Pareto-optimal points ofR are solutions to the
weighted sum rate maximization problem (3.12) for different choices of the weighting factors
(wk)∀k (see, e.g., [57], [97, Proposition A5.6]). Thus, the properties of Pareto-optimal points
can be studied by studying the solutions of a weighted sum rate maximization.

On the other hand, when applied to a nonconvex rate regionR, (3.12) cannot be used to find
all Pareto-optimal points since only those points which are also Pareto-optimal inR = convR
can be solutions of a weighted sum rate maximization [97, Corollary A5.9]. Moreover, replacing
R byR in (3.12) cannot increase the optimal value [97, Corollary A5.9], i.e., applying RTS can
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never bring an improvement if our aim is to maximize a weighted sum rate. However, replacing
R byR, i.e., applying the more flexible TS, can indeed improve the outcome of a weighted sum
rate maximization (see, e.g., [8] and Section 8.3.4).

3.2.3 Rate Balancing

A second method to compute Pareto-optimal points of a rate region is based on the so-called
rate balancing problem (e.g., [50, 98])

max
R∈R,X∈X

R s. t. r(X ) ≥ R% and (CxS(X ))S∈S ∈ Q (3.13)

where the nonnegative relative rate targets % = [%1, . . . , %K ] ≥ 0 decide which point on the
Pareto boundary we obtain. This approach, which is called rate-profile method (e.g., [34,49,99]),
is applicable to arbitrary (convex or nonconvex) rate regions.

A modified rate balancing problem that allows for RTS is given by

max
R∈R,L∈N,(X`∈X)∀`
(τ`≥0)∀`:

∑L
`=1 τ`=1

R s. t.

L∑
`=1

τ`r(X`) ≥ R% and (CxS(X`))S∈S ∈ Q ∀` (3.14)

and to allow for TS, we have to solve

max
R∈R,L∈N,(X`∈X)∀`
(τ`≥0)∀`:

∑L
`=1 τ`=1

R s. t.
L∑
`=1

τ`r(X`) ≥ R% and

(
L∑
`=1

τ`CxS(X`)
)

S∈S

∈ Q. (3.15)

3.2.3.1 Dual Approach for Time-Sharing

Since there does not seem to be a simple way to directly solve the rate balancing problem for the
cases of (R)TS, we resort to the following algorithmic framework, which is based on Lagrangian
duality (e.g., [100, 101]). Similar approaches can be found, e.g., in [3, 8, 13, 49, 50, 90].

For the sake of brevity, we restrict the derivation to covariance constraints that can be
expressed in the form p(X ) ≤ q, where q is a constant vector, and p(X ) = p̃

(
(CxS(X ))S∈S

)
with a linear function p̃. This is, e.g., the case for individual power constraints, for a sum
power constraint (where p(X ) and q are scalars), and for many other types of constraints. An
extension to further constraints that cannot be expressed in this form (e.g., shaping constraints
[21, 25, 72, 86]) is possible.

We consider the rate balancing problem with TS

max
R∈R,L∈N,(X`∈X)∀`
(τ`≥0)∀`:

∑L
`=1 τ`=1

R s. t.
L∑
`=1

τ`r(X`) ≥ R% and
L∑
`=1

τ`p(X`) ≤ q (3.16)

and construct its Lagrangian dual problem (see, e.g., [100, 101]). By introducing the vector of
dual variables ν = [νT

1 ,ν
T
2 ]T, we obtain

min
ν≥0

max
R∈R,L∈N,(X`∈X)∀`
(τ`≥0)∀`:

∑L
`=1 τ`=1

R(1− νT
1 %) + νT

2 q +

L∑
`=1

τ`
(
νT

1 r(X`)− νT
2 p(X`)

)
. (3.17)
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The optimal value of (3.17) is an upper bound to the solution of the primal maximization (3.16),
but there might be a so-called duality gap between these two values (weak duality). Later on,
we will see that this gap vanishes so that both problems have the same optimal value (strong
duality).

To avoid that the inner problem in (3.17) is unbounded, the vector ν1 must fulfill %Tν1 = 1.
We can rewrite the optimization as

min
ν≥0

%Tν1=1

max
L∈N

(τ`≥0)∀`:
∑L
`=1 τ`=1

νT
2 q +

L∑
`=1

τ`

(
max
X`∈X

νT
1 r(X`)− νT

2 p(X`)
)
. (3.18)

As the optimization over X` has the same objective function and the same constraints for all `,
the solution does not depend on the value of `. Using

X ?(ν) =

(
argmax
X∈X

νT
1 r(X )− νT

2 p(X )

)
(3.19)

we thus obtain

min
ν≥0

%Tν1=1

max
L∈N

(τ`≥0)∀`:
∑L
`=1 τ`=1

νT
2 q + νT

[
r(X ?(ν))

−p(X ?(ν))

]
L∑
`=1

τ` (3.20)

where we always have
∑L

`=1 τ` = 1 so that we can drop the maximization over L and (τ`)∀`.
Note that it depends on the system under consideration how the inner problem (3.19) can be
solved (see, e.g., Section 7.3).

The outer minimization can be solved using the cutting plane method [101, 102], which
introduces an auxiliary variable z and successively refines an approximation based on the linear
program

min
z∈R,ν≥0
%Tν1=1

z + νT
2 q s. t. z ≥ νT

[
r(X ?(ν(`)))

−p(X ?(ν(`)))

]
∀ν(`) ∈ U . (3.21)

In this formulation, U is a set containing constant vectors ν(`), so that the corresponding transmit
strategies X ?(ν(`)) are constants as well. The so-called master problem (3.21) is a relaxation of
(3.20), which becomes tight if the optimizer of (3.20) is contained in the set U . In each iteration,
the cutting plane method computes an optimizer ν̃? of the approximated problem (3.21) and
adds this vector ν̃? to the set U . Then, (3.21) is solved again in the subsequent iteration. This
procedure can be shown to converge to the optimum of (3.20) [101, 102]. For the first iteration,
the initial set U has to be chosen such that (3.21) is bounded.

What remains to be done is to recover a solution of the primal problem (3.16). As described,
e.g., in [3, 101], let us now dualize the cutting plane master problem (3.21) by introducing
the dual variables τ = [τ1, . . . , τ|U|]

T for the constraints on z, and the dual variable R for the
constraint %Tν1 = 1. We obtain the optimization

max
R∈R,τ≥0

min
z∈R,ν≥0

R+ z(1− 1Tτ ) + νT

[−R%
q

]
+

|U|∑
`=1

τ`

[
r(X ?(ν(`)))

−p(X ?(ν(`)))

] . (3.22)
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As we again have to choose the variables of the outer optimization such that the inner problem
is bounded, R and τ need to fulfill three conditions, which we incorporate as constraints in the
reformulation of the primal recovery

max
R∈R,τ≥0
1Tτ=1

R s. t.

|U|∑
`=1

τ`r(X ?(ν(`))) ≥ R%

|U|∑
`=1

τ`p(X ?(ν(`))) ≤ q. (3.23)

Due to these conditions, ν = 0minimizes the objective function of (3.22), so that all summands
except R vanish. For this reason, the inner minimization is no longer written down in (3.23).

Since the duality gap of linear programs is zero [100,101], the optimum of (3.23) equals
the optimum of (3.21), which converges to the optimal value of (3.20), and we recall that this
value is an upper bound to the solution of (3.16). On the other hand, it is easy to verify that any
solution of (3.23) delivers a feasible TS strategy for the primal problem (3.16), and thus a lower
bound to the solution of (3.16). This shows that the duality gap of (3.16) is zero and that (3.23)
converges to an optimum of (3.16). The fact that the duality gap vanishes in systems with TS
was also reported in [90].

A special situation occurs if we can find a parametrization of the problem such that the
components of r(X ) are concave functions of the optimization variables and the components
of p(X ) are convex functions of the optimization variables, where these optimization variables
X come from a convex set X. In this case, the strategy X =

∑|U|
`=1 τ`X ?(ν(`)) ∈ X achieves

r(X ) ≥∑|U|`=1 τ`r(X ?(ν(`))) and p(X ) ≤∑|U|`=1 τ`r(X ?(ν(`))), i.e., the same performance
as in the optimal solution of (3.23) can be achieved without the use of TS.

If we know a method to solve the inner maximization (3.19) in a MIMO system, the
framework derived in this section can be applied to solve the rate balancing problem with TS
numerically. Note that several alternative approaches for solving the outer problem (3.20) exist,
e.g., the ellipsoid method used in [49].

The above framework also enables us to obtain analytical results about Pareto-optimal
transmit strategies with TS. Since all strategies X ?(ν(`)) applied in the TS solution (3.23) are
obtained from (3.19), it is sufficient to study the properties of (3.19) in order to obtain insights
about Pareto-optimal strategies.

3.2.3.2 Dual Approach for Rate-Time-Sharing

In a similar manner, we can derive a framework for the case of RTS. The only difference is
that we have to dualize only the rate constraints, but not the covariance constraints. The inner
problem then reads as

X ?(ν) =

(
argmax
X∈X

νTr(X ) s. t. p(X ) ≤ q
)

(3.24)

the cutting plane master problem is given by

min
z∈R,ν≥0
%Tν=1

z s. t. z ≥ νTr(X ?(ν(`))) ∀ν(`) ∈ U (3.25)
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and the primal recovery is performed by solving

max
R∈R,τ≥0
1Tτ=1

R s. t.

|U|∑
`=1

τ`r(X ?(ν(`))) ≥ R%. (3.26)

3.3 RoP CN MIMO Systems

For some derivations, we need to extend the notion of a RoP MIMO system (Definition 3.1.1)
to the case of multiple carriers, i.e.,

y
(c)
D =

∑
S∈SD

H
(c)
DSx

(c)
S + η

(c)
D , c = 1, . . . , C (3.27)

where we assume separate coding on each carrier.

Definition 3.3.1. We call the system described by (3.27) a RoP CN MIMO system if the noise
is CN, the transmit signals are CN, and the transmission on each carrier c complies to the
definition of a RoP MIMO system (Definition 3.1.1).

The notion of a CN signal is introduced in Section 1.4.2 and is formally defined as follows.

Definition 3.3.2. We call a signal x consisting of the per-carrier signals x(c) CN (carriers not
correlated) if x(c) and x(c′) are uncorrelated for all c and all c′ 6= c. Otherwise, the signal is
called CC (carriers correlated). For complex signals, the term uncorrelated is understood in
the sense of Definition 2.9.4.

The model of a RoP CN MIMO system is adequate to describe CN transmission in a
real-valued multicarrier MIMO system or in a complex multicarrier MIMO system with proper
noise and proper signals. Due to the assumption of separate coding on each carrier, we can
express each achievable rate vector as a sum r =

∑C
c=1 r

(c), where the vector r(c) contains the
rates achieved on carrier c.

3.3.1 Constraints on the Transmit Covariance Matrices

We assume that the constraints on the transmit covariance matrices have the form(
C
x

(1)
S

, . . . ,C
x

(C)
S

)
S∈S
∈ Q̄ (3.28)

where Q̄ is a convex set of tuples of Hermitian matrices which is chosen in a way that we obtain
a compact constraint set with nonempty interior if we in addition constrain the matrices C

x
(c)
S

to be positive-semidefinite.
Even though we consider CN transmission, this constraint might—depending on which

particular set Q̄ is considered—introduce a coupling between the carriers that complicates the
optimization of the transmit strategy. For example, a constraint on the total transmit power

C∑
c=1

∑
S∈S

tr
[
C
x

(c)
S

]
≤ Q (3.29)

introduces a coupling between all carriers. If TS is allowed, we can still decouple the optimization
into per-carrier problems by applying the dual approach from Section 3.2.3.1 as shown below.
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3.3.2 Rate Balancing with Dual Decomposition

To formulate the rate balancing problem with TS, we introduce the abstract variables X (c)

to represent the chosen transmit strategy on carrier c, so that the overall transmit strategy is
X =

(
X (c)

)
∀c. Let us focus on the special case that the covariance constraints can be expressed

in the form
∑C

c=1 p
(c)
(
X (c)

)
≤ q where q is a constant vector, and

p(c)
(
X (c)

)
= p̃(c)

((
C
x

(c)
S

(
X (c)

))
S∈S

)
(3.30)

with linear functions p̃(c). This is, e.g., possible for a sum power constraint (3.29). We obtain

max
R∈R,L∈N,(X`∈X)∀`
(τ`≥0)∀`:

∑L
`=1 τ`=1

R s. t.
L∑
`=1

τ`

C∑
c=1

r(c)
(
X (c)
`

)
≥ R%

L∑
`=1

τ`

C∑
c=1

p(c)
(
X (c)
`

)
≤ q. (3.31)

When applying the dual approach from Section 3.2.3.1 to this problem, we can rewrite
(3.19) as

X ?(ν) =

(
argmax

(X (c))∀c∈X
νT

1

C∑
c=1

r(c)
(
X (c)

)
− νT

2

C∑
c=1

p(c)
(
X (c)

))
. (3.32)

This can be decomposed into X ?(ν) = (X (c),?(ν))∀c with

X (c),?(ν) =

(
argmax
X (c)∈X(c)

νT
1 r

(c)
(
X (c)

)
− νT

2 p
(c)
(
X (c)

))
(3.33)

where the abstract set X(c) contains the possible strategies on carrier c. This means that we can
solve the inner problem separately on each carrier while the master problem (3.21) acts as a
connecting element between the carriers. Note that this decomposition is not possible for RTS,
where only the rate constraints are dualized (see Section 3.2.3.2).

3.4 Description of Complex Multicarrier MIMO Systems

Let us now turn our attention to complex multicarrier MIMO systems as already introduced in
Section 1.2. For the sake of a simple and unified treatment, we aim at performing all derivations
by means of the RoP MIMO model from Definition 3.1.1 or, when necessary, the RoP CN
MIMO model from Definition 3.3.1. To make this possible, it is necessary to introduce the
following equivalent representations of complex multicarrier MIMO systems.

3.4.1 Four Equivalent Representations of Complex Multicarrier MIMO Systems

In Table 3.1, we formulate four equivalent representations of the data transmission in a complex
multicarrier MIMO system. To do so, we use block-diagonal matricesA = blkdiag(A(c)) and
stacked vectors a = stack(a(c)) on the one hand and real-valued representations À = <̀(A)

and ǎ = <̌(a) of complex matrices and vectors (see Section 2.9.5) on the other hand.
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multicarrier formulation combined representation
co
m
pl
ex

For c = 1, . . . , C:

y (c)
D =

∑
S∈SD

H(c)
DSx

(c)
S + η(c)

D (3.34) yD =
∑

S∈SD

HDSxS + ηD (3.35)

H(c)
DS ∈ CmD×mS

x(c)
S ∈ CmS

η(c)
D ∈ CmD

y (c)
D ∈ CmD

HDS = blkdiag(H(c)
DS)

∈ CCmD×CmS

xS = stack(x(c)
S ) ∈ CCmS

ηD = stack(η(c)
D ) ∈ CCmD

yD = stack(y (c)
D ) ∈ CCmD

re
al
-v
al
ue
d

For c = 1, . . . , C:

y̌
(c)
D =

∑
S∈SD

H̀
(c)
DSx̌

(c)
S + η̌

(c)
D (3.36) y̌D =

∑
S∈SD

H̀DSx̌S + η̌D (3.37)

H̀
(c)
DS = <̀(H(c)

DS) ∈ R2mD×2mS

x̌
(c)
S = <̌(x(c)

S ) ∈ R2mS

η̌
(c)
D = <̌(η(c)

D ) ∈ R2mD

y̌
(c)
D = <̌(y (c)

D ) ∈ R2mD

H̀DS = <̀(HDS)

∈ R2CmD×2CmS

x̌S = <̌(xS) ∈ R2CmS

η̌D = <̌(ηD) ∈ R2CmD

y̌D = <̌(yD) ∈ R2CmD

Table 3.1: Four equivalent representations of complex multicarrier MIMO systems with mT antennas at terminal T.

Remark 3.4.1. To define the combined real representation (3.37), we have used the composite
real representation of the combined complex vectors from (3.35). Note that it would also be
possible to establish a different definition by instead stacking the composite real per-carrier
vectors from (3.36). This would not make a conceptual difference, but it would permute the
rows and columns of the resulting matrices and vectors and would, thus, lead to different block
structures in our further investigations. In all our derivations, we stick to the definition of the
combined real representation given in Table 3.1.

Among the four formulations given in Table 3.1, the combined real representation (3.37) is
the only one that always complies to the definition of a RoP MIMO system (Definition 3.1.1).
Thus, this model is used for most of our derivations and is discussed in detail in Sections 3.4.3
and 3.4.4. If all signals and noise vectors are proper, the combined complex representation
(3.35) is a RoP MIMO system as well. In case of CN signals and noise (in the sense of
Definition 3.3.2), the real-valued multicarrier formulation (3.36) is a RoP CN MIMO system as
defined in Definition 3.3.1. Finally, if the signals and the noise are proper and CN, the complex
multicarrier formulation (3.34) complies to the definition of a RoP CN MIMO system.
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3.4.2 Constraints on the Transmit Signals

Throughout this work, we assume constraints on the per-carrier covariance matrices of all
transmitting nodes S ∈ S = (S1, . . . ,S|S|) in the form(

Cx(1)
S

, . . . ,Cx(C)
S

)
S∈S
∈ Q̄ (3.38)

where Q̄ is a convex set of tuples of Hermitian matrices which is chosen in a way that we obtain
a compact constraint set with nonempty interior if we in addition demand that C

x
(c)
S

� 0 for all
carriers c and all transmitting nodes S.

Special cases of constraints of this kind include per-transmitter power constraints

C∑
c=1

tr
[
Cx(c)

S

]
≤ QS ∀S ∈ S (3.39)

for given constants QS, individual per-carrier power constraints of all transmitters

tr
[
Cx(c)

S

]
≤ Q(c)

S ∀c, ∀S ∈ S (3.40)

for given constants Q(c)
S , and individual per-carrier shaping constraints of all transmitters

Cx(c)
S

� Q(c)
S ∀c, ∀S ∈ S (3.41)

for given positive-semidefinite matrices Q(c)
S . Moreover, we can consider global constraints,

such as a sum power constraint

∑
S∈S

C∑
c=1

tr
[
Cx(c)

S

]
≤ Q (3.42)

for a given maximum available transmit powerQ, or, e.g., overall per-carrier shaping constraints∑
S∈S

Cx(c)
S

� Q(c) ∀c (3.43)

for given positive-semidefinite matrices Q(c).
If we work with one of the alternative representations given in Table 3.1, the constraint set

(3.38) has to be translated to constraints on
(
C
x̌

(1)
S

, . . . ,C
x̌

(C)
S

)
S∈S

, (CxS)S∈S , or (Cx̌S)S∈S ,
respectively.

3.4.3 Combined Real Representation of Proper Signals and CN Signals

In order to be able to study proper signals and CN signals in the combined real representation
(3.37), we define the following three spaces.

Definition 3.4.1. For a terminal T ∈ T with mT ∈ N antennas in a complex multicarrier
MIMO system with C carriers, we define

• the space of symmetric BSC2 matrices P̀T = SBSCCmT
2 ,
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• the space of symmetric matrices with block-diagonal submatrices

PCN
T =

{
P =

[
A B

BT C

] ∣∣∣∣∣A,C ∈ SM,B ∈ RM×M
}

withM = (mT)∀c,

• the space of symmetric BSC2 matrices with block-diagonal submatrices P̀CN
T = P̀T ∩

PCN
T .

Proposition 3.4.1. The spaces P̀T, PCN
T , and P̀CN

T from Definition 3.4.1 are power shaping
spaces.

Proof. The space P̀T is a power shaping space due to Theorem 2.9.1, and PCN
T is a power

shaping space due to Proposition 2.8.1. As a consequence, P̀CN
T is a power shaping space due

to Proposition 2.4.3.

The following proposition states that proper signals (Definition 2.9.2), CN signals (Defini-
tion 3.3.2), and signals that are both proper and CN can be considered as maximum-entropy
signals with respect to these three power shaping spaces, respectively. The signal zT is used as
a placeholder for any signal at node T, i.e., the transmit signal xT, the received signal yT, or the
noise ηT. Recall that we call a multicarrier signal proper if the per-carrier signals are jointly
proper (see Section 1.4.1), i.e., if the combined complex vector is proper.

Proposition 3.4.2. For a signal zT = stack(z(c)
T ) and its combined real covariance matrix

CžT ∈ S2CmT , we have the following equivalences using the power shaping spaces from
Definition 3.4.1.

• CžT ∈ P̀T⇔ zT is proper (but possibly CC)⇔ z(1)
T , . . . , z(C)

T are jointly proper,

• CžT ∈ PCN
T ⇔ zT is CN (but possibly improper) ⇔ z(1)

T , . . . , z(C)
T are uncorrelated

across carriers,

• CžT ∈ P̀CN
T ⇔ zT is proper and CN ⇔ z(1)

T , . . . , z(C)
T are proper and uncorrelated

across carriers.

Proof. If and only if zT is proper, the pseudocovariance matrix C̃zT is zero, so that the second
summand in (2.34) vanishes, i.e., CžT is a BSC2 matrix. If and only if z(1)

T , . . . , z(C)
T are

uncorrelated across carriers, the covariance matrix CzT and the pseudocovariance matrix C̃zT

are block-diagonal. We then obtain from (2.34) thatCžT consists of block-diagonal submatrices.
If and only if zT is proper and CN, CzT is block-diagonal and C̃zT = 0, i.e.,CžT is BSC2 with
block-diagonal submatrices.

To see how the power shaping spaces defined above can be used in mathematical derivations,
let us consider the following example.

Example 3.4.1. If a signal zT is proper, the combined real representation žT is a maximum-
entropy signal with respect to PT = P̀T, so that we haveCžT = PžT ∈ PT. Impropriety of zT

can be described by adding a component from the orthogonal complement, i.e.,NžT ∈ NT, so
that CžT = PžT +NžT /∈ PT. Thus, we can check if zT is proper by verifying whether the
projection projNT

(CžT) is zero, which is equivalent to checking whether projPT
(CžT) = CžT .
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If all signals in a system are proper, we may decide to study the system in the combined
complex representation, which then complies to the definition of a RoP MIMO system. The
following example shows that the framework of power shaping spaces can be applied in this
case as well.

Example 3.4.2. If a proper signal zT = stack(z(c)
T ) is CN, the covariance matrix CzT is

block-diagonal, i.e., the combined complex representation zT is a maximum-entropy signal with
respect to the power shaping space PT = H(mT)∀c (the space of block-diagonal matrices with
appropriate block sizes, see Example 2.8.5). A CC signal with correlations across carriers can
be described by adding a component from the orthogonal complement, i.e.,NzT ∈ NT, so that
CzT = PzT +NzT /∈ PT.

3.4.4 Compatibility with Power Shaping Spaces

For our further analysis, it is important to study how the compatibility assumption given in
Definition 3.1.3 translates to the combined real representation (3.37) of a complex multicarrier
MIMO system.

The combined real channel matrix H̀DS is a BSC2 matrix since the corresponding complex
channel is assumed to be linear, i.e., there is no conjugate linear component in (2.38). Due to
the assumption of orthogonal carriers, it holds in addition that H̀DS consists of block-diagonal
submatrices with dimensionsMD ×MS, whereMD = (mD)∀c, andMS = (mS)∀c. This
leads to the following Proposition.

Proposition 3.4.3. For the following choices of PS and PD, the channel matrix H̀DS in (3.37)
is compatible with (PD,PS):

• PS = P̀S and PD = P̀D,

• PS = PCN
S and PD = PCN

D ,

• PS = P̀CN
S and PD = P̀CN

D .

Proof. The first bullet follows from Proposition 2.9.1, the second from Proposition 2.8.2, and
the last from Proposition 2.7.4.

Therefore, the following statement holds no matter which of the three possible choices in
Proposition 3.4.3 we make: the signal portion H̀DSx̌S in the combined real received signal at
node D is a maximum-entropy signal with respect to PD if the respective transmit signal x̌S is
a maximum-entropy signal with respect to PS.

The fact that the constraints act only on the complex per-carrier covariance matrices(
Cx(1)

S

, . . . ,Cx(C)
S

)
S∈S

(but not on the pseudocovariance matrices or on cross-covariance
matrices between per-carrier signals) translates to the combined real representation as follows.

Proposition 3.4.4. Let PS for each transmitter S ∈ S be chosen according to one of the
possibilities in Definition 3.4.1. Then, the combined real representation (Cx̌S)S∈S ∈ Q of the
constraint (3.38) is compatible with

⊗|S|
i=1 PSi (in the sense of Definition 3.1.2).
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Proof. The matrices Cx(c)
S

, c = 1, . . . , C are the diagonal blocks of the covariance matrix
CxS of xS in (3.35). Thus, when calculating the covariance matrix of x̌S in (3.37), we see
from (2.34) that the elements of the combined real covariance matrix Cx̌S that correspond
to Cx(c)

S

, c = 1, . . . , C are the diagonal blocks of the submatrices in the BSC2 component.
Thus, adding arbitrary off-diagonal blocks to the submatrices or adding an arbitrary BHSC2

component does not affect the feasibility of Cx̌S in terms of the considered constraint.

If all signals in a system are proper and we decide to switch to the combined complex
representation (3.35), we can exploit that the block-diagonal channel matrix HDS in (3.35) is
compatible with (PD,PS) if PS = H(mS)∀c and PD = H(mD)∀c . The signal portion HDSxS in
the received signal at node D is a maximum-entropy signal with respect to PD if the respective
transmit signal xS is a maximum-entropy signal with respect to PS, i.e., a CN signal. When
choosing PS in this manner at all transmitting nodes S ∈ S , it is easy to verify that the combined
complex version (CxS)S∈S ∈ Q of the constraint (3.38) is compatible with

⊗|S|
i=1 PSi .

3.4.5 Mutual Information Expressions

When studying MIMO systems, we often have to evaluate mutual information expressions of
the form given in (3.2). When applied to the combined real representation (3.37) of a complex
multicarrier MIMO system, this expression reads as

I (x̌S′ ; y̌D) =
1

2
log2

det
(
Cη̌D

+
∑

S∈SD
H̀DSCx̌SH̀

T
DS

)
det
(
Cη̌D

+
∑

S∈SD\{S′} H̀DSCx̌SH̀
T
DS

) (3.44)

with S′ ∈ SD. If all transmit signals are maximum-entropy signals with respect to one of the
power shaping spaces defined above, this expression can be simplified as follows.

Proposition 3.4.5. The mutual information between x̌S′ , S′ ∈ SD and y̌D in (3.44) equals

I (x̌S′ ; y̌D) = log2

det
(
CηD +

∑
S∈SD

HDSCxSHH
DS

)
det
(
CηD +

∑
S∈SD\{S′}HDSCxSHH

DS

) (3.45)

if Cx̌S ∈ P̀S for all S ∈ SD and Cη̌D
∈ P̀D. It equals

I (x̌S′ ; y̌D) =

C∑
c=1

1

2
log2

det
(
C
η̌

(c)
D

+
∑

S∈SD
H̀

(c)
DSCx̌(c)

S

H̀
(c),T
DS

)
det
(
C
η̌

(c)
D

+
∑

S∈SD\{S′} H̀
(c)
DSCx̌(c)

S

H̀
(c),T
DS

) (3.46)

if Cx̌S ∈ PCN
S for all S ∈ SD and Cη̌D

∈ PCN
D . Finally, it equals

I (x̌S′ ; y̌D) =

C∑
c=1

log2

det
(
C
η

(c)
D

+
∑

S∈SD
H(c)

DSCx(c)
S

H(c),H
DS

)
det
(
C
η

(c)
D

+
∑

S∈SD\{S′}H
(c)
DSCx(c)

S

H(c),H
DS

) (3.47)

if Cx̌S ∈ P̀CN
S for all S ∈ SD and Cη̌D

∈ P̀CN
D .
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Proof. If Cx̌S ∈ P̀S ∀S ∈ SD and Cη̌D
∈ P̀D, all matrices in (3.44) are BSC2. Therefore,

we can use the equivalences from Section 2.9.5 to get (3.45). If Cx̌S ∈ PCN
S for all S ∈ SD

and Cη̌D
∈ PCN

D , all matrices in (3.44) consist of block-diagonal submatrices. Thus, we
can use a permutation matrix (as in the proof of Proposition 2.8.1) to bring the matrices
whose determinants are to be calculated to block-diagonal form without changing the values
of the determinants. We then obtain (3.46) by exploiting the fact that the determinant of a
block-diagonal matrix equals the product of the individual determinants of the blocks. This fact
is also used to obtain (3.47).



Chapter 4

Point-to-Point Transmission: the
Gaussian MIMO Channel

In this chapter, we consider a single-user MIMO transmission as in [29], which we refer to as a
(Gaussian) MIMO channel. For the complex multicarrier MIMO channel, the optimal transmit
strategy under the assumption of proper and/or CN noise can be concluded from [29]. It turns
out that the transmit signal should be proper and/or CN as well. We rederive and generalize
these results using the framework of power shaping spaces in order to see the functioning of
this framework in a rather simple scenario before turning our attention to the more complicated
multiuser systems, and in order to obtain some fundamental insights that can be reused at several
points later on. It turns out that the abovementioned existing results can be obtained as simple
special cases of a more general theorem based on the notion of maximum-entropy signals.

In addition, we study optimal transmit strategies for cases with reduced-entropy noise, such
as improper noise or CC noise. By adapting the transmit strategy to the properties of the noise,
performance gains can be obtained in these cases. However, even if the transmitter is oblivious
of the noise properties and sticks to a maximum-entropy transmit signal, the achievable rate in
case of reduced-entropy noise is still higher than for maximum-entropy noise. This remarkable
aspect is shown at the end of this chapter, where we prove that maximum-entropy noise is the
worst-case noise in the Gaussian MIMO channel.

All results in this chapter are first derived in a general manner for a RoP MIMO system
without specifying which particular kind of reduced-entropy signals we consider. Then, they are
specialized to the complex multicarrier MIMO channel, where we are interested in particular in
improper signaling and CC transmission.

4.1 System Model and Channel Capacity

As we have only one transmitter S and one receiver D, we can introduce the abbreviations
y = yD,H = HDS, x = xS, η = ηD, andM = MD. The general model for RoP MIMO
systems in (3.1) then simplifies to the description of the RoP MIMO channel

y = Hx+ η. (4.1)

57
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The case of the complex MIMO channel with proper noise was studied in detail in [29], and the
derivations given therein analogously hold in the real-valued MIMO channel.

A rate r is achievable in the RoP MIMO channel if it does not exceed the mutual information
(2.9) between the transmitted signal x and the received signal y [29], i.e., we can achieve

r = I (x;y) = h (y)− h (y |x) = h (y)− h (η) . (4.2)

Since h (η) does not depend on the transmit strategy, r can be maximized by maximizing h (y).
For any fixed Cx, which leads to a fixed

Cy = HCxH
H +Cη (4.3)

h (y) is maximal if y follows a Gaussian distribution (see [59, 62] for a real-valued system and
[29, 63] for a complex system). Under the assumption of Gaussian noise that is independent of
x, we can choose x to be Gaussian in order to achieve this. The constraints on the transmit
strategy affect only Cx, and the above reasoning applies for any Cx including the optimal one.
Thus, a Gaussian x maximizes (4.2).

Remark 4.1.1. For complex signals, [29, 63] show that the entropy-maximizing y is not only
Gaussian, but also proper. In [29], it was concluded from this that proper transmit signals
are optimal in a complex MIMO channel with proper noise. When we study the complex
multicarrier MIMO channel later on, we obtain the same result as a simple special case of a
more general theorem, which we prove based on the framework of power shaping spaces. As
long as we consider the RoP MIMO channel, we are not interested in the question of (im)proper
signals since we consider either a setting where all signals are proper by assumption (see
Definition 3.1.1) or a real-valued setting.

As the optimal x is Gaussian, we can use the mutual information expression for Gaussian
signals given in (3.2), and we obtain

r = I (x;y) = µ log2

det
(
Cη +HCxH

H
)

detCη
. (4.4)

The aim is then to find the optimal transmit covariance matrix

max
Cx�0

r s. t. Cx ∈ Q (4.5)

where Q is defined as in (3.3). The solution to (4.5) is the channel capacity of the RoP MIMO
channel.

4.2 Optimality of Maximum-Entropy Transmission

Our aim is now to study how knowledge about noise properties can enable us to draw direct
conclusions about the optimal transmit signal without even carrying out the optimization (4.5).
In particular, we assume that the noise is a maximum-entropy signal with respect to some
power shaping space. According to the following theorem, the optimal transmit signal then is a
maximum-entropy signal, too.
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Theorem 4.2.1. Let PS and PD be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility assumption
(Definition 3.1.3). If the noise is a maximum-entropy signal with respect to PD, the capacity of
the RoP MIMO channel (4.1) is achieved by a maximum-entropy transmit signal with respect to
PS.

Proof. Let Px = projPS
(Cx) andNx = projNS

(Cx), so that Cx = Px +Nx. Since x and
η are independent, andH is compatible with (PD,PS), we have Cy = Py +Ny with

Py = HPxH
H + Pη ∈ PD Ny = HNxH

H +Nη ∈ ND (4.6)

whereNη = projND
(Cη) = 0 and Pη = projPD

(Cη) = Cη by assumption. We can assume
Px � 0 due to Proposition 2.5.1. For any given Px, the power shaping matrix Py is fixed, and
the entropy of y is maximized byNy = 0 (Theorem 2.5.2), which can be achieved by choosing
Nx = 0. To see that this choice is feasible, note that Cx = Px +Nx � 0 holds forNx = 0

and that the compatibility assumption makes the covariance constraint equivalent to Px ∈ Q,
which does not depend onNx. This reasoning holds for any Px � 0 including the optimal one.
Thus, we can always chooseNx = 0, i.e., Cx ∈ PS.

4.3 Optimal Transmit Covariance Matrix under a Sum Power Constraint

While the statement of Theorem 4.2.1 could be shown regardless of the choice of Q as long
as the compatibility assumption is fulfilled, we need to know the constraint set if we want to
carry out the covariance optimization (4.5). In this section, we consider the optimization for
the special case of a sum power constraint (3.4). For more complicated constraints, where
an analytic solution may not be easy to obtain, the optimization could be solved by a convex
programming solver since the objective function is concave in Cx and the constraint set is
convex by assumption (see Section 3.1.1).

In [29], the optimal transmit covariance matrix Cx under a sum power constraint was
derived for the complex MIMO channel with proper noise, and the derivation can be transferred
to the real-valued MIMO channel. We can express the achievable rate (4.4) as

r = µ log2 det
(
IMS

+HHC−1
η HCx

)
(4.7)

where we have used that

det(Im +ABH) = det(In +BHA) (4.8)

forA,B ∈ Cm×n (e.g., [29]).
Based on the eigenvalue decomposition

U diag(λi)U
H = HHC−1

η H (4.9)

the optimal transmit covariance matrix can be expressed as [29]

Cx = U diag(pi)U
H (4.10)

with the power allocation

pi = max

{
ω − 1

λi
, 0

}
. (4.11)
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In this so-called waterfilling solution (see, e.g., [62]), the water level ω must be chosen such
that the sum power constraint (3.4) is fulfilled with equality. The fact that Cx must have the
modal matrix U can be shown using the Hadamard inequality [68, Sec. 7.8].

Unlike in the previous section, we have not made any assumptions on the noise covariance
matrix Cη. Therefore, this solution is generally valid no matter whether we are facing
maximum-entropy noise or reduced-entropy noise.

4.3.1 Maximum-Entropy Noise

As a plausibility check, we can plug in the assumption of maximum-entropy noise into the
solution for Cx from above. Due to Theorem 4.2.1, the resulting Cx must then correspond to
maximum-entropy transmission. This can be verified as follows.

If Cη ∈ PD, we have C−1
η ∈ PD by Corollary 2.4.2 and P = HHC−1

η H ∈ PS by
Proposition 2.7.1. For any given value of ω, (4.10) describes a mapping P 7→ Cx with a
structure as in Theorem 2.4.1 with f defined in (4.11). Thus, Cx ∈ PS.

Note that we have used other properties of power shaping spaces than in the proof of
Theorem 4.2.1, i.e., we have found an alternative way of showing the statement of Theorem 4.2.1
for the special case of a sum power constraint.

4.3.2 Reduced-Entropy Noise

If the noise covariance matrix does not lie in a power shaping space fulfilling the compatibility
assumption, the conclusion that the optimal transmit signal should be a maximum-entropy signal
is not possible. In the following, we see that the optimal transmit signal is then a reduced-entropy
signal in general.

As in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, the aim is still to maximize the entropy of y, i.e., it
would still be desirable to choose Cx such thatNy = 0. However, due to the assumption of
reduced-entropy noise, we haveNη 6= 0 in (4.6), which changes the situation significantly.

To makeNy vanish, we would have to chooseNx such thatHNxH
H = −Nη, but this

is not always possible. On the one hand, the range space ofH might be a strict subspace of
CM (or RM for a real-valued system). In this case, it can happen that the equation does not
have a solution. On the other hand, when choosing Nx 6= 0, the positive-semidefiniteness
constraint Cx = Px +Nx � 0 introduces a coupling between Px andNx, so that focusing
solely on achievingNy = 0 might no longer be the best strategy. It can even be impossible to
find a feasible combination of Px andNx that makesNy vanish, even though the covariance
constraint Cx ∈ Q does not act on Nx directly. To get a better intuition about this, let us
consider the following minimal example.

Example 4.3.1. Let PS = PD = {P | P = αI2, α ∈ R}, and consider the RoP MIMO
channel with channel matrixH = I2 and reduced-entropy noise with covariance matrix

Cη =

[
3 0

0 1

]
=

[
2 0

0 2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pη

+

[
1 0

0 −1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Nη

. (4.12)

Let us assume a power constraint tr[Cx] ≤ 1, which is equivalent to tr[Px] ≤ 1 since
tr[Nx] = 0 for all Nx ∈ NS (Proposition 2.4.1). To make Ny vanish, we would need
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Nx = −Nη, which would require Px � I2 in order to fulfill the positive-semidefiniteness
constraint Px +Nx � 0 (since Px is a scaled identity and must fulfill Px � −Nx). However,
this is not possible due to the power constraint. The best that can be done in terms of
compensating the reduced-entropy noise is to chooseNx = −1

2Nη and Px = 1
2I2. It can be

verified using (4.10) that this best-effort approach is indeed the optimal transmit strategy in the
considered scenario. If the power constraint is relaxed to tr[Cx] ≤ 2, the optimal solution is
Nx = −Nη and Px = I2, and we obtainNy = 0.

If the system is larger or if we consider more general channel matrices and more complicated
power shaping spaces, the optimal solution can of course not be identified so easily, but the
qualitative result will be the same. The optimal transmit covariance (4.10) will in general have
a nonzero entropy reduction componentNx that is chosen in a way that it compensates the
entropy reduction componentNη of the noise covariance matrix at least partially.

4.4 Worst-Case Noise

It is well known that Gaussian noise is the worst-case noise in a single-antenna point-to-point
channel with additive noise (see, e.g., [103], [62, Prob. 9.21]). In [66, 67], this result was
extended to more general wireless networks, and it was remarked in [67] that the results can be
easily transferred to MIMO systems. The intuition behind these results is that the worst possible
disturbance (with fixed second-order properties) is the one which has the highest entropy, i.e.,
the Gaussian distribution.

It therefore is to be expected that the worst possible noise among all Gaussian noise
distributions, i.e., the one with the worst-case choice of the second-order properties, has to
be a maximum-entropy signal in the sense of Definition 2.5.1. Even though this seems to be
intuitively clear, we have to be aware that (4.2) is a difference of two differential entropies that
both get smaller if the entropy of the noise is reduced. For a formal proof, we have to study
which of the two terms is affected more strongly.

We still consider the RoP MIMO channel (4.1), i.e., we assume the noise to be proper in
case of a complex MIMO channel. Later on, we will present a result stating that proper noise is
the worst-case when compared to improper noise (see Corollary 4.5.5), but at the current point,
the noise is proper Gaussian by assumption, and we are only interested in the worst-case noise
covariance matrix. For the real-valued MIMO channel, the real-valued Gaussian distribution is
known to be the worst-case noise distribution (see above), and we ask for the worst-case noise
covariance matrix as well.

We are interested in two types of worst-case noise optimization. In the first one, we assume
the transmit covariance matrix to be fixed and ask for the noise covariance matrix that minimizes
the achievable rate, i.e., we need to solve

min
Cη�0

r s. t. Cη ∈ Qnoise (4.13)

with r from (4.4) for a fixed Cx ∈ Q. As a second question, we ask for the worst-case noise in
the case that the transmit strategy is adapted to the noise properties in an optimal manner, i.e.,

min
Cη�0

max
Cx�0

r s. t. Cx ∈ Q and Cη ∈ Qnoise. (4.14)
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In both formulations,Qnoise is a convex set of Hermitian matrices such that we obtain a compact
constraint set with nonempty interior if we in addition demand that Cη � 0.

Unlike previous publications, such as [86, 104–106], we are not interested in solving
worst-case noise optimizations for particular choices of the constraint sets and the channel
matrices. Instead, we aim at deriving structural properties of the worst-case noise in terms of
the concept of power shaping spaces. The result is stated in the following worst-case noise
theorem, whose proof uses similar arguments as [28], but in a more general framework.

Theorem 4.4.1. Let PS and PD be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility assumption
(Definition 3.1.3), and let the constraint Cη ∈ Qnoise be compatible with PD (in the sense of
Definition 3.1.2). If x is an arbitrary maximum-entropy signal with respect to PS, (4.13) is
minimized by maximum-entropy noise with respect to PD.

Proof. Let Pε = HCxH
H + εIM . Using the compatibility assumption, we have Pε ∈ PD

since Cx ∈ PS and since IM ∈ PD. As determinant and logarithm are continuous functions,
we can calculate the achievable rate from r(Cη) = limε→0 rε(Cη) with

rε(Cη) = µ log2

det (Pε +Cη)

detCη
= µ log2

det (IM +Cηε)

detCηε
(4.15)

where Cηε = P
− 1

2
ε CηP

− 1
2

ε with the positive-semidefinite square root P
1
2
ε � 0. Due to

Corollaries 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, we have P−
1
2

ε ∈ PD, and

Cηε = P
− 1

2
ε PηP

− 1
2

ε︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Pηε∈PD

+P
− 1

2
ε NηP

− 1
2

ε︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Nηε∈ND

(4.16)

where Pη = projPD
(Cη) and Nη = projND

(Cη). For any Pη ∈ PD, Nη ∈ ND, it thus
holds that

rε(Pη +Nη) = µ log2 det
(
IM + (Pηε +Nηε)

−1
)

≥ µ log2 det
(
IM + P−1

ηε

)
= rε(Pη). (4.17)

where the inequality is due to Proposition 2.5.2. Since this inequality holds for arbitrary ε > 0,
we have

r(Pη +Nη) = lim
ε→0

rε(Pη +Nη) ≥ lim
ε→0

rε(Pη) = r(Pη). (4.18)

As this is true for any Pη ∈ PD, there is a solution of (4.13) withNη = 0.

The formulation of the theorem includes, amongst others, a worst-case noise optimization
with limited total noise power, i.e.,Qnoise = {C ∈ HM | tr[C] ≤ Qnoise} ⇔ tr[Pη] ≤ Qnoise,
as well as a worst-case noise optimization with a fixed noise power shaping matrix, i.e.,
Qnoise = {C ∈ HM | projPD

(C) = P } ⇔ Pη = P for some given P ∈ PD (with SM

instead of HM in a real-valued system).
Even though the result is not entirely surprising, it is remarkable that the only assumption

on the transmit strategy was that a maximum-entropy signal is used. From a technical point
of view, this means that reduced-entropy noise brings an advantage even if the transmitter is
oblivious of the noise properties and still uses a maximum-entropy transmit signal. Another
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interpretation is that designing a maximum-entropy transmit signal based on the assumption
of maximum-entropy noise is robust in the sense that the achievable rate is not reduced if the
actual noise turns out to be a reduced-entropy signal (with the same power shaping component
as assumed).

Let us now turn our attention to the second optimization (4.14), where the transmitter adapts
its strategy to the properties of the noise. We can easily extend the worst-case noise theorem to
this case.

Corollary 4.4.1. Let PS, PD, and Qnoise be as in Theorem 4.4.1. Then, (4.14) is minimized by
maximum-entropy noise with respect to PD.

Proof. The optimal transmit strategy for maximum-entropy noise employs a maximum-entropy
transmit signal (Theorem 4.2.1). The achievable rate is nondecreasing when replacing the
noise by reduced-entropy noise while keeping the transmit strategy unchanged (Theorem 4.4.1).
Further, the achievable rate is obviously nondecreasing when optimizing the transmit strategy
for the new situation while keeping the reduced-entropy noise unchanged.

4.5 Complex Multicarrier MIMO Channel

To study the complex multicarrier MIMO channel with transmitter S and receiver D, we
introduce the abbreviations y (c) = y (c)

D , H(c) = H(c)
DS, x(c) = x(c)

S , and η(c) = η(c)
D , so that the

general model in (3.34) can be written as

y (c) = H(c)x(c) + η(c), c = 1, . . . , C. (4.19)

with a constraint on the per-carrier covariance matrices as in (3.38), i.e.,(
Cx(1) , . . . ,Cx(C)

)
∈ Q̄. (4.20)

Since the combined real representation (3.37) of a complex multicarrier MIMO system
fulfills the assumptions for a RoP MIMO system, we can apply the results of the previous
sections to the combined real representation of (4.19). To this end, we set H in (4.1) to
H = H̀ = H̀DS as defined in (3.37), and we replace x, η, and y by x̌, η̌, and y̌, respectively.

4.5.1 Optimality of Maximum-Entropy Transmission

In the literature, we can find several statements about the optimal transmit signal in the complex
multicarrier MIMO channel under various assumptions on the statistical properties of the noise.
For instance, it was shown in [29] that a proper Gaussian transmit signal is optimal in the
complex single-carrier MIMO channel if the noise is proper Gaussian. Another example is
that it is accepted as common knowledge (e.g., [40]) that separate transmission on each carrier
is optimal in the complex multicarrier MIMO channel as long as the noise is CN. This result
can be found, e.g., in [39, Sec. 5.3] for a single-antenna system with proper noise, and can be
generalized to the complex multicarrier MIMO channel.

A connection between these two examples might not be obvious at first glance. However,
in both of them, the noise is a maximum-entropy signal: in the case of proper noise with
respect to the power shaping space P̀D, and in the case of CN noise with respect to PCN

D (see
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Proposition 3.4.2). Therefore, both statements can be considered as specializations of the more
general result obtained in Theorem 4.2.1.

Using the various power shaping spaces from Definition 3.4.1, we obtain the following
corollaries of Theorem 4.2.1. Note that Propositions 3.4.2, 3.4.3, and 3.4.4 can be used to verify
that the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.1 are fulfilled.

Corollary 4.5.1 (PS = P̀CN
S and PD = P̀CN

D ). The capacity of the complex multicarrier MIMO
channel (4.19) with a covariance constraint (4.20) is achieved by a transmit signal that is proper
and CN if the noise is proper and CN.

Theorem 4.2.1 is general enough to cover scenarios in which the noise is a maximum-entropy
signal in some respect, but a reduced-entropy signal in another. This includes the following two
cases where the noise is either proper or CN, but not both.

Corollary 4.5.2 (PS = P̀S and PD = P̀D). The capacity of the complex (multicarrier) MIMO
channel (4.19) with a covariance constraint (4.20) is achieved by a transmit signal that is proper
(but possibly CC) if the noise is proper (but possibly CC).

Corollary 4.5.3 (PS = PCN
S and PD = PCN

D ). The capacity of the complex multicarrier MIMO
channel (4.19) with a covariance constraint (4.20) is achieved by a transmit signal that is CN
(but possibly improper) if the noise is CN (but possibly improper).

Note that the above results on optimality of CN transmission differ from a statement in [65]
about benefits of CC transmission in a MIMO point-to-point system. The difference is that the
authors of [65] assumed rate requirements for individual data streams while only the total data
rate counts for the formulation in (4.4), i.e., it does not matter how the data can be split into
streams. In fact, the formulation used in this chapter does not even make use of the notion
of a data stream. We use this notion later on in a different context when studying the MIMO
broadcast channel with interference treated as noise (Chapter 7).

4.5.2 Optimal Transmit Covariance Matrix for the Case of Proper CN Noise

The corollaries given above make general statements about the optimal transmit strategy, but
they do not deliver an optimal solution in terms of an optimal transmit covariance matrix. To
obtain such a solution in the case of a sum power constraint, we could apply (4.10) to the
combined real representation of the complex multicarrier MIMO channel. As an alternative,
we can exploit the above statements on the optimality of maximum-entropy transmission in
order to derive a simplified reformulation, which can be easily extended to some further types
of constraints.

We consider the complex multicarrier MIMO channel (4.19) under the assumption that the
noise is proper and CN as in Corollary 4.5.1. As we know that the optimal transmit signal is
proper and CN, we have Cx̌ ∈ P̀CN

S and Cη̌ ∈ P̀CN
D , and we can apply Proposition 3.4.5 to

rewrite the achievable rate (4.4) with µ = 1
2 as

r = log2

det
(
Cη + HCxHH

)
detCη

=
C∑
c=1

log2

det
(
C
η(c) + H(c)Cx(c)H(c),H

)
detC

η(c)

=
C∑
c=1

log2 det
(
ImS + H(c),HC−1

η(c)H(c)Cx(c)

)
=

C∑
c=1

r(c) (4.21)
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where we have used (4.8) in the second line. Obviously, we can express the total achievable
rate as a sum of per-carrier rates r(c), which are calculated using the differential entropy of
the proper complex Gaussian distribution (2.7) with µ = 1. This complies to the observation
that we obtain a RoP CN MIMO system if the transmit signal and the noise are proper and CN
(see Section 3.4.1). What remains to be done is to find optimal complex per-carrier covariance
matrices Cx(c) under various types of constraints.

Let us first consider per-carrier power constraints (3.40). In this case, the various carriers
are not coupled by the constraint, and we can apply the solution for the RoP MIMO channel
(4.9)–(4.11) individually on each carrier, i.e., we compute the eigenvalue decomposition

U(c) diag(λ
(c)
i )U(c),H = H(c),HC−1

η(c)H(c) (4.22)

and we set
Cx(c) = U(c) diag(p

(c)
i )U(c),H (4.23)

where

p
(c)
i = max

{
ω(c) − 1

λ
(c)
i

, 0

}
. (4.24)

For the sum power constraint (3.39), we can keep the modal matrix U(c) in (4.23), but we
have to optimize the powers p(c)

i jointly over all carriers. To do so, we replace ω(c) in (4.24) by
a common water level ω, which we choose such that the sum power constraint (3.39) is fulfilled
with equality.

Finally, if we assume per-carrier shaping constraints (3.41), we can use thatH(c)XH(c),H �
H(c)X ′H(c),H for X � X ′ and that detX is nondecreasing in X � 0 [68, Sec. 7.7]. Thus,
r(c) is nondecreasing in Cx(c) , and the optimal solution is Cx(c) = Q(c) ∀c, i.e., the shaping
constraints are active.

Especially for per-carrier power constraints or per-carrier shaping constraints, solving the
problem via the combined real representation would be more effort than the above derivations
based on the corollaries from Section 4.5.1.

4.5.3 Optimal Transmit Covariance Matrix for the Case of Improper or CC Noise

The situation is different if the noise is improper (as considered, e.g., in [7, 36] for the MIMO
channel and in [107] for the continuous-time SISO channel) or CC or both. As Corollary 4.5.1
is no longer applicable in that case, the optimal transmit signal is a reduced-entropy signal in
general. More precisely, the type of entropy reduction that we need for the optimal transmit
signal is the same as the type of entropy reduction of the noise. That is, improper noise can
require improper signaling, CC noise can require CC transmission, and noise that is both
improper and CC can require a transmit signal that is both improper and CC.

In all these cases, at least one of the equalities in (4.21) is no longer valid. When using the
complex multicarrier model, it would thus be necessary to derive a solution that accounts for the
impropriety and/or the correlations between carriers when evaluating the mutual information
I
(
(x(1), . . . , x(C)); (y (1), . . . , y (C))

)
.

It seems to be much simpler to instead perform the optimization directly in the combined
real representation in the form given in (4.5). As pointed out in Section 4.3, the solution can be
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computed by a convex programming solver, and it can be obtained analytically from (4.10) in
case of a sum power constraint. This approach was pursued, e.g., in [7, 36].

To get a better intuition about the optimal transmit strategy in case of improper noise, we
reconsider the minimal example from Section 4.3.2.

Example 4.5.1. Consider a complex single-carrier single-antenna channel, i.e., C = mS =

mD = 1, with the channel h = 1, and improper noise with variance Cη = 4 and pseudovariance
C̃η = 2. The combined real representation of this system corresponds exactly to the RoP
MIMO channel considered in Example 4.3.1. We can identify the power shaping spaces
considered therein as PS = P̀S and PD = P̀D since any 2 × 2 symmetric BSC2 matrix is
a scaled identity. The results obtained in Example 4.3.1 translate to C̃x = −1

2 C̃η = −1

(obtained fromNx = −1
2Nη for the constraint tr[Cx̌] ≤ 1⇔ Cx ≤ 1) and C̃x = −C̃η = −2

(from Nx = −Nη for tr[Cx̌] ≤ 2 ⇔ Cx ≤ 2). By parameterizing the pseudovariance as
C̃x = |C̃x |ejϕ, these results can be interpreted as follows. In the considered scenario, the
impropriety of the intended signal should try to compensate the impropriety of the noise in the
following sense. The direction of impropriety of the intended signal (parametrized by ϕ) should
be the exact opposite of the direction of impropriety of the noise, and the strength of impropriety
of the intended signal (parametrized by |C̃x |) should be the same as the strength of impropriety
of the noise as long as this does not violate the constraints.

4.5.4 Scenarios that Violate the Compatibility Assumption

It shall be noted that there are situations that lead to a reduced-entropy signal as optimal input
even if we have maximum-entropy noise. This can happen if the compatibility assumption from
Definition 3.1.3 is violated for the power shaping spaces of interest, so that Theorem 4.2.1 is no
longer applicable.

An important part of the compatibility assumption is that the channel matrix has to be
compatible with the power shaping spaces (PD,PS). For the study of proper signaling, i.e.,
for the power shaping spaces (P̀D, P̀S), this assumption is violated if the original complex
channel is widely linear (Definition 2.9.5) instead of linear, so that its real-valued representation
(2.38) is no longer a BSC2 matrix. In particular, this is the case if I/Q imbalance occurs (e.g.,
[108, 109]) and is modeled as part of the channel (cf., e.g., [110] and the references therein). In
a similar manner, if the assumption of orthogonal carriers is not fulfilled, the combined real
channel matrix no longer consists of block-diagonal submatrices and is no longer compatible
with (PCN

D ,PCN
S ), i.e., with the power shaping spaces that we use to study CN transmission.

We do not consider such scenarios in detail, but the solution that we obtain when applying
(4.10) to the combined real representation is general enough to cover these cases as well. By
plugging in a combined real channel matrix that is not compatible with (PD,PS), we obtain
a solution Cx̌ that can have a nonzero entropy reduction component projNS

(Cx̌) even in the
case of maximum-entropy noise with Cη̌ ∈ PD.

The second part of the compatibility assumption requires that the constraint Cx̌ ∈ Q acts
only on the power shaping component projPS

(Cx̌) of the transmit covariance matrix. If this is
violated, we can again obtain a reduced-entropy transmit signal as optimal solution even in the
case of a compatible combined real channel matrix and maximum-entropy noise. However, we
do not further discuss this case since the assumption is fulfilled by the most common transmit
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covariance constraints (see Section 3.4.2 and Proposition 3.4.4).
The aspects discussed above apply in a similar manner to the multiuser systems treated in

the following chapters, but they will not be considered in detail any further.

4.5.5 Worst-Case Noise

By applying Theorem 4.4.1 and Corollary 4.4.1 to the combined real representation, we can
obtain several specialized worst-case noise results for the complex multicarrier MIMO channel.
In all three corollaries, the term optimized has to be understood as a rate maximization under a
transmit covariance constraint (4.20). The various power shaping spaces from Proposition 3.4.2
that we use in the corollaries allow for different kinds of constraints on the statistical properties
of the noise.

Corollary 4.5.4 (PS = P̀CN
S and PD = P̀CN

D ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO channel
(4.19) with constraints on the complex per-carrier noise covariance matrices, the worst-case
noise is proper and CN if the transmit signal is either fixed to be proper and CN or optimized
based on the noise properties.

Corollary 4.5.5 (PS = P̀S and PD = P̀D). In the complex (multicarrier) MIMO channel
(4.19) with constraints on the combined complex noise covariance matrix, the worst-case noise
is proper if the transmit signal is either fixed to be proper or optimized based on the noise
properties.

Corollary 4.5.6 (PS = PCN
S and PD = PCN

D ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO channel
(4.19) with constraints on the per-carrier noise properties, the worst-case noise is CN if the
transmit signal is either fixed to be CN or optimized based on the noise properties.

A theorem stating that proper noise is the worst-case noise was shown in [36] under the
assumption that the transmit covariance matrix is either chosen optimally or at least with optimal
modal matrix and a uniform power allocation. This result was generalized in [28] by showing
that it holds even if the transmitter does not adapt its signal to the potential impropriety of the
noise. Moreover, some restrictive assumptions that were made in [36] (e.g., on the rank of the
channels) can be avoided by means of the proof technique used in [28] and for Theorem 4.4.1.
The result from [28], which includes the one from [36] as a special case, corresponds to
Corollary 4.5.5, i.e., it can be considerd as a corollary of the more general Theorem 4.4.1. Note
that this result holds under arbitrary constraints on the combined complex noise covariance
matrix Cη, including a limited total noise power and the case of a fixed Cη (see discussion
below Theorem 4.4.1).





Chapter 5

The Gaussian MIMO Multiple Access
Channel

From now on, we turn our attention to systems with multiple users that are served in the same
spectrum, so that inter-user interference occurs. The first example we consider is a MIMO uplink
scenario, whereK user terminals Uk transmit independent signals xUk to a base station B (see
Figure 5.1). In the information theoretic literature, this scenario is referred to as a (Gaussian)
MIMO multiple access channel (MIMO MAC, e.g., [46]) or Gaussian vector MAC (e.g., [57]).

Even though inter-user interference is present in this scenario, the MIMO MAC turns out
to behave in many regards similar to an interference-free single-user MIMO channel as long
as we eliminate part of the interference by means of coding. This can be done either by a
joint decoding of all received signals or by a successive interference cancellation scheme (see
Section 5.1.1). If we instead treat all interference as noise, we obtain a different situation, which
is described at a later point in Section 7.2.

Just like in Chapter 4, we first consider a RoP MIMO system, for which we show that
maximum-entropy transmission is optimal in case of maximum-entropy noise. The obtained
result can then be used to study the complex multicarrier MIMO MAC afterwards, and it also
forms the basis for our later derivations on the MIMO broadcast channel in Chapter 6 and on
the MIMO relay channel in Chapter 9. In addition to the theoretical findings, we review several
numerical algorithms from the existing literature and discuss how they can be applied in the
cases of maximum-entropy noise and reduced-entropy noise.

5.1 System Model and Capacity Region

We introduce the abbreviations y = yB, Hk = HBUk , xk = xUk , and η = ηB. From the
general model in (3.1), we obtain the description of the RoP MIMO MAC as

y =
K∑
k=1

Hkxk + η. (5.1)

As we have multiple data rates of interest, namely the achievable rates ρk of all users k, we
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HKUk
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the MIMO multiple access channel.

consider a rate region as introduced in Section 3.2. The following derivation can be obtained by
applying a result for general memoryless multiple access channels (from [58,111] as cited in
[48]) to the RoP MIMO MAC. Instead of focusing on power constraints tr[Cxk ] ≤ Qk, ∀k as,
e.g., in [57, 112, 113], we consider general covariance constraints of the form (3.3).

By decoding the signals of all users jointly, the rates ρ = [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T are achievable if∑
k∈K ρk for any group of users K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} fulfills [48]∑
k∈K

ρk ≤ I ({xk}k∈K;y | (xk)k/∈K) = h (yK)− h (yK | {xk}k∈K) = h (yK)− h (η) (5.2)

where
yK =

∑
k∈K

Hkxk + η. (5.3)

Note that h (η) in (5.2) does not depend on the transmit strategy, and assume some fixed
(Cxk)∀k so that

CyK = Cη +
∑
k∈K

HkCxkH
H
k . (5.4)

is fixed. Then, h (yK) is maximized if yK follows a Gaussian distribution (see [59, 62] for a
real-valued system and [29,63] for a complex system). As the noise η is assumed to be Gaussian,
and as η,x1, . . . ,xK are independent, we can make all yK Gaussian by choosing all xk to be
Gaussian. The constraints on the transmit strategy affect only (Cxk)∀k, and the above reasoning
holds for any (Cxk)∀k. Thus, Gaussian transmit signals are optimal for all inequalities in (5.2).
For a complex setting, note that Remark 4.1.1 applies accordingly to the current chapter.

As the optimal transmit signals are Gaussian, we can plug in the differential entropy from
(2.7) to obtain the rate region

R =
⋃

(Cxk�0)∀k
(Cxk )∀k∈Q

{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈K

ρk ≤ µ log2

detCyK
detCη

, ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}
}

(5.5)

where the constraint set Q is defined as in (3.3).
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As pointed out in [57], this rate region is convex, i.e., it cannot be enlarged by taking its
convex hull, meaning that RTS does not bring any gains. To see that this is true and that more
flexible TS does not help either, we express the rate region in (5.5) by means of (3.11) using

O =

{(
ρ, (Cxk)∀k

) ∣∣∣∣∣ (Cxk � 0)∀k and

0 ≤
∑
k∈K

ρk ≤ µ log2

detCyK
detCη

, ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}
}
. (5.6)

As the expressions on the right hand side of the rate inequalities are concave functions of
(Cxk)∀k, the setO is convex and cannot be enlarged by taking its convex hull. As the constraint
set Q is convex, this implies thatR = R = R (see Section 3.2.1).

An alternative proof ofR = R can be obtained, e.g., for the case of a sum power constraint
(3.4) by showing that the solution of the rate balancing problem (3.13) in the RoP MIMO MAC
is a concave function of the available sum transmit power Q (see [17, Prop. 1]). This can
be extended to other constraints, e.g., to a sum shaping constraint by following the lines of
[114, Th. 1].

As Gaussian transmit signals are optimal and (R)TS is not necessary, the rate region given
in (5.4) is the capacity region of the RoP MIMO MAC, i.e., C = R.

5.1.1 Successive Interference Cancellation

As an alternative to decoding the signals of all users jointly, we can adopt the following
successive interference cancellation (SIC) strategy (see, e.g., [112,113,115]). Let π : k 7→ π(k)

be a permutation of the user indices k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, which determines the so-called decoding
order. When decoding the signal of the first user k : π(k) = 1, all other signals xj , j 6= k are
treated as additional noise. Afterwards, the signal xk is known to the receiver, and the signal
portionHkxk can be subtracted from y, so that it no longer acts as interference when decoding
the signal of user k′ : π(k′) = 2. By continuing this scheme until all users are decoded, we can
achieve the per-user rates

rk = µ log2

detCυk
detCζk

(5.7)

in analogy to (3.2), where

Cυk = Cη +
∑

j:π(j)≥π(k)

HjCxjH
H
j and Cζk = Cυk −HkCxkH

H
k . (5.8)

The corresponding rate region is

R′ = conv
⋃
π

⋃
(Cxk�0)∀k
(Cxk )∀k∈Q

{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣ ρk ≤ rk, ∀k} (5.9)

with rk from (5.7).
It can be shown that any rate vector achievable with joint decoding is achievable with SIC

as well, but unlike for joint decoding, it can then be necessary to perform RTS, namely over
strategies with different decoding orders π (see, e.g., [113, 115]). Therefore, the convex hull is
needed in (5.9) to obtainR′ = R withR from (5.5).
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5.2 Optimality of Maximum-Entropy Transmission

Just like for the single-user system considered in the previous chapter, we are interested in
studying which conclusions we can draw about the optimal transmit signal if we know that the
noise is a maximum-entropy signal with respect to some power shaping space. Based on yK
defined in (5.3), we obtain the following theorem as an extension of Theorem 4.2.1.

Theorem 5.2.1. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3). If the noise is a maximum-entropy signal with respect to PB,
the whole capacity region of the RoP MIMO MAC is achieved by maximum-entropy transmit
signals with respect to (Pk)∀k.

Proof. For all k, letPxk = projPk(Cxk) andNxk = projNk(Cxk) so thatCxk = Pxk+Nxk .
Since η,x1, . . . ,xK are independent, the assumption of compatible channel matrices leads to
CyK = PyK +NyK with

PyK =
∑
k∈K

HkPxkH
H
k + Pη ∈ PB NyK =

∑
k∈K

HkNxkH
H
k +Nη ∈ NB (5.10)

whereNη = projNB
(Cη) = 0 and Pη = projPB

(Cη) = Cη by assumption. We can assume
Pxk � 0, ∀k due to Proposition 2.5.1. For any given (Pxk)∀k, the power shaping matrices
PyK are fixed, and detCyK is maximized byNyK = 0 (Theorem 2.5.2), which can be achieved
simultaneously for all sets K by choosingNxk = 0, ∀k. To see that this choice is feasible, note
that Cxk = Pxk +Nxk � 0 forNxk = 0 and that the compatibility assumption makes the
covariance constraint equivalent to (Pxk)∀k ∈ Q, which does not depend onNxk = 0. This
reasoning holds for any given (Pxk � 0)∀k including the optimal ones. Thus, we can always
chooseNxk = 0, ∀k, i.e., Cxk ∈ Pk, ∀k.

5.3 Optimal Transmit Covariance Matrices

In the MIMO MAC, the Pareto-optimal covariance matrices cannot be simply characterized
by waterfilling [113, Sec. 2.4.2], i.e., we do not obtain a quasi-closed-form solution as for the
single-user MIMO channel in Section 4.3. Instead, we need to apply numerical algorithms to
find Pareto-optimal solutions as described below.

Since the rate region (5.9) is convex, any point on the Pareto boundary corresponds to a
solution of a weighted sum rate maximization (see [57] and Section 3.2.2).1 For given weights
(wk)∀k, the weighted sum rate

∑K
k=1wkrk with rk from (5.7) is optimized by choosing π such

that users with the higher weights wk are decoded later [57]. The weighted sum rate is then a
concave function of (Cxk)∀k [57]. Considering the example w1 ≤ · · · ≤ wK without loss of
generality, we obtain

K∑
k=1

wkrk = −wKµ log2 detCη +
K∑
k=1

(wk − wk−1)µ log2 det

Cη +
∑
j≥k

HjCxjH
H
j


(5.11)

1When using the SIC formulation from Section 5.1.1, RTS between several solutions of weighted sum rate
problems can be necessary to achieve a particular point of the capacity region.
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with w0 = 0, which is concave since the factors in front of the logarithms that depend on
the transmit covariance matrices are nonnegative. Therefore, iterative methods for convex
programming (e.g., [100, 101]) can be applied to compute Pareto-optimal transmit strategies.

Under per-user power constraints (3.39), a specialized algorithm called iterative waterfilling
[57] can solve the sum rate maximization (with equal weights) extremely efficiently [113,
Sec. 2.4.2]. This is done by iteratively applying the waterfilling solution (4.9)–(4.11) with Cη
replaced by

Xk = Cη +
∑
j 6=k

HjCxjH
H
j (5.12)

for one user after another and by repeating this procedure until convergence. Several extensions
of this algorithm have been proposed, e.g., to a sum power constraint [116] and to weighted
sum rate maximization under per-user power constraints [117] or under a sum power constraint
[118].

Another efficient method for weighted sum rate maximization under a sum power constraint,
which is based on gradient-projection steps for the transmit covariance matrices, was proposed
in [119]. In [120], this method was generalized to allow for more general constraints and to
incorporate a worst-case noise optimization.

5.3.1 Maximum-Entropy Noise

As a plausibility check, we can study how the iterative waterfilling algorithm from [57] behaves
in the case of maximum-entropy noise with Nη = 0. Since the initial transmit covariance
matrices Cxk may be chosen arbitrarily [57], let us use scaled identities that fulfill the power
constraints. This initialization fulfills Cxk ∈ Pk for all k.

FromCxj ∈ Pj for all j 6= k andCη ∈ PB, it follows thatXk ∈ PB due to the assumption
of compatible channel matrices. Using the reasoning from Section 4.3.2, we then obtain that
the waterfilling solution fulfills Cxk ∈ Pk. This argument can be applied iteratively, which
shows that we have (Cxk ∈ Pk)∀k in the optimal solution obtained by the iterative waterfilling
algorithm from [57].

The same line of argumentation can be applied to other algorithms that employ waterfilling in
every iteration. In particular, we obtain the same result for the weighted sum rate maximization
algorithms from [117,118], which can be used to compute Pareto-optimal points of the capacity
region under a sum power constraint or under per-user power constraints, respectively. This
confirms that Pareto-optimal points can be achieved using maximum-entropy transmission with
respect to (Pk)∀k, which was shown in Theorem 5.2.1.

5.3.2 Reduced-Entropy Noise

If we do not make any assumptions on the covariance matrix of the noise, we might have
Nη 6= 0, and the conclusion that all entropy reduction matrices Nxk need to vanish (as
in Theorem 5.2.1) is no longer true. The same applies if the compatibility assumption in
Theorem 5.2.1 is violated. An optimization algorithm such as iterative waterfilling can still be
used to find the optimal covariance matrices in these cases, but the solution will no longer behave
as described in Section 5.3.1. A more detailed description of this is given in Sections 4.3.2
and 4.5.4 for a single-user system.
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5.4 Worst-Case Noise

The worst-case noise result from Section 4.4 can be extended to the MIMO MAC as well.
Again, we make the assumption of real-valued or proper Gaussian noise whose covariance
matrix is restricted by a constraint that acts only on the power shaping component. We obtain
the following generalization of Theorem 4.4.1. The proof technique is similar to the one in [28],
but we consider a more general framework.

Theorem 5.4.1. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3), and let the constraint Cη ∈ Qnoise be compatible with PB (in
the sense of Definition 3.1.2). If it holds for all users k in the RoP MIMO MAC that xk is an
arbitrary maximum-entropy signal with respect to Pk, maximum-entropy noise with respect to
PB minimizes the achievable rates of all users simultaneously.

Proof. For any K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}, let PK,ε =
∑

k∈KHkCxkH
H
k + εIMB

. As Cxk ∈ Pk, ∀k
implies that PK,ε ∈ PB (due to compatible channel matrices), we can use the same reasoning
as in the proof of Theorem 4.4.1 to show that maximum-entropy noise η minimizes

rK,ε(Cη) = µ log2

det (PK,ε +Cη)

detCη
. (5.13)

By again taking ε→ 0, we obtain that maximum-entropy noise is the worst-case noise for each
of the inequalities in (5.5).

Similar as in the single-user case (Section 4.4), reduced-entropy noise relaxes the rate
inequalities in (5.5) even if the transmitters are oblivious of the noise properties and use
maximum-entropy transmit signals. For optimal strategies, which adapt the transmit signals to
the noise properties, we have the following extension.

Corollary 5.4.1. Let (Pk)∀k, PB, and Qnoise be as in Theorem 5.4.1, but assume that the
transmit covariance matrices Cxk are optimized (for given Cη) to achieve a Pareto-optimal
point of the capacity region under a constraint (3.3) that is compatible with

⊗K
k=1 Pk.

Then, maximum-entropy noise with respect to PB minimizes the achievable rates of all users
simultaneously.

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 5.2.1 combined with Theorem 5.4.1 following the
same line of argumentation as Corollary 4.4.1.

5.5 Complex Multicarrier MIMO MAC

For the complex multicarrier MIMO MAC, we introduce the abbreviations y (c) = y (c)
B ,

H(c)
k = H(c)

BUk
, x(c)

k = x(c)
Uk

, and η(c) = η(c)
B . From the general model in (3.34), we obtain the

description

y (c) =

K∑
k=1

H(c)
k x(c)

k + η(c), c = 1, . . . , C. (5.14)

We assume a constraint on the per-carrier covariance matrices of all transmitting users as
in (3.38). The above results on the RoP MIMO MAC can be applied to the combined real
representation of (5.14) by settingHk in (5.1) toHk = H̀k = H̀BUk as defined in (3.37).
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5.5.1 Optimality of Maximum-Entropy Transmission

Similar as for the single-user case considered in Chapter 4, we can find several statements
about the optimal transmit signals for the complex multicarrier MIMO MAC in the literature.
Under the assumption of proper CN noise, it is accepted as common knowledge that the optimal
transmit signals are proper (e.g., [30]) and CN (e.g., [40]). Formal proofs can be found for
various special cases, e.g., for the optimality of CN signals in [49, 50] under the assumption
of proper transmit signals and a sum power constraint (3.42). For more general covariance
constraints (3.38), the optimality of proper transmit signals was shown in [21] (for the special
case of a single-carrier system with C = 1), and the optimality of CN transmit signals was
shown in [25] (under the assumption of proper transmit signals).

All these results can be considered as special cases of Theorem 5.2.1 for the various power
shaping spaces from Proposition 3.4.2.

Corollary 5.5.1 (Pk = P̀CN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = P̀CN

B ). The whole capacity region of the complex
multicarrier MIMO MAC (5.14) with covariance constraint (3.38) is achieved by transmit
signals that are proper and CN if the noise is proper and CN.

Corollary 5.5.2 (Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B). The whole capacity region of the complex
(multicarrier) MIMO MAC (5.14) with covariance constraint (3.38) is achieved by transmit
signals that are proper (but possibly CC) if the noise is proper (but possibly CC).

Corollary 5.5.3 (Pk = PCN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B ). The whole capacity region of the complex
multicarrier MIMO MAC (5.14) with covariance constraint (3.38) is achieved by transmit
signals that are CN (but possibly improper) if the noise is CN (but possibly improper).

5.5.2 Optimal Transmit Covariance Matrices for the Case of Proper CN Noise

When studying the capacity region of the complex multicarrier MIMO MAC (5.14) under
the assumption that the noise is proper and CN as in Corollary 5.5.1, the combined real
noise covariance matrix Cη̌ lies in the power shaping space P̀CN

B , and the optimal combined
real transmit covariance matrices Cx̌k lie in the power shaping spaces P̀CN

Uk
for all k (see

Proposition 3.4.2). This means that all these matrices are symmetric BSC2 matrices with
block-diagonal submatrices (see Definition 3.4.1). In addition, the combined real channel
matrices H̀k are BSC2 with block-diagonal submatrices as discussed in Section 3.4.4.

For the inequalities in (5.5), we thus obtain

∑
k∈K

ρk ≤
1

2
log2

detCy̌K
detCη̌

= log2

detCyK
detCη

=

C∑
c=1

log2

detCy(c)
K

detC
η(c)

(5.15)

in analogy to Proposition 3.4.5, where CyK = Cη +
∑

k∈KHkCxkHH
k and Cy(c)

K
= C

η(c) +∑
k∈KH

(c)
k Cx(c)

k

H(c),H
k .

Thus, a rate vector ρ = [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T is achievable if we can find ρ(c)
k , ∀c,∀k such that

ρk =

C∑
c=1

ρ
(c)
k and

∑
k∈K

ρ
(c)
k ≤ log2

detCy(c)
K

detC
η(c)

. (5.16)
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This means that we can decompose the problem of finding optimal covariance matrices into
separate problems for each carrier which are only coupled by the first sum of (5.16) and by
the covariance constraint. Indeed, the complex multicarrier MIMO MAC is a RoP CN MIMO
system (see Definition 3.3.1) if the signals and the noise are proper and CN. Therefore, the dual
decomposition framework presented in Section 3.3.2 can be applied to decouple the per-carrier
problems.

For the case of per-user power constraints (3.39) and the case of a sum power constraint
(3.42), such a dual decomposition was performed in [49]. The remaining task is then to solve
the inner problem (3.33), i.e., to find optimal complex covariance matrices Cx(c)

k

on each carrier.
As we have a RoP MIMO MAC on each carrier, any weighted sum rate can be expressed as a
concave function of these covariance matrices (see Section 5.3), so that (3.33) has a concave
objective function and can be solved by convex programming methods.

An alternative decomposition was used in [50] by instead introducing per-carrier sum powers
Q(c) as auxiliary variables. The proposed method then alternates between an optimization
of Q(c) for fixed covariance matrices and a covariance optimization under per-carrier power
constraints

∑K
k=1 tr[Cx(c)

k

] ≤ Q(c).

5.5.3 Optimal Transmit Covariance Matrices for the Case of Improper or CC Noise

If the noise is improper or CC or both, we can no longer apply Corollary 5.5.1, and at least
one of the equalities in (5.15) becomes invalid. In particular, if the noise is both improper
and CC, we need to apply the methods presented in Section 5.3 directly to the combined real
representation in order to obtain an optimal transmit strategy.

In the case of improper CN noise, we canmake use of the real-valuedmulticarrier formulation
(3.36) in order to again be able to perform a decomposition into per-carrier problems. As
pointed out in Section 3.4.1, the real-valued multicarrier formulation is a RoP CN MIMO
system in this case.

On the other hand, if the noise is CC, but proper, the combined complex representation
(3.35) can be used. In this case, it is no longer possible to perform a dual decomposition,
but we can at least obtain a slight reduction of the computational complexity compared to
the combined real representation (cf., e.g., the statements about computational complexity of
complex formulations compared to composite real representations in [24]).

If we are interested in a universal method whose applicability does not depend on the noise
properties, we can always apply a numerical solver directly to the combined real representation.
From the considerations in Section 5.3.1, we know that a special structure of the noise (e.g.,
CN or proper) automatically leads to a numerical solution where the transmit signals have the
corresponding structure.

5.5.4 Worst-Case Noise

The following corollaries of Theorem 5.4.1 are obtained for the complex multicarrier MIMO
MAC (5.14) with various choices of the considered power shaping spaces (see Proposition 3.4.2).
The term optimized is always understood in the sense of finding Pareto-optimal solutions under
a transmit covariance constraint (3.38). Note that the statement of Corollary 5.5.5 was also
shown in [28].
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Corollary 5.5.4 (Pk = P̀CN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = P̀CN

B ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO MAC
(5.14) with constraints on the complex per-carrier noise covariance matrices, the worst-case
noise is proper and CN if the transmit signals are either fixed to be proper and CN or optimized
based on the noise properties.

Corollary 5.5.5 (Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B). In the complex (multicarrier) MIMO MAC
(5.14) with constraints on the combined complex noise covariance matrix, the worst-case noise
is proper if the transmit signals are either fixed to be proper or optimized based on the noise
properties.

Corollary 5.5.6 (Pk = PCN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO MAC
(5.14) with constraints on the per-carrier noise properties, the worst-case noise is CN if the
transmit signals are either fixed to be CN or optimized based on the noise properties.





Chapter 6

The Gaussian MIMO Broadcast Channel

If we still consider a base station B with K user terminals Uk, but consider the downlink
operation where information is transmitted from the base station to the users (see Figure 6.1),
we have a so-called (Gaussian) MIMO broadcast channel (BC) [46, 121]. After introducing
the system model and summarizing the capacity-achieving coding scheme, we revisit the
uplink-downlink duality from [106], which enables us to study the MIMO BC via the dual
MIMO MAC. By exploiting this duality, we can extend the results from Chapter 5 to the RoP
MIMO BC and finally to the complex multicarrier MIMO BC.

6.1 System Model and Capacity Region

We introduce the abbreviations yk = yUk ,HH
k = HUkB, x = xB, ηk = ηUk ,M = MB, and

Mk = MUk . The description of the RoP MIMO BC is obtained from the general model (3.1) as

yk = HH
k x+ ηk, ∀k (6.1)

with a covariance constraint Cx ∈ Q as given by (3.3).
It was shown in [121] that the complete capacity region of the real-valued MIMO BC can

be achieved by so-called dirty paper coding (DPC) with real-valued Gaussian input signals. As
the proof is quite lengthy, we do not reproduce it here. For the complex MIMO BC, we can
apply this result to the composite real representation to show that complex Gaussian signals
are optimal in this case [121]. However, as pointed out in [21], this does not give a response
to the question whether proper or improper signals should be used. Since the definition of a
RoP MIMO system (Definition 3.1.1) anyway assumes that all signals in a complex system are
proper, we come back to this question later when we study the complex multicarrier MIMO BC.

DPC exploits a result from [122] stating that interference that is noncausally known to
the transmitter (but not to the receiver) can be pre-eliminated by means of coding without
influencing the transmit covariance matrix. In the MIMO BC, this can be applied in a successive
manner so that the interference from all users encoded earlier than user k is removed from the
signal intended for user k (e.g., [46]). The interference caused by users encoded after user k
cannot be removed in this manner and is treated as additional noise. Any point in the capacity
region can be achieved by RTS between DPC strategies with different encoding orders [121].

79
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B

U1
HH

1

UK

HH
K Uk

HH
k

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the MIMO broadcast channel.

To describe this mathematically, we introduce auxiliary signals called per-user input signals
ξk, which correspond to the messages intended for the various users. The transmit signal x that
is constructed by means of DPC then has the covariance matrix Cx =

∑K
k=1Cξk .

With the encoding order specified by the permutation π̄ : k 7→ π̄(k), so that user
k : π̄(k) = 1 is encoded first, we can achieve the per-user rates [46, 121]

rBC
k = µ log2

detCyk
detCzk

(6.2)

where

Cyk = Cηk +
∑

j:π̄(j)≥π̄(k)

HH
k CξjHk and Czk = Cyk −HH

k CξkHk. (6.3)

The resulting rate region

R = conv
⋃
π̄

⋃
(Cξk�0)∀k∑K
k=1Cξk∈Q

{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣ ρk ≤ rBC
k , ∀k

}
(6.4)

with rBC
k from (6.2) is the capacity region of the RoP MIMO channel [112,113,121]. Note that

the transmit strategy that was shown to be capacity-achieving in [121] only makes use of RTS,
i.e., applying the more flexible TS would lead to the same rate regionR = R.

Just like in the MIMO MAC, we can find Pareto-optimal points of the capacity region
C = R by solving weighted sum rate maximizations (3.12). However, due to the different
structure of the involved matrices in the rate equations (6.2) and (5.7), the MIMO BC does not
feature the favorable property of the MIMO MAC that weighted sum rates can be written as
concave functions of the covariance matrices of the per-user signals (e.g., [46]). A common
approach to overcome this problem is the so-called uplink-downlink duality which allows us to
solve optimization problems for the MIMO BC via a transformation to the dual MIMO MAC.

6.2 Uplink-Downlink Duality

In the literature, we can find various duality theorems stating conditions under which two
considered networks have the same rate regions, the same regions of achievable signal-to-
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interference-and-noise ratios (SINRs), or the same regions of achievable mean square errors
(MSEs) (see [45, 46, 51, 106] and the references therein). For our derivations, we make use of a
rate duality between the MIMO BC and the MIMOMAC, which is often called uplink-downlink
duality (e.g., [45]). Since classical results on uplink-downlink duality, such as the ones in
[46, 51], are restricted to a sum power constraint, we instead apply the recently established
minimax duality with linear conic constraints [106].

Lemma 6.2.1. Given E � 0 and (Fk � 0)∀k such that
∑K

k=1 tr[FkFk] = tr[EE], define
E = {αE | α ∈ R} and F = {(αFk)∀k | α ∈ R}. Let HMB = E ⊕ Z ⊕ Z ′ and⊗K

k=1 H
MUk = F ⊕ Y ⊕ Y ′ (with S instead of H in case of real-valued systems) be divisions

into three mutually orthogonal subspaces with respect to the Frobenius inner product (2.1). For
given channel matrices (HH

k )∀k, non-negative weights (wk)∀k, and a permutation π̄ : k 7→ π̄(k),
the downlink minimax problem

min
(Cηk�0)∀k
(Y ′
k)∀k∈Y ′

 max
(Cξk�0)∀k
Z∈Z

K∑
k=1

wkr
BC
k s. t.

K∑
k=1

Cξk � E +Z

 s. t. Cηk � Fk + Y ′k , ∀k

(6.5)

with rBC
k from (6.2) using π̄ as encoding order has the same optimal value as the uplink minimax

problem

min
Cη�0
Z′∈Z′

 max
(Cxk�0)∀k
(Yk)∀k∈Y

K∑
k=1

wkrk s. t. Cxk � Fk + Yk, ∀k

 s. t. Cη � E +Z ′ (6.6)

with rk from (5.7) using the reverse order π(k) = K + 1− π̄(k) as decoding order.

Sketch of Proof. The proof of [106, Th. 1] for complex systems with proper signals and noise
can be transferred to real-valued systems. The lemma is obtained by applying [106, Th. 1] to
the RoP MIMO BC following the description in [106, Sec. 4.1.5]. The assumptions E � 0 and
(Fk � 0)∀k are sufficient for the conditions in [106, Th. 1].

The linear subspaces Z and Y can be used to model various constraints on the transmit
covariance matrices such as sum power constraints or shaping constraints (see [86, 106]). The
orthogonal spaces Y ′ and Z ′ determine which noise covariance matrices are allowed for the
worst-case noise minimizations in (6.5) and (6.6).

6.3 Optimality of Maximum-Entropy Transmission

We are now ready to study the optimal per-user input signals under the assumption of maximum-
entropy noise. To avoid an analysis of the complicated nonconcave rate equations of the MIMO
BC, the proof of the following theorem is performed by exploiting the uplink-downlink duality
introduced in Lemma 6.2.1.

Theorem 6.3.1. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3). If the noise vectors are maximum-entropy signals with respect
to (Pk)∀k, the whole capacity region of the RoP MIMO BC is achieved by maximum-entropy
per-user input signals with respect to PB.
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Proof. Due to [121, Lemma 1], a rate vector ρ is achievable under the constraintCx ∈ Q if and
only if there exists an S ∈ Q, S � 0 such that the rate vector is achievable under the constraint
Cx � S. Equivalently, ρ is achievable if and only if there exists P ∈ PB andN ∈ NB such
that P +N ∈ Q, P +N � 0, and ρ is achievable with Cx � P +N .

Due to the compatibility assumption, we have from (3.6) that P ∈ Q ⇔ P + N ∈
Q, ∀N ∈ NB. Thus, ρ is achievable if and only if there exists a P ∈ PB ∩Q with P � 0 (see
Proposition 2.5.1) such that ρ is achievable under the constraintCx � P +N whereN ∈ NB

is considered as an additional optimization variable.
As all Pareto-optimal points inR correspond to solutions ofweighted sum ratemaximizations

or to RTS between such solutions (see Sections 3.2.2 and 6.1), it is sufficient to show that
maximum-entropy signals optimize

max
(Cξk�0)∀k
N∈NB

K∑
k=1

wkr
BC
k s. t.

K∑
k=1

Cξk � P +N (6.7)

for any positive-semidefinite P ∈ PB and arbitrary (wk ≥ 0)∀k. We can assume P � 0 since
any zero eigenvalue in P can be interpreted as a forbidden transmit direction, which can be
eliminated by a transformation to an equivalent system [114].

This optimization is equivalent to (6.5) with E = P � 0, Z = NB, Fk = Cηk � 0, ∀k,
andY ′ = {(0)∀k}. Letβ2 =

∑K
k=1 tr[FkFk]

tr[EE] . In order to apply Lemma 6.2.1, we need thatβ2 = 1.
If β2 6= 1, we can replace all channel matricesHH

k by 1√
β
HH
k and all noise covariance matrices

Cηk by 1
βCηk without changing the rates in (6.2). Then,

∑K
k=1 tr[ 1

βCηk
1
βCηk ] = tr[EE].

We can thus assume without loss of generality that
∑K

k=1 tr[FkFk] = tr[EE] holds.
We have F ⊕ Y ′ = F ⊆ ⊗K

k=1 Pk since Fk = Cηk ∈ Pk, ∀k. Thus,
⊗K

k=1Nk ⊆ Y ,
which shows that the uplink transmit covariance constraints Cxk � Fk + Yk, ∀k, (Yk)∀k ∈ Y
are compatible with

⊗K
k=1 Pk. Moreover, we have E ⊕ Z ′ = PB since Z = NB. As we

can always assume that the noise covariance constraint Cη � E + Z ′ in (6.6) is fulfilled
with equality [106, Remark 2], we have Cη ∈ PB, i.e., maximum-entropy noise in the dual
uplink. Therefore, maximum-entropy signals are optimal in the uplink problem (6.6) due to
Theorem 5.2.1, i.e., we have Cxk ∈ Pk.

From [106], we get the uplink-to-downlink transformation

Cξk = αwk

(
C−1
ζk
−C−1

υk

)
∀k (6.8)

with Cζk and Cυk from (5.8). The common scaling factor α > 0 can be obtained as described
in [106]. Due to the compatible channel matricesHH

k , we have Cζk ∈ PB, Cυk ∈ PB, ∀k
(using Proposition 2.7.1), and we obtain Cξk ∈ PB, ∀k by Corollary 2.4.2.

6.4 Optimal Input Covariance Matrices

To optimize the transmit strategy in the MIMO BC, it is common practice to exploit uplink-
downlink duality and to solve a convex optimization problem in the dual MAC (e.g., [116, 119,
123] for a sum power constraint and [86, 114, 120] for other covariance constraints). Therefore,
the behavior of numerical methods discussed in Section 5.3 carries over to optimization problems
in the MIMO BC.
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If the assumptions of Theorem 6.3.1 are fulfilled in the downlink, the dual uplink complies
to the assumptions made in Theorem 5.2.1 (see proof of Theorem 6.3.1). Then, the methods
described in Section 5.3 converge to solutions that apply maximum-entropy transmission in the
uplink (see Section 5.3.1), and the uplink-to-downlink transformation (6.8) translates this to
maximum-entropy transmission in the downlink.

On the other hand, if we have reduced-entropy noise in the downlink, the conclusion that the
constraints in the dual uplink are compatible with

⊗K
k=1 Pk (see the proof of Theorem 6.3.1) is

no longer valid. In this case, Theorem 5.2.1 is not applicable, and we can obtain strategies that
employ reduced-entropy transmission (see Section 5.3.2).

6.5 Worst-Case Noise

Finally, we can again consider the question of worst-case noise. Assuming Gaussian noise with
constraints that act only on the power shaping components of the noise covariance matrices, we
obtain the following theorem, whose proof is similar to a proof in [28], but in a more general
framework.

Theorem 6.5.1. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3), and let the constraint (Cηk)∀k ∈ Qnoise be compatible with⊗K

k=1 Pk (in the sense of Definition 3.1.2). If it holds for all per-user input signals in the RoP
MIMOBC that ξk is an arbitrary maximum-entropy signal with respect toPB, maximum-entropy
noise with respect to (Pk)∀k minimizes the achievable rates of all users simultaneously.

Proof. We can consider Czk from (6.3) as effective noise covariance matrix and apply
Theorem 4.4.1 for each receiver Uk separately to obtain that Czk ∈ Pk, ∀k is the worst-case.
As Cξk ∈ PB, ∀k implies Czk −Cηk ∈ Pk (due to compatible channel matrices), we need
Cηk ∈ Pk in order to obtain Czk ∈ Pk.

This result, which applies to the case of a base station that is oblivious of the noise properties
and always uses maximum-entropy input signals, can again be extended to optimized transmit
strategies.

Corollary 6.5.1. Let (Pk)∀k, PB, and Qnoise be as in Theorem 6.5.1, but assume that the
per-user input covariance matrices Cξk are optimized (for given (Cηk)∀k) to achieve a Pareto-
optimal point of the capacity region under a constraint (3.3) that is compatible with PB. Then,
maximum-entropy noise with respect to (Pk)∀k minimizes the achievable rates of all users
simultaneously.

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 6.3.1 combined with Theorem 6.5.1 following the
same line of argumentation as Corollary 4.4.1.

6.6 Complex Multicarrier MIMO BC

From the general model in (3.34), we obtain the description of the complex multicarrier MIMO
BC as

y (c)
k = H(c),H

k x(c) + η(c)
k , c = 1, . . . , C (6.9)
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where we have introduced the abbreviations y (c)
k = y (c)

Uk
, H(c),H

k = H(c)
UkB, x(c) = x(c)

B ,
η(c)
k = η(c)

Uk
, m = mB, and mk = mUk . We assume a constraint of the form (3.38) for the

per-carrier transmit covariance matrices Cx(c) . To obtain a RoP MIMO system, we make use
of the combined real representation of (6.9), which corresponds to setting HH

k in (6.1) to
HH
k = H̀T

k = H̀UkB as defined in (3.37).

6.6.1 Optimality of Maximum-Entropy Transmission

In the derivation of the sum rate capacity of the complex MIMO BC with proper noise under a
sum power constraint in [46], proper Gaussian signals were used as optimal input distribution,
and this result was extended to the whole capacity region under more general covariance
constraints in [21]. For the complex multicarrier MIMO BC with CN noise, CN signals were
shown to be optimal under a sum power constraint in [49, 50] and for general constraints on the
per-carrier covariance matrices in [25].

These results can be obtained as corollaries of Theorem 6.3.1 using the various power
shaping spaces from Proposition 3.4.2.

Corollary 6.6.1 (Pk = P̀CN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = P̀CN

B ). The whole capacity region of the complex
multicarrier MIMO BC (6.9) with a covariance constraint (3.38) is achieved by per-user input
signals that are proper and CN if the noise is proper and CN.

Corollary 6.6.2 (Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B). The whole capacity region of the complex
(multicarrier) MIMO BC (6.9) with a covariance constraint (3.38) is achieved by per-user input
signals that are proper (but possibly CC) if the noise is proper (but possibly CC).

Corollary 6.6.3 (Pk = PCN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B ). The whole capacity region of the complex
multicarrier MIMO BC (6.9) with a covariance constraint (3.38) is achieved by per-user input
signals that are CN (but possibly improper) if the noise is CN (but possibly improper).

6.6.2 Optimal Input Covariance Matrices

If the noise is proper and CN as in Corollary 6.6.1, the achievable rates (6.2) with µ = 1
2 can be

rewritten using Proposition 3.4.5. We obtain

rBC
k =

1

2
log2

detCy̌k
detCžk

= log2

detCyk
detCzk

=
C∑
c=1

log2

detCy(c)
k

detCz(c)
k

=
C∑
c=1

r
(c)
k (6.10)

with

Cyk = Cηk +
∑

j:π̄(j)≥π̄(k)

HH
k CξjHk and Czk = Cyk −HH

k CξkHk (6.11)

as well as

Cy(c)
k

= C
η

(c)
k

+
∑

j:π̄(j)≥π̄(k)

H(c),H
k C

ξ
(c)
j

H(c)
k and Cz(c)

k

= Cy(c)
k

−H(c),H
k C

ξ
(c)
k

H(c)
k .

(6.12)
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This means that the achievable rate rBC
k of each user can be expressed as a sum of per-carrier

rates r(c)
k , and that we can apply the dual decomposition from Section 3.3.2. When optimizing

a transmit strategy for the complex multicarrier MIMO BC via the dual MAC, we have the
following two possibilities. We can either apply Lagrange duality directly in the BC and make
use of uplink-downlink duality on each carrier separately, or we can make use of uplink-downlink
duality for the overall system (using the combined real representation) and apply Lagrange
duality afterwards in the MAC.

If we drop the assumption of proper CN noise, we can still use uplink-downlink duality in the
combined real representation. Then, the comments in Section 5.5.3 apply for the optimization
in the dual MAC.

6.6.3 Worst-Case Noise

In [25], it was shown that the worst-case noise in the complex multicarrier MIMO BC under a
sum noise power constraint is CN if the input signals of the users are optimized according to the
noise properties. Under similar assumptions, proper noise was shown to be the worst-case noise
in [21]. The latter result was generalized in [28] to include the case where the per-user input
signals are fixed to an arbitrary proper signaling strategy.

These results can be obtained as corollaries of Theorem 6.5.1 using the power shaping
spaces from Proposition 3.4.2. The term optimized has to be understood in the sense of finding
Pareto-optimal solutions under a transmit covariance constraint (3.38).

Corollary 6.6.4 (Pk = P̀CN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = P̀CN

B ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO BC
(6.9) with constraints on the complex per-carrier noise covariance matrices, the worst-case
noise is proper and CN if the per-user input signals are either fixed to be proper and CN or
optimized based on the noise properties.

Corollary 6.6.5 (Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B). In the complex (multicarrier) MIMO BC (6.9)
with constraints on the combined complex noise covariance matrices, the worst-case noise is
proper if the per-user input signals are either fixed to be proper or optimized based on the noise
properties.

Corollary 6.6.6 (Pk = PCN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO BC
(6.9) with constraints on the per-carrier noise properties, the worst-case noise is CN if the
per-user input signals are either fixed to be CN or optimized based on the noise properties.

6.7 Different Behavior in Case of Suboptimal DPC Schemes

In addition to numerical methods that optimize transmit strategies in the MIMO BC via a
transformation to the dual uplink, various suboptimal low-complexity alternatives have been
proposed in the literature. An example for this are algorithms that are based on zero-forcing
constraints, which demand that the inter-user interference must be completely suppressed by a
combination of coding and filtering (for details on transmit and receive filters, see Section 7.1.1).

In [50,91, 124,125], we find examples of algorithms that keep the assumption of optimal
coding by means of DPC, but design suboptimal per-user input covariance matrices by
introducing zero-forcing constraints. In addition, these publications assume that (R)TS is
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not applied. A typical approach (e.g,. [50, 91, 125]) is to successively allocate data streams
to users based on some heuristic criterion, and to use analytic expressions for choosing the
corresponding transmit and receive filters instead of performing a joint iterative optimization of
the input covariance matrices.

To investigate how such suboptimalDPC schemes behave, we can consider their characteristic
restrictions as system assumptions which restrict the possible solutions to a smaller feasible set.
For instance, we can study the rate region of the MIMO BC without (R)TS under zero-forcing
constraints. When doing so, the following result is obtained.

Theorem 6.7.1. Consider the RoP MIMO BC with maximum-entropy noise as in Theorem 6.3.1,
but restrict the allowed transmit strategies to a subset of the feasible DPC strategies. Then, the
resulting rate region can contain points that are achievable only with reduced-entropy per-user
input signals.

Proof. The proof is postponed to Section 7.5.4 since we can then give a very brief argumentation
based on other results from Chapter 7.

In Chapter 7, we consider the MIMO BC with a restriction to non-DPC strategies which
instead treat interference as noise (TIN). It turns out that this restriction leads to the same effect,
namely that reduced-entropy transmission can become beneficial. Without Theorem 6.7.1,
one might get the idea that this suboptimality of maximum-entropy transmission is specific
to TIN strategies. The significance of Theorem 6.7.1 is that it disproves this interpretation.
The optimality of maximum-entropy signals is apparently a special property of the capacity-
achieving strategy, and it seems that any deviation from this strategy has the potential to render
maximum-entropy transmission suboptimal.

Following this train of thought, we could consider TIN strategies as just one example of
a class of strategies that are not capacity-achieving. However, as TIN strategies are studied
intensely in the literature and are widely applied in practice, they represent a special case of
particular importance. Therefore, the whole Chapter 7 is devoted to them.



Chapter 7

The Gaussian MIMO BC with
Interference Treated as Noise

We now turn our attention to the MIMO broadcast channel (BC) with the constraint that no
nonlinear interference cancellation is employed, i.e., all interference is treated as noise. In the
literature, such transmit strategies are also referred to as linear transceivers (e.g., [61, 126])
since nonlinear operations (such as encoding, detection, and decoding) are only applied to
single data streams while all operations that involve more than one data stream are linear.

In order to be able to adequately treat improper signals, we can apply linear transceivers in
the combined real representation, which corresponds to so-called widely linear operations in
the complex domain (see Definition 2.9.5 and [74]). Widely linear processing has been applied
to a large variety of communication systems that employ improper signal constellations (e.g.,
[31, 35, 127–137]), perform linear-dispersion space-time coding, e.g., [138–141], or encounter
improper noise (e.g., [107, 142]) or I/Q imbalance (e.g., [108–110]).

Accordingly, the term MIMO BC with widely linear transceivers (e.g., [5]) instead of
linear transceivers is appropriate to describe that interference is treated as noise in a system
with improper signaling. To avoid confusion with this subtle difference, we use the term
treat-interference-as-noise strategies (TIN strategies), which is meant to include both linear
and widely linear transceivers. More details on the concept of widely linear transceivers are
given in Section 7.1.3.

Even though they lead to a reduced system performance, i.e., a smaller achievable rate
region, TIN strategies are interesting for practical implementation due to the fact that (widely)
linear transceivers can be implemented with significantly less complexity than the optimal
nonlinear strategy. In the MIMOBC, even approximate implementations of DPC as in [143,144]
require complicated concatenated coding schemes with high complexity [145], and additional
problems arise, e.g., due to imperfect channel state information at the transmitter [146]. Also an
approximate implementation based on Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP) has drawbacks
such as the shaping, power, and modulo loss [147–149]. Therefore, TIN strategies seem to be
an attractive low-complexity alternative and have been intensely studied by researchers and
widely applied in practical systems (e.g., [61] and the references therein).

87
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However, while the actual data transmission is simplified by TIN strategies, the process of
optimizing the transmit strategy becomes more complicated. Unlike in the case of DPC, we can
no longer reformulate the arising optimization problems as convex programs in the dual MAC.
Moreover, we see in this chapter that paradigms that are known from the MIMO BC with DPC
no longer need to hold when a restriction to TIN strategies is imposed. In particular, it turns out
that maximum-entropy transmission is no longer optimal in the MIMO BC with TIN strategies
(BC-TIN).

To obtain this result, we need a significantly different proof technique than before. In the
system models studied so far, we have shown that maximum-entropy transmission is optimal
for arbitrary system dimensions, any channel realization, and under a wide class of transmit
constraints. To disprove the optimality of maximum-entropy transmission in the case of TIN
strategies, it is sufficient to provide a counterexample, i.e., we only need to find a single
combination of system dimensions, channel realization, and transmit constraint for which
reduced-entropy transmission can bring a performance gain. We therefore assume a sum power
constraint (3.4) throughout this chapter for the sake of simplicity. For the same reason, the
systems we consider for proofs of this kind can be very simple cases, e.g., with only one or
two carriers or with terminals that have only a single antenna. Constructing examples of larger
systems with more carriers and with multiple antennas at all terminals is possible, but not
necessarily more insightful.

We first introduce the details of the system model including a filter-based approach that
allows for stream-wise decoding. Using this approach, uplink-downlink duality theorems for the
MIMO BC-TIN can be established with and without a restriction to maximum-entropy signals.
The main part of this chapter is then devoted to showing the possible benefits of reduced-entropy
transmission and to study additional aspects that arise in systems without (R)TS, such as the
question of so-called quality of service (QoS) feasibility. Finally, we discuss how transmit
strategies with reduced-entropy transmission can be optimized using existing algorithms for
transceiver design, and we discuss the worst-case noise.

7.1 System Model and Achievable Rates

The system model of the RoP MIMO BC (6.1) is still valid if a restriction to TIN strategies is
imposed. However, since an interference cancellation by means of coding (as in DPC) is no
longer possible, the transmit signal x is instead constructed by simply summing up the per-user
input signals, i.e., x =

∑K
k=1 ξk. Consequently, all other users have to be treated as interferers

when calculating the achievable rate of a user k.
Even though we cannot show this to be optimal in the RoP MIMO BC-TIN (see also

Chapter 10), we keep the assumption that all input signals are Gaussian. This means that all
results that are proven for the MIMO BC-TIN in this chapter hold for the case that the input
signals are restricted to be Gaussian by assumption. In the RoP MIMO BC-TIN, we can then
achieve the per-user rates

rk = µ log2

detCyk
detCzk

= µ log2 det
(
IMk

+HH
k CξkHkC

−1
zk

)
(7.1)
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with

Cyk = Cηk +

K∑
j=1

HH
k CξjHk and Czk = Cyk −HH

k CξkHk. (7.2)

Accordingly, we can only achieve the rate region

RTIN(Q) =
⋃

(Cξk�0)∀k

tr[
∑K
k=1Cξk ]≤Q

{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣ ρk ≤ rk, ∀k} (7.3)

with rk from (7.1) instead of the whole capacity region. This rate region is a nonconvex set in
general (see, e.g., the plots in [34, 150]), so that allowing (R)TS as described in Section 3.2.1
can lead to enlarged rate regionsRTIN(Q) (with RTS) andRTIN(Q) (with TS).

The difference between RTIN(Q) and the capacity region is that the sum in (7.2) is over
all other users while the sum in (6.3) is only over the users encoded after user k. Moreover,
we have plugged in the assumption of a sum power constraint. An extension to other types of
constraints could of course be considered as well.

7.1.1 Transmit and Receive Filters

To optimize or study TIN strategies, it is convenient to introduce full-rank transmit filter
matrices Bk of size M × Sk (also known as beamforming matrices) with Sk ≤ M such
that BkB

H
k = Cξk . The interpretation is that the input signal ξk of user k is constructed as

ξk = Bkχk, where χk is Gaussian with covariance matrix Cχk = ISk , which corresponds to
Sk independent data streams. In the complex MIMO BC-TIN, we can assume ξk and χk to be
proper in case of a RoP MIMO system (Definition 3.1.1). The case of improper input signals is
discussed later on in the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN (Section 7.1.3).

Note that the choice of the transmit filterBk for a given per-user input covariance matrix
Cξk is not unique. Any transmit filter B′k = BkWk with a unitary matrixWk leads to the
same covariance matrix Cξk , and thus to the same per-user rates and the same sum transmit
power.

In addition, it is often assumed that the received signal at each user terminal is processed by
a linear receive filterRH

k of size sk ×Mk with sk ≤Mk in order to obtain an estimate

χ̂k = RH
kH

H
k

K∑
j=1

Bjχj +RH
k ηk. (7.4)

The achievable rate of user k is then given by

r′k = µ log2

det
(
RH
k

(
Cηk +

∑K
j=1H

H
k BjB

H
j Hk

)
Rk

)
det
(
RH
k

(
Cηk +

∑
j 6=kH

H
k BjBH

j Hk

)
Rk

) . (7.5)

If sk = Sk and each of the receive filter outputs χ̂k,s = eT
s χ̂k is decoded separately to

recover the information contained in the data stream χk,s = eT
s χk, we obtain

r′′k =

Sk∑
s=1

µ log2

1 +

∣∣eT
sR

H
kH

H
k Bkes

∣∣2
eT
sR

H
k

(
Cηk +

∑
(j,t)6=(k,s)H

H
k BjeteT

t B
H
j Hk

)
Rkes

 (7.6)
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where the other streams of the same user are considered as interference as well (intra-user
interference). We have obtained r′′k in analogy to (7.1) by replacing user k by Sk virtual
single-antenna users with channels eT

sR
H
kH

H
k , noise variances eT

sR
H
kCηkRkes, and input

covariance matricesBkese
T
sB

H
k . The rate r′′k is in general smaller than (7.1) and (7.5). However,

if minimum mean square error (MMSE) receive filters (e.g., [126, Sec. 3.3])

RH
k,MMSE = BH

kHkC
−1
yk

(7.7)

are used, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 7.1.1. For any Cξk , the transmit filterBk fulfillingBkB
H
k = Cξk can be chosen such

thatRH
k,MMSEH

H
k Bk is diagonal. For this choice ofBk, the rate rk in (7.1) is achievable with

stream-wise decoding (7.6) using the MMSE receiver filterRH
k = RH

k,MMSE (i.e., r′′k = rk).

Sketch of Proof. A proof for complex systems with proper signals was given in [126, Sec. 3.3]
and can be transferred to real-valued systems. LetWk be a modal matrix ofRH

kH
H
k Bk, where

RH
k = RH

k,MMSE. If we then replaceBk andRH
k by

B′k = BkWk and R′Hk = WH
k R

H
k (7.8)

R′Hk H
H
k B

′
k is diagonal. In this case, the terms corresponding to intra-user interference in the

denominator of (7.6) cancel out, i.e.,

r′′k =

Sk∑
s=1

µ log2

(
1 +

(
eT
sR
′H
k H

H
k B

′
kes
)2

eT
sR
′H
k CzkR

′
kes

)
. (7.9)

Using the matrix inversion lemma (e.g., [68, Sec. 0.7.4])

(A+BCD)−1 = A−1 −A−1B(C−1 +DA−1B)−1DA−1 (7.10)

it can then be shown that r′′k from (7.9) equals rk from (7.1). For details, see [126, Sec. 3.3].

7.1.2 Zero-Forcing

As mentioned for the case of DPC in Section 6.7, a common approach for suboptimal transceiver
design is to introduce zero-forcing constraints. If we assume TIN strategies instead of DPC,
a partial interference suppression by means of coding is no longer possible. Therefore, the
complete inter-user interference has to be eliminated by means of filtering if zero-forcing
constraints are imposed in the MIMO BC-TIN.

Zero-forcing has become a key ingredient in many publications on transceiver design for
the MIMO BC-TIN (e.g., [91, 124, 125, 145,151–156]) as it simplifies the arising optimization
problems and allows, e.g., for developing simple successive allocation schemes (see also
Section 6.7). To study the behavior of such algorithms, we can consider zero-forcing constraints

RH
kH

H
k Bj = 0, ∀k,∀j 6= k ⇔ RH

kH
H
k CξjHkRk = 0, ∀k, ∀j 6= k (7.11)

as a system assumption that reduces the set of feasible transmit strategies and thus leads to a
smaller rate regionRTIN−ZF(Q) ⊆ RTIN(Q). By studying reduced-entropy transmission in
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the MIMO BC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints, we can derive results that can be used to draw
conclusions about the solutions obtained by zero-forcing-based algorithms.

To eliminate all inter-user interference at receiver k, we apply a zero-forcing filter
RH
k = RH

k,ZF of size dk ×Mk, whose rows are an orthonormal basis of the null space
of
∑

j 6=kH
H
k CξjHk, where dk is the dimensionality of this null space. We obtain

rZF,k =

µ log2
det(RH

k (Cηk+HH
k CξkHk)Rk)

det(RH
kCηkRk)

if dk > 0

0 otherwise
(7.12)

withCξk = BkB
H
k . If the number of transmitted streamsSk is smaller than the dimensionality of

the null space dk, we can apply a second filter stage R̃H
k of sizeSk × dk, so thatRH

k = R̃H
kR

H
k,ZF

has size Sk ×Mk.
As a stricter version of zero-forcing, we could impose the requirement that all inter-stream

interference needs to be suppressed even between streams belonging to the same user (intra-user
interference). However, this requirement can always be fulfilled by applying a transformation as
in Lemma 7.1.1 (for an example, see the proof of Lemma 7.2.3). It is therefore sufficient to
study zero-forcing filters that cancel the inter-user interference.

7.1.3 The Complex Multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN

If we consider the complex multicarrier MIMO BC as given in (6.9) and impose a restriction
to TIN strategies, we can still use the four representations from Table 3.1, and the transition
between the combined representations and the multicarrier formulations can be done in an
analogous manner to the previous chapters. However, when switching between real-valued and
complex representations, the following needs to be considered.

In real-valued systems with TIN strategies, we can only apply linear transceivers, i.e., linear
transmit and receive filters as introduced above. By contrast, the concept can be extended to
widely linear transceivers in a complex system. This is depicted for the combined complex
representation in Figure 7.1. Note that the data symbols χk can be chosen to be proper without
loss of generality since any desired impropriety can be introduced by the widely linear transmit
filters (e.g., [5]).

When switching to the combined real representation (and analogously for the real-valued
multicarrier formulation), any widely linear filter is expressed by a real linear filter using (2.38).
If the aim is that the data symbols χk are normalized to unit variance both in the complex
representation and in the real-valued representation, an additional scaling factor has to be
introduced in the transformation since the real-valued symbol vectors χk then need to be a
scaled version of the composite real representation of χk due to the factor of 1

2 in (2.34). As
we perform all derivations for which the scaling of the filters matters in the combined real
representation, this issue does not arise in the course of this chapter.

The special case of linear transceivers is obtained in Figure 7.1 by setting the conjugate
linear filters BCL,k and RH

CL,k of all users k to zero. This is appropriate especially in the case of
proper signals, as stated in the following result, which is an extension of [16, Lemma 2].

Proposition 7.1.1. When using proper Gaussian input signals in the complex (multicarrier)
MIMO BC with proper Gaussian noise and a sum power constraint, a rate vector is achievable
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widely linear transmitter widely linear receiver
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Figure 7.1: The complex MIMO BC-TIN with widely linear transceivers. If the conjugate linear filters BCL,k and
RH

CL,k are zero for all users k, we obtain linear transceivers.

with widely linear transceivers if and only if it is also achievable with (strictly) linear transceivers.
The same is true in case of zero-forcing constraints.

Sketch of Proof. Since every strictly linear filter is also widely linear, the “if” part is obvious.
In the combined real representation (3.37), any desired SBSC2 input covariance matrix (corre-
sponding to proper signaling) can be created using a BSC2 transmit filter matrix (corresponding
to a complex linear filter), which shows the “only if” part for the transmitter side. The widely
linear MMSE filter used at the receiver side becomes a linear filter if all signals in the system
are proper (due to [74]). The same is true for a widely linear zero-forcing filter, which can be
seen using a similar reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 7.2.2 given later in this chapter.

Due to this proposition, we can reuse results from the existing literature on linear transceivers
whenever we want to study proper signaling. This is sometimes easier than plugging in the
special case of proper signaling (i.e., maximum-entropy transmission with respect to the power
shaping spaces Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B) into the combined real representation. On the
other hand, by using the combined real representation, we can derive results that not only hold
for proper signaling, but for any kind of maximum-entropy transmission.

7.2 Uplink-Downlink Duality

Performing SIC in the uplink seems to be much more realistic than performing DPC in the
downlink—in terms of the computational complexity as well as in terms of requirements on the
availability of channel state information (e.g., [146]). Therefore, we do not provide a detailed
study of the MIMO MAC with TIN strategies (MAC-TIN) as a low-complexity alternative of
the MIMO MAC with SIC. Nevertheless, when studying the MIMO BC-TIN, uplink-downlink
duality again turns out to be a very useful mathematical tool. We therefore introduce the MIMO
MAC-TIN in this section in a way that it serves as the dual uplink of the MIMO BC-TIN.

Although other formulations are possible, e.g., based on [106], the most convenient
description for our purposes seems to be the one from [51,126], which is based on a dual uplink
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with flipped whitened channels. That is, we consider the RoP MIMO MAC (5.1) with the noise
covariance matrix Cη = µIM and the channel matrices

HUL,k =

((
1

µ
Cηk

)− 1
2

HH
k

)H

=
√
µHkC

− 1
2

ηk (7.13)

where C
1
2
ηk is the positive-semidefinite square root of Cηk . Note that it would also be possible

to instead define the dual uplink with an identity matrix as noise covariance matrix without
a dependence on µ. This dependence is just a convention that simplifies switching between
different representations because it accounts for the factor of 1

2 in (2.34).
Due to the restriction to TIN strategies, we must account for the interference from all other

users in the rate equation

rk = µ log2

detX

detXk
= µ log2 det

(
IM +HUL,kCxkH

H
UL,kX

−1
k

)
(7.14)

where the covariance matrix X of the received signal and the covariance matrix Xk of the
noise-plus-interference for user k are given by1

X = µIM +

K∑
j=1

HUL,jCxjH
H
UL,j and Xk = X −HUL,kCxkH

H
UL,k. (7.15)

The corresponding rate region under a sum power constraint without (R)TS is

RUL,TIN(Q) =
⋃

(Cxk�0)∀k

tr[
∑K
k=1Cxk ]≤Q

{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣ ρk ≤ rk, ∀k} (7.16)

with rk from (7.14). With (R)TS, the enlarged rate regions RUL,TIN(Q) (with RTS) and
RUL,TIN(Q) (with TS) are achievable (see Section 3.2.1).

7.2.1 Transmit and Receive Filters in the Uplink

Similar as in the downlink, we can introduce uplink transmit filters Tk of sizeMk × sk such
that TkTH

k = Cxk , and uplink receive filtersGH
k of size Sk ×M . We obtain the rate equation

r′k = µ log2

det
(
GH
k

(
µIM +

∑K
j=1HUL,jTjT

H
j H

H
UL,j

)
Gk

)
det
(
GH
k

(
µIM +

∑
j 6=kHUL,jTjTH

j H
H
UL,j

)
Gk

) . (7.17)

In the case of stream-wise decoding with Sk = sk, we have

r′′k =

Sk∑
s=1

µ log2

1 +

∣∣eT
sG

H
kHUL,kTkes

∣∣2
eT
sG

H
k

(
µIM +

∑
(j,t)6=(k,s)HUL,jTjeteT

t T
H
j H

H
UL,j

)
Gkes

 .

(7.18)
Using MMSE receive filters (e.g., [126, Sec. 3.3])

GH
k,MMSE = TH

k H
H
UL,kX

−1 (7.19)

the following lemma holds.

1Since these two covariance matrices occur in many derivations, we deviate from our usual notation for covariance
matrices and instead use the shorthand notationsX andXk for the sake of notational brevity.
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Lemma 7.2.1. For any Cxk , the transmit filter Tk fulfilling TkTH
k = Cxk can be chosen such

thatGH
k,MMSEHUL,kTk is diagonal. For this choice of Tk, the rate rk in (7.14) is achievable

with stream-wise decoding (7.18) using the MMSE receiver filterGH
k = GH

k,MMSE.

Sketch of Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Lemma 7.1.1, see also
[126, Sec. 3.3]. Using a modal matrixWk ofGH

kHUL,kTk, whereGH
k = GH

k,MMSE, we set

T ′k = TkWk and G′Hk = WH
k G

H
k (7.20)

and obtain

r′′k =

Sk∑
s=1

µ log2

(
1 +

(
eT
sG
′H
k HUL,kT

′
kes
)2

eT
sG
′H
k XkG

′
kes

)
(7.21)

which can be shown to be equal to (7.14).

7.2.2 Zero-Forcing in the Uplink

If zero-forcing constraints

GH
kHUL,jTj = 0, ∀k, ∀j 6= k ⇔ GH

kHUL,jCxjH
H
UL,jGk = 0, ∀k, ∀j 6= k (7.22)

are imposed, we can use a receive filter GH
k = GH

k,ZF of size M ×Dk, whose rows are an
orthonormal basis of the null space of

∑
j 6=kHUL,jCxjH

H
UL,j , whereDk is the dimensionality

of this null space. We obtain

rZF,k =

µ log2 det
(
IDk + 1

µG
H
kHUL,kCxkH

H
UL,kGk

)
if Dk > 0

0 otherwise
(7.23)

with Cxk = TkT
H
k , where we have used GH

kGk = IDk and the fact that the uplink noise
covariance matrix is a scaled identity. The resulting reduced rate region isRUL,TIN−ZF(Q) ⊆
RUL,TIN(Q). If a smaller number of streams sk < Dk is transmitted, we can again combine a
zero-forcing filter with a second filter stage G̃H

k of size sk ×Dk, so thatGH
k = G̃H

kG
H
k,ZF has

size sk ×M .

7.2.3 Duality Theorem

It was shown in [51], [126, Sec. 3.3] that the complex MIMO BC and MIMO MAC share the
same achievable rate region under a sum power constraint if linear transceivers and proper
complex signals are employed in both systems. Since the same derivation can also be applied to
real-valued systems, we have the following duality lemma for the RoP MIMO BC-TIN.

Lemma 7.2.2. For any given channel matricesHH
k and noise covariance matrices Cηk , the

rate region of the RoPMIMO BC-TIN (7.3) and the rate region of the dual RoPMIMOMAC-TIN
(7.16) under a sum power constraint are the same, i.e.,RTIN(Q) = RUL,TIN(Q).

Sketch of Proof. A proof for complex systems with proper signals was given in [51, Th. IV.1]
and can be transferred to real-valued systems. We summarize the main steps in the following.

To study the uplink-to-downlink conversion, let GH
k = GH

k,MMSE be the uplink MMSE
receive filters (7.19), and use a modal matrixWk ofGH

kHUL,kTk to decorrelate the streams by
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means of the filters from (7.20). Note that we can assume eT
s T
′
kT
′H
k es > 0 for all streams s of

all users k, which can be ensured by removing zero columns from T ′k (and the corresponding
rows fromG′Hk ) [51], i.e., we assume T ′k to be a full-rank tall (or square) matrix.

From (7.21), the rate of the sth stream of user k is then given by rUL
k,s = µ log2(1 + γUL

k,s )

with the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR)

γUL
k,s =

(eT
sG
′H
k HUL,kT

′
kes)

2

eT
sG
′H
k XkG

′
kes

(7.24)

in the uplink. Assuming stream-wise decoding in the downlink using the filters

Bk = G′kAk RH
k = A−1

k T
′H
k

(
1

µ
Cηk

)− 1
2

(7.25)

where Ak = diag(αk,s), αk,s ∈ R, the intra-user interference in the denominator of (7.6)
cancels out, and we obtain the per-stream rate rDL

k,s = µ log2(1 + γDL
k,s ) with the SINR

γDL
k,s =

(eT
sR

H
kH

H
k Bkes)

2

eT
sR

H
kCzkRkes

=
α2
k,s(e

T
s T
′H
k H

H
UL,kG

′
kes)

2

eT
s T
′H
k Cz′kT

′
kes

(7.26)

where

Cz′k =

(
1

µ
Cηk

)− 1
2

Czk

(
1

µ
Cηk

)− 1
2

= µIMk
+
∑
j 6=k

HH
UL,kG

′
jA

2
jG
′H
j HUL,k. (7.27)

We have used (7.2), (7.13), and (7.25) to obtain this reformulation.
To achieve γUL

k,s = γDL
k,s (and thus rUL

k,s = rDL
k,s ), we need

eT
s

(
AkG

′H
k XkG

′
kAk − T ′Hk Cz′kT

′
k

)
es = 0 (7.28)

for all streams s of all users k. As shown in detail in the proof of [51, Th. IV.1], this condition
can be rewritten as a system of linear equations in the variables α2

k,s. Based on results on
nonnegative matrices from [157], it can then be shown that there exists a unique set of positive
scalars α2

k,s solving this system of equations. Moreover, it can be shown that plugging in this
solution into (7.25) leads to downlink transmit filters that require the same sum transmit power
as the original uplink transmit filters.

The proof is completed by repeating the same reasoning for the downlink-to-uplink
transformation, where the transformation rule is given by

Tk =

(
1

µ
Cηk

) 1
2

R′kĀk GH
k = Ā

−1
k B

′H
k (7.29)

with R′k and B′k from (7.8). The scaling factors contained in the diagonal matrix Āk are
obtained from solving

eT
s

(
ĀkR

′H
k CzkR

′
kĀk −B′Hk X ′kB′k

)
es = 0 (7.30)

where

X ′k = µIM +
∑
j 6=k

HjR
′
jĀ

2
jR
′H
j H

H
j . (7.31)

and Czk is obtained by setting Cξk = B′kB
′H
k , ∀k in (7.2).
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As a basis for the further derivations in this chapter, we need to analyze the relation between
maximum-entropy transmission in the downlink and in the dual uplink. The result is stated in
the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2.1. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3). If the noise vectors ηk are maximum-entropy signals with respect
to Pk, respectively, a rate vector is achievable with sum power Q in the RoP MIMO BC-TIN
with maximum-entropy per-user input signals (with respect to the power shaping space PB) if
and only if it is achievable with the same sum power Q in the dual RoP MIMO MAC-TIN with
maximum-entropy transmit signals (with respect to the power shaping spaces (Pk)∀k).
Proof. We need to show that the transformation derived in the proof of Lemma 7.2.2 leads to
maximum-entropy transmission in the downlink if maximum-entropy transmission is used in
the uplink and vice versa. For later use, note that C−

1
2

ηk ∈ Pk by Corollaries 2.4.1 and 2.4.2,
andHUL,k is compatible with (PB,Pk) (see Proposition 2.7.2).

For the uplink-to-downlink transformation, we have to show that all Bk from (7.25)
correspond to maximum-entropy transmission with respect to PB if all Tk correspond to
maximum-entropy transmission with respect to Pk. To this end, we need to study the
transformations between several involved power shaping spaces (amongst others due to the
transformation withWk) and the properties of the matrixAk obtained from solving (7.28).

Consider the singular value decomposition Tk = UkΣkV
H
k with a tall matrix Uk and

square matrices Σk and Vk. If maximum-entropy transmission is employed by user k, we
have UkΣ2

kU
H
k = TkT

H
k ∈ Pk. Then, P̄k = {P̄ | P̄ = VkU

H
k PUkV

H
k , P ∈ Pk} is a

power shaping space due to Proposition 2.6.1, and Tk is compatible with (Pk, P̄k). The latter
can be seen by noting that Σk ∈ P̃k = {P̃ | P̃ = UH

k PUk, P ∈ Pk} (Corollary 2.6.2 and
Corollary 2.4.1) and that P̄ is obtained from P̃ by applying a transformation with the unitary
matrix Vk. Moreover, if maximum-entropy transmission is employed by all users,X−1 ∈ PB

by Corollary 2.4.2, andGH
kHUL,kTk = TH

k H
H
UL,kX

−1HUL,kTk ∈ P̄k.
Decorrelating the streams by means of (7.20) leads to another power shaping space

P ′k = {P ′ | P ′ = WH
k P̄Wk, P̄ ∈ P̄k}. In case of maximum-entropy transmission with

T ′kT
′H
k = TkT

H
k ∈ Pk, the matrix T ′k is compatible with (Pk,P ′k). Moreover, if maximum-

entropy transmission is employed by all users, G′Hk = T ′Hk H
H
UL,kX

−1 is compatible with
(P ′k,PB) (see Proposition 2.7.2). For later use, note that we can choose Wk such that the
projection projP ′

k
toP ′k commutes with the projection projdiag to the space of diagonal matrices

(see Corollary 2.6.4).
Let Ξk = T ′Hk H

H
UL,kX

−1
k HUL,kT

′
k. Applying the matrix inversion lemma (7.10) to

X−1 = (Xk +HUL,kT
′
kT
′H
k H

H
UL,k)

−1, we have

X−1 = X−1
k −X−1

k HUL,kT
′
k

(
IM + T ′Hk H

H
UL,kX

−1
k HUL,kT

′
k

)−1
T ′Hk H

H
UL,kX

−1
k (7.32)

and we can show thatΞk is diagonal (e.g., [51]) since

Ξk −Ξk (IM +Ξk)
−1Ξk = G′Hk HUL,kT

′
k (7.33)

is diagonal. Moreover, we have that

Φk = G′Hk XkG
′
k = T ′Hk H

H
UL,kX

−1XkX
−1HUL,kT

′
k

= Ξk − 2Ξk (IM +Ξk)
−1Ξk +Ξk (IM +Ξk)

−1Ξk (IM +Ξk)
−1Ξk (7.34)
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is a nonnegative diagonal matrix. From the first line of (7.34), we can see that Φk ∈ P ′k if all
users employ maximum-entropy transmission sinceG′Hk is compatible with (P ′k,PB) in that
case. We can rewrite (7.28) as

0 = eT
s

Φ 1
2
kA

2
k Φ

1
2
k −

∑
j 6=k

T ′Hk H
H
UL,kG

′
jA

2
jG
′H
j HUL,kT

′
k − µT ′Hk T ′k

 es (7.35)

= eT
s

LkkA2
kL

H
kk −

∑
j 6=k

LkjA
2
jL

H
kj −Θk

 es (7.36)

where Lkj = T ′Hk H
H
UL,kG

′
j , j 6= k is compatible with (P ′k,P ′j), Lkk = Φ

1
2
k ∈ P ′k, and

Θk = µT ′Hk T
′
k ∈ P ′k.

LetA2
k = P ′k +N ′k with diagonal matrices P ′k ∈ P ′k andN ′k ∈ N ′k. Since the projections

projP ′
k
and projdiag commute, the unique solution for the set of scalars α2

k,s must solve the two
systems of equations

0 = eT
s

LkkP ′kLH
kk −

∑
j 6=k

LkjP
′
jL

H
kj −Θk

 es, ∀k, ∀s, (7.37)

0 = eT
s

LkkN ′kLH
kk −

∑
j 6=k

LkjN
′
jL

H
kj

 es, ∀k,∀s. (7.38)

The homogeneous system of equations (7.38) is solved by setting N ′k = 0 for all k. From
this, we see that the solution to (7.36) fulfills A2

k = P ′k ∈ P ′ for all users k. As a result,
BkB

H
k = G′kA

2
kG
′H
k ∈ PB, i.e., the solution corresponds to maximum-entropy transmission

in the downlink.
The proof is completed by repeating the same reasoning for the downlink-to-uplink

transformation.

Due to this Theorem, we can prove all further statements in this chapter via the dual uplink
whenever this is more convenient. If we do so, no further justification for switching to the
uplink is given.

7.2.4 Duality Theorem with Zero-Forcing

For the case with zero-forcing constraints, we can establish an analogous uplink-downlink
duality.

Lemma 7.2.3. For any given channel matricesHH
k and noise covariance matrices Cηk , the

rate region of the RoP MIMO BC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints (Section 7.1.2) and the rate
region of the dual RoP MIMO MAC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints (Section 7.2.2) under a
sum power constraint are the same, i.e.,RTIN−ZF(Q) = RUL,TIN−ZF(Q).

Proof. Given uplink transmit filters Tk, we can obtain GH
k,ZF (see Section 7.2.2) from the

eigenvalue decomposition of the interference covariance matrix∑
j 6=k

HUL,jTjT
H
j H

H
UL,j = [Gk,0, Gk,ZF]

[
Λ

0

]
[Gk,0, Gk,ZF]H (7.39)
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with Λ � 0. Letting Heff,k = GH
k,ZFHUL,k, we can apply the proof of Lemma 7.2.2

individually toK separate single-user systems, where the uplink channelsHUL,k are replaced
by the effective channelsHeff,k, and no interference is present. Note that the MMSE filterGH

k

from (7.19) withHUL,k replaced byHeff,k then acts as a second filter stage. This delivers a
downlink solution that achieves the same rates with the same per-user powers in the equivalent
single-user systems, but it remains to be shown that this solution fulfills the zero-forcing
constraints and the power constraint in the original system whereGk,ZF is no longer considered
as a part of an effective channel. The transmit filters in the original downlink system are given
byB′′k = Gk,ZFBk. UsingRH

k from (7.25), we have

RH
kH

H
k B

′′
j = A−1

k W
H
k T

H
k

(
1

µ
Cηk

)− 1
2

HH
k Gj,ZFBj = 0 (7.40)

for all k and j 6= k sinceGH
j,ZFHUL,kTk = 0 holds due to the zero-forcing in the uplink. Thus,

the zero-forcing constraints in the downlink are fulfilled. Moreover,

tr[B′′kB
′′H
k ] = tr[Gk,ZFBkB

H
k G

H
k,ZF] = tr[BkB

H
k ] (7.41)

since Gk,ZF has orthonormal columns, which shows that using Gk,ZF as a second transmit
filter stage in the downlink does not change the transmit power. The proof is completed by
repeating the same reasoning for the downlink-to-uplink transformation, where we perform the
eigenvalue decomposition

∑
j 6=k

HH
k BjB

H
j Hk = [Rk,0, Rk,ZF]

[
Λ

0

]
[Rk,0, Rk,ZF]H (7.42)

and use the effective channelsHH
eff,k = RH

k,ZFH
H
k .

Theorem 7.2.2. The statement of Theorem 7.2.1 holds analogously if zero-forcing constraints
are imposed both in the uplink and in the downlink.

Proof. Note thatHUL,k is compatiblewith (PB,Pk) (see the proof of Theorem7.2.1). If all users
apply maximum-entropy transmission in the uplink, we have

∑
j 6=kHUL,jTkT

H
k H

H
UL,j ∈ PB,

and we can apply Corollary 2.6.2 to (7.39). This introduces new power shaping spaces
P̃k = {P̃ | P̃ = GH

k,ZFPGk,ZF, P ∈ PB}, where GH
k,ZF is compatible with (P̃k,PB), and

Heff,k is compatible with (P̃k,Pk) due to Proposition 2.7.2. As the further proof of Lemma 7.2.3
is based on the duality from Lemma 7.2.2, we can apply the steps from the proof of Theorem 7.2.1
to see thatBkB

H
k ∈ P̃k. Consequently, we haveB′′kB′′Hk = Gk,ZFBkB

H
k G

H
k,ZF ∈ PB for the

input covariance matrix in the original downlink system. The proof is completed by repeating
the same reasoning for the downlink-to-uplink transformation.

7.2.5 Uplink-Downlink Duality for the Complex Multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN

Let us now summarize the implications of the above duality results for the complex multicarrier
MIMO BC (6.9) with a restriction to TIN strategies. The combined real uplink channel matrices
are then defined via

HUL,k = H̀k

(
2Cη̌k

)− 1
2 (7.43)
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which is obtained from (7.13) with µ = 1
2 . If the noise is proper and CN, HUL,k has the

structure that we expect from a combined real channel matrix, i.e.,HUL,k = H̀UL,k is a BSC2

matrix with block-diagonal submatrices. The corresponding complex channel matrix on carrier
c can then be expressed as

H(c)
UL,k = H(c)

k C−
1
2

η
(c)
k

(7.44)

where we have used that Cη̌k = 1
2 <̀(Cηk) due to (2.34).

If the downlink noise is CC, the transmission on the various carriers of the dual uplink is no
longer orthogonal. Analogously, the uplink is a widely linear system instead of a linear one if
the downlink noise is improper. In these cases, we cannot describe the dual uplink by matrices
H(c)

UL,k. However, this does not lead to any problems as long as we perform our derivations in
the combined real representation. The only thing that has to be kept in mind is thatHUL,k is
then not necessarily compatible with the power shaping spaces under consideration.

From the two duality theorems shown above, we obtain the following corollaries for various
types of entropy reduction. The first of them was used implicitly in [1], and the second one was
proven and exploited in [16].

Corollary 7.2.1 (Pk = P̀CN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = P̀CN

B ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN
with proper CN noise, a rate vector is achievable with sum power Q using proper CN input
signals if and only if it is achievable with the same sum power Q in the dual MIMO MAC-TIN
using proper CN transmit signals. The same is true in case of zero-forcing constraints.

Corollary 7.2.2 (Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B). In the complex (multicarrier) MIMO BC-TIN
with proper noise, a rate vector is achievable with sum power Q using proper input signals
if and only if it is achievable with the same sum power Q in the dual MIMO MAC-TIN using
proper transmit signals. The same is true in case of zero-forcing constraints.

Corollary 7.2.3 (Pk = PCN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN
with CN noise, a rate vector is achievable with sum power Q using CN input signals if and only
if it is achievable with the same sum power Q in the dual MIMO MAC-TIN using CN transmit
signals. The same is true in case of zero-forcing constraints.

7.3 Optimization of the Transmit Covariance Matrices

When trying to find Pareto-optimal transmit strategies for the MIMO BC-TIN, we are facing
the problem that the rate equations (7.1) are not concave in the input covariance matrices.
Unfortunately, going via the dual uplink, as we did in Chapter 6 for the MIMO BC with
DPC, does not help either since the uplink rates (7.14) are nonconcave functions as well if all
interference is treated as noise. Filter-based formulations as in (7.5) and (7.17) do not lead to
more tractable expressions either. Therefore, we cannot express transceiver optimizations for
the MIMO BC-TIN as convex programs, meaning that there is no simple way to find globally
optimal solutions to such optimizations.

Several suboptimal approaches can be found in the literature, e.g., for weighted sum rate
maximization (3.12) in [145, 151, 153–155, 158–160], for weighted sum rate maximization
with additional constraints on the per-user rates in [91, 93, 96], for rate balancing (3.13) in
[9, 93, 161], and for minimization of the total transmit power under constraints on the per-user
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rates in [2, 88, 89, 91–93,156,161,162]. We discuss some of these suboptimal algorithms in
Section 7.6, but as an ingredient for the proofs in the following sections, we need a method that
is able to find globally optimal transmit strategies instead.

7.3.1 Globally Optimal Rate Balancing in the RoP MISO BC-TIN

To simplify the problem, we restrict ourselves to the special case of single-antenna users, i.e., to
the RoP multiple-input single-output (MISO) BC. While the weighted sum rate maximization is
still a difficult nonconvex problem in this setting (see, e.g., [163]), the abovementioned power
minimization and the so-called SINR balancing problem can be solved efficiently in this case
[94,162,164] as long as we do not allow (R)TS. These approaches can be easily extended to the
rate balancing problem (3.13) as shown, e.g., in [9], [97, Sec. 4.1.3].

However, when applying the dual approach from Sections 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.2 in order to
solve the rate balancing problem with TS or RTS, we need to find a solution to the inner problem
(3.19) or (3.24), respectively, which is difficult due to the nonconcave weighted sum rate in the
objective functions of these problems. In this section, we propose an algorithm for the rate
balancing problem with TS based on the branch-and-bound method (e.g., [165, Sec. 6.2]). We
briefly comment on the case with RTS afterwards.

7.3.1.1 Branch-And-Bound Method

The branch-and-boundmethod is summarized below in Algorithm 7.3.1. It needs to be initialized
with a collection B of disjoint sets B such that the optimizer is contained in one of the sets
B ∈ B. To implement the method, we have to decide for a subdivision rule that divides a set B
into disjoint sets B1 and B2 such that B = B1 ∪ B2. Moreover, we need a method to calculate
an upper bound U(B) ≥ f(p), ∀p ∈ B and an achievable value L(B) = f(p) for some p ∈ B,
where f is the function to be maximized.

Algorithm 7.3.1 Branch-and-Bound Method

1. Find the set with the highest upper bound, i.e., B̂ = argmaxB∈B U(B).

2. Replace B by (B \ {B̂}) ∪ {B1,B2} where B1 and B2 form a subdivision of B̂.

3. Repeat Steps 1. and 2. until maxB∈B U(B)−maxB∈B L(B) ≤ ε.

4. Return the vector p that achieves maxB∈B L(B).

Convergence of the method can be shown (see [165, Sec. 6.2]) if the subdivision rule is
exhaustive, i.e., the sets B finally converge to singletons, and if the utopian bound U(B) is
consistent, i.e., it converges to an achievable value when the set B converges to a singleton. The
stopping criterion in Step 3 leads to an ε-optimal solution, i.e., the obtained value f(p) is at
most ε away from the global optimum.
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7.3.1.2 Application to the Rate Balancing Problem with TS

To solve the rate balancing problem with TS in the RoP MISO BC-TIN, we can apply the dual
approach from Section 3.2.3.1 if we have a solver for the inner problem (3.19). Accordingly,
with a solver for (3.33), the dual decomposition from Section 3.3.2 can be applied in the RoP
CN MISO BC-TIN. Therefore, we now discuss how the branch-and-bound method can be
applied to solve problem (3.19) or (3.33).

To this end, we exploit that the transmit covariance matrices degenerate to scalar variances
Cxk in the dual uplink of the RoP MISO BC-TIN, i.e., the transmit strategy is completely
determined by the per-user transmit powers (pk = Cxk)∀k. As the analogous statement holds in
a carrier-wise manner for each carrier of the RoP CN MISO BC-TIN, the following derivation
can be easily extended to solve (3.33).

We let f(p) denote the objective function of (3.19) with rk from (7.14), and we introduce
the function

F (p, p̄) =

K∑
k=1

eT
k ν1 µ log2

1 + pkh
H
UL,k

µIM +
∑
j 6=k

p̄jhUL,jh
H
UL,j

−1

hUL,k

− νT
2 p̄ (7.45)

so that F (p,p) = f(p).
It can be easily verified (e.g., by calculating the partial derivatives) that the function F is

nondecreasing in p and nonincreasing in p̄. Consequently, if the considered sets are boxes
B = [a, b] = {p | a ≤ p ≤ b}, it holds that

f(p) = F (p,p) ≤ F (b,a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
U([a, b])

, ∀p ∈ [a, b] . (7.46)

Even though there is usually no p ∈ [a, b] fulfilling (7.46) with equality, this bound becomes
tight as b − a → 0, i.e., this utopian bound is consistent. On the other hand, an achievable
value of f(p) inside a box [a, b] is, e.g., given by L([a, b]) = F (a,a) = f(a).

An exhaustive subdivision rule that is appropriate for boxes B = [a, b] is the adaptive
bisection [165, Sec. 6.2]

B1 =

[
a, b− bk? − ak?

2
ek?

]
and B2 =

[
a+

bk? − ak?
2

ek? , b

]
(7.47)

where
k? = argmax

k∈{1,...,K}
bk − ak. (7.48)

This can be interpreted as cutting the B box along its longest edge into two subboxes.
To obtain an initial set B, we introduce the functions

f̂k(pk) = eT
k ν1 µ log2

(
1 +

1

µ
pkh

H
UL,khUL,k

)
− eT

k ν2pk (7.49)

so that f̂(p) =
∑K

k=1 f̂k(pk) is an upper bound to f(p). As f̂k(pk) is concave and tends
to −∞ for pk → ∞ (due to the sublinear growth of the logarithm), we can find f̂max,k =
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maxpk≥0 f̂k(pk) for all k. Moreover, we can apply simple root finding to find a value p0,k such
that f̂k(pk) +

∑
j 6=k f̂max,j ≤ 0, ∀pk ≥ p0,k. As choosing pk ≥ p0,k for any k then implies

that f̂(p) ≤ 0, all positive values of f̂(p) lie in [0, p0], where p0 = [p0,1, . . . , p0,K ]T. Since
f(0) = 0 is an achievable value and f(p) ≤ f̂(p), the maximum of f is surely contained in
[0, p0], and we can use the initialization B = {[0, p0]}.

These choices for the initialization, the upper bound, and the subdivision rule fulfill the
requirements stated in Section 7.3.1.1. It is thus guaranteed that the proposed application of the
branch-and-bound method converges to an ε-optimal solution of (3.19). By choosing ε small
enough, an arbitrarily precise solution to the overall problem (3.15) can be obtained if enough
computation time is invested (see Section 7.3.1.5).

7.3.1.3 Application to the Rate Balancing Problem with RTS

When applying the method to solve problem (3.24) for the case of RTS in the dual uplink of
the RoP MISO BC-TIN, the difference is that we have a compact constraint set in (3.24). The
initialization can then be done by finding a box B such that all feasible power vectors p are
contained in B. As the rectangular shape of the boxes does not fit to the shape of the upper
boundary of the constraint set, e.g., in case of a sum power constraint

∑K
k=1 pk ≤ Q, a so-called

reduction step as described in [166] should be incorporated into the algorithm. As an alternative,
we can add a step that drops boxes which do not contain any feasible point.

7.3.1.4 Related Approaches

A problem equivalent to (3.19) arises as a subproblem of the power minimization with TS
performed in [3]. To solve this problem, a similar monotonic optimization method as above was
applied, but with the per-user rates as optimization variables instead of the per-user powers.
The advantage of the above formulation is that the rates as a function of the powers can be
calculated explicitly while it is necessary to apply an iterative numerical algorithm to calculate
the powers as a function of the rates. This means that an inner loop is executed whenever U(B)

and L(B) are calculated in the method used in [3].
Other examples of monotonic optimization approaches for solving nonconvex transceiver

optimization problems using the branch-and-bound method can be found, e.g., in [10, 14, 167].
In [97, 163, 168–171], the so-called polyblock method (e.g., [165, Sec. 11.2]) was used, which
can be considered as a modified branch-and-bound method.

7.3.1.5 Computational Complexity

The striking disadvantage of all these methods including the one proposed above is that their
worst-case complexity order is

(
c1
ε

)N
c2 , where c1 and c2 are constants that depend on properties

of the objective function, andN is the number of optimization variables. This can be concluded
from [172, Theorem 4], and it means that the complexity of the above method is exponential in
the number of usersK. However, for the considered nonconvex problem, no globally optimal
solution with lower complexity order is known. Therefore, suboptimal methods for transceiver
design as discussed in Section 7.6 are more appropriate for practical implementations, but
whenever we need a globally optimal solution as a benchmark in offline simulations or as an
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ingredient of a proof, it can make sense to resort to algorithms based on the branch-and-bound
method.

7.4 Benefits of Reduced-Entropy Transmission

In Chapter 6, we considered the MIMO BC with nonlinear interference cancellation using DPC,
and we showed that maximum-entropy per-user input signals are optimal if maximum-entropy
noise is assumed. If we instead consider TIN strategies, this result changes completely. Even
if we keep all other assumptions unchanged—in particular, we still allow for (R)TS—it can
happen that maximum-entropy transmission no longer achieves the whole rate region if the
MIMO BC-TIN is considered.

Due to the different nature of this result, it also requires a different proof technique. So far,
we have proven theorems stating that reduced-entropy transmission can never bring a gain in
certain scenarios. Now, we want to show that there exist situations, in which reduced-entropy
transmission can be beneficial in a certain scenario. As a proof, it is thus sufficient to provide a
single example where this happens.

Therefore, we do not state and prove a general theorem for the RoP MIMO BC-TIN, which is
specialized to several detailed results in the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN subsequently.
Instead, we directly study the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN, and we provide examples
where a gain can be obtained either by improper signaling or by CC transmission. As both are
special cases of reduced-entropy transmission, each of these detailed results is sufficient as a
proof of the following general theorem.

Theorem 7.4.1. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3). Even if the noise vectors ηk are maximum-entropy signals with
respect to (Pk)∀k, it can happen that reduced-entropy per-user input signals ξk with respect to
PB are needed to achieve the whole rate region of the RoP MIMO BC-TIN. This statement holds
for systems with and without zero-forcing constraints and for systems with and without (R)TS.

Proof. Examples where this happens are given below in Propositions 7.4.1 and 7.4.3.

In the remainder of this section, we study the complex multicarrier MIMOBC-TIN both with
and without (R)TS, and we also consider the case of zero-forcing constraints. We demonstrate
gains by improper signaling as well as by CC transmission, and we show that these different
types of reduced-entropy transmission are not interchangeable, i.e., we find examples where
one of them brings an improvement that cannot be obtained by the other one.2

The main challenge in proving these results is that a rigorous statement about a gain by
reduced-entropy transmission is possible only if we can establish a converse for maximum-
entropy transmission, i.e., if we know the globally optimal maximum-entropy TIN strategy (or
an upper bound to it) for comparison. The converses we provide are based on the algorithmic
solution from Section 7.3.1.2. This is a valid proof technique since the algorithm can compute
the globally optimal solution up to an arbitrarily small error tolerance.

It is important to keep in mind that the above Theorem and the detailed results that follow
state only that gains by reduced-entropy transmission can be possible. This does not mean

2Examples for further gains by improper signaling or CC transmission in the special case without (R)TS are
provided in Section 7.5, where we also discuss the gains that were reported for this special case in [34, 173].
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that such gains are obtained for each channel realization or for each choice of the system
dimensions. Indeed, we also provide examples of special cases in which improper signaling
or CC transmission cannot bring any improvements. Nevertheless, the fact that gains can be
possible is still remarkable since the opposite was true in the systems considered in Chapters 4
through 6 (except Section 6.7). For these systems, it could be shown that reduced-entropy
transmission can only be beneficial in case of reduced-entropy noise and in scenarios that violate
the compatibility assumption.

7.4.1 Improper Signaling in the Complex Multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN

Let us first consider the power shaping spaces Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B, i.e., we study
potential benefits of improper signaling.

7.4.1.1 Benefits of Improper Signaling

The following result is an extension of [16, Th. 1].

Proposition 7.4.1. In the complex MIMO BC-TIN with proper noise and a sum power constraint
(3.4), proper per-user input signals do not always achieve the whole rate region. This statement
holds with and without zero-forcing constraints and with and without (R)TS.

Proof. Consider the combined real representation (3.37) of the complex three-user MISO
BC-TIN with noise covariance matrices Cη̌k = 1

2I2, a sum power constraint with Q = 5, and
the channel realization

H̀T
1 =

[
1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

]
, (7.50)

H̀T
2 =

[
1√
2

1√
2

0 0

0 0 1√
2

1√
2

]
, (7.51)

H̀T
3 =

[
1√
2

0 0 − 1√
2

0 1√
2

1√
2

0

]
. (7.52)

Improper Signaling—Achievability: Let the transmit covariance matrices in the dual uplink
be

Cx̌k =
Q

3

[
cos2 ϕk cosϕk sinϕk

cosϕk sinϕk sin2 ϕk

]
(7.53)

with ϕ1 = 0, ϕ2 = −5π
12 , and ϕ3 = −7π

12 . These matrices fulfill the uplink power con-
straint

∑K
k=1 tr[Cx̌k ] ≤ Q. Using (7.14) with µ = 1

2 , we can calculate that the rates
ρimproper,k ≈ 1.0237 ∀k are achievable without zero-forcing, while (7.23) with µ = 1

2 yields
that ρZF,improper,k ≈ 1.0107 ∀k is achievable with zero-forcing. These rates are of course still
achievable if (R)TS is allowed.

Proper Signaling—Converse: The corresponding complex channels are row vectors

hH
1 =

[
1 0

]
hH

2 =
[

1√
2

1√
2

]
hH

3 =
[

1√
2

j√
2

]
(7.54)
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Figure 7.2: Achievable rates in the complex three-userMISOBC-TIN from the proof of Proposition 7.4.1 (intersections
of the rate regions with the plane r2 = r3). The diamonds correspond to the values calculated in the proof of
Proposition 7.4.1, and the gray diagonal line indicates the points where all users achieve the same rate.

and the proper noise of each user k is a scalar with variance Cηk = 1. Consider a dual uplink
transmission with three equal-length time slots, where a different pair of two users is served with
equal power Cxk = Q

2 in each time slot. Then, the overall rate of each user is 2
3 of the per-slot

rate, which we can calculate using (7.14) with µ = 1. We obtain ρproper,k ≈ 0.92165 ∀k. By
means of the method from Section 7.3.1.2, we can verify that this is indeed a Pareto-optimal TS
solution. Thus, ρimproper,k from above is not achievable with proper signaling, and it of course
stays unachievable if we introduce zero-forcing constraints and/or consider only strategies
without TS (where either RTS is used or (R)TS is avoided completely).

An illustration of the proof can be seen in Figure 7.2, where we have plotted intersections
of various rate regions with the plane r2 = r3. Note that the upper left end of the Pareto
boundary thus corresponds to a transmission to two users while the lower right point describes
a single-user transmission, where all schemes have equal performance. The capacity region,
which is achievable with DPC (see Chapter 6), is included as an upper bound. To obtain
(potentially suboptimal) achievable solutions with improper signaling, we have applied the rate
balancing algorithm from [9] in the combined real representation using random initializations.3
Even without (R)TS, improper signaling brings a considerable improvement over the optimal
proper strategy with TS nearly along the whole Pareto boundary. When combining improper
signaling with TS, we could obtain a rate region that is at least as large as the convex hull of the
gray curve.

7.4.1.2 Optimality of Proper Signaling in Special Cases

On the other hand, there are special cases of the MIMO BC-TIN, for which it can be shown that
improper signaling can never bring a gain compared to proper signaling. One of them is given

3Algorithmic aspects are discussed in detail in Section 7.6.
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in the following proposition.

Proposition 7.4.2. In the complex two-user single-carrier MISO BC-TIN with proper noise, the
whole TS rate regionRTIN(Q) is achieved by proper per-user input signals.

Proof. Let %1,1 ∈ R and %1,2, %2,2 ∈ C be the elements ofR from the reducedQRdecomposition
QR = H = [hUL,1,hUL,2] ∈ Cm×2. As the noise covariance matrix is an identity in the dual
uplink, we can apply the following filter without changing the achievable rates:

y ′ =
[

1

ejθ

]
QHy =

[
1

ejθ

]
QH

(
H
[
x1

x2

]
+ η

)
=

[
%1,1 ejθ2 %1,2

0 ej(θ+θ2) %2,2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H′

[
x ′1
x ′2

]
+ η′

(7.55)
where x ′1 = x1, x ′2 = e−jθ2x2, and η′ is proper Gaussian with covariance matrix Cη′ = I2. The
transformation x ′2 = e−jθ2x2 does not change the transmit power, and x ′2 is improper if and only
if x2 is improper. We may choose θ and θ2 such thatH ′ = [h′1,h′2] ∈ R2×2. The corresponding
composite real channel matrices H̀ ′1 = <̀(h′1) and H̀ ′2 = <̀(h′2) are then block-diagonal with
two equal blocks due to (2.46).

Any possible composite real uplink transmit covariance matrix can be parametrized as

Cx̌′
k

=
pk
2
I2 +

nk
2

[
cosϕk sinϕk
sinϕk − cosϕk

]
(7.56)

with pk ≥ 0, nk ≥ 0 and ϕk ∈ R. ForX andXk from (7.15), we have

X =
1

2
I4 + H̀ ′1Cx̌′

1
H̀ ′T1 + H̀ ′2Cx̌′

2
H̀ ′T2 , Xk =

1

2
I4 + H̀ ′jCx̌′

j
H̀ ′Tj , (7.57)

with j 6= k. The following facts can be verified analytically (e.g., with the help of a software
for symbolic calculations). The determinants detXk, k ∈ {1, 2} do not depend on ϕ1 nor ϕ2.
The determinant detX does not depend on ϕ1 and ϕ2 individually, but only on the difference
∆ = ϕ2 − ϕ1, and we have

∂ detX

∂∆
=

1

8
%2

1,1|%1,2|2n1n2 sin∆. (7.58)

Thus, both rates rk = 1
2 log2

detX
detXk

, k ∈ {1, 2} from (7.14) are maximized if ϕ2 = ∆ = π,
where we have chosen ϕ1 = 0 without loss of generality. The intuition behind this result is that
the impropriety of the intended signal and of the interference should point exactly in opposite
directions (cf. Example 4.5.1 or a similar result for a one-sided interference channel in [38] and
Theorem 8.3.1).

We can thus assume thatCx̌′
k
, ∀k in (7.56) are diagonal matrices. Together with the special

structure of the channel matrices H̀ ′k, we can interpret this as CN transmission in a real-valued
two-carrier system with equal channel vectors on both carriers.

To optimize the CN transmission, we can apply the dual decomposition from Section 3.3.2.
Since the channel vectors are equal on both carriers, the inner problem (3.33) is exactly the
same on both carriers. Thus, for any given dual variable ν, there exists a solution to the inner
problem that applies the same strategy on both carriers, i.e., it uses the same powers on both
carriers. Since the primal recovery (3.23) combines such inner solutions to obtain an overall
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transmit strategy, we can conclude that it is optimal to perform TS between operation points that
apply the same powers on both carriers. This means that Cx̌′

k
, ∀k in (7.56) are scaled identity

matrices, i.e., nk = 0, ∀k, which corresponds to proper signaling in the original system.

7.4.2 CC Transmission in the Complex Multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN

As a second example of reduced-entropy transmission, let us consider CC transmission in
multicarrier systems.

7.4.2.1 Proper CN Transmission vs. Proper CC Transmission

In [1], it was shown that CN transmission not always achieves the complete rate region of the
complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN with proper signaling, i.e., signals belonging to the power
shaping spaces P ′k = P̀Uk , ∀k and P ′B = P̀B can be beneficial compared to staying in the
power shaping spaces Pk = P̀CN

Uk
⊂ P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀CN

B ⊂ P̀B. In [18], this result was
extended to settings with zero-forcing constraints. Let us briefly summarize the example that
was used in the proofs.

Example 7.4.1. Consider the complex three-user two-carrier MISO BC-TIN with proper noise
and C

η
(c)
k

= 1, ∀k, ∀c. For all k, let h(1)
k = hk and h(2)

k = h∗k with hk from (7.54).
Proper CN Signaling—Converse: According to [1], optimal proper CN transmission with

TS can achieve the rates ρCN,k ≈ 1 ∀k under a sum power constraint with Q = 3.5684. The
optimal strategy consists of three equal-length time slots, where a different pair of two users is
served over both carriers in each time slot. The optimality of this scheme can be verified by
applying the method from Section 7.3.1.2 to the complex multicarrier formulation (3.34).

Proper CC Signaling—Achievability: In [1], a proper CC transmit strategy was constructed,
which uses the combined complex transmit covariance matrices

Cxk =
Q

6

[
1 ejϕk

e−jϕk 1

]
(7.59)

in the dual uplink. With ϕ1 = 0, ϕ2 = −5π
6 , and ϕ3 = 5π

6 , we can calculate by means of (7.14)
with µ = 1 that the rates ρCC,k ≈ 1.0986 ∀k are achievable using the same transmit power
as before, i.e., Q = 3.5684. From (7.23) with µ = 1, we obtain that ρZF,CC,k ≈ 1.0648 ∀k is
achievable with zero-forcing.

7.4.2.2 Comparison of Proper CC Transmission and Improper CN Transmission

We might wonder whether such a rate gain due to CC transmission is still possible in this
scenario if improper signaling is allowed, but the answer is negative. If we apply the improper
transmit strategy from the proof of Proposition 7.4.1 independently on each carrier using the
per-carrier transmit power Q2 = 1.7842, the per-carrier rates ρ(c)

improper,k = 0.54928 ∀k, ∀c are
achievable. Taking the sum over both carriers, we see that this improper CN scheme achieves
exactly the same rate as the proper CC scheme from [1]. Similarly, we can show that the proper
CC zero-forcing rates can instead be achieved with improper CN zero-forcing.

Does this mean that the two types of reduced-entropy transmission—improper signaling
and CC transmission—can generally be substituted by each other? Obviously not, since CC
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transmission is not a feasible approach in the single-carrier example from Proposition 7.4.1
or, e.g., in a multicarrier system where all carriers but one are negligibly weak. Thus, CC
transmission is not a generally valid replacement of improper signaling. But what about the
other direction? Improper signaling is always a feasible strategy in complex systems, and it
is not obvious whether improper CN transmission can serve as a replacement of proper CC
transmission in general.

7.4.2.3 Benefits of CC Transmission in Case of General Complex Signaling

When our aim is to demonstrate a gain by CC transmission that cannot be obtained by instead
using improper CN transmission, the difficulty is that we need the globally optimal improper CN
solution for comparison, but we are currently not aware of an algorithm to compute it. When
optimizing such a strategy via the real-valued multicarrier formulation, we are always facing a
true MIMO system withMT > 1 for all terminals T even if the original complex system has
single-antenna terminals. This means that we have to optimize covariance matrices, and we
cannot switch to an optimization of scalar powers, as we do in Section 7.3.1.2. Therefore, we
have to go a different path. To this end, let us first introduce the following lemma, which turns
out to be helpful.

Lemma 7.4.1. In the RoP MIMO BC-TIN with a sum power constraint, letHUL,k = HUL,j

for some j 6= k. Then, the rate region with (R)TS can be achieved without serving users k and j
simultaneously in any time slot.

Proof. Consider a weighted sum rate maximization with weights (wk)∀k, where we assume
wk ≥ wj without loss of generality. For all other users, it does not matter how a given sum
covariance matrixQ = Cxk +Cxj is split into Cxk and Cxj sinceHUL,k = HUL,j . For any
suchQ, we can use the rate rQ that is achievable when decoding users k and j jointly (as in
Section 5.1) as an upper bound, i.e.,

wkrk + wjrj ≤ wk(rk + rj) ≤ wkrQ with rQ = µ log2

detX

detXk,j
(7.60)

whereXk,j = X −HUL,kQH
H
UL,k is the covariance of the noise plus the interference from

the other users k′ /∈ {k, j}. On the other hand, wkrk = wkrQ is obviously achievable with
a TIN strategy by choosing Cxk = Q and Cxj = 0. By plugging in wkrk = wkrQ and
wjrj = 0 as optimal strategy in (3.19) and (3.24), we obtain the desired result for TS and for
RTS, respectively.

We are now ready to demonstrate gains that cannot be obtained using improper signaling,
but using CC transmission, i.e., reduced-entropy transmission with respect to the power shaping
spaces Pk = PCN

Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B .

Proposition 7.4.3. In the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN with CN noise and a sum power
constraint (3.4), CN per-user input signals do not always achieve the whole rate region. This
statement holds for systems with and without (R)TS.

Proof. Consider the combined complex representation (3.35) of the complex three-user two-
carrier MISO BC-TIN with noise covariance matrices Cηk = I2, a sum power constraint with
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Q = 3, and the channel realization

HH
1 =

[
1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

]
, (7.61)

HH
2 =

[
1√
2

1√
2

0 0

0 0 1 0

]
, (7.62)

HH
3 =

[
1 0 0 0

0 0 1√
2

1√
2

]
. (7.63)

CC Signaling—Achievability: Let the transmit signals in the dual uplink be proper with
combined complex covariance matrices

Cxk = pk

[
cos2 ϕk cosϕk sinϕk

cosϕk sinϕk sin2 ϕk

]
(7.64)

with ϕ1 = 45
180π, ϕ2 = 160

180π, and ϕ3 = −70
180 π. Using p1 = 0.945 and p2 = p3 = 1.0275,

the uplink power constraint
∑K

k=1 tr[Cxk ] ≤ Q is fulfilled. Using (7.14) with µ = 1, we can
calculate that the rates ρCC,k ≈ 0.91083 ∀k are achievable. These rates are of course still
achievable if (R)TS is allowed.

CN Signaling—Converse: To obtain an optimal solution with TS, we apply the dual
decomposition from Section 3.3.2 to the real-valued multicarrier formulation (3.36). On each
carrier, there are two users with exactly the same composite real per-carrier channel matrices,
which means that no more than two users need to be considered simultaneously when solving
(3.33) due to Lemma 7.4.1. We thus have to optimize a complex two-user MISO BC-TIN on each
carrier in each time slot, so that Proposition 7.4.2 applies, i.e., improper signaling cannot bring
any gains. Plugging in the assumption of proper signals, the complex multicarrier formulation
(3.34) becomes a RoP CN MISO system, and we can optimize the transmit signals as described
in Section 7.3.1.2. The obtained globally optimal proper CN rates are ρCN,k ≈ 0.89117 ∀k.
This can be achieved with three equal-length time slots, where a pair of users is active on each
carrier in each slot with per-user per-carrier transmit power Q4 . The rate ρCN,k is then 4

3 times
the rate that an active user achieves on a carrier in a slot, which can be calculated using (7.14)
with µ = 1. Thus, ρCC,k from above is not achievable with CN transmission, and it of course
stays unachievable if we consider only strategies without TS (where either RTS is used or (R)TS
is avoided completely).

Note that the case of zero-forcing is not included in this proposition. However, this does not
imply that improper signaling can always replace CC transmission if zero-forcing constraints
are considered. It just means that we have not found a CC zero-forcing strategy that outperforms
CN zero-forcing in this scenario. There might exist other examples in which gains that are only
possible with CC transmission can be shown even though zero-forcing constraints are imposed.
This question is left open for future research.

7.4.2.4 Optimality of CN Transmission in Special Cases

We can also find examples for which CN transmission is provably optimal. A particularly
interesting example is the following result from [15], which does not depend on a certain channel
realization.
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Example 7.4.2. Consider a complex two-user multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN with proper CN
noise and proper signaling, and assume thatM ≥M1 +M2, i.e., the number of base station
antennas is at least as high as the total number of antennas at the user terminals. This case
was called full multiplexing in [15, 150]. For this setting, CN transmission is optimal in
the high-SNR regime, i.e., if the transmit power goes to infinity. This result was shown in
[15] by applying the high-SNR rate balancing solution from [150] to the combined complex
representation. The optimal combined complex transmit covariance matrices in the dual uplink
then turn out to be block-diagonal, which corresponds to CN transmission.

7.4.3 Discussion

We have shown that using improper signaling and CC transmission can bring gains compared
to proper signaling and CN transmission, i.e., the rate region of the complex multicarrier
MIMO BC-TIN is not always completely achievable with maximum-entropy transmission.
This can happen no matter whether or not (R)TS is allowed. For the comparison of improper
signaling to proper signaling, as well as for the comparison of proper CC transmission to proper
CN transmission, we have shown that gains are also possible in the presence of zero-forcing
constraints.

In some scenarios, the two considered types of entropy reduction—improper signaling
and CC transmission—seem to be interchangeable, i.e., we have obtained the same gain when
applying any of them. On the other hand, there are scenarios in which one of the techniques can
bring a gain that is not achievable by the other one. Finally, there are also scenarios for which it
can be shown that neither of the techniques can bring benefits.

Since we have demonstrated gains due to reduced-entropy transmission only for particular
channel realizations, we could ask whether observing a channel realization for which such gains
are possible is a measure-zero event. The answer is negative. For the comparison of proper
CC transmission and proper CN transmission in the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN, it
was shown in [15] that there is in fact a large variety of channel realizations for which CC
transmission can outperform CN transmission. In a similar way, we could construct further
channel realizations for which improper signaling is beneficial. Therefore, the suboptimality of
maximum-entropy transmission is an effect that can still play a role if more realistic channel
realizations according to some channel model are considered instead of constructed channel
matrices.

On the other hand, gains by reduced-entropy transmission are not possible for all channel
realizations, i.e., it depends on the channel realization whether or not maximum-entropy
transmission is suboptimal. The results presented in this section do not give a clear indication
about which properties of the channel matrices are conducive to such a suboptimality. First
approaches towards answering this question were presented in [15], but additional research
would be necessary to better understand this aspect.

Moreover, the results in this section do not tell us anything about how large the gains by
reduced-entropy transmission can be. In fact, the possible gains reported so far for the MIMO
BC-TIN, e.g., in [1,15,16,18], are all in a similar range as the ones presented above. However, as
we will see in the following section, this can change drastically if we restrict our considerations
to systems without (R)TS.

Finally, note that all configurations in which gains by reduced-entropy transmission could
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be shown in this section consisted of three users. Conversely, for the complex two-user
single-carrier MISO BC-TIN, we could show that improper signaling cannot bring any gains
compared to proper signaling if TS is allowed. In addition, a special case of a two-user system
where CC transmission cannot bring any gains was discussed in Example 7.4.2. For the general
case of the two-user MIMO BC-TIN, we are not able to tell at the current point whether gains by
any kind of reduced-entropy transmission can be possible. We will come back to this question
later, at least for the case without (R)TS.

7.5 Further Aspects in Systems without (Rate-)Time-Sharing

Even though systems without (R)TS are also covered by the previous section, such systems
merit some more attention for several reasons. First of all, many low-complexity algorithms for
transceiver design do not account for the possibility of (R)TS (e.g., [2,91–94,156,159,161,162]).
By studying the MIMO BC-TIN under the assumption that (R)TS is not allowed, we obtain
insights about the behavior of such algorithms.

Secondly, if (R)TS is not allowed, the performance loss of maximum-entropy transmission
compared to reduced-entropy transmission can be much larger than observed in the previous
section. Moreover, we can then observe such a performance gap even in two-user systems,
which is another difference to the previous section.

Finally, the question of quality of service (QoS) feasibility arises if (R)TS is not allowed,
i.e., it can happen that a rate vector is never achievable in a system no matter how much
transmit power is spent. We commence our analysis of systems without (R)TS by studying how
maximum-entropy transmission and reduced-entropy transmission influence the QoS feasibility.

7.5.1 Quality of Service Feasibility

The QoS feasibility region contains all combinations of per-user QoS that are achievable in a
system if we are ready to spend an arbitrarily high amount of transmit power. This region can
be expressed in terms of various quality-of-services measures, e.g., as a feasible MMSE region
[174] or feasible SINR region [175]. In the following, we concentrate on the feasible rate region
(e.g., [176]), which is the most appropriate formulation in MIMO systems, where each user may
be served with more than one data stream (see Section 1.3).

In a single-user system, we can achieve an arbitrarily high data rate if we do not limit the
transmit power that may be invested. The same holds for the MIMO BC if dirty paper coding
is applied [177], or if (R)TS is allowed [52]. However, if (R)TS is not allowed in the MIMO
BC-TIN, it can happen that a rate vector is unachievable no matter how much transmit power
we use (e.g., [5, 94, 174, 176]).

The feasible MMSE region of the MISO BC with linear transceivers and proper Gaussian
signals was derived in [174], and the result was extended to the feasible rate region for the
case of a MIMO system in [176]. As pointed out in [5], the derivation can be transferred to
real-valued systems. We first consider the special case of the RoP MISO BC-TIN and generalize
the result to the RoP MIMO BC-TIN afterwards.

Lemma 7.5.1. In the RoP MISO BC-TIN, the rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible without
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(R)TS if and only if ∑
k∈K

1− 2
− 1
µ
ρk < rank [HK] , ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} (7.65)

whereHK ∈ CM×|K| (R for a real-valued system) is a matrix that comprises the nonzero uplink
channel vectors hUL,k of the users k ∈ K as a block row.

Sketch of Proof. The derivation of the QoS feasibility region of the complex MISO BC with
linear transceivers and proper signaling given in [174, 176], which can be analogously applied
to a real-valued system, leads to the condition

∑
k∈K

γUL
k

1+γUL
k

< rank [HK] ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}
on the uplink SINRs γUL

k after optimal receive filtering.4 Since rk = µ log2(1 + γUL
k ), we

obtain the condition given in the lemma.

For a more convenient description of the QoS feasibility region, the notion of effective
degrees of freedom (EDoF) was introduced in [52]. The following definition extends this notion
such that it can be used in the RoP MIMO BC-TIN. An illustration is given in Figure 7.3.

Definition 7.5.1. We call
dµ(ρ) = µ(1− 2

− 1
µ
ρ
) ∈ [0, µ[ (7.66)

the effective degrees of freedom (EDoF) required for a rate ρ in the RoP MIMO BC-TIN.

For complex systems with µ = 1, this is equivalent to the definition in [52]. By means of
the EDoF requirements, (7.65) can be conveniently written as∑

k∈K
dµ(ρk) < µ rank [HK] , ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}. (7.67)

In case of multiple antennas at the user terminals, i.e., in case of the RoPMIMO BC-TIN, we
can assume that Sk streams are transmitted for user k, and that a decorrelation as in Lemma 7.2.1
is performed. We can then split the rate ρk into per-stream rate requirements ρk,s, which
correspond to the summands in (7.21), and we can make the following observation.

4The SINR γUL
k corresponds to the fraction inside the logarithm in (7.21), where Sk = 1 in a MISO system.

The original derivation in [174] is in terms of minimum mean square errors (MMSEs), but due to the one-to-one
mappingMMSEk = 1

1+γk
[174], we can equivalently express the result in terms of SINRs.
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Lemma 7.5.2. Given a rate requirement ρk, the sum EDoF requirement
∑Sk

k=1 dµ(ρk,s) of user
k is minimized if ρk,s̃ = ρk for an arbitrary s̃ ∈ {1, . . . , Sk} and ρk,s = 0 for s 6= s̃. Any other
choice leads to a strictly larger sum EDoF requirement.

Proof. Let ρk = [ρk,1, . . . , ρk,Sk ] such that 1Tρk = ρk. Since dµ(ρ) is strictly concave for
ρ ≥ 0 (see also Figure 7.3), the function f(ρk) =

∑Sk
s=1 dµ(ρk,s) is strictly Schur-concave by

Lemma 2.1.4. As ρk ≺ ρkes̃ (Lemma 2.1.2), we thus have f(ρkes̃) ≤ f(ρk) for any ρk with
equality if and only if ρk is a permuted version of ρkes̃.

We are now ready to extend Lemma 7.5.1 to the case of multiantenna users as in [176].
Since the obtained theorem is important as a basis for several results derived later on, we provide
a proof that is more detailed than the argumentation given in [176].

Theorem 7.5.1. In the RoP MIMO BC-TIN, the rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible
without (R)TS if and only if∑

k∈K
dµ(ρk) < µ rank [HK] , ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} (7.68)

whereHK ∈ CM×
∑
k∈KMk (R for a real-valued system) is a matrix that comprises the nonzero

uplink channel matricesHUL,k of the users k ∈ K as a block row.

Proof. Let tk = T ′ke1 be drawn independently for all users k from a continuous distribution,
and let H ′K be an M × |K| matrix that comprises the effective uplink channel vectors
heff,k = HUL,ktk of the users k ∈ K as a block row. We prove by induction that for any (ρk)∀k
complying to (7.68), ∑

k∈K
dµ(ρk) < µ rank

[
H ′K

]
, ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} (7.69)

is fulfilled almost surely (a.s.). This statement then implies that there exists a set of transmit
filters that achieves the QoS feasibility region stated in (7.68) with single-stream transmission.

The basis is that (7.69) holds for all sets with |K| = 1 a.s. since tk /∈ null[HUL,k] a.s.
and dµ(ρk) < µ by definition. Assuming that (7.69) holds for all sets with |K| ≤ N a.s.,
we prove the respective statement for |K| = N + 1. For all sets for which rank [H ′K] =

min{rank [HK] , |K|}, (7.69) is clearly fulfilled since (ρk)∀k complies to (7.68) by assumption
and dµ(ρk) < µ. If this equality does not hold for a set K, there must exist a j ∈ K such that
rank [ [H ′K HUL,j ] ] > rank [H ′K].

For this j, let Kj = K \ {j}, so that rank[ [H ′Kj HUL,j ] ] = rank [ [H ′K HUL,j ] ] >

rank [H ′K] ≥ rank[H ′Kj ]. Then, we have

rank
[
H ′K

]
= rank

[
[H ′Kj HUL,jtj ]

]
= rank

[
H ′Kj

]
+ 1 (7.70)

since HUL,jtj /∈ range[H ′Kj ] a.s., which holds since HUL,jtj lies in a randomly chosen
subspace of range[HUL,j ] and a.s. contains a contribution in the direction(s) causing the
inequality rank[ [H ′Kj HUL,j ] ] > rank[H ′Kj ].

As dµ(ρk) < µ, we have∑
k∈K

dµ(ρk) < µ+
∑
k∈Kj

dµ(ρk) < µ+ µ rank
[
H ′Kj

]
= µ rank

[
H ′K

]
(7.71)
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where we could use (7.69) due to |Kj | = N . This concludes the proof of achievability.
To show the converse statement that the QoS feasibility region is not larger than given in

(7.68), assume that an additional data stream is added to a user k, which can be considered as
a new virtual user k′. Since k and k′ have the same channel matrix, adding k′ to the set K
cannot increase the right hand side of (7.68) if we already have k ∈ K, but the left hand side is
increased compared to the case of single-stream transmission due to Lemma 7.5.2. Therefore,
multiple streams per user cannot enlarge the QoS feasibility region, and we can consider the
setting as RoP MISO BC-TIN with effective uplink channel vectors heff,k = HUL,ktk for which
the converse is shown in the proof of Lemma 7.5.1 in [174,176].

The feasibility conditions can be simplified if the channel matrices fulfill a so-called
regularity condition [174, 176].

Definition 7.5.2. If the matricesHK satisfy

rank [HK] ≥ min{|K|,M}, ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} (7.72)

we say that the regularity condition is fulfilled.

Corollary 7.5.1. Assume that the regularity condition is fulfilled in the RoP MISO BC-TIN
(HK from Lemma 7.5.1) or in the RoP MIMO BC-TIN (HK from Theorem 7.5.1). Then, the
rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible without (R)TS if and only if

K∑
k=1

dµ(ρk) < µM. (7.73)

From this inequality, we can understand the intuition behind the name effective degrees of
freedom for the quantity dµ(ρk). The base station in the complex MIMO BC-TIN can offerM
degrees of freedom (DoF) in total and the transmission of a proper signal to user k reduces
the DoF available to serve the other users with TIN strategies by dµ(ρk) [52]. The factor of
µ = 1

2 in the definition of dµ(ρk) in a real-valued system corresponds to the interpretation that
a real-valued data stream is half a complex data stream. Accordingly, the available DoF at the
base station of the real-valued MIMO BC-TIN are divided by two on the right hand side of
(7.73).

7.5.1.1 QoS Feasibility with Maximum-Entropy Signals

If we now restrict the users to perform maximum-entropy transmission with respect to the power
shaping spaces (Pk)∀k (which corresponds to maximum-entropy transmission with respect to a
power shaping space PB in the downlink), there are two effects that can occur. First of all, some
power shaping spaces impose requirements on the rank of the covariance matrix Cxk .

Example 7.5.1. If we restrict the uplink transmit covariance matrices Cxk to lie in the power
shaping space of scaled identity matrices (see Example 2.8.1), any Cxk ∈ Pk has full rank
Mk. However, single-stream transmission, which would be optimal in terms of feasibility
(Lemma 7.5.2), corresponds to transmit covariance matrices with rank one.
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Figure 7.4: Visualizations of the various stream allocations in Example 7.5.2.

There is a second effect, which can occur even if we consider a power shaping space Pk that
allows for single-stream transmission. Due to the structure that Pk imposes on Cxk = tkt

H
k , it

might be no longer possible to find transmit filters such that the effective channels heff,k in the
proof of Theorem 7.5.1 fulfill the feasibility condition (7.69) in the resulting MISO system even
if condition (7.68) in the MIMO system is satisfied.

Example 7.5.2. Consider a three-user system with M = 2 and HUL,k = I2, ∀k. As the
regularity condition is fulfilled, we can use (7.73) and obtain the condition

3∑
k=1

dµ(ρk) < µ2. (7.74)

Let us now restrict the uplink transmit covariance matrices Cxk to lie in the power shaping
space of diagonal matrices (see Example 2.8.2). For the case of single-stream transmission,
the only possible uplink transmit filter vectors are then given by tk ∈ {

√
pke1,

√
pke2}, where

pk ≥ 0 is the uplink transmit power of user k. Let Kc, c ∈ {1, 2} contain the indices of the
users that transmit by means of the filter vector tk =

√
pkec, so that {1, 2, 3} = K1∪K2. In the

resulting MISO BC-TIN with uplink channel vectors heff,k = HUL,ktk, the regularity condition
is no longer fulfilled since there exists a set of at least two users with collinear effective channel
vectors (both being a scaled version of ec for some c). Therefore, we have to use (7.69). After
removing redundant inequalities, we obtain the feasibility conditions∑

k∈Kc

dµ(ρk) < µ, ∀c. (7.75)
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Regardless of how we choose the sets Kc, these conditions are stricter than (7.74).
As a first scenario, consider a rate vector ρ such that dµ(ρk) = µ(2

3 − ε), ∀k with a small
ε > 0. This rate vector is achievable according to (7.74) (Figure 7.4 a). However, (7.75) cannot
be fulfilled with single-stream transmission since at least one of the sets would have to contain
at least two users, yielding 2µ(2

3 − ε) > µ (Figure 7.4 b and c).
We could now try to split one of the rates ρk into two per-stream rates ρk,1 and ρk,2 in

order to serve user k partially via the transmit filter vector tk,1 =
√
pk,1e1 and partially via

tk,2 =
√
pk,2e2, where pk,s are the respective per-stream powers. If we split, e.g., the rate

requirement of user k = 3, the feasibility conditions for this maximum-entropy strategy read as

dµ(ρ1) + dµ(ρ3,1) < µ dµ(ρ2) + dµ(ρ3,2) < µ. (7.76)

However, due to Lemma 7.5.2, we have dµ(ρk,1) + dµ(ρk,2) > dµ(ρk) (Figure 7.4 c and d).
For the sum EDoF requirement of all users, we thus obtain

dµ(ρk,1) + dµ(ρk,2) +
∑
j 6=k

dµ(ρj) >

3∑
k=1

dµ(ρk)
ε→0→ µ2 (7.77)

i.e., if ε is sufficiently small, this sum EDoF requirement even violates the feasibility condition
without the restriction to maximum-entropy transmission, i.e., for the example k = 3 the
condition

dµ(ρ1) + dµ(ρ2) + dµ(ρ3,1) + dµ(ρ3,2) < µ2. (7.78)

Thus, using multistream transmission does not help to achieve the rate vector ρ in case of
the considered maximum-entropy transmission. Note that ε→ 0 was used only for the sake of a
simple argumentation without numerical computations. The infeasibility occurs already for a
larger value of ε and is, thus, an effect that is not only of theoretical interest.

Let us now instead consider a scenario with smaller rate requirements5 (i.e., with a larger ε),
e.g., such that dµ(ρk) = µ0.6, ∀k (Figure 7.4 e). It is then still impossible to fulfill (7.75) with
single-stream transmission, but it is possible to find a solution where one of the users is served
with two streams as in (7.76) (Figure 7.4 f).

As a final scenario, consider a rate vector ρ such that dµ(ρ1) = µ(1 − ε) and dµ(ρ2) =

dµ(ρ3) = µ(1
2 − ε) (Figure 7.4 g). By choosing K1 = {1} and K2 = {2, 3}, we can fulfill

(7.75) with single-stream transmission even for very small values of ε, i.e., even if we get close
to the feasibility limit in terms of (7.74) (Figure 7.4 h). This shows that the limitation to the
considered power shaping space is not always harmful, but only in case of an unsuitable
combination of the individual rate requirements.

Of course, we can also have combinations of the two effects described in Examples 7.5.1
and 7.5.2. In the next section, we see that the effects observed in these minimal examples also
occur when studying proper signals and CN signals, respectively.

Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a simple way to describe the QoS feasibility region
for maximum-entropy transmission in general. Unlike in Theorem 7.5.1, adequate transmit
filters have to be constructed under structural constraints, and the two examples given above
show that these constraints can be quite different in nature depending on which power shaping

5A similar example is mentioned in [52].
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spaces are considered. It therefore seems to be more appropriate to study the QoS feasibility
region separately for each kind of power shaping space we are interested in. In the following, we
do so for the power shaping spaces that correspond to proper signaling, to CN transmission, and
to the combination of both. Nevertheless, let us first summarize our observations as a general
theorem.

Theorem 7.5.2. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3). Even if the noise vectors ηk are maximum-entropy signals with
respect to (Pk)∀k, it can happen that reduced-entropy per-user input signals ξk with respect to
PB are needed to achieve the whole QoS feasibility region of the RoP MIMO BC-TIN.

Proof. Examples where this happens are given above and below.

7.5.1.2 QoS Feasibility in the Complex Multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN

In order to allow for an easy comparison of the various obtained results, we restrict the following
study of QoS feasibility in the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN to the case of proper CN
noise. If the noise is improper or CC or both, we could still derive similar results, e.g., based
on the combined real representation, but some of the following four descriptions of the uplink
channel matrices would no longer exist (see Section 7.2.5). Let us define the following matrices,
which contain the specified submatrices as a block row:

H̀K ∈ R2Cm×
∑
k∈K 2Cmk comprises H̀UL,k ∈ R2Cm×2Cmk for k ∈ K, (7.79)

HK ∈ CCm×
∑
k∈K Cmk comprises HUL,k ∈ CCm×Cmk for k ∈ K, (7.80)

H̀
(c)
K ∈ R2m×

∑
k∈K 2mk comprises H̀

(c)
UL,k ∈ R2m×2mk for k ∈ K, (7.81)

H(c)
K ∈ Cm×

∑
k∈K mk comprises H(c)

UL,k ∈ Cm×mk for k ∈ K. (7.82)

The matrices H̀UL,k, HUL,k, H̀
(c)
UL,k, and H

(c)
UL,k correspond to the four representations from

Table 3.1.
Note that the combined real representation of H(c)

K is not given by H̀K, but there exists a
permutation matrixΠ such that it is given by H̀KΠ . Accordingly, we can find permutation
matrices to switch between the other representations. Since such permutations do not change the
rank of a matrix, we can exploit (2.54) together with the fact that the rank of a block-diagonal
matrix equals the sum of the ranks of the submatrices in order to obtain

rank
[
H̀K

]
= 2 rank [HK] =

C∑
c=1

rank
[
H̀

(c)
K

]
= 2

C∑
c=1

rank
[
H(c)
K

]
. (7.83)

Without any restrictions on the transmit covariance matrices, we obtain the following QoS
feasibility region.

Corollary 7.5.2. Under the assumption of proper CN noise in the complex multicarrier MIMO
BC-TIN, the rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible without (R)TS if and only if

∑
k∈K

d 1
2
(ρk) <

C∑
c=1

rank
[
H(c)
K

]
, ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}. (7.84)
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Proof. This directly follows from Theorem 7.5.1 applied to the combined real representation
(3.37) with µ = 1

2 and H̀K from (7.79).

Corollary 7.5.3. If the regularity condition is fulfilled in Corollary 7.5.2, the feasibility condition
(7.84) reduces to

K∑
k=1

d 1
2
(ρk) < Cm. (7.85)

Proof. This directly follows from Corollary 7.5.1 applied to the combined real representation
(3.37) with µ = 1

2 andM = 2Cm.

In the following, we study the QoS feasibility region for various kinds of maximum-entropy
transmission. If we restrict the combined real uplink transmit covariance matrices Cx̌k to lie
in the power shaping spaces Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k, which correspond to proper signaling, the rank
of any Cx̌k ∈ Pk is even due to Lemma 2.9.9. Similar as in Example 7.5.1, this means that
single-stream transmission (i.e., a transmit covariance matrix with rank one) is impossible. It
therefore is to be expected that a restriction to proper signaling reduces the QoS feasibility
region. This effect is quantified in the following corollary.

Corollary 7.5.4. Under the assumption of proper CN noise in the complex multicarrier MIMO
BC-TIN, the rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible using proper per-user input signals
without (R)TS if and only if

∑
k∈K

d1(ρk) <
C∑
c=1

rank
[
H(c)
K

]
, ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}. (7.86)

Proof. Due to the assumption of proper signals and noise, the combined complex representation
(3.35) is a RoP MIMO system (see Section 3.4.1) and Theorem 7.5.1 can be applied with µ = 1

and HK from (7.80).

Corollary 7.5.5. If the regularity condition is fulfilled in Corollary 7.5.4, the feasibility condition
for proper signaling (7.86) reduces to

K∑
k=1

d1(ρk) < Cm. (7.87)

Proof. This directly follows from Corollary 7.5.1 applied to the combined complex representa-
tion (3.35) with µ = 1 andM = Cm.

A comparison of the QoS feasibility regions with proper and improper signaling was first
published in [5]. As pointed out therein, it holds that

d1(ρ)− d 1
2
(ρ) = (1− 2−ρ)− 1

2
(1− 2−2ρ) =

1

2
(1− 2−ρ)2 > 0 (7.88)

for all ρ > 0 (see also Figure 7.3). Comparing (7.87) to (7.85) with the help of this inequality,
we see that restricting all users to employ proper signaling makes the QoS feasibility region
strictly smaller if there are more than Cm users in the system. In case of Cm users or less,
arbitrary rate requirements can be fulfilled in both cases (see Section 7.5.2.2), but there may
still be a difference in the transmit power that is required to do so (see Section 7.5.5).
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Next, we turn our attention to the power shaping spaces Pk = PCN
Uk
, ∀k, which correspond

to CN transmission. Example 7.5.2 can be considered as a minimal example for CN transmission,
namely in a real-valued (or proper complex) single-antenna system with two carriers. It is
reasonable to expect that similar effects as observed in the minimal example also happen in
larger systems, i.e., that a restriction to CN transmission reduces the QoS feasibility region.
This is studied in the following corollary.

Corollary 7.5.6. Under the assumption of proper CN noise in the complex multicarrier MIMO
BC-TIN, the rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible using CN per-user input signals without
(R)TS if and only if there exist per-carrier rates ρ(c)

k ≥ 0, ∀k ∀c such that
C∑
c=1

ρ
(c)
k = ρk, ∀k, (7.89)∑

k∈K
d 1

2
(ρ

(c)
k ) < rank

[
H(c)
K

]
, ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}, ∀c. (7.90)

Proof. Due to the assumption of CN signals and noise, the real-valued multicarrier formulation
is a RoP CN MIMO system (see Section 3.4.1) and Theorem 7.5.1 can be applied separately
on each carrier with µ = 1

2 and H̀(c)
K from (7.81). While we have to consider the coupling of

the per-carrier rates in (7.89), there is no coupling constraint on the per-carrier powers since
arbitrarily high transmit powers are allowed when considering the QoS feasibility region.

Corollary 7.5.7. If the regularity condition is fulfilled in Corollary 7.5.6, the per-carrier
feasibility condition (7.90) reduces to

K∑
k=1

d 1
2
(ρ

(c)
k ) < m, ∀c. (7.91)

Proof. This directly follows from Corollary 7.5.1 applied to each carrier of the real-valued
multicarrier formulation (3.36) with µ = 1

2 andM = 2m.

This result for general complex CN transmission is not contained in the existing literature,
but it is similar to the corresponding result for proper CN transmission from [52], which we
reproduce later on in Corollary 7.5.8. Due to this analogy, the following observations from [52]
also apply in the case considered here.

If we assume single-stream transmission, the per-carrier constraints are stricter than the
conditions in (7.84). Therefore, it may be necessary to activate multiple streams per user even
though this increases the sum EDoF requirement in the system. A minimal example for this
effect was discussed in detail in Example 7.5.2. Just like in this example, rate vectors with
unsuitable combinations of the requirement sizes can be rendered infeasible by the restriction to
CN transmission even if they are feasible with CC transmission. Consequently, the restriction
to CN transmission reduces the size of the QoS feasibility region.

To test for feasibility in the case of CN transmission, we have to try to find a division of
the rates ρk into per-stream rates and an allocation of the streams to carriers such that (7.90) is
fulfilled. Just like in the case of proper complex CN transmission in [52], this decision problem
is NP hard in general. An algorithm that can be used as sufficient feasibility test was proposed
in [52] and can be transferred to the case of general complex CN transmission.
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Finally, by combining both proper signaling and CN transmission, we expect a further
reduction of the QoS feasibility region since the two effects observed above then occur
simultaneously. In this case, we obtain the following feasibility region [52].

Corollary 7.5.8 (Pk = P̀CN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = P̀CN

B ). Under the assumption of proper CN noise
in the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN, the rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible using
proper CN per-user input signals without (R)TS if and only if there exist per-carrier rates
ρ

(c)
k ≥ 0, ∀k ∀c such that (7.89) holds and∑

k∈K
d1(ρ

(c)
k ) < rank

[
H(c)
K

]
, ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}, ∀c. (7.92)

Proof. Due to the assumption of proper CN signals and noise, the complex multicarrier
formulation is a RoP CN MIMO system (see Section 3.4.1) and Theorem 7.5.1 can be applied
separately on each carrier (in analogy to Corollary 7.5.6) with µ = 1 andH(c)

K from (7.82).

Corollary 7.5.9. If the regularity condition is fulfilled in Corollary 7.5.8, the feasibility condition
for CN transmission with proper signaling (7.92) reduces to

K∑
k=1

d1(ρ
(c)
k ) < m, ∀c. (7.93)

Proof. This directly follows from Corollary 7.5.1 applied to each carrier of the complex
multicarrier formulation (3.34) with µ = 1 andM = m.

Due to (7.88), this QoS feasibility region is smaller than the one for general complex CN
transmission in Corollaries 7.5.6 and 7.5.7. At the same time, this region is a subset of the
one for proper complex CC transmission in Corollaries 7.5.4 and 7.5.5 since we can again
use the argument that the per-carrier conditions are stricter than the original conditions (see
Example 7.5.2 and [52]).

7.5.2 Feasibility of Zero-Forcing

In the presence of zero-forcing constraints, the question of feasibility becomes qualitatively
different, but it turns out that the previously derived results are still helpful for the study of
zero-forcing. In the RoP MISO BC-TIN, the number of users out of a group K that can be
served simultaneously by a zero-forcing strategy is limited by the rank of the channel matrix
HK (e.g., [124]). If this limitation is violated, the null space of the interference covariance
matrix, which is necessary to construct the zero-forcing filters in (7.12) or (7.23), vanishes. We
now formalize this for the RoP MIMO BC-TIN based of the previously stated feasibility results.

Theorem 7.5.3. In the RoP MIMO BC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints, the rate vector
[ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible without (R)TS if and only if∣∣∣{k ∈ K | ρk > 0}

∣∣∣ ≤ rank [HK] ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}. (7.94)

Proof. If a rate vector ρ = [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is achievable with zero-forcing, then the rate
vector ρ∞ = limα→∞ αρ is also achievable if an infinite amount of transmit power is invested.
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The reason for this is that no interference is present and that the noise becomes negligible if
the transmit power is sufficiently high. Conversely, the rate vector ρ∞ is only achievable if
zero-forcing is feasible because interference terms that grow together with the growing transmit
powers prevent the SINRs from going to infinity (see the proof of [178, Theorem III.1]). Thus,
ρ is feasible with zero-forcing if and only if ρ∞ lies in the QoS feasibility region given in
Theorem 7.5.1, i.e., if and only if∑

k∈K
dZF,µ(ρk) ≤ µ rank [HK] ∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} (7.95)

with

dZF,µ(ρ) = lim
α→∞

dµ(αρ) =

{
µ if ρ > 0

0 otherwise.
(7.96)

The inequality in (7.95) is not strict since the bound in (7.68) can be reached with equality if
the transmit powers tend to infinity (see [174, 176]). This means that we only need to count the
number of users with nonzero rate requirements, which is compactly written in (7.94).

Corollary 7.5.10. If the regularity condition is fulfilled in Theorem 7.5.3, the feasibility
condition (7.94) reduces to ∣∣∣{k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} | ρk > 0}

∣∣∣ ≤M. (7.97)

7.5.2.1 Feasibility of Zero-Forcing with Maximum-Entropy Signals

We are now interested in how this result changes if a restriction tomaximum-entropy transmission
is introduced.

Example 7.5.3. Let us first consider the effect observed in Example 7.5.2, where a restriction to
the power shaping space of diagonal matrices was imposed. In this case, individual feasibility
conditions (7.75) corresponding to each of the diagonal elements had to be considered instead
of an overall feasibility condition (7.74). For unsuitable combinations of rate requirements ρk,
it could then happen that there exists no choice of the transmit filters such that the individual
conditions are satisfied, even though the overall criterion is fulfilled. However, such an effect
is not possible for the case of zero-forcing because both sides of each inequality in (7.94) are
integer multiples of µ.

However, the situation is different when considering the effect observed in Example 7.5.1.

Example 7.5.4. If the restriction to a power shaping space requires the rank of the transmit
covariance matrices to be a multiple of β > 1, this means that at least β streams have to be
transmitted if ρk > 0. The other users have to eliminate the interference of these streams by
means of zero-forcing filters. We obtain a sum EDoF requirement of βdZF,µ(ρk) = µβ for each
user k with ρk > 0. This leads to the stricter condition β

∣∣∣{k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} | ρk > 0}
∣∣∣ ≤ M

instead of (7.97) and reduces the set of rates that are feasible with zero-forcing.

Before turning our attention to the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN, let us formalize
this finding in a general theorem.

Theorem 7.5.4. The statement of Theorem 7.5.2 holds analogously if zero-forcing constraints
are imposed.

Proof. Examples where this happens are given above and below.
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7.5.2.2 Feasibility of Zero-Forcing in the Complex Multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN

From the proof of Theorem 7.5.3, we know an easy way to extend the results from Section 7.5.1.2
to the case of zero forcing constraints. We can simply replace dµ by dZF,µ and < by ≤ in
Corollaries 7.5.2 through 7.5.9. By doing so, we obtain the following results. Just like in
Section 7.5.1.2, we consider only the case of proper CN noise, but results for other types of
noise could be derived as well.

Corollary 7.5.11 (see Corollary 7.5.2). Under the assumption of proper CN noise in the complex
multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints, the rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is
feasible without (R)TS if and only if

1

2

∣∣∣{k ∈ K | ρk > 0}
∣∣∣ ≤ C∑

c=1

rank
[
H(c)
K

]
∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}. (7.98)

Corollary 7.5.12 (see Corollary 7.5.3). If the regularity condition is fulfilled in Corollary 7.5.11,
the feasibility condition (7.98) reduces to∣∣∣{k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} | ρk > 0}

∣∣∣ ≤ 2Cm. (7.99)

Under a restriction to proper signaling, we obtain the following stricter feasibility condition.

Corollary 7.5.13 (see Corollary 7.5.4). Under the assumption of proper CN noise in the complex
multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints, the rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is
feasible using proper per-user input signals without (R)TS if and only if∣∣∣{k ∈ K | ρk > 0}

∣∣∣ ≤ C∑
c=1

rank
[
H(c)
K

]
∀K ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}. (7.100)

Corollary 7.5.14 (see Corollary 7.5.5). If the regularity condition is fulfilled in Corollary 7.5.13,
the feasibility condition (7.100) reduces to∣∣∣{k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} | ρk > 0}

∣∣∣ ≤ Cm. (7.101)

In comparison to proper signaling (Corollary 7.5.14), improper signaling doubles the number
of users that can be served in the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN under zero-forcing
constraints (Corollary 7.5.12). This result was published in [5] and can be found in a similar
manner in [173], where a study based on bit error rates was performed instead of based on
achievable rates. Note that the number of users given for proper signaling in Corollary 7.5.14
can be achieved with linear zero-forcing (see Proposition 7.1.1) while widely linear zero-forcing
is necessary to achieve any higher number [5, 173].

Already in Section 7.5.1.2, we could notice a qualitative difference between the two kinds of
reduced-entropy transmission that we consider, and we will see that this difference between CC
transmission and improper signaling is even more pronounced in case of zero-forcing constraints.
Let us first note the following difference between QoS feasibility (see Example 7.5.2) and the
feasibility of zero-forcing constraints.

Lemma 7.5.3. Under the assumption of proper CN noise in the complex multicarrier MIMO
BC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints, the rate vector [ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible using
(proper or general complex) CN per-user input signals without (R)TS if and only if it is feasible
with single-stream transmission (of proper or real-valued streams, respectively).
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Proof. When adding another stream to reduce the rate requirement ρk,1 of the first stream, this
does not reduce the EDoF requirement dZF,µ(ρk,1).

Finding a feasible allocation of rate targets to carriers is still a combinatorial problem in the
case of zero-forcing constraints, but due to Lemma 7.5.3, less possibilities than in the case of
QoS feasibility (Corollaries 7.5.6 and 7.5.8) need to be considered.

Corollary 7.5.15 (see Corollary 7.5.6 and Lemma 7.5.3). Under the assumption of proper CN
noise in the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints, the rate vector
[ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible using CN per-user input signals without (R)TS if and only if we
can find disjoint sets Kc, ∀c such that

⋃C
c=1Kc = {k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} | ρk > 0} and

1

2
|K| ≤ rank

[
H(c)
K

]
∀K ⊆ Kc, ∀c. (7.102)

Corollary 7.5.16 (see Corollary 7.5.8 and Lemma 7.5.3). Under the assumption of proper CN
noise in the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints, the rate vector
[ρ1, . . . , ρK ]T ≥ 0 is feasible using proper CN per-user input signals without (R)TS if and only
if we can find disjoint sets Kc, ∀c such that

⋃C
c=1Kc = {k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} | ρk > 0} and

|K| ≤ rank
[
H(c)
K

]
∀K ⊆ Kc, ∀c. (7.103)

However, the combinatorial nature of the problem vanishes in case of regular channels,
where we have the following result.

Proposition 7.5.1. Under the assumption of regular channels and proper CN noise in the
complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN with zero-forcing constraints without (R)TS, a restriction
to CN transmission does not impair the feasibility of a rate vector ρ.

Proof. In this case, the setsKc can be chosen arbitrarily as long as |Kc| ≤ 2m in Corollary 7.5.15
and as long as |Kc| ≤ m in Corollary 7.5.16. The resulting feasibility conditions are equivalent
to the ones in Corollary 7.5.11 and Corollary 7.5.13, respectively.

While improper signaling has the potential to double the number of users that can be served
(Corollary 7.5.14 vs. Corollary 7.5.12) in scenarios with regular channels, CC transmission does
not bring any gains in terms of the feasibility of zero-forcing constraints (Proposition 7.5.1).
From the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 7.5.3 (see also [178, Theorem III.1]), we can
infer that these observations are also valid for QoS feasibility in systems without zero-forcing
constraints that operate in the high-rate regime. This statement is supported by Figure 7.3,
which shows that the EDoF requirements dµ(ρ) converge quickly to dZF,µ(ρ).

7.5.3 Reduced-Entropy Transmission in the Complex Two-User Multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN

A question that was left open in Section 7.4 is whether performance gains due to reduced-entropy
transmission can occur in a two-user BC-TIN. If (R)TS is not allowed, this question can be
easily answered by means of the QoS feasibility results presented above.

Example 7.5.5. Consider the complex two-user single-carrier SISO BC with uplink chan-
nels hUL,k = 1, ∀k. Due to Corollary 7.5.2, arbitrarily high rates are feasible since
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∑2
k=1 d 1

2
(ρk) < 1 is satisfied for arbitrary ρk > 0, ∀k. However, if we restrict the users to

apply proper signaling, the rates have to fulfill
∑2

k=1 1− 2−ρk < 1 since
∑2

k=1 d1(ρk) < 1 is
required in Corollary 7.5.4.

This is clearly a gain by reduced-entropy transmission in a two-user system without (R)TS,
i.e., this example is sufficient to answer the question that was posed above. However, to get a
better understanding of the effects that happen, it makes sense to also look at examples which
not only show gains in terms of feasibility, but also for the case where QoS feasibility is not the
limiting factor.

Example 7.5.6. Consider the system from Example 7.5.5. With proper signaling, the only
freedom of choice that we have in the uplink is the power allocation. Using Cxk = pk = 1√

2
∀k,

we can achieve the rates rk = log2(1 + pk
1+pj

) = 1
2 ∀k, j 6= k due to (7.14) with µ = 1. Using

the framework from [179], it can be shown that the power allocation that is needed to achieve a
particular rate vector in this setting is unique. Thus, the rate vector ρ = 1

21 cannot be achieved
with a sum transmit power smaller than

∑2
k=1 Cxk =

√
2 as long as we stick to proper signaling.

Using improper signaling with the combined real transmit covariance matrices Cx̌k = 1
2eke

T
k ,

we can calculate using (7.14) with µ = 1
2 andHUL,k = H̀UL,k = I2, ∀k that the same rate

vector ρ = 1
21 is achievable at a reduced sum transmit power of

∑K
k=1 tr[Cx̌k ] = 1.

Note that we could apply zero-forcing receive filters GH
k,ZF = eT

k without changing the
achievable rates of the improper strategy. On the other hand, if we impose zero-forcing
constraints for the case of proper signaling, only one user can be served at a time in this example.
This shows that gains by improper signaling occur as well if the same setting is considered
under zero-forcing constraints.

The above example was constructed in a way that the (complex) degrees of freedomCm = 1

available at the base station are less than the number of users K = 2, i.e., the system is
overloaded if we stick to proper signaling. The additional flexibility of improper signaling,
which can allocate streams that correspond to half a degree of freedom of the complex system,
can resolve this issue. However, the same result could be obtained by instead exploiting the
flexibility offered by (R)TS, which we assume to not be allowed throughout this section.

Let us now turn our attention to systems where the degrees of freedom at the base station
are not the limiting factor. An example for this can be found in [34] where gains by improper
signaling were demonstrated in the complex two-user single-carrier MISO BC-TIN. However,
just like in Example 7.5.6, these gains did not persist when allowing (R)TS.

As a further example, we consider improper signaling and CC transmission in a complex
multicarrier setting with zero-forcing constraints.

Example 7.5.7. Consider the complex two-user two-carrier SISO BC with proper CN noise,
where

H(1)
k = 1, ∀k, H(2)

k = 0.1, ∀k, C
η

(c)
k

= 1, ∀k, ∀c (7.104)

i.e., both users have good channel conditions on the first carrier, but not on the second carrier.
Such a situation was described with the term spectrally similar channels in [4, 53]. When using
proper CN signals, the setting can be studied in the complex multicarrier formulation, where
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the null space that is necessary to construct the zero-forcing filters vanishes as soon as the other
user transmits. With zero-forcing constraints, we thus can only serve one user per carrier, i.e.,
we must have C

ξ
(c)
2

= 0 if C
ξ
(c)
1

6= 0 and vice versa. By scheduling only user k = c on carrier c,
we have from (7.1) with µ = 1 that

rk = r
(k)
k = log2

(
1 + C

ξ
(k)
k

∣∣∣H(k)
k

∣∣∣2) . (7.105)

If the aim is to achieve the rate targets ρk = 1, ∀k, we need a sum power of

QZF,proper,CN =
2∑

k=1

C
ξ
(k)
k

=
2∑

k=1

2ρk − 1∣∣∣H(k)
k

∣∣∣2 = 1 +
1

0.01
= 101. (7.106)

If we instead impose the zero-forcing constraints in the real-valued multicarrier formulation
(3.36), we can allow for improper signaling. We have

H̀
(1),T
k = I2, ∀k, H̀

(2),T
k = 0.1 I2, ∀k, C

η̌
(c)
k

=
1

2
I2, ∀k, ∀c. (7.107)

Using the transmit filtersB(1)
k =

√
3
2ek, ∀k andB(2)

k = 0, ∀k together with the zero-forcing

receive filters R(1),T
k = eT

k , ∀k, we obtain from (7.12) with µ = 1
2 that the data rates

rk = r
(1)
k = 1

2 log2(1 + 3
2 ·
(

1
2

)−1
) = 1, ∀k are achievable at a sum transmit power of

QZF,improper,CN =
2∑
c=1

2∑
k=1

tr[B
(c)
k B

(c),T
k ] = 3 < QZF,proper,CN. (7.108)

This transmit strategy corresponds to improper CN transmission in the original complex system.

The relatively high transmit power in the case of proper CN transmission comes from the
fact that only one user can be served via the strong carrier, so that a lot of transmit power is
required to serve the second user via the weak carrier. Using improper signals, both users
can share the strong carrier without violating the zero-forcing constraints. As pointed out in
Section 7.5.2.2, this requires widely linear zero-forcing in the complex representation. An
alternative method to avoid the competition for the strong carrier is using proper CC signals, as
done in the following example from [4].

Example 7.5.8. The combined complex representation (3.35) of the system from Example 7.5.7
reads as

HH
k = diag(1, 0.1), ∀k, Cηk = I2, ∀k. (7.109)

Using the transmit and receive filters

Bk =

√
103

12

[
(−1)k√

3

]
, ∀k RH

k =
1√
103

[√
3 10(−1)k

]
, ∀k (7.110)

the zero-forcing constraints RH
k HH

k Bj = 0, j 6= k are fulfilled, and the achievable rates
according to (7.12) with µ = 1 are

rk = log2

(
1 + (RH

k CηkRk)−1RH
k HH

k BkBH
k HkRk

)
= log2

1 +

(
1√
103

√
103

12
2
√

3

)2
 = 1, ∀k (7.111)
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using a sum transmit power of

QZF,proper,CC =
2∑

k=1

tr[BkBH
k ] =

206

3
< QZF,proper,CN. (7.112)

In this transmit strategy, both users are served via a combination of the strong and the weak
carrier, which leads to a moderate transmit power for both users. The resulting sum power is
lower than in the case of proper CN transmission, where the users compete for the best carrier.
Note that an even lower transmit power can be achieved by optimizing the CC strategy as in
[4]. Moreover, [4] established conditions on the channel coefficients that lead to the described
competition for the strong carrier and, thus, to gains by CC transmission (as long as neither
(R)TS nor improper signaling is used). Similar results were presented for systems with higher
numbers of users, carriers, and antennas in [53]. In [18], the system from Example 7.5.8 was
studied without zero-forcing constraints, and it was observed that proper CC transmission
outperforms proper CN transmission in this case as well.

Note that we could also employ (R)TS in all these examples in order to avoid a competition
for strong carriers. However, as long as (R)TS is not allowed, reduced-entropy transmission
(in the form of CC transmission or improper signals) can apparently be necessary to achieve
the whole rate region of a two-user BC-TIN. If (R)TS is allowed, it remains an open question
whether we can find an example of a two-user BC-TIN where reduced-entropy transmission is
beneficial.

7.5.4 Excursus to DPC Zero-Forcing

In Section 6.7, we considered the combination of zero-forcing and nonlinear interference
cancellation using DPC. While maximum-entropy transmission was shown to achieve the
complete rate region in case of optimal DPC (Theorem 6.3.1), we claimed in Section 6.7 that
reduced-entropy transmission can be beneficial if a suboptimal DPC scheme is employed. Based
on the above examples, we can give a simple proof of this claim.

Proof of Theorem 6.7.1. As an example for a suboptimal DPC scheme in the sense of Theo-
rem 6.7.1, let us consider DPC zero-forcing without (R)TS (see, e.g., [50, 91, 124]). Consider
the system from Example 7.5.7. Due to DPC, we only need to consider one-sided interference
for the zero-forcing constraints, but it is still impossible to serve more than one user per carrier
using proper CN transmission. Thus, we still need QZF,proper,CN = 101 to achieve the rates
ρk = 1, ∀k. On the other hand, canceling part of the interference by means of DPC cannot
increase the required transmit power compared to TIN zero-forcing. Thus, a transmit power
of at most QZF,proper,CC = 206

3 (see Example 7.5.8) is sufficient for DPC zero-forcing with
proper CC signals, and a transmit power of at most QZF,improper,CN = 3 (see Example 7.5.7) is
sufficient for DPC zero-forcing with improper CN signals. Each of these examples is enough to
establish Theorem 6.7.1.

7.5.5 Numerical Results

For systems with more than two users, we have shown in Section 7.4 that reduced-entropy
transmission can be beneficial even if (R)TS is allowed. However, when analyzing such settings
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Figure 7.5: Transmit power Q needed to serveK users with data rate ρk = ρ, ∀k in the complex single-carrier
MISO BC-TIN without (R)TS.

for the case without (R)TS, we can observe gains that are significantly higher than the ones in
Section 7.4.

As an example, we study the complex single-carrierMISOBC-TIN. Instead of rate balancing,
we consider the inverse problem of power minimization under QoS constraints, i.e., we do not
search for Pareto-optimal rate vectors for a given transmit power, but we instead ask how large
the transmit power has to be such that a given rate vector lies on the Pareto-boundary of the
rate region. This approach enables us to plot the necessary transmit power over the requested
per-user rate, so that the numerical results can also serve as an illustration of the feasibility
study in Sections 7.5.1.2 and 7.5.2.2.

Under the assumption of proper noise and signals, the power minimization problem without
(R)TS can be efficiently solved in a globally optimal manner bymeans of the methods proposed in
[94,162,164] (see also Section 7.3.1). To obtain an achievable strategy with improper signaling,
we apply the power minimization algorithm from [2] to the combined real representation (3.37).
In Section 7.6, we discuss in detail how algorithms that have originally been developed for
proper signaling in the MIMO BC-TIN (such as the one from [2]) can be applied to optimize
improper signaling strategies.

We consider a setting with m = 2 base station antennas andK ∈ {2, 4, 6} users with rate
requirements ρk = ρ, ∀k. The results in Figure 7.5 are averaged (in the dB domain) over
1000 channel realizations with independent and identically distributed proper Gaussian channel
coefficients with zero mean and variance 1

m . These channels fulfill the regularity condition
(Definition 7.5.2) almost surely. Note that a similar setting was studied in [5].

For all numbers of users and all rate requirements considered in Figure 7.5, the improper
transmit scheme brings a power saving or, conversely, can achieve higher rates at the same
power. As we have applied a globally optimal algorithm to solve the optimization for the case
of proper signals, it is clear that the observed performance loss is inherent to the restriction
to proper signaling. On the other hand, the optimization for improper signaling has not been
solved in a globally optimal manner, meaning that the gap between optimal proper signaling
and optimal improper signaling might even be larger.

For K = 6 users, the curves tend to infinity at certain values of ρ. This is in compliance
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with Corollary 7.5.5 and Corollary 7.5.3, from which we can calculate that transmission with
equal rates ρk = ρ, k = 1, . . . , 6 in a system with m = 2 base station antennas becomes
infeasible at ρproper ≈ 0.58496 and ρimproper ≈ 0.79248, respectively.

For a four-user system, we can directly see from Corollary 7.5.12 that arbitrary rate
requirements are feasible with improper signals (since the feasibility of zero-forcing implies that
arbitrarily high rates can be achieved, see the proof of Theorem 7.5.3). For proper signaling,
we obtain from Corollary 7.5.5 that infeasibility of the requirements ρk = ρ, k = 1, . . . , 4

occurs for ρ ≥ 1, which is again in compliance with the numerical result. Finally, forK = 2

users, arbitrary rate requirements are feasible with both proper and improper signaling (see
Corollary 7.5.14 and Corollary 7.5.12).

Note that the fundamental limitations imposed by the QoS feasibility results do not depend
on the particular channel realization as long as the regularity condition is fulfilled. Therefore,
the values of ρ where the curves diverge to infinity are independent of the chosen channel model,
and this divergence is not an average behavior, but rather happens for every channel realization.

Similar numerical results can be found in [23] for multiantenna users, i.e., for proper and
improper signaling in the complex MIMO BC-TIN. For entropy reduction by means of CC
transmission, numerical results are provided in [11, 20] for the complex multicarrier MISO
BC-TIN, and in [20,53] for the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN. In all these numerical
studies, gains by proper CC transmission compared to proper CN transmission were observed.

7.6 Algorithmic Aspects

From the previous chapters, we are already familiar with the method of optimizing a com-
plex multicarrier MIMO system via its combined real representation or combined complex
representation. In the system models considered so far, the main motivation for doing so
was the possibility of treating reduced-entropy noise appropriately. In the MIMO BC-TIN,
there is an additional motivation: even in case of maximum-entropy noise, reduced-entropy
transmission can be beneficial when using TIN strategies (Theorem 7.4.1). The combined
real representation provides us with a simple way to analyze and optimize transmit strategies
involving reduced-entropy signals.

However, there is an important difference to the previous chapters that we have to consider.
Whenever we have discussed the optimization of reduced-entropy transmit strategies so far, we
have used the argument that the covariance matrices of reduced-entropy noise vectors do not lie
in a particular power shaping space, so that the resulting optimized transmit covariance matrices
lie outside the considered power shaping space as well. If we aim at obtaining reduced-entropy
input signals even though we have maximum-entropy noise, this argument cannot be used, and
it needs to be studied in detail whether the applied optimization algorithms are able to deliver
the desired reduced-entropy solutions.

Due to the large variety of optimization methods that can be found in the literature, it is
of course impossible to provide a detailed study that covers every possible approach. Instead,
we concentrate on some fundamental procedures that are contained in many algorithms for
transceiver optimization. Even though the procedures that we analyze can only be understood
as exemplary representatives, they already give us a good impression of typical pitfalls that we
should keep in mind. Algorithms that are not covered by the examples provided in this section
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could be analyzed in a similar manner.
Each of the procedures is first studied in the RoP MIMO BC-TIN, and the results can then be

specialized to the cases of improper signaling and CC transmission in the complex multicarrier
MIMO BC-TIN. Throughout this section, we assume that the noise is proper and CN, and we
restrict ourselves to the following two special cases for the sake of a simple presentation.

The first special case we consider is the optimization of improper signaling strategies
in the single-carrier MIMO BC-TIN, which can be studied by means of the combined real
representation (3.37) and the power shaping spaces P̀Uk , ∀k and P̀B from Proposition 3.4.2.

As a second example, we study the optimization of proper CC transmit strategies in the
complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN via the combined complex representation (3.35). To
this end, we let PCN

Uk
= H(mUk

)∀c , ∀k and PCN
B = H(mB)∀c denote the power shaping spaces

of block-diagonal Hermitian matrices of appropriate dimensions throughout this section (see
Examples 2.8.5 and 3.4.2). Note that the combined complex channel matrices HH

k = HUkB are
compatible with (PCN

Uk
,PCN

B ) (see Example 2.8.6). For the sake of a simple presentation, we
use the notation of a RoP MIMO BC-TIN throughout, and it becomes clear from the context
whether we apply the results to the combined complex representation (3.35) or to the combined
real representation (3.37).

7.6.1 Iterative Algorithms

We commence our analysis with steps that are typically applied in iterative algorithms, namely
gradient steps, alternating filter updates, and power control steps.

7.6.1.1 Gradient-Based Filter Updates

As an example for gradient-basedmethods, we consider a gradient-projection update of the uplink
transmit filter matrices Tk as proposed in [123,126,178] for weighted sum rate maximization
under a sum power constraint and in [19] for optimizing the energy efficiency. We concentrate
on the weighted sum rate maximization

max
(Tk)∀k

K∑
k=1

wkrk s. t.
K∑
k=1

tr[TkT
H
k ] ≤ Q (7.113)

and we apply the formulation that was originally derived for the complex MIMO BC-TIN with
proper signaling in [123,126,178] to the RoP MIMO BC-TIN.

Using rk from (7.14) with Cxk = TkT
H
k , the update rule reads as

Tk,new = a

Tk + b
∂
(∑K

k=1wkrk

)
∂T ∗k

 = AkTk (7.114)

where [178]

Ak = aIMk
+ ab

µ

ln 2
HUL,k

 K∑
`=1

w`X
−1 −

∑
` 6=k

w`X
−1
`

HH
UL,k (7.115)

with X and Xk from (7.15) and HUL,k from (7.13). The scalar b > 0 is the step size, and
a > 0 is chosen such that the power constraint is fulfilled, which corresponds to a projection to
the constraint set.
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Proposition 7.6.1. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compati-
bility assumption (Definition 3.1.3), and assume that the noise vectors ηk are maximum-entropy
signals with respect to (Pk)∀k. If the uplink transmit filters (Tk)∀k correspond to maximum-
entropy transmission with respect to (Pk)∀k, i.e., TkTH

k ∈ Pk, ∀k, the filters (Tk,new)∀k after
the gradient-projection update (7.114) correspond to maximum-entropy transmission with
respect to (Pk)∀k as well.

Proof. First note that HUL,k is compatible with (PB,Pk) for all k (see the proof of Theo-
rem 7.2.1). If Cxk = TkT

H
k ∈ Pk for all k, we have X ∈ PB and Xk ∈ PB, ∀k. Then,

Ak ∈ Pk, ∀k due to Corollary 2.4.2, so that Tk,newT
H
k,new = AkCxkAk ∈ Pk.

Due to this result, an algorithm based on this gradient-projection update converges to a
solution with maximum-entropy transmission if we use an initialization that corresponds to
maximum-entropy transmission.

We have the following two specializations of this result. Considering the combined complex
representation and the power shaping spaces Pk = PCN

Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B , we get the result
from [11], namely that a CN solution is obtained if the algorithm is initialized with a CN
strategy. With the combined real representation and the power shaping spaces Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k
and PB = P̀B, we obtain that an initialization that corresponds to proper signaling leads to a
solution with proper signaling, as already reported in [7, 23].

However, recall that this is not the intended outcome since the aim of this section is to find
methods for optimizing reduced-entropy strategies. Thus, Proposition 7.6.1 reveals that it is
necessary to study which of the usually employed initializations lead to transmit covariance
matrices that lie outside the power shaping spaces of interest. Before we do so in Section 7.6.2,
let us consider further examples of iterative optimization methods.

7.6.1.2 Alternating Filter Updates

Many iterative algorithms for transceiver optimization are based on alternating updates of the
transmit and receive filters. While it is easy to find the optimal receive filters for fixed transmit
filters by calculating the MMSE filter for each user separately, optimizing the transmit filters
is a problem that is coupled across all users and therefore more involved. Thus, it has been
proposed to either resort to an equivalent weighted MSE formulation [180] or to optimize the
uplink receive filters as a vehicle to obtain improved downlink transmit filters and vice versa.

In the following analysis, we concentrate on the latter approach, which was applied in the
form of alternating filter updates, e.g., in [93, 159, 160] for weighted sum rate maximization, in
[159] for sum MSE minimization and SINR balancing, in [9, 93, 161] for rate balancing, and in
[2, 93,159] for power minimization. These publications assume complex systems with linear
filters and proper signals, and we can apply the concept to the RoP MIMO BC-TIN.

The method of alternating filter updates in the uplink and downlink is based on the
observation that the downlink receive filters (7.25) obtained from the uplink-to-downlink
transformation in Lemma 7.2.2 are in general not equal to the optimal MMSE receive filters.
Thus, by keeping the downlink transmit filters (7.25) obtained in the transformation, but
replacing the downlink receive filters by the MMSE filters (7.7), we obtain increased per-user
rates. The resulting transmit strategy can then be transformed back to the uplink, where the
same reasoning applies, i.e., replacing the obtained uplink receive filters by the MMSE filters
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(7.19) leads to a further increase of the rates. This procedure can be repeated until convergence,
and we can show the following behavior.

Proposition 7.6.2. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compati-
bility assumption (Definition 3.1.3), and assume that the noise vectors ηk are maximum-entropy
signals with respect to (Pk)∀k. If the uplink transmit filters (Tk)∀k correspond to maximum-
entropy transmission with respect to (Pk)∀k and the modal matricesWk in (7.20) are chosen
such that the projections projP ′

k
and projdiag in the proof of Theorem 7.2.1 commute, the

obtained downlink transmit filters (Bk)∀k correspond to maximum-entropy transmission with
respect to PB. This statement holds analogously with downlink and uplink interchanged.

Proof. This statement is proven in the proof of Theorem 7.2.1.

The critical step that merits special attention is the choice of the modal matrixWk in (7.20)
and (7.8). In the proof of Theorem 7.2.1, this matrix is used to define a new power shaping
space P ′k. The assumption that the projections projP ′

k
and projdiag commute is necessary

to show that the individual scaling of the columns of the filter matrices in (7.25) preserves
maximum-entropy transmission.

Due to Corollary 2.6.4, a modal matrix that satisfies this condition always exists, which
was sufficient to prove Theorem 7.2.1. However, this does not mean that any arbitrarily chosen
modal matrix in a numerical algorithm complies to the assumption. Will this particularity of
the method allow the algorithm to deviate from maximum-entropy strategies? The answer is
negative under mild assumptions.

As matrices with repeated eigenvalues are a set of measure zero within the set of Hermitian
(or real symmetric) matrices (e.g., [181, Sec. A.37]), we should assume that repeated eigenvalues
do not occur by hazard, but only for structural reasons—namely if the power shaping space
under consideration requires the eigenvalues to have a multiplicity larger than one. This means
that we assume the MSE matrices (GH

k,MMSEHUL,kTk andRH
k,MMSEH

H
k Bk in the uplink and

in the downlink, respectively) to have the highest number of distinct eigenvalues that is possible
for matrices from the considered power shaping spaces. We then obtain from Theorem 2.6.1
that any modal matrix fulfills the requirement of Proposition 7.6.2.

The power shaping spaces Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B, which model proper signaling,
require all eigenvalues to have even multiplicity (see Lemma 2.9.9). Assuming that all
eigenvalues of the MSE matrices have multiplicity two, we obtain from Proposition 7.6.2 (using
Theorem 2.6.1) that the uplink transmit filters after an iteration of the alternating filter update
method correspond to proper signaling if all previous uplink transmit filters correspond to
proper signaling. This behavior was first reported in [23].

When considering the combined complex representation and the power shaping spaces
Pk = PCN

Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B , which model CN transmission, there is no structural
requirement for repeated eigenvalues. Our assumption is thus that all eigenvalues have
multiplicity one, and we obtain from Proposition 7.6.2 (using Theorem 2.6.1) that the uplink
transmit filters after an iteration of the alternating filter update method correspond to CN
transmission if all previous uplink transmit filters correspond to CN transmission. A similar
observation was described in [11].

In the unlikely event that we have eigenvalues with a higher multiplicity than enforced by
the considered power shaping spaces, the assumption in Proposition 7.6.2 might be violated.
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As can be verified numerically by constructing an adequate example, it can then happen that we
obtain, e.g., an improper signaling strategy in the downlink even though we start with uplink
transmit filters that correspond to proper signaling.

However, as we cannot expect this to happen by chance, the conclusion is again that already
the initialization has to correspond to reduced-entropy transmission if our aim is to obtain a
solution with reduced-entropy signals.

7.6.1.3 Power Control

Many algorithms for transceiver optimization contain so-called power control steps, in which
the transmit powers of individual data streams are adapted, e.g., in order to achieve given rate
targets [2, 93] or to balance the per-user rates [9, 93,161]. The scaling factors can be chosen,
for instance, by solving an inner optimization (e.g., a geometric program in [93, 161]) or by
performing a single improving step of an inner optimization (e.g., a gradient-projection step for
a vector of per-stream rate targets in [2, 9]).

In the following, we consider power control steps that consist in scaling the columns of the
uplink transmit filter matrices Tk by individual factors, i.e., we replace Tk by TkD, whereD is
a real diagonal matrix. For an exhaustive analysis, the same reasoning can be applied in the
downlink. The question to consider is whether TkTH

k ∈ Pk implies that TkD2TH
k ∈ Pk for

any real diagonal matrixD. However, there is no general answer to this question.
For a given transmit covariance matrix Cxk = TkT

H
k , the matrix square root Tk of TkTH

k

is not unique, and TkD2TH
k ∈ Pk is not fulfilled for arbitrary choices of the matrix square root

Tk and arbitrary scaling matricesD. To see this, consider the power shaping space PCN
Uk

, which
contains block-diagonal matrices. If Cxk is block-diagonal, there exists a block-diagonal Tk
such that TkTH

k = Cxk . However, T ′k = TkU with an arbitrary unitary matrix U would be a
valid choice as well. While TkD2TH

k is block-diagonal for any diagonal matrixD, this is not
true for T ′kD2T ′Hk .

We thus need to study which special situations lead to choices of Tk that fulfill TkD2TH
k ∈

Pk. It turns out that we have to distinguish between two kinds of power shaping spaces for this
analysis. The first kind is covered by the following proposition.

Proposition 7.6.3. Let Pk be a power shaping space in which there exist matrices whose
eigenvalues all have multiplicity one, and let D be a real diagonal matrix of appropriate
dimension. Then, TkTH

k ∈ Pk implies that TkD2TH
k ∈ Pk if one of the following cases applies.

1. All nonzero eigenvalues of TkTH
k have multiplicity one, and Tk is obtained by performing

an eigenvalue decomposition UΛUH = TkT
H
k and setting Tk = UΛ

1
2 , where Λ

1
2 is

the positive semidefinite square root of Λ.

2. Tk is a transmit filter for which stream-wise decoding is optimal, i.e., it is chosen like T ′k
in (7.20), and all eigenvalues of the MSE matrix GH

k,MMSEHUL,kTk have multiplicity
one.

3. rank
[
TkT

H
k

]
= 1.

4. The considered algorithm treats all streams of a user separately as virtual users, and
TkT

H
k is the transmit covariance matrix of a virtual user.

5. Pk = PCN
Uk

, and only one of the submatrices of TkTH
k is nonzero.
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6. Pk = PCN
Uk

, and the numerical method used to calculate Tk from TkT
H
k delivers a

block-diagonal output when the input is block-diagonal.

Proof. 1. If all eigenvalues have multiplicity one,D ∈ P ′k = {P ′ | P ′ = UHPU , P ∈ Pk}
due to Corollary 2.6.3, and the chosen Tk is compatible with (P ′k,Pk). As the choice of
eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue zero does not matter for TkD = UΛ

1
2D, it

suffices to apply the reasoning from Corollary 2.6.3 to the nonzero eigenvalues, which are
distinct by assumption.
2. Define P ′k as in the proof of Theorem 7.2.1. Then,D ∈ P ′k due to Corollary 2.6.3, and the
chosen Tk is compatible with (P ′k,Pk) as shown in the proof of Theorem 7.2.1.
3. Since range[TkD] ⊆ range[Tk], we obtain TkD2TH

k = αTkT
H
k for some α ∈ R.

4. In this case, TkTH
k has rank one, so that Item 3 applies.

5. Since range[TkD] ⊆ range[Tk], we obtain that TkD2TH
k is nonzero only in the same

submatrix as TkTH
k .

6. This case is obvious, but it shall be remarked that this condition is often fulfilled by software
for numerical computations.

Note that calculating uplink MMSE receive filters (7.19) (without the diagonalization from
Lemma 7.2.1) can be considered as an operation in the sense of Proposition 7.6.3 Item 4 since
each row of the resulting receive filter corresponds to a column of the transmit filter. The same
is true for a stream-wise uplink-downlink duality as used, e.g., in [93, 161]. This means that
power control steps that are combined with these kinds of operations in an algorithm can be
analyzed by means of Proposition 7.6.3 Item 4. Consequently, the above proposition can be
applied both to algorithms based on optimal stream-wise decoding in terms of Lemma 7.2.1
(e.g., [2, 9]) and to algorithms with simple stream-wise decoding, where streams are always
treated separately (e.g., [93, 161]). Moreover, it would cover approaches to perform power
control by rescaling the eigenvalues of the transmit covariance matrices.

As discussed in Section 7.6.1.2, the assumption that all eigenvalues of the MSE matrix
have multiplicity one is sensible in practice. It seems that the same argument can be applied
for the nonzero eigenvalues of TkTH

k in Proposition 7.6.3 Item 1 during the execution of an
optimization algorithm unless we speak about the initialization (see Section 7.6.2), where
eigenvalues with higher multiplicity might have been created artificially.

All in all, Proposition 7.6.3 indicates that power control steps behave similar to the other
considered iterative update methods as long as we consider power shaping spaces that do not
impose restrictions on the multiplicity of the eigenvalues. Even if the scaling factors contained
inD are chosen arbitrarily, the resulting transmit covariance matrix after the power control
step corresponds to maximum-entropy transmission if the previous covariance matrix does so.
In particular, when considering the combined complex representation and the power shaping
spaces Pk = PCN

Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B , power control steps preserve CN strategies, and the
conclusion that we have to account for CC transmission already in the initialization of iterative
methods stays valid.6

6Note that the study of power control steps is simplified if the analysis is not based on the covariance matrices, but
directly on the transmit filters as in [11]. On the other hand, the analysis of various iterative update methods based
on covariance matrices and power shaping spaces allows for a more general treatment in which the optimization of
CC transmission considered in [11] is only a special case.
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However, the situation is different for power shaping spaces which do not allow for
eigenvalues with multiplicity one.

Example 7.6.1. Let Pk be a power shaping space which restricts the multiplicity of all
eigenvalues to be a multiple of β > 1. Note that this violates the assumption of Proposition 7.6.3.
Then, for any nonzero TkTH

k ∈ Pk and regardless of the choice of Tk, there exists a real
diagonal matrixD such that TkD2TH

k /∈ Pk. For instance, we can setD = eie
T
i where i is

such that Tkei 6= 0, which leads to a matrix with rank one.

This means that power control steps could lead to reduced-entropy transmission with respect
to this second kind of power shaping spaces. In particular, when modeling proper signaling by
means of Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B, we might obtain an improper signaling strategy even
if the transmit strategy corresponds to proper signaling before performing the power control
step. Whether or not this happens depends on the choice of the matrix square root Tk and of the
scaling factors contained inD. However, it again turns out that the choices made by typical
algorithms preserve maximum-entropy signals.

Proposition 7.6.4. Let Pk be a power shaping space, and let D be a real diagonal matrix
of appropriate dimension. Then, TkTH

k ∈ Pk implies TkD2TH
k ∈ Pk if one of the following

cases applies.

1. Tk is obtained from an eigenvalue decomposition as in Proposition 7.6.3 Item 1, andD
has repeated diagonal elements at the positions corresponding to the repeated eigenvalues.

2. Tk is a transmit filter for which stream-wise decoding is optimal as in Proposition 7.6.3
Item 2, and D has repeated diagonal elements at the positions corresponding to the
repeated eigenvalues of the MSE matrix.

3. Pk = P̀Uk ,D is a diagonal BSC2 matrix, and the numerical method used to calculate
Tk from TkTH

k delivers a BSC2 output when the input is BSC2.

Proof. The proof for the first two items is in analogy to the proof of Proposition 7.6.3 sinceD
is chosen such that Corollary 2.6.5 can be applied instead of Corollary 2.6.3. The last item
follows from Lemma 2.9.3.

Even though the requirements on D in Proposition 7.6.4 may sound quite demanding,
they are indeed often fulfilled in practice. The reason for this is that a routine that decides
for the scaling factors contained in D will tend to produce a symmetric output with equal
scaling factors if it is provided with a symmetric input that corresponds to maximum-entropy
transmission (see [23] for the example of proper signaling). Clearly, this has to be investigated
separately for any applied power control algorithm. However, Proposition 7.6.4 reveals that
even in the case of power shaping spaces that require repeated eigenvalues, we cannot expect
power control steps to turn maximum-entropy strategies into reduced-entropy strategies.

7.6.1.4 Effects Caused by Numerical Inaccuracies

As remarked in [23] for the special case of the power shaping spaces Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and
PB = P̀B, numerical inaccuraciesmay also have an influence on the behavior of iterativemethods
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for transceiver design. In particular, a function that theoretically delivers an output P ∈ Pk
might yield a result with a small, but nonzero entropy reduction component projNk(P ) 6= 0

in case of finite precision arithmetic. It is not obvious how large this deviation needs to be in
order to interrupt the line of argumentation of Sections 7.6.1.1 through 7.6.1.3. However, it
was reported in [23] that the algorithm from [2], which is a combination of alternating filter
updates and power control steps, can indeed leave the neighborhood of Pk = P̀Uk and converge
to an improper signaling solution due to numerical inaccuracies. If our aim is to obtain a
reduced-entropy strategy, we should of course not base an algorithm on this effect, but we
should rather leave the respective power shaping space Pk explicitly—e.g., by means of an
appropriate initialization as discussed in the following section.

7.6.2 Initialization of Iterative Algorithms

The previous observations indicate that iterative algorithms tend to preserve matrix structures
that correspond to maximum-entropy transmission. If we aim at obtaining a solution that
corresponds to reduced-entropy transmission, we should therefore account for this already in
the initialization of the iterative procedure.

The initializations discussed in the following can again only serve as examples, but they
cover a wide range of possibilities. We discuss all examples in the uplink, but the reasoning
applies analogously for algorithms that are initialized in the downlink.

7.6.2.1 Scaled and Truncated Identity Matrices

A particularly simple initialization are identity matrices. Since the filter matrices to be initialized
are rectangular in many cases, it has been proposed to truncate an identity matrix to the required
size (e.g., [2, 123, 178]). Moreover, a scaling may be done, e.g., in order to fulfill a power
constraint.

While Tk = αIMk
, α ∈ R always corresponds to maximum-entropy transmission due

to (2.13), no matter which power shaping space is considered, the situation is different for
a truncated identity Tk = α[e1 . . . esk ] ∈ RMk×sk with sk < Mk. In the latter case,
Cxk = TkT

H
k is a diagonal matrix whose first sk diagonal elements equal α2 while the

remaining ones are zero. It has to be verified whether Cxk lies in the power shaping space of
interest.

Obviously, we have Cxk ∈ PCN
Uk

, which is the power shaping space of block-diagonal
matrices, i.e., the initialization corresponds to CN transmission and is therefore not appropriate
when the aim is to optimize a CC strategy via the combined complex representation [11].
However,Cxk /∈ P̀Uk as long as sk < Mk sinceCxk does not have BSC2 structure in this case.
Thus, an initialization based on truncated identity matrices can be applied when the aim is to
obtain a solution based on improper signaling via the combined real representation. In case of a
square matrix with sk = Mk, an individual scaling of the columns could be applied to break
the BSC2 structure (see also [23]), but not to break block-diagonal structures.

7.6.2.2 Singular Value Decomposition

Another method proposed in the literature is to initialize the columns of Tk with the (possibly
scaled) right singular vectors of the uplink channel matricesHUL,k (e.g., [93, 160,161]). We
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then have Cxk = TkT
H
k = UD2UH where U is obtained from the eigenvalue decomposition

UΛUH = HH
UL,kHUL,k andD is a real diagonal matrix containing scaling factors. Of course,

Tk can also consist of only a subset of the columns of U . This possibility is contained in the
following discussion implicitly in terms of the equivalent operation of setting some scaling
factors inD to zero.

SinceHH
UL,k is compatible with (Pk,PB) for all k (see the proof of Theorem 7.2.1 and

Proposition 2.7.1), we haveHH
UL,kHUL,k ∈ Pk. It is reasonable to assume that the nonzero

eigenvalues ofHH
UL,kHUL,k have the lowest multiplicity that is possible in Pk (since matrices

with repeated eigenvalues are a set of measure zero, see Section 7.6.1.2). When choosing
Tk = UD, we have the same situation as in Proposition 7.6.3 Item 1 or as in Proposition 7.6.4
Item 1 (depending on which kind of power shaping space we consider). Arguing only based on
the nonzero eigenvalues ofHH

UL,kHUL,k is sufficient since filter vectors inside the null space
ofHUL,k do not have an influence on whether or notHUL,kTkT

H
k H

H
UL,k ∈ PB, which is the

relevant question for the study of iterative methods in Section 7.6.1.
As a result, any choice ofD leads to Cxk ∈ Pk if Pk is a power shaping space without

a restriction on the multiplicity of the eigenvalues. For the special case of Pk = PCN
Uk

(CN
signals), this was observed in [11]. The result changes if the power shaping space Pk imposes
restrictions on the multiplicity of the eigenvalues, such as the special case Pk = P̀Uk (proper
signals). Whether Cxk lies in P̀Uk depends on the choice of the scaling factors contained inD
[23]. In any case, we obtain Cxk ∈ Pk ifD is a scaled identity matrix.

7.6.2.3 Initialization based on Zero-Forcing

As mentioned earlier, there are many low-complexity algorithms that can find good zero-forcing
transmit strategies quite efficiently (see Section 7.1.2), e.g., bymeans of successive allocation. To
further improve the obtained system performance, we could subsequently drop the zero-forcing
constraints and use the zero-forcing solution as the initialization of an iterative algorithm, which
then further improves this solution, e.g., by means of the procedures discussed in Section 7.6.1.
This approach was pursued, e.g., in [2].

Zero-forcing strategies are usually obtained either using block-diagonalization [151], which
is based on the singular value decomposition of a joint channel matrix, or on successive
allocation (e.g., [91, 152, 154, 155]). Therefore, to verify whether or not an initialization based
on zero-forcing corresponds to reduced-entropy transmission, we can use the arguments from
Section 7.6.2.2 and Section 7.6.3, respectively. For the special case of PCN

Uk
(CN signals), it

turns out that the commonly used zero-forcing schemes do not lead to CC initializations. This
aspect was discussed in more detail in [11].

7.6.2.4 Random Initialization

Though not necessarily satisfactory from a theoretical point of view, it is also possible to
choose the initial transmit filters randomly as proposed, e.g., in [2, 53, 159]. As long as the
resulting random transmit covariance matrix Cxk follows a continuous distribution, it has a
nonzero entropy reduction component almost surely since any strict subspace Pk of the space
of Hermitian (or real symmetric) matrices is a set of measure zero.

Random initializations were discussed for optimizing CC strategies in [11, 20] and for
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optimizing improper signaling in [23]. An example given in these papers is that the columns
of Tk could be initialized with columns of a Haar matrix U , i.e., a random unitary matrix
(e.g., [182]). This does not lead to the desired behavior if sk = Mk, i.e., if we use the square
matrix Tk = U , so that Cxk = TkT

H
k = IMk

∈ Pk. However, if Tk is rectangular or if we
scale the columns individually, i.e., we set Tk = UD whereD is a diagonal matrix containing
scaling factors, we obtain an initialization that is appropriate for optimizing reduced-entropy
transmission with respect to an arbitrary power shaping space. Note that a special case of a
rectangular Tk can be found in algorithms that treat all streams separately as virtual users, so
that all transmit filters are vectors.

7.6.2.5 Fourier Matrix

We have already identified several methods how a strategy with improper signaling can be
obtained. However, among the initializations discussed so far, the random initialization is the
only one that is appropriate for optimizing CC transmission. As a deterministic initialization for
the special case of PCN

Uk
(CN signals), it was proposed in [20] to use the columns of the Fourier

matrix (DFT matrix, e.g., [183, Section 6.12]) as initial filter vectors. This is a deterministic
alternative to the matrixU in Section 7.6.2.4, and it can be shown that this choice is appropriate
for optimizing CC transmission in the combined complex representation [20] (unless we use
Tk = U , see Section 7.6.2.4).

7.6.3 Successive Allocation Algorithms

Let us finally briefly discuss algorithms that optimize zero-forcing strategies by successively
allocating data streams to the users (e.g., [91, 152,154,155]). It was shown in [11] that such
algorithms tend to yield CN solutions when applied to the combined complex representation of
the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN. In [53], it was demonstrated that CC zero-forcing
solutions delivered by an iterative method with random initialization can indeed lead to
better performance than the CN solutions obtained with successive allocation (yet at a higher
computational complexity). It is still an open question how to optimize CC zero-forcing by
means of a purely successive method.

On the other hand, successive allocation schemes are a strong candidate for optimizing
improper signaling. When applied to the combined real representation, they allocate one
real-valued data stream after another, which clearly corresponds to improper signaling with
widely linear zero-forcing. It then depends on the allocation rule whether or not the final
solution corresponds to improper per-user input signals.

7.6.4 Summary and Discussion

The analysis in this section has shown that many procedures that are applied in algorithms
for transceiver design tend to preserve matrix structures that correspond to maximum-entropy
transmission. If the aim is to obtain a reduced-entropy strategy, such as improper signaling
or CC transmission, by means of an iterative algorithm, it is thus necessary to account for
this already in the initialization. Note that there is then still no guarantee that the obtained
solutions always correspond to reduced-entropy transmission, but this is not a problem. We
have to recall that reduced-entropy signals are not always beneficial, but it rather depends on
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the scenario and on the channel realization. It is thus only important to avoid an inherent
restriction to maximum-entropy transmission in order to obtain an algorithm that is able to
converge to reduced-entropy or maximum-entropy strategies depending on the particular channel
realizations. Numerical experiments reveal that such a convergence to reduced-entropy strategies
is indeed possible (see, e.g., the simulation results in Section 7.5.5 and in [11, 20, 23, 53]).

While we have identified several initializations of combined real transmit filters that
correspond to improper signaling, finding initializations that correspond to CC transmission
is less obvious. An initialization that is appropriate no matter which power shaping space is
considered is a random initialization, but even then it is necessary to know about the possible
pitfalls (e.g., the case where TkTH

k = IMk
in Section 7.6.2.4).

In summary, we can say that the combined representations from Table 3.1 enable us to
optimize improper signaling and CC transmission by means of algorithms that have originally
been developed, e.g., for proper signaling in single-carrier systems. However, we usually do
not obtain the intended reduced-entropy solutions when we apply such methods thoughtlessly.
Instead, it is necessary to adapt the initializations carefully.

A final remark is in order concerning algorithms that have been designed for SISO and
MISO systems. The combined representations in Table 3.1 always correspond to a true MIMO
system withMT > 1 for all terminals T, no matter how many antennas the original complex
multicarrier system has. Thus, the approach pursued in this section is possible only with
algorithms that are able to handle such true MIMO systems. If the aim is, e.g., to extend an
algorithm that was developed for proper signaling in a MISO system to the case of improper
signaling, different approaches are necessary. An example of such an extension can be found
in [34].

7.7 Worst-Case Noise

Just like in the previous chapters, let us conclude our study of the MIMO BC-TIN by analyzing
the worst-case noise. Theorem 6.5.1 for the RoP MIMO BC with DPC can be easily extended
to the case of TIN strategies.

Theorem 7.7.1. Let (Pk = PUk)∀k and PB be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3), and let the constraint (Cηk)∀k ∈ Qnoise be compatible with⊗K

k=1 Pk (in the sense of Definition 3.1.2). If it holds for all per-user input signals in the
RoP MIMO BC-TIN that ξk is an arbitrary maximum-entropy signal with respect to PB,
maximum-entropy noise with respect to (Pk)∀k minimizes the achievable rates of all users
simultaneously.

Proof. We can considerCzk from (7.2) as effective noise covariance matrix and apply the same
argumentation as in Theorem 6.5.1.

Even though this worst-case noise theorem, which applies for the case that the input
signals are maximum-entropy signals, can be obtained using the same proof technique as
before, the situation changes if we are interested in the case of optimized transmit strategies.
Unlike for the MIMO BC with DPC, optimal transmit strategies in the MIMO BC-TIN do
not necessarily consist of maximum-entropy input signals even if we have maximum-entropy
noise (Theorem 7.4.1). Therefore, we cannot easily obtain a corollary for the case of optimized
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transmission. Some further comments on this aspect are given when we discuss the worst-case
noise in interference channels in Section 8.4.

For the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN, we have the following specializations based
on the power shaping spaces from Proposition 3.4.2. Note that the case of optimized transmit
strategies is missing in the corollaries as well.

Corollary 7.7.1 (Pk = P̀CN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = P̀CN

B ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN
with constraints on the complex per-carrier noise covariance matrices, the worst-case noise is
proper and CN if the per-user input signals are proper and CN.

Corollary 7.7.2 (Pk = P̀Uk , ∀k and PB = P̀B). In the complex (multicarrier) MIMO BC-TIN
with constraints on the combined complex noise covariance matrices, the worst-case noise is
proper if the per-user input signals are proper.

Corollary 7.7.3 (Pk = PCN
Uk
, ∀k and PB = PCN

B ). In the complex multicarrier MIMO BC-TIN
with constraints on the per-carrier noise properties, the worst-case noise is CN if the per-user
input signals are CN.





Chapter 8

Gaussian MIMO Interference Channels

Up to this point, we have considered systems with either only a single transmitter or only a single
receiver. By instead considering configurations where both the number of transmitters and
the number of receivers are larger than one, we arrive at so-called interference networks. We
restrict the following considerations to the special case where each receiver is only interested in
the data from a particular transmitter and each transmitter has data for only one receiver, so that
the involved terminals can be grouped into transmitter-receiver pairs, which are also referred to
as users (see Figure 8.1). This setting is called (Gaussian)K-user MIMO interference channel
(IFC) [184].

After introducing the system model, we summarize results from the literature which show
that reduced-entropy transmission can be beneficial in theK-user MIMO IFC. As a special case,
we consider the so-called MIMO Z-interference channel (ZIFC), where only partial interference
is present. In this setting, we study proper and improper signaling both for systems with and
without TS. Finally, we compare the results obtained in theK-user MIMO IFC and the MIMO
ZIFC to our observations from the previous chapters.

8.1 System Model and Achievable Rates

From the general model (3.1), we obtain the model for theK-user RoP MIMO IFC as

yk =

K∑
j=1

Hk,jxj + ηk, ∀k (8.1)

with a covariance constraint (Cxk)∀k ∈ Q as given by (3.3). We have introduced the
abbreviations yk = yDk ,Hk,j = HDkSj , xk = xSk , and ηk = ηDk . The system model for the
complex K-user multicarrier MIMO IFC can be obtained in an analogous manner from the
general model in (3.34).

The capacity region of the K-user MIMO IFC is still an open problem apart from some
special cases. Therefore, it is assumed in many publications (e.g., [32, 34, 35, 170] and the
references therein) that interference is treated as noise, i.e., TIN strategies are applied, and
that all transmit signals are Gaussian, even though this is not necessarily the optimal input
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H2,2

H2,1

Figure 8.1: Example of the MIMO interference channel with K = 2 transmitter-receiver pairs. The unintended
channels are drawn in gray.

distribution (see Chapter 10). We refer to the system model with these two restrictions as
K-user MIMO IFC-TIN.

In theK-user RoP MIMO IFC-TIN, we can achieve the per-user rates

rk = µ log2

detCyk
detCzk

(8.2)

with

Cyk = Cηk +
K∑
j=1

Hk,jCxjH
H
k,j and Czk = Cyk −Hk,kCxkH

H
k,k. (8.3)

The corresponding achievable rate region is

RTIN =
⋃

(Cxk�0)∀k
(Cxk )∀k∈Q

{
ρ ∈ RK0,+

∣∣ ρk ≤ rk, ∀k} (8.4)

with rk from (8.2). As this rate region is nonconvex in general (see, e.g., the plots in [33]),
allowing (R)TS (see Section 3.2.1) can lead to enlarged rate regions RTIN (with RTS) and
RTIN (with TS).

8.1.1 Symbol Extensions

Several results in the literature on interference channels are based on so-called symbol extensions
(e.g., [30, 184,185]), where multiple subsequent channel uses are grouped together as a single
channel use of a higher-dimensional system. Recalling that we use the term carriers as a
synonym for orthogonal resources (see Section 1.2), no matter whether these resources are, e.g.,
disjoint frequency bands or disjoint time intervals, we can interpret coding across the elements
of an extended symbol vector as a form of CC transmission.

Note that such a coding across time intervals shall not be confused with time-sharing (TS)
in the sense of Section 3.2.1. On the one hand, TS is more restrictive in the sense that the
transmission in each time slot is independent, i.e., we do not code across time slots. On the other
hand, TS brings additional flexibility as it allows for variable-length time slots as compared to
symbol extensions where each of the underlying individual symbols has the same duration.
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If the channel stays constant over time as considered, e.g., in [30, 184], and we interpret
symbol extensions as multicarrier transmission, we obtain the special case of equal channel
conditions on all carriers, i.e., C

η
(c)
k

is the same for all c, and analogously for H(c)
k,j . In the

combined complex representation, this leads to block-diagonal matrices where all submatrices
are equal. Therefore, the following comment is in order.

For given block size, the space of Hermitian block-diagonal matrices consisting of equal
submatrices complies to the definition of a power shaping space (Definition 2.3.1), and the
noise described above can be considered as maximum-entropy noise with respect to this power
shaping space PDk . Accordingly, we can define an analogous power shaping space PSj at the
transmitter, and the combined complex channel matrices Hk,j are compatible with (PDk ,PSj ).
This means that the framework established in Chapter 2 could also be applied for a detailed
study of this special case using a stricter notion of maximum-entropy signals: we could decide
to count only CN signals with equal covariance matrices on all carriers as maximum-entropy
signals.

However, for the considerations that follow, it is sufficient to take themore general perspective,
where any CN signal is considered as maximum-entropy signal no matter whether the per-carrier
covariance matrices are equal. We therefore formulate the examples given below in terms of the
power shaping spaces from Proposition 3.4.2 and refrain from defining further special cases of
power shaping spaces.

8.1.2 Degrees of Freedom

In Section 7.5.1, we have used the concept of effective degrees of freedom for a study with
finite data rates. For some of the discussions in this chapter, we instead need the conventional
notion of degrees of freedom, which describe the behavior of a system when the SNR and the
achievable rates tend to infinity. The achievable (sum) DoF in an IFC are given by (see, e.g.,
[30])

D = lim
Q→∞

r(Q)

log2(Q)
(8.5)

where r(Q) is the achievable sum rate with sum power Q. For a given D ≥ 0, this means that
the sum rate r(Q) scales linearly with log2Q in the high-SNR regime (i.e., for high values
of Q), and D is the slope of this linear relationship. It is easy to verify1 that we obtain D = µ

in a single-user SISO system (e.g., [184]), and this is clearly an achievable value in theK-user
SISO IFC (e.g., by shutting off all users but one).

Recall that allowing for RTS does not bring any gains for sum rate maximization (see
Section 3.2.2). Moreover, the high-SNR approximation r(Q) ≈ D log2Q+R0, where R0 is a
constant, is concave in Q. Therefore, averaging over rates achieved with different values of
Q cannot bring benefits in the high-SNR regime, i.e., TS cannot improve the achievable DoF.
Therefore, results based on DoF hold independently of whether or not (R)TS is allowed.

8.2 Benefits of Reduced-Entropy Transmission

In the literature, we find several results on, e.g., coding across carriers (e.g., [40–42, 186]),
symbol extensions (e.g., [30, 184, 185]), and improper signaling (e.g., [30–34, 187–193]) in

1This could be calculated from (4.4) by plugging in the special caseMD =MS = 1 with Cx = Q.
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interference channels. When interpreting them in terms of the nomenclature that we use here,
these results can be summarized in the following general theorem.

Theorem 8.2.1. Let (PSk)∀k and (PDk)∀k be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3). Even if the noise vectors ηk are maximum-entropy signals with
respect to (PDk)∀k, it can happen that reduced-entropy transmit signals xk with respect to
(PSk)∀k are needed to achieve the whole capacity region of theK-user RoP MIMO IFC or the
whole rate region of the K-user RoP MIMO IFC-TIN. This statement holds for systems with
and without (R)TS.

Proof. Examples where this happens are given below.

Just like in Chapter 7, the examples to establish the theorem can be special cases with
relatively small system dimensions. Some examples from the literature are revisited below, and
references to further examples are provided.

Example 8.2.1. In [40], the three-user two-carrier SISO IFC was considered. For a particular
channel realization, it was shown that joint coding across carriers achieves a sum rate that is
higher than the sum of the individual per-carrier sum capacities. In the achievable scheme that
was used for joint coding, each user transmits exactly the same signal on both carriers, and
the signals are combined by a linear filter at the receiver, while the interference coming from
the two other users aligns in the nullspace of the receive filter. This is clearly an application
of CC transmission, i.e., an example for a gain by reduced-entropy transmission, where the
combined real transmit covariance matrices lie outside of the power shaping spaces (PCN

Sk
)∀k.

It is remarkable that this TIN strategy outperforms the best separate coding scheme that utilizes
optimal multiuser detection [40]. Therefore, this example suffices as a proof both in terms of
the capacity region and in terms of the TIN rate region.

In [41], it was shown that such an inseparability can occur in more complicated single-
antenna interference networks, where transmitters may have messages for multiple receivers,
and receivers may be interested in messages from multiple transmitters. Indeed, it was shown
that only a very special class of interference networks with a so-called MAC-Z-BC structure
is always separable in the sense that the sum capacity can be achieved without joint coding.
However, when the aim is to achieve not only the sum capacity, but the whole capacity region,
coding across carriers can be necessary even in this kind of network. This was shown in
[42, 186] along with some further results on cases in which coding across carriers is necessary
to achieve the capacity of interference networks.

Example 8.2.2. A technique called interference alignment was studied in [184] for theK-user
(MIMO) IFC. The idea behind this method is to design the transmit signals such that several
interfering signals arriving at a receiver fall into the same lower-dimensional subspace and
can easily be canceled by linear zero-forcing as the remaining space stays interference-free
(see [184] for more details). Note that a similar effect was exploited in Example 8.2.1. To
achieve the sum capacity at high SNR, i.e., the maximum DoF, in the K-user SISO IFC with
time-varying channels, the authors of [184] apply interference alignment in combination with
symbol extensions. As stated above (see Section 8.1.1), the latter can be considered as a form of
CC transmission.
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Interference alignment and signal extensions have also been studied in many further
publications, e.g., for a more general interference network called MIMO X channel in [185],
and the concept of interference alignment is particularly promising in theK-user MIMO IFC
with multiple antennas at all terminals (see, e.g., [184]). Moreover, interference alignment and
symbol extensions form the basis of the following example.

Example 8.2.3. In [30], it was proposed to combine improper transmit signals and symbol
extensions in order to achieve interference alignment in the three-user SISO IFC. The resulting
transmit scheme is a TIN strategy with widely linear zero-forcing and achieves D = 1.2 DoF,
while proper Gaussian transmit signals can achieve only D = 1 DoF in this setting [30]. This
combination of CC transmission (due to symbol extensions, see Section 8.1.1) and improper
signaling is clearly an example for a gain by reduced-entropy transmission. The combined real
transmit covariance matrices lie neither in (PCN

Sk
)∀k nor in (P̀Sk)∀k. As the study is based on

DoF, the result holds irrespective of whether (R)TS is allowed (see Section 8.1.2).

This result was extended to the four-user SISO IFC in [187], whereD = 4
3 DoF were shown

to be achievable with improper signaling. Moreover, we can find several examples of improper
signaling at finite SNR in the literature.

Example 8.2.4. The complex two-user SISO IFC-TIN was studied in [189], and the results
were generalized to a SISO system withK > 2 users in [33] and to the complexK-user MISO
IFC-TIN in [34, 190]. In these papers, suboptimal algorithms for rate balancing with improper
signaling were proposed, and it was demonstrated that the achieved solutions enlarge the rate
region compared to optimized TIN strategies with proper signals, both in the case without (R)TS
and in the case with RTS. However, the application of TS was not considered in these papers.

In two earlier papers [31, 188], the complex two-user SISO IFC-TIN was studied from a
game theoretic perspective and the cooperative solutions based on improper signaling were
shown to outperform the noncooperative Nash equilibrium with proper signaling. Moreover, a
parametrization of the Pareto boundary of the achievable rate region with maximally improper
signals (corresponding to one-dimensional real-valued signals) was derived. Further algorithms
that can be applied for transceiver design without (R)TS in the SISO IFC-TIN with improper
signaling were presented in [32, 191]. In [192], it was demonstrated that gains by improper
signaling are possible for a large range of channel realizations.

The complexK-user MIMO IFC-TIN, i.e., the case of multiple antennas at transmitters and
receivers, was studied in [35, 193], and a suboptimal algorithm for widely linear transceiver
design was derived based on the weighted MSE method [180]. Note that it was discussed in
[26] how the algorithm from [35, 193], which is based on the complex formulation, can be
related to the application of a previously existing algorithm for linear transceivers [194] in the
composite real representation. In numerical studies in [35, 193], it was shown that the solutions
obtained with widely linear transceivers and improper signals lead to higher achievable rates
than the solutions with linear transceivers and proper signals. However, as this is a numerical
comparison between two suboptimal schemes, a more rigorous or even analytical comparison
of the achievable rate regions of the complexK-user MIMO IFC-TIN with proper signals and
with improper signals is still an open problem.

Finally, benefits of improper signaling have recently been studied in several closely related
system models, e.g., in interfering BCs [195, 196], in interfering MACs with TIN strategies
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of the MIMO ZIFC, where one of the unintended channels is negligible due to the positioning
of the terminals.

[197], in the K-user IFC with practical coding and modulation schemes [198], in cognitive
radio systems [199–205], and in heterogeneous cellular networks [36].

All these examples show that reduced-entropy transmission can bring gains in the complex
K-user multicarrier MIMO IFC and in special cases thereof, as well as in other interference
networks. However, the overview also makes clear that there is a large variety of interference
networks that can be studied and, accordingly, a large variety of open research questions,
especially in MIMO settings with multiple antennas at all transmitters and receivers.

8.3 Improper Signaling in the Complex MIMO Z-Interference Channel

The MIMO ZIFC (or one-sided MIMO IFC) is a special case of the two-user MIMO IFC, where
only one of the receivers is disturbed by interference from the other user. The system model of
theK-user RoP MIMO IFC (8.1) then simplifies to

y1 = H1x1 +Hx2 + η1 (8.6)
y2 = H2x2 + η2 (8.7)

with the abbreviationsHk = Hk,k andH = H1,2. For the achievable rates with TIN strategies
(8.2), we obtain

r1 = µ log2

det
(
Cη1 +H1Cx1H

H
1 +HCx2H

H
)

det (Cη1 +HCx2H
H)

, (8.8)

r2 = µ log2

det
(
Cη2 +H2Cx2H

H
2

)
detCη2

. (8.9)

From a practical perspective, such a scenario could arise when the transmitting and receiving
nodes are positioned in a way that one of the unintended links is negligibly weak (see, e.g.,
[36, 206] and Figure 8.2). From a theoretical point of view, the ZIFC is an important starting
point for analytical studies since it is easier to analyze due to the one-sided interference. The
hope is then that fundamental insights gained in this simpler scenario also help to understand
more complicated interference networks.

In this section, we discuss the application of improper signaling in the complex ZIFC. We
restrict our considerations to TIN strategies with Gaussian transmit signals in a single-carrier
single-antenna setting with individual power constraints. From the analysis of the resulting
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SISO ZIFC-TIN, we obtain an insight on the interplay between TS and improper signaling, and
we discuss possible implications for other systems at the end of this section.

8.3.1 Previous Results

From the literature on the capacity of the (MIMO) ZIFC (e.g., [42, 186, 207–210]), it is known
that treating the interference as noise is in general not the optimal strategy in this type of system.
Nevertheless, TIN strategies have still attracted the interest of researchers due to their simplicity,
and several recent publications have studied possible benefits of improper signaling in the
(MIMO) ZIFC-TIN.

In [36, 206], improper signaling was compared to proper signaling in the complex MIMO
ZIFC-TIN. However, as the numerical analysis was based on heuristic transmit schemes, the
observed gains do not allow conclusions about whether improper signaling can also outperform
the (unknown) globally optimal proper transmit strategy. Despite the simplification due to
one-sided interference, the MIMO case still does not seem to be easily tractable in an analytical
study.

Analytical expressions for the achievable sum rate in the complex SISO ZIFC-TIN with
improper signaling were derived in [37], and an extension to the whole Pareto-boundary of
the rate region was presented in [38]. The obtained results show that the rate region with
improper signaling is in general larger than with proper signaling, but the studies in [37, 38] do
not consider the possibility of TS (i.e., they apply only to systems where either RTS is used or
(R)TS is avoided completely). We study the case with TS in the following.

8.3.2 Standard Form of the Complex SISO ZIFC

As noted in [37, 38], the SISO ZIFC

y1 = |h1|ejθ1x1 + |h|ejθx2 + η1 (8.10)
y2 = |h2|ejθ2x2 + η2 (8.11)

with proper Gaussian noise and power constraints Cxk ≤ Qk, ∀k can always be transformed to
a standard form

y ′1 = x ′1 +
√
a x ′2 + η′1 (8.12)

y ′2 = x ′2 + η′2 (8.13)

where we have chosen

y ′1 = e−jθ1C−
1
2

η1 y1, x ′1 = |h1|C
− 1

2
η1 x1, η

′
1 = e−jθ1C

− 1
2

η1 η1, (8.14)

y ′2 = ej(θ−θ1−θ2)C−
1
2

η2 y2, x ′2 = |h2|ej(θ−θ1)C−
1
2

η2 x2, η
′
2 = ej(θ−θ1−θ2)C

− 1
2

η2 η2. (8.15)

We can identify that a = |h|2|h2|−2Cη2C−1
η1
≥ 0 and that η′k is proper Gaussian noise with unit

variance for all k. The transmit signals x ′k, ∀k are (possibly improper) complex Gaussian with
power constraints Cx ′

k
≤ Q′k = |hk|2C−1

ηk
Qk, ∀k. In the following, we use the standard form,

but we omit the prime symbols for the ease of notation.
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8.3.3 Optimal Transmit Strategy with Time-Sharing in the Complex SISO ZIFC-TIN

When allowing TS as introduced in Section 3.2.1, we obtain the following result, which is also
shown in [8].

Theorem 8.3.1. In the complex SISO ZIFC-TIN, the whole TS rate region is achieved by proper
transmit signals.

Proof. We perform the proof in the standard form (8.12)–(8.13). When writing the transmit
pseudovariances as C̃xk = |C̃xk |ejϕk , it can be shown that it is optimal to choose ϕ1 = ϕ2 + π

and that ϕ1 = 0 can be chosen without loss of generality (see [38]). This means, we can assume
C̃xk to be real-valued for all k. Note that this complies to our observations in Example 4.5.1
and in the proof of Proposition 7.4.2.

For the corresponding composite real transmit covariance matrices, we obtain from (2.34)

Cx̌′
k

=
1

2

[
Cxk + C̃xk

Cxk − C̃xk

]
=

[
p

(1)
k

p
(2)
k

]
(8.16)

where we have introduced the abbreviations p(1)
k = 1

2(Cxk + C̃xk) and p(2)
k = 1

2(Cxk − C̃xk).
To establish the theorem, we have to show that we can use p(1)

k = p
(2)
k in each time slot of the

optimal TS solution (which is equivalent to C̃xk = 0).
The combined real representations (2.46) of hk = 1, ∀k and h =

√
a are given by

H̀k = I2, ∀k and H̀ =
√
aI2, respectively. For the combined real noise covariance matrices,

we obtain Cη̌k = 1
2I2 from (2.34) since the complex noise is proper with unit variance. As all

these matrices are scaled identities, we can interpret (8.16) as CN transmission in a real-valued
two-carrier system with equal channel conditions on both carriers. By applying (8.8)–(8.9) with
µ = 1

2 on each carrier, we obtain the same rate equations

r
(c)
1 =

1

2
log2

(
1 + 2p

(c)
1 (1 + 2ap

(c)
2 )−1

)
, r

(c)
2 =

1

2
log2

(
1 + 2p

(c)
2

)
(8.17)

on both carriers, so that the solution to the inner problem (3.33) is exactly the same on both
carriers when we apply the dual decomposition from Section 3.3.2. Thus, the primal recovery
(3.23) performs time-sharing between solutions for which it holds that p(1)

k = p
(2)
k , ∀k (see also

the argumentation in the proof of Proposition 7.4.2).

8.3.4 Numerical Examples and Discussion

The above result might seem surprising since a gain by improper signaling was shown in terms
of the sum rate in [37] and in terms the rate region in [38]. However, the difference comes from
the fact that TS was not considered in these two publications. Instead, convex hulls of the rate
regions were taken in [38], which corresponds to an application of RTS.

The more flexible TS not only renders improper signaling unnecessary, but even leads to a
larger rate region than the one obtained in [38]. This can be seen from Figure 8.3, where we
reproduce one of the examples from [38] along with an additional curve for proper signaling
with TS.2 To obtain this curve, we have adapted the branch-and-bound approach discussed in

2This simulation result was presented in a similar manner in [8].
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Figure 8.3: Achievable rate regions of the SISO ZIFC-TIN without (R)TS, with RTS and with TS. The solid gray lines
are the tangents with slope −1 at the sum rate points.

Section 7.3.1.2 to the considered scenario. In addition, we plot the rate region for a scenario
with asymmetric power constraints Q1 6= Q2, where it can be observed that proper signaling
with TS can also improve the sum rate (SRmax) compared to the one obtained with improper
signaling in [37, 38].

The bad performance of proper signaling with RTS compared to improper signaling with
RTS can be understood by considering the complex transmission of the second user as two
real-valued data streams. When reducing the power of one of the real-valued streams, we do not
only reduce the interference that this stream causes to the first user, but we can also increase
the transmit power of the other real-valued stream without violating the power constraint.
Accordingly, we can redistribute power between the two real-valued streams of the first user in
order to invest more power in the dimension where the interference is weaker (according to the
waterfilling solution (4.10) with the noise covariance matrix replaced by the composite real
interference-plus-noise covariance matrix).

When trying to achieve the same effect by considering two time slots in a transmit scheme
with proper signals and RTS, we encounter the problem that reducing the power in one time slot
does not allow us to increase the power in the other one. However, TS gives us this possibility
(since the powers are averaged over the slots in case of TS, see Section 3.2.1), and it provides us
with an even more flexible way of redistributing the power, namely by varying the length of
the time slots in addition. As a result, proper signaling with TS can even outperform improper
signaling with RTS.

It shall be noted that this argumentation is only possible due to the special structure of the
combined real transmit covariance matrices in (8.16), where improper signaling boils down to a
nonuniform power allocation between two real-valued streams. Thus, this justification of the
optimality of proper signals is based on the fact that the system can be transformed to a standard
model with purely real-valued channel coefficients. This is similar to Proposition 7.4.2, where
the complex two-user MISO BC-TIN was transformed to a description with real-valued channel
coefficients. On the other hand, such a transformation is not possible in the three-user examples
in Proposition 7.4.1 and Example 8.2.3, where improper signaling was shown to be beneficial
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even in case that TS is allowed.
It is therefore an interesting question whether or not Theorem 8.3.1 can be extended to the

two-user IFC-TIN, where both users disturb each other. On the one hand, the improvements due
to improper signaling reported for the two-user SISO IFC-TIN and the two-user MISO IFC-TIN
in [31–34,188–192] (see Example 8.2.4) were all obtained in comparison to proper signaling
with RTS (or without any form of (R)TS), and TS was not considered in these publications.
On the other hand, when transforming this scenario to a standard form, at least one complex
coefficient remains, so that we cannot easily transfer the argumentation from the proof of
Theorem 8.3.1 to these scenarios. A further study of this question is left open for future research.

Another aspect that is left open is the extension to the MIMO ZIFC-TIN and the two-user
MIMO IFC-TIN (e.g., [35,36,193,206]). The step from scalar variances to covariance matrices
makes it more difficult to obtain analytical results, and it does not seem to be possible to transform
these systems to a standard form with real-valued coefficients, even if the considerations are
restricted to one-sided interference. It is therefore again not clear whether Theorem 8.3.1 can
be extended to these scenarios.

8.4 Worst-Case Noise

Just like in the MIMO BC-TIN, a difficulty when studying the worst-case noise in theK-user
MIMO IFC is that the optimal transmit strategy is not known. In [66, 67], it was shown that
Gaussian noise is the worst-case noise in arbitrary networks with multiple nodes, but this, e.g.,
does not allow direct conclusions about proper or improper noise since a real-valued setting
was considered in [66, 67]. It might be possible to extend the proof technique from [66, 67],
which does not require knowledge of the optimal transmit strategy, to complex systems in order
to answer this question. At least from an intuitive point of view, it is to be expected that a
disturbance with the highest differential entropy should always be the worst case. While we
leave a proof of this aspect open for future research, we can at the current point at least state a
worst-case noise theorem for theK-user MIMO IFC-TIN under the assumption that the transmit
signals are fixed to be maximum-entropy signals.

Theorem 8.4.1. Let (PSk)∀k and (PDk)∀k be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3), and let the constraint (Cηk)∀k ∈ Qnoise be compatible with⊗K

k=1 PDk (in the sense of Definition 3.1.2). If it holds for all transmit signals in theK-user
RoP MIMO IFC-TIN that xk is an arbitrary maximum-entropy signal with respect to PSk ,
maximum-entropy noise with respect to (PDk)∀k minimizes the achievable rates of all users
simultaneously.

Proof. We can considerCzk from (8.3) as effective noise covariance matrix and apply the same
argumentation as in Theorem 6.5.1.

Using the power shaping spaces from Proposition 3.4.2, we obtain the following corollaries
for the complexK-user multicarrier MIMO IFC-TIN. The statement of Corollary 8.4.2 can also
be found in [28].

Corollary 8.4.1 (PSk = P̀CN
Sk
, ∀k and PDk = P̀CN

Dk
). In the complex K-user multicarrier

MIMO IFC-TIN with constraints on the complex per-carrier noise covariance matrices, the
worst-case noise is proper and CN if the transmit signals are proper and CN.
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Corollary 8.4.2 (PSk = P̀Sk , ∀k and PDk = P̀Dk ). In the complex K-user (multicarrier)
MIMO IFC-TIN with constraints on the combined complex noise covariance matrices, the
worst-case noise is proper if the transmit signals are proper.

Corollary 8.4.3 (PSk = PCN
Sk
, ∀k and PDk = PCN

Dk
). In the complex K-user multicarrier

MIMO IFC-TIN with constraints on the per-carrier noise properties, the worst-case noise is CN
if the transmit signals are CN.

8.5 Comparison to the MIMO Multiple Access Channel and to the MIMO Broadcast
Channel

Having studied potential benefits of reduced-entropy transmission in various MIMO communi-
cation systems with interference, a comparison of the observations is in order. While there is
clearly room for further interpretations and discussions, we have two main objectives in this
section. Firstly, we compare findings in the MIMO MAC with SIC, the MIMO BC with DPC,
and the MIMO ZIFC-TIN, which can all be considered as systems with one-sided interference.
Secondly, we briefly discuss differences and common points of theK-user MIMO IFC-TIN and
the MIMO BC-TIN, which are both systems with mutual interference between all users.

8.5.1 Systems with One-Sided Interference

When looking at the rate equations of the RoP MIMO ZIFC-TIN given in (8.8)–(8.9), one might
be reminded of the SIC rates in the RoP MIMO MAC (5.7) or the DPC rates in the RoP MIMO
BC (6.2). Indeed, the partial interference cancellation by means of SIC and DPC, respectively,
turn the MIMO MAC and the MIMO BC into systems with one-sided interference.

Note that the one-sided interference in the ZIFC was assumed as part of the channel model,
and we might try to implement a multiuser coding scheme to further reduce the interference
(e.g., [207]). However, when restricting our considerations to the MIMO ZIFC-TIN, we can
ask why this model behaves differently from the MIMO MAC and the MIMO BC despite the
similarities in the rate equations. For the MIMO MAC and the MIMO BC, employing RTS
is sufficient, i.e., no gain can be obtained by allowing TS instead (see Sections 5.1.1 and 6.1),
and it can be shown that maximum-entropy transmission is the optimal choice (when RTS is
allowed and maximum-entropy noise is assumed). By contrast, we have seen in the previous
section that TS can be necessary to exploit the full potential of the ZIFC-TIN, and we have
observed that reduced-entropy transmission can bring gains under the assumption of RTS.

The first important difference when comparing (8.8)–(8.9) to, e.g., the SIC rate in the RoP
MIMO MAC (5.7) is that the signal x2 travels over two different channels in the ZIFC-TIN
while it travels only over the channelH2 in the MAC. Note that the unique feature of the MIMO
MAC that the weighted sum rate can be rewritten as a concave function (5.11) of the transmit
covariance matrices relies exactly on this property. Therefore, if we want to obtain a MIMO
ZIFC-TIN that behaves similarly to the MIMO MAC, we have to restrict our considerations to
the special case whereH = H2 in (8.6), or to a = 1 in (8.12) in the special case of a SISO
system.

However, we then still do not obtain the same situation as in the MAC with SIC. While
the decoding order can be chosen arbitrarily in the MAC, meaning that we can design which
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Figure 8.4: Achievable rate regions of the SISO ZIFC-TIN without (R)TS and with TS, along with the rate region of
the SISO ZIFC-TIN obtained by permuting the users.

of the users is disturbed by the other one, the direction of the one-sided interference in the
ZIFC-TIN is dictated by the channel model. The effect of this restriction can be observed in
Figure 8.4, which shows the rate region of the SISO ZIFC-TIN with a = 1 along with the rate
region that we obtain when permuting the users such that the first user is the one that receives in
an interference-free manner. If we could perform RTS between these two permutations, we
would achieve the well-known pentagonal capacity region of the two-user SISO MAC (e.g.,
[48]), which is larger than the TS rate region of the original SISO ZIFC-TIN.

This minimal example demonstrates the following. Even if we consider the special case
where the unintended channel is equal to the intended channel, the ZIFC-TIN suffers from the
fixed direction of the interference. Methods such as improper signaling and TS can compensate
this at least partially. In the MAC with SIC, where the direction of the interference can be
modified by switching to a different decoding order, it suffices to perform RTS between strategies
with maximum-entropy transmission (see Section 5.1.1 and Theorem 5.2.1). In a similar manner,
we could compare the MIMO ZIFC-TIN to the MIMO BC with DPC, where we in addition
would have to consider the difference that the power constraint in the MIMO BC acts on the
sum of the input covariance matrices Cx =

∑K
k=1Cξk while we have considered individual

power constraints in the examples of the ZIFC-TIN.
The above comparison shows that we need to be careful with intuitive argumentations such

as the following one. In each of the three systems considered above, there is a user that does not
see any interference, so that it seems sensible to use a maximum-entropy signal for this user (in
case of maximum-entropy noise). As this leads to maximum-entropy interference for the other
users, we could continue the same reasoning successively to justify that all users should use
maximum-entropy signals. However, the results for the ZIFC-TIN demonstrate that this is not a
valid argumentation when our aim is to achieve a Pareto-optimal solution. In fact, this line of
argumentation would instead fit in case of selfish behavior of the users (cf., e.g., [31, 188]).

This underlines how particular the structure of the residual interference in the MIMO MAC
with SIC and in the MIMO BC with DPC is. The properties discussed in Chapters 5 and 6
including the optimality of maximum-entropy signals cannot be easily justified by an intuitive
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argument as the one given above, but they are apparently directly linked to this special structure
in combination with the possibility of performing RTS between different decoding orders or
encoding orders, respectively. The latter is in line with Theorem 6.7.1, where we have observed
that the optimality of maximum-entropy signals no longer holds, e.g., for DPC zero-forcing
without (R)TS.

8.5.2 Systems with Mutual Interference

Another apparent similarity between rate equations belonging to different system models can be
found when comparing the achievable rates of the RoPMIMOBC-TIN (7.1) and theK-user RoP
MIMO IFC-TIN (8.2). Indeed, some similar effects have been observed in both settings, e.g., the
fact that maximum-entropy transmission is not always optimal (see Theorems 7.4.1 and 8.2.1).
Moreover, algorithms for transceiver design have been transferred from the MIMO BC-TIN to
theK-user MIMO IFC-TIN (e.g., the weighted MSE formulation [180] applied to the IFC in
[35, 193, 194]) and vice versa (e.g., the separate covariance and pseudocovariance optimization
from [34, 190] applied to the BC-TIN in [34]). Note that the algorithmic considerations for
the MIMO BC-TIN given in Section 7.6 carry over to interference channel scenarios as well.
For instance, the approach of accounting for reduced-entropy transmission already in the
initialization was adopted by [35].

Unlike in the discussion in Section 8.5.1, there is no need to consider decoding orders or
encoding orders when comparing two systems with TIN strategies. However, there is again an
important difference between the systems we compare due to the fact that the intended signals
and the unintended signals travel over different channels in the IFC. As pointed out in [30],
the key to interference alignment is the so-called relativity of alignment, meaning that a set of
signals can align at one receiver while remaining distinct at another one. This is not possible
if the intended signal and the interference travel over the same channel, so that interference
alignment is not an option in the MIMO BC-TIN.

However, as it is known that linear transceivers with proper signals are able to achieve the
maximum possible DoF of the MIMO BC [211,212], there would anyway be nothing to gain in
terms of DoF in the MIMO BC-TIN. This is another difference to theK-user MIMO IFC. The
tremendous improvements of the high-SNR rates that reduced-entropy transmission can provide
in theK-user MIMO IFC by obtaining a higher number of DoF are therefore not possible in the
MIMO BC-TIN. Nevertheless, when considering achievable rate regions at finite SNR or in
systems that do not allow for (R)TS, we have seen that reduced-entropy transmission can bring
remarkable benefits in the MIMO BC-TIN as well.

From this point of view, the highest similarity between the MIMO IFC-TIN and the MIMO
BC-TIN can be observed for the two-user IFC-TIN, where interference alignment is not an
option either since the interference at each receiver comes from a single source (e.g., [213]). An
example where reduced-entropy transmission in the MISO IFC-TIN and in the MISO BC-TIN
are studied jointly in one publication is [34].

Despite all the differences between the MIMO communication systems with interference that
we considered in Chapters 5 through 8, there is a fundamental insight that we can summarize.
While maximum-entropy transmission is clearly the optimal choice in an interference-free
system with maximum-entropy noise (Theorem 4.2.1), reduced-entropy transmission might
bring benefits whenever we have interference in the system—apart from cases with a very
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particular one-sided interference structure occurring in the MIMO MAC with SIC and in the
MIMO BC with DPC, for which maximum-entropy transmission stays the optimal choice.



Chapter 9

The Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel with
(Partial) Decode-and-Forward

By adding terminals that do not act as conventional transmitters or receivers, but instead as
relays that forward information they have received [214], we can construct a large variety of
further system models, where the information reaches its intended destination via multihop
transmission. Of course, the question whether or not we should transmit maximum-entropy
signals can be posed in such MIMO relaying networks as well. We study the simplest possible
example, namely the MIMO relay channel (RC) [215], which consists of a source S, a destination
D, and a relay R, whose only aim is to assist the data transmission from S to D (see Figure 9.1).

The capacity of relay networks in general and of the MIMO RC in particular is still an open
problem (see, e.g., [216]) except for special cases, but several upper bounds and achievable
schemes can be found in the literature. Important examples are the cut-set (upper) bound
[215,217–221] and the coding schemes amplify-and-forward [218,222–225], compress-and-
forward [217, 218, 220, 226], and decode-and-forward [215, 217–221], as well as combinations
of these schemes [217].

In this chapter, we concentrate on the decode-and-forward (DF) scheme and on a generaliza-
tion called partial decode-and-forward (PDF) [6, 216,218, 227–232], [54, Sec. 9.4.1], [55, Sec.
16.6]. Further coding schemes are briefly discussed as an outlook in Section 9.6.

Even though we have a single-user system in the sense that data has to be transmitted only
from a single source to a single destination, we have to deal with interference when studying
relay networks with in-band relaying, i.e., if we assume that all transmissions take place in
the same spectrum. For the MIMO RC, this applies especially in cases where the relay does
not decode the received data or decodes it only partially. For the PDF scheme considered
in this chapter, it turns out that the interference has a very particular structure, which entails
that maximum-entropy signals are optimal under the assumption of maximum-entropy noise
(Section 9.2). However, for other coding schemes or under modified system assumptions, the
results can be quite different (see Section 9.6).

We first study (P)DF in the RoPMIMORC and extend our results to the complex multicarrier
MIMO RC afterwards. We present results on the optimality of maximum-entropy transmission
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Figure 9.1: Illustration of the MIMO relay channel.

as well as a worst-case noise theorem, and we comment on methods to compute the optimal
input covariance matrices. There are several new aspects that have to be taken into account due
to the multihop transmission. In particular, we have to find ways to treat correlations between
transmit signals at different nodes (see Section 9.5.1), and we have to be careful with the exact
meaning of the terms CC transmission and coding across carriers (see Section 9.5.2).

9.1 System Model and Coding Scheme

We consider a system with a source node S, a destination D, and a relay R. The relay operates
in full-duplex mode with perfect self-interference cancellation, i.e., it can transmit and receive
at the same time without being disturbed by its own transmit signal. From the general model in
(3.1), we obtain the description of the RoP MIMO RC as

yR = HRSxS + ηR (9.1)
yD = HDSxS +HDRxR + ηD. (9.2)

Even though we have multiple terminals, there is only one data rate of interest since the
only purpose of the relay is to assist the transmission from the source to the destination. The
aim is to find achievable values of this rate under a general covariance constraint

(CxS ,CxR) ∈ Q (9.3)

where Q is as in (3.3).
In the decode-and-forward protocol, the relay is required to decode all new information that

is transmitted by the source, in order to then retransmit it jointly with the source in a coherent
manner. The resulting achievable DF rate is [215, 217]

rDF = min{I (xS;yR |xR) , I ((xS,xR);yD)}. (9.4)

The first mutual information expression represents the transmission from the source to the relay,
while the second one describes the coherent transmission from the source and the relay to the
destination.

The DF protocol can be capacity-achieving in case of a strong source-relay channel [218].
However, as the relay has to decode the whole information transmitted by the source, a weak
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source-relay link can become a bottleneck in this protocol [218], [54, Sec. 9.2.1]. It can
thus make sense to introduce a message portion that is not decoded by the relay, i.e., that is
transmitted directly from the source to the destination without any help of the relay. Even
though this signal then acts as interference at the relay, the resulting partial decode-and-forward
(PDF) protocol [6,218,227–230,232], [54, Sec. 9.4.1], [55, Sec. 16.6] can significantly improve
the data rate compared to DF. The PDF scheme has recently been shown to perform close to
the (generally unknown) capacity of the MIMO RC [216], and it is capacity-achieving in some
special cases in which the capacity is known [231].

The achievable rate of this protocol is given by [54, Sec. 9.4.1], [55, Sec. 16.6]

rPDF = min{I (u;yR |xR) + I (xS;yD | (u,xR))︸ ︷︷ ︸
rA

, I ((xS,xR);yD)︸ ︷︷ ︸
rB

} (9.5)

where it must hold that u − (xS,xR) − (yR,yD) is a Markov chain. The auxiliary random
variable u represents the part of the source signal that is intended for coherent transmission,
i.e., the part that is decoded by the relay. While the second mutual information expression is
the same as in (9.4), the first one is now a sum of a term describing the transmission from the
source to the relay and a term describing the direct transmission to the destination.

The DF rate is maximized by jointly Gaussian input signals [215], and the same has recently
been shown for the PDF rate [232]. The proofs can be transferred to real-valued settings, but
for the sake of brevity, we do not reproduce them here. These properties were shown under
individual power constraints (3.5), but an extension to general covariance constraints does not
pose any problems [232, Footnote 1]. For a complex setting, note that Remark 4.1.1 applies
accordingly to the current chapter.

9.2 Optimality of Maximum-Entropy Transmission

In this section, we study the properties of the optimal input signals for DF and for PDF under the
assumption of maximum-entropy noise. The result is stated in the following theorem. Parts of
the proof are similar to derivations in [6, 22], but we consider a more general formulation here.

Theorem 9.2.1. Let PS, PR, and PD be power shaping spaces fulfilling the compatibility
assumption (Definition 3.1.3), and letP ⊆ HMS+MR (with S instead ofH in case of a real-valued
system) be a power shaping space such that

•
[
HDS HDR

]
is compatible with (PD,P),

•
[
IMS

0
]
is compatible with (PS,P), and

•
[
0 IMR

]
is compatible with (PR,P).

If the noise vectors ηR and ηD are maximum-entropy signals with respect to PR and PD,
respectively, the DF rate rDF and the PDF rate rPDF are maximized by strategies where
[xT

S xT
R]T is a maximum-entropy signal with respect to P , xS conditioned on xR is a maximum-

entropy signal with respect to PS, and, in case of PDF, [uT xT
R]T is a maximum-entropy signal

with respect to P .
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Proof. The PDF rate can be achieved by superposition coding (e.g., [227], [54, Sec. 9.4.1]), i.e.,
a source signal xS = u+ v is created from u and from a signal v that is intended for direct
transmission (see [228]). While v and u as well as v and xR are statistically independent, this
is in general not true for u and xR. Let us decompose xS further as

xS = v + u = v +w + z with z = AxR (9.6)

whereA is chosen such that it completely captures the correlations between u and xR, i.e., we
can assumew and xR to be uncorrelated. Since all signals are (real-valued or proper) Gaussian,
this implies that w and xR are independent.1

Similar as in [6, 22, 114], we can write the optimization of the PDF rate by means of an
auxiliary variable Pv+w as

max
Pv+w�0

max
Cv�0,Cw�0,R�0

min{rA, rB} (9.7)

s. t. projPS
(Cv) + projPS

(Cw) = Pv+w

(Pv+w + Pz,PxR) ∈ Q ∩ (PS × PR)

with rA and rB from (9.5). We have exploited that the covariance constraint is compatible with
PS × PR, and we have used the abbreviationsR = C[ zxR

] and

Pz = projPS
(Cz) = projPS

([IMS
0]R [IMS

0]T) = [IMS
0] projP(R)[IMS

0]T, (9.8)
PxR = projPR

(CxR) = projPR
([0 IMR

]R [0 IMR
]T) = [0 IMR

] projP(R)[0 IMR
]T.

(9.9)

The multiplications and the projections can be swapped since the matrices are compatible with
the respective power shaping spaces by assumption. To ensure that z can be expressed asAxR,
we would need an additional structural constraint on the joint covariance matrix R of z and
xR. However, since redistributing power from z tow improves rA without reducing rB, this
constraint is automatically fulfilled in the optimum and can thus be neglected (see [114]). As
in [6, 22], we now fix Pv+w to an arbitrary value and derive a strategy that simultaneously
maximizes rA and rB.

By exploiting that v and w are independent of xR, we rewrite rA as

rA = h (yR |xR)− h (yR | (xR,u)) + h (yD | (u,xR))− h (yD | (u,xR,xS))

= h (HRS(v +w) + ηR)− h (HRSv + ηR) + h (HDSv + ηD)− h (ηD)

= log2

det
(
CηR +HRS(Cv +Cw)HH

RS

)
det
(
CηR +HRSCvHH

RS

) + log2

det
(
CηD +HDSCvH

H
DS

)
detCηD

(9.10)

Therefore, the optimization of rA while ignoring rB only depends on the covariance matrices
Cv and Cw, i.e.,

max
Cv�0,Cw�0

rA s. t. projPS
(Cv) + projPS

(Cw) = Pv+w (9.11)

1This decomposition is similar to the one in [6, 22,114,232], but we do not assume any particular structure ofA.
Therefore, we can directly assumew and xR to be independent, which is different from [6,22]. An illustration of
the three signal portions is given later on in Figure 9.2 and is discussed in Section 9.5.2.
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where we have dropped the second constraint of (9.7), which does not restrict Cv nor Cw. As
observed in [6], the expression in (9.10) is mathematically equivalent to the sum rate r1 + r2 in
a two-user RoP MIMO BC with DPC, see (6.2). In particular, we have PB = PS, P1 = PR,
P2 = PD, ξ1 = w, ξ2 = v, η1 = ηR, η2 = ηD, HH

1 = HRS, and HH
2 = HDS. The rate

expression in (9.10) corresponds to a fixed DPC encoding order in the equivalent MIMO BC
(similar as discussed for the comparison with the MIMO ZIFC-TIN in Section 8.5.1). However,
this does not pose any problems since we are only interested in the sum rate, which can be
achieved using any encoding order.2 It thus follows from Theorem 6.3.1 that using Cv ∈ PS

and Cw ∈ PS is optimal in (9.11), i.e., we have

Cv +Cw = projPS
(Cv) + projPS

(Cw) = Pv+w. (9.12)

The second rate rB is given by

rB = h (yD)− h (yD | (xS,xR))

= h

(
HDS(v +w) +

[
HDS HDR

] [ z
xR

]
+ ηD

)
− h (ηD) . (9.13)

By introducing the auxiliary covariance matrix Cv+w = Cv +Cw, the optimization of rB

while ignoring rA can be written as

max
Cv+w�0,R�0

rB s. t. projPS
(Cv+w) = Pv+w (9.14)

(Pv+w + Pz,PxR) ∈ Q ∩ (PS × PR)

with the abbreviations R, Pz, and PxR as in (9.7). This is mathematically equivalent to
the maximization of the sum rate r1 + r2 in a two-user RoP MIMO MAC, see (5.2), where
PB = PD, P1 = PS, P2 = P , x1 = v +w, x2 =

[
zT xT

R

]T
, η = ηD, H1 = HDS, and

H2 =
[
HDS HDR

]
. Moreover, as can be seen in combination with (9.8) and (9.9), the

constraints act only on the power shaping components of Cv+w andR. It thus follows from
Theorem 5.2.1 that choosing Cv+w ∈ PS andR ∈ P is optimal in (9.14), i.e., we have

Cv +Cw = Cv+w = projPS
(Cv+w) = Pv+w. (9.15)

Note that this solution is in compliance with (9.12). Moreover, (9.11) does not depend on
the value of R, and for (9.14), it does not matter how Cv+w is split into Cv and Cw. Thus,
we can combine the solutions of (9.11) and (9.14) in order to obtain a maximizer of the inner
optimization in (9.7). Since the derivation holds for any given Pv+w for which the constraint
set of the inner problem is nonempty, it also holds for the optimal Pv+w.

Using Proposition 2.7.1, we have C[xS
xR

] = [IMS
0]TCv+w[IMS

0] + R ∈ P and

C[ uxR
] = [IMS

0]TCw[IMS
0]+R ∈ P . The conditional covariance matrix of xS conditioned

on xR is given by Cv+w ∈ PS. This concludes the proof for the PDF rate.
To optimize the DF rate, we can introduce the additional constraint Cv = 0, which is

equivalent to projPS
(Cv) = 0 due to Proposition 2.5.1. This additional constraint has no

influence on (9.14). Problem (9.11) with the added constraint projPS
(Cv) = 0 still complies

to the assumptions of Theorem 6.3.1, i.e., the argumentation used above is still valid.
2To see that this is true, note that the weighted sum rate maximization in the MIMO MAC (Section 5.3) can be

performed with an arbitrary decoding order if all weights are equal. This translates to the MIMO BC via the duality
in Lemma 6.2.1.
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9.3 Optimal Transmit Covariance Matrices

For the special case of DF, it was shown in [220,221] that the rate maximization can be rewritten
as a convex optimization. However, such a reformulation has not yet been found for the PDF
protocol.

An approach that comes quite close to this aim is the method from [114], which restricts
the matrix Pv+w introduced in (9.7) to be strictly positive-definite instead of being positive-
semidefinite. The optimization with this modified constraint set can then be reformulated as a
convex program, and it was conjectured in [114] that the modification introduces only a small
deviation from the globally optimal solution. The method uses a similar formulation as in (9.7),
and it applies an algorithm developed for the MIMO BC in [120] to solve the subproblem (9.11).
Other algorithmic approaches to optimize the PDF rate are either based on local methods, e.g.,
the inner approximation algorithm from [230], or on heuristics such as introducing zero-forcing
constraints [229].

Also note that the algorithms mentioned above have been derived for power constraints
(3.5), but not for general covariance constraints. In summary, it can be said that the optimization
of the PDF rate is a field of ongoing research. We therefore refrain from a more detailed analysis
of algorithmic aspects, which would go beyond the scope of this work.

It shall only be noted that similar arguments and methods as in Sections 5.3.1, 6.4, and 7.6
could be used to study the behavior of the abovementioned algorithms. It is to be expected that
these algorithms converge to solutions with maximum-entropy signals if the assumptions of
Theorem 9.2.1 are fulfilled and an initialization corresponding tomaximum-entropy transmission
is used. The reason for stating the latter condition is that the solution of local methods for
nonconvex problems can depend on the initialization (see, e.g., Section 7.6.1).

Unlike in the MIMO BC with TIN strategies considered in Section 7.6, obtaining a
solution that corresponds to maximum-entropy transmission is now a desirable property due to
Theorem 9.2.1. Thus, using a maximum-entropy initialization (cf. Section 7.6.2) is a reasonable
choice.

On the other hand, if the assumptions of Theorem 9.2.1 are violated, e.g., due to reduced-
entropy noise, the arguments from Sections 5.3.1, 6.4, and 7.6 do not apply. In this case,
we expect the outcomes of the abovementioned algorithms to correspond to reduced-entropy
transmission.

9.4 Worst-Case Noise

Due to the reformulation of the two mutual information expressions rA and rB in the (P)DF rate
as the sum rates of the MIMO BC and MIMO MAC, respectively, we can use the previously
derived worst-case noise theorems for the MIMO BC (Theorem 6.5.1) and the MIMO MAC
(Theorem 5.4.1), to prove a worst-case noise theorem for (P)DF in the MIMO RC.

Theorem 9.4.1. Let PS, PR, PD, and P be as in Theorem 9.2.1, and let the constraint
(CηR ,CηD) ∈ Qnoise be compatible with PR × PD (in the sense of Definition 3.1.2). If
[xT

S xT
R]T is a maximum-entropy signal with respect to P , xS conditioned on xR is a maximum-

entropy signal with respect to PS, and, in case of PDF, [uT xT
R]T is a maximum-entropy signal
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with respect to P , maximum-entropy noise vectors ηR and ηD with respect to PR and PD,
respectively, minimize the (P)DF rate.

Proof. For any given PηR = projPR
(CηR) and given PηD = projPD

(CηD), the rate rA

in (9.10) and rB in (9.13) are simultaneously minimized by maximum-entropy noise due to
Theorem 6.5.1 and Theorem 5.4.1, respectively.

As we have previously shown maximum-entropy transmission to be optimal for (P)DF in
the MIMO RC with maximum-entropy noise, the following extension is possible.

Corollary 9.4.1. Let PS, PR, PD, P , and Qnoise be as in Theorem 9.4.1, but assume that the
input signals are optimized (for given CηR and CηD) under a constraint (CxS ,CxR) ∈ Q that
is compatible with PS ×PR. Then, maximum-entropy noise vectors ηR and ηD with respect to
PR and PD, respectively, minimize the (P)DF rate.

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 9.2.1 combined with Theorem 9.4.1 following the
same line of argumentation as Corollary 4.4.1.

9.5 Complex Multicarrier MIMO RC

From the general model (3.34), we obtain the description of the complex multicarrier MIMO
RC

y (c)
R = H(c)

RSx
(c)
S + η(c)

R , c = 1, . . . , C (9.16)

y (c)
D = H(c)

DSx
(c)
S + H(c)

DRx
(c)
R + η(c)

D , c = 1, . . . , C (9.17)

with a covariance constraint ((
Cx(c)

S

)
∀c
,
(
Cx(c)

R

)
∀c

)
∈ Q̄ (9.18)

where Q̄ is as in (3.38). Using the combined real representation (3.37), we obtain the RoP
MIMO RC (9.1)–(9.2) withHRS = H̀RS,HDS = H̀DS, andHDR = H̀DR.

9.5.1 Optimality of Maximum-Entropy Transmission

For the case of power constraints (3.5) and proper Gaussian noise, several results on optimal
input distributions for (P)DF can be found in the literature. According to [215], proper Gaussian
signals maximize the DF rate in this case. For PDF under power constraints, it was shown in
[6] that proper Gaussian signals are optimal among all Gaussian signals. An extension of this
statement was later obtained in [232], where the optimality of proper Gaussian signals among
all possible input distributions was shown. Assuming proper Gaussian signals and noise in a
multicarrier setting, CN transmission was shown to be optimal for PDF under power constraints
in case of CN noise in [22]. The corollaries of Theorem 9.2.1 presented in this section extend
these results to more general covariance constraints.

Unlike in, e.g., the MIMO MAC, the transmit signals of the source and of the relay are
correlated in the MIMO RC. Therefore, it is relevant to show that the optimal input signals are
not only proper and/or CN, but even jointly proper/CN. The term jointly proper was introduced
in Definition 2.9.3, and we define the term jointly CN as follows.
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Definition 9.5.1. We call the signals xn, n ∈ {1, . . . , N} consisting of the per-carrier signals

x(c)
n jointly CN if the signal x consisting of the per-carrier signals x(c) =

[
x(c),H

1 . . . x(c),H
N

]H

is CN.

For the signals to be jointly proper/CN, a certain structure of the cross-covariance matrix of
the combined real signals x̌S and x̌R is required. In Theorem 9.2.1, we avoided an explicit
definition of such a structure by instead defining an abstract power shaping space P in which
the joint covariance matrix C[xS

xR
] of xS and xR finally lies.

When choosing a concrete P in the following corollaries, we can no longer avoid specifying
the structure of the submatrix that corresponds to the cross-covariance matrix. To write this
down formally, we need to consider that the combined real representation of the concatenated
per-carrier vectors

[
x(c),H

S x(c),H
R

]H
is not equal to the concatenated vector

[
x̌T

S x̌T
R

]T
, but

to a permuted version of it. In the proofs of the corollaries, we account for this by introducing
an appropriate permutation matrix. The other power shaping spaces that occur in the corollaries
are known from Proposition 3.4.2.

Corollary 9.5.1 (PS = P̀S, PR = P̀R, and PD = P̀D). In the complex (multicarrier) MIMO
RC (9.16)–(9.17) with a covariance constraint (9.18), the (P)DF rate is maximized by input
signals that are jointly proper (but possibly CC) if the noise is proper (but possibly CC).

Proof. Using Lemma 2.9.3, we can verify that

P =

{
P =

[
A B

BT C

] ∣∣∣∣∣A ∈ P̀S,C ∈ P̀R,B ∈ BSCCmS×CmR
2

}
. (9.19)

fulfills the assumptions of Theorem 9.2.1. To see that P is a power shaping space and that it
corresponds to jointly proper signals, letΠ be a permutation matrix such that the combined real
representation of the concatenated per-carrier vectors

[
x(c),H

S x(c),H
R

]H
equalsΠ

[
x̌T

S x̌T
R

]T
.

Then, ΠPΠT ∈ SBSCC(mS+mR)
2 for P ∈ P , which corresponds to the combined real

covariance matrix of a proper random vector of length C(mS + mR). Moreover, P is a power
shaping space due to Corollary 2.6.1.

Corollary 9.5.2 (PS = PCN
S , PR = PCN

R , and PD = PCN
D ). In the complex multicarrier

MIMO RC (9.16)–(9.17) with a covariance constraint (9.18), the (P)DF rate is maximized
by input signals that are jointly CN (but possibly improper) if the noise is CN (but possibly
improper).

Proof. To obtain the result, we use

P =

{
P =

[
A B

BT C

] ∣∣∣∣∣A ∈ PCN
S ,C ∈ PCN

R ,B ∈ HSR

}
(9.20)

where HSR is the set of matrices that contain block-diagonal submatrices of appropriate
dimensions, i.e.,

HSR =

{
H =

[
D E

F G

] ∣∣∣∣∣D,E,F ,G ∈ RMS×MR

}
(9.21)
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withMS = (mS)∀c, andMR = (mR)∀c. The assumptions of Theorem 9.2.1 can be verified
by exploiting that the block-diagonal structures are preserved in matrix products. To see that P
is a power shaping space and that it corresponds to jointly CN signals, letΠ be as in the proof
of Corollary 9.5.1. Then, {P ′ | P ′ = ΠPΠT, P ∈ P} is equivalent to PCN

T of a terminal
with mT = mS + mR antennas (see Definition 3.4.1). Moreover, P is a power shaping space
due to Corollary 2.6.1.

Corollary 9.5.3 (PS = P̀CN
S , PR = P̀CN

R , and PD = P̀CN
D ). In the complex multicarrier

MIMO RC (9.16)–(9.17) with a covariance constraint (9.18), the (P)DF rate is maximized by
input signals that are jointly proper and jointly CN if the noise is proper and CN.

Proof. Let P be the intersection of the spaces in (9.19) and (9.20), which is a power shaping
space due to Proposition 2.4.3. The assumptions of Theorem 9.2.1 can be verified by combining
the arguments from Corollaries 9.5.1 and 9.5.2.

9.5.2 CC Transmission vs. Coding Across Carriers in Multihop Systems

It is known that coding separately on each carrier is not always capacity-achieving in multicarrier
relay channels [233]. To get an intuition about this fact, let us consider an extreme case. Let
H(1)

RS = 0 and H(2)
DR = 0 in a relay channel with C = 2 carriers. In this scenario, the relay

can assist the transmission only if information received on carrier 2 may be forwarded to the
destination via carrier 1. If we additionally assume that the direct link between source and
destination is negligibly weak, i.e., H(1)

DS = H(2)
DS = 0, the capacity on each carrier is zero when

treating the carriers separately. However, by coding jointly across both carriers, a nonzero rate
is achievable.

Clearly, this observation also applies to PDF, i.e., joint coding can be necessary to achieve
the optimal PDF rate. However, we have shown above that CN signals are optimal for the PDF
protocol in the complex multicarrier MIMO RC with CN noise. To understand this seeming
contradiction, we have to look closer into the applied coding scheme.

The PDF rate can be achieved by a so-called block-Markov coding scheme [54, Sec. 9.4.1],
where the time is divided into blocks. In each block, the relay can, for reasons of causality,
only forward information that it has received in an earlier block. In the decomposition (9.6), w
represents the information that is provided to the relay in order to allow for coherent transmission
in a future block while the joint signal

[
zH xH

R

]H
describes the coherent transmission that is

currently taking place [6]. This is illustrated in Figure 9.2.
From Theorem 9.2.1, we obtain that the three independent signal portions w,

[
zH xH

R

]H
,

and v (direct transmission without the relay) are maximum-entropy signals in the optimal
solution. Applying this to the complex multicarrier MIMO RC via Corollary 9.5.2, we obtain
that the optimal signals w ,

[
xH

S xH
R

]H
, and v are jointly CN, i.e., there are no correlations

across carriers.
However, this perspective is only a snapshot for a single block. To make the protocol work,

it is of course necessary that
[
zH xH

R

]H
is correlated with the signals that correspond to w

in earlier blocks and these correlations may also span across carriers [22] without violating
Theorem 9.2.1. Unfortunately, this does not become visible in the single-letter representations
on which our analysis is based.
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Figure 9.2: Visualization of the various signal portions in (9.6) and of the time offset between w and z (see
Section 9.5.2). Figure adapted from [6,22].

In order to still capture this particularity of block coding schemes, the following distinction
was proposed in [22].

• Separate coding: messages are split into chunks that are then processed individually,
each on a different carrier.

• Joint coding: there are signals in the system that are transmitted on different carriers, but
depend on the same message portion.

• CN transmission: within each time block, the signals are not correlated across carriers
(CN signals).

• CC transmission: correlations across carriers (CC signals) occur within the time blocks.

As pointed out in [22], transmitting CC signals only makes sense in combination with joint
coding, but conversely, joint coding does not imply that CC signals are used.

For the example of PDF in the complex multicarrier MIMO RC with proper CN noise, the
distinction becomes clear in the following comparison. By plugging in proper CN signals (due
to Corollary 9.5.3) into (9.5), we obtain

rPDF = min{I (u; yR | xR) + I (xS; yD | (u, xR)) , I ((xS, xR); yD)} (9.22)

= min

{
C∑
c=1

r
(c)
A ,

C∑
c=1

r
(c)
B

}
(9.23)

with

r
(c)
A = I

(
u(c); y (c)

R | x
(c)
R

)
+ I
(
x(c)

S ; y (c)
D | (u(c), x(c)

R )
)

(9.24)

r
(c)
B = I

(
(x(c)

S , x(c)
R ); y (c)

D

)
(9.25)

i.e., rA and rB can be considered as sums over per-carrier rates r(c)
A and r(c)

B , respectively. To
obtain this result, we can use similar arguments as in Proposition 3.4.5 since all signals are
Gaussian.
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Under the assumption of separate coding, we would instead obtain rPDF,sep as the sum of
individual PDF rates r(c)

PDF on each carrier. For any given input distribution, the comparison of
both approaches yields

rPDF,sep =

C∑
c=1

r
(c)
PDF =

C∑
c=1

min
{
r

(c)
A , r

(c)
B

}
≤ min

{
C∑
c=1

r
(c)
A ,

C∑
c=1

r
(c)
B

}
= rPDF. (9.26)

It is easy to show mathematically that the sum of the minima never exceeds the minimum of the
sums, but we can also give a technical interpretation [22]. For rPDF,sep, the rate of information
leaving the source (towards relay and destination) on any carrier has to be balanced with the rate
of information arriving at the destination (from the source and the relay) on the same carrier.
By contrast, on the right hand side of the inequality in (9.26), this balance has to hold only for
the overall system, but not on each carrier. This is clearly less restrictive, and can lead to a
higher achievable rate.

Even though the functioning of PDF and of amplify-and-forward (AF) is quite different, a
similar observation was reported for the AF protocol in [234].3 Therein, it was pointed out that
allowing the relay to forward information in new spatial directions and on different carriers
leads to a so-called space-frequency pairing gain that is in general higher than the space-only
pairing gain obtained by forwarding information in new spatial directions on the same carriers.
This benefit of joint processing is, just like the one in (9.26), not related to CC transmission in
the sense of the definition proposed above, i.e., it is not a gain obtained by reduced-entropy
transmission in a system with interference. It is instead based on the simple fact that the
variation of channel conditions across carriers is in general different for the source-relay channel
and for the relay-destination channel.

9.5.3 Optimal Transmit Covariance Matrices

A numerical optimization of the input covariance matrices for (P)DF in the complex multicarrier
MIMO RC can be performed by applying the methods described in Section 9.3 to the combined
real formulation (3.37). Under the assumption of proper noise and signals, we can instead use
the formulation in (9.22), which corresponds to the combined complex representation (3.35).

For (P)DF in the complex multicarrier MIMO RC with CN noise and signals, it seems that
there are currently no dedicated algorithms that exploit the block-diagonal structures or operate
directly on the formulation in (9.23). A paper that explicitly considers PDF in a multicarrier
RC is [235]. However, this paper is restricted to a single-antenna system and mainly treats the
case where the relay and the source are not able to transmit in a coherent manner, i.e., z = 0.
For the general case, no convex reformulation is found, and an optimal solution to the PDF rate
maximization is not obtained.

When designing a specialized algorithm for PDF with CN signals based on a dual
decomposition (Section 3.3.2), two aspects have to be taken into account. Firstly, it is
necessary to decompose the expressions for rA and rB rather then the overall PDF rate (see
Section 9.5.2). The second aspect arises when choosing a solver for the inner problem (3.33).

3Note that the authors of [234] use a different nomenclature. The solution they derive for what they call a
subcarrier-cooperative MIMO relay system would fall into the category of joint coding without CC transmission
when using the nomenclature proposed above.
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When maximizing the DF rate, we could, e.g., use a modified version of the formulation in [221]
to solve the inner problem by means of convex programming techniques. For PDF, however,
there is currently no solver available that could solve (3.33) in a globally optimal manner. Since
such a globally optimal solution was assumed in the derivation of the dual decomposition
approach, it would be necessary to study how local or approximate solutions (as in [114,230])
influence the behavior of the overall algorithm.

To overcome this problem, we could instead apply one of the algorithms presented in
Section 9.3 directly to the combined representation and perform dual decompositions for the
arising subproblems. For instance, the inner approximation algorithm from [230] solves a series
of approximated optimization problems. Each of these problems can be solved in a globally
optimal manner, and the dual decomposition approach could be applied to each of them. This
idea was pursued in [236] to optimize the PDF rate in a half duplex MIMO RC, and it could be
applied in a similar manner to optimize CN transmission. An alternative is the method from
[114], which reformulates the PDF rate maximization in a way that an arising subproblem is
equivalent to a sum rate maximization in the MIMO BC. When applying the overall algorithm
to the combined formulation, the CN structure could then be exploited by a dual decomposition
of the BC subproblem. The question which of the sketched approaches is most adequate and
most efficient for maximizing the PDF rate in case of CN noise and CN signals is left open for
future research.

9.5.4 Worst-Case Noise

For the complex multicarrier MIMO RC, we obtain the following specializations of the worst-
case noise result from Theorem 9.4.1 using the power shaping spaces from Proposition 3.4.2.
The term optimized is always understood in the sense of maximizing the (P)DF rate under a
transmit covariance constraint (9.18).

Corollary 9.5.4 (power shaping spaces as in Corollary 9.5.3). For (P)DF in the complex
multicarrier MIMO RC (9.16)–(9.17) with constraints on the complex per-carrier noise
covariance matrices, the worst-case noise is proper and CN if the input signals are either fixed
to be jointly proper and jointly CN or optimized based on the noise properties.

Corollary 9.5.5 (power shaping spaces as in Corollary 9.5.1). For (P)DF in the complex
(multicarrier) MIMO RC (9.16)–(9.17) with constraints on the combined complex noise
covariance matrices, the worst-case noise is proper if the input signals are either fixed to be
jointly proper or optimized based on the noise properties.

Corollary 9.5.6 (power shaping spaces as in Corollary 9.5.2). For (P)DF in the complex
multicarrier MIMO RC (9.16)–(9.17) with constraints on the per-carrier noise properties, the
worst-case noise is CN if the input signals are either fixed to be jointly CN or optimized based
on the noise properties.

9.6 Results on Reduced-Entropy Signals in Relay Networks

In this chapter, we have focused on (P)DF in the full-duplex MIMO RC with perfect self-
interference cancellation. For this setting, we have shown that maximum-entropy transmit
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signals are optimal under the assumption of maximum-entropy noise. However, the considered
setting is only an example among many possible configurations of relay networks, and PDF
and DF are only two examples out of many possible coding schemes. For any other setting or
coding scheme, the question whether maximum-entropy signals are optimal can be asked again,
and it turns out that there are many situations in which the response is different.

In [237, 238], the DF scheme was considered in a full-duplex RC under the assumption
of imperfect self-interference cancellation. It was proposed to employ improper signaling in
order to mitigate the negative impact of the residual self-interference, and it was shown that this
indeed has the potential to reduce the outage probability compared to proper signaling. This
result was extended to relay networks with two relays in [239–241], where improper signaling
was shown to be helpful to combat inter-relay interference.

A larger relay network was studied in [43] by not only increasing the number of relays,
but also the number of source nodes and destination nodes. In the resulting relay-assisted
interference channel, benefits of CC transmission were reported for a suboptimal amplify-and-
forward (AF) scheme. A part of the performance gain can be attributed to channel pairing [43],
i.e., to the pairing gain described at the end of Section 9.5.2. However, our previous discussion
of interference channels in Section 8.5.2 suggests that another part of the observed gain due to
CC transmission is related to the fact that maximum-entropy transmission is not always optimal
in systems with interference—in this case between the multiple source-destination pairs.

An example of gains by reduced-entropy transmission that are clearly related to multiuser
interference can be found in [242]. Therein, a single-carrier relay-assisted interference channel
was considered, and it was observed that the same per-user rates can be achieved with lower
transmit power when improper signaling instead of proper signaling is applied.

Relay-assisted interference channels have also been studied from the perspective of physical
layer security, and gains by reduced-entropy transmission have been reported. According to
[44], CC transmission can be beneficial for the secrecy rate in a multicarrier setting. In [135],
improper signals were applied in combination with a widely linear relaying scheme to achieve a
higher number of secure degrees of freedom than with linear processing at the relay.

Finally, it shall be noted that there are several publications on relaying scenarios that do
not ask whether improper signaling is beneficial when compared to proper signaling, but take
impropriety of the transmit signals as a given fact and investigate how AF relay processing
can be optimized in this case (see [136, 243] as well as [137] and the references therein). This
question arises since many modulation schemes that are applied in practice, such as binary
phase shift keying (BPSK), amplitude shift keying (ASK), and Gaussian minimum-shift keying
(GMSK), lead to improper transmit signals (e.g., [243]). In a similar manner, the authors of
[142] studied AF transceiver design for the case of improper noise.

On the one hand, these various examples show that reduced-entropy transmission in relay
networks and relay-assisted interference networks is a field of ongoing research. Indeed, there
are many more possible combinations of system configurations and coding schemes than the
ones studied in the abovementioned references. This leads to a manifold of open question that
need to be considered in future research. On the other hand, the above summary illustrates
that the interference that is introduced in the PDF scheme due to partial decoding at the
relay—described by the signal v in (9.6)—is quite different from the residual self-interference
in [237,238], the inter-relay interference in [239–241], and the inter-user interference or leakage
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in [43, 44, 135, 242]. Unlike these other kinds of interference, the interference caused by
partial decoding in the MIMO RC exhibits the same special structure as the residual inter-user
interference in the MIMO BC with dirty paper coding or the MIMO MAC with successive
interference cancellation. As discussed in Section 8.5.1, it is remarkable that this particular
interference structure does not give rise to gains by reduced-entropy transmission even though
other kinds of interference do so.



Chapter 10

Conclusion and Outlook

The various recent results on carrier-cooperative transmission (coding across carriers) and
improper signaling (asymmetric complex signaling) can be considered as small pieces of a
larger picture. To get a better impression of this overall picture, we have used the notion
of reduced-entropy signals, which we have formally defined based on the new mathematical
framework of power shaping spaces. Improper signaling and carrier-cooperative transmission
are then just two examples of transmit strategies where the differential entropy of the input
signals is intentionally chosen lower than what would be allowed by the constraints on the
transmit covariance matrices.

The reason why these two kinds of entropy reduction merit special attention is connected
to the channel models that are typically considered in information theoretic studies. This
connection can be seen based on the notion of compatibility that we have introduced in the
context of power shaping spaces. While (strictly) linear channels are compatible with the
power shaping spaces that we use to study improper signaling, channels where all carriers are
orthogonal to each other are compatible with the power shaping spaces used for the analysis of
carrier-cooperative transmission. If different channel models were studied, other power shaping
spaces and, thus, other types of reduced-entropy signals would be of interest. The framework of
power shaping spaces is general enough to derive results about maximum-entropy transmission
and reduced-entropy transmission that are valid no matter which type of entropy reduction is
finally considered.

Using this framework, we have reviewed various recently published results from a more
general perspective, and we have derived new statements about maximum-entropy transmission
and reduced-entropy transmission in variousMIMO communication systems. The main question
in all considered system models is whether maximum-entropy transmission is the optimal
transmit strategy under the assumption of maximum-entropy noise or, conversely, whether
reduced-entropy transmission can bring any gains. Maximum-entropy transmission turns out
to be optimal in interference-free systems and in systems where the interference has a very
particular structure that occurs in the MIMO broadcast channel with dirty paper coding and
in the MIMO multiple access channel with successive interference cancellation. By contrast,
maximum-entropy signals are in general not the best choice in the presence of other kinds of
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interference.
The nature of the possible benefits of using reduced-entropy signals instead can be quite

different in the various considered communication systems. For example, an improvement in
terms of the degrees of freedom, which are the decisive figure of merit for the high SNR regime,
is possible in some systems while there are only gains in terms of achievable rate regions at
finite SNR in others. However, we have also seen that insights obtained in one system model
can sometimes be transferred to other, qualitatively different systems. An important example is
the design of algorithms for transceiver optimization in the MIMO broadcast channel and the
MIMO interference channel, both with interference treated as noise, where the similarity of the
rate equations calls for similar algorithmic solutions.

We have also observed that the performance gap between maximum-entropy transmission
and reduced-entropy transmission can depend significantly on whether or not we allow the
use of time-sharing, and whether this time-sharing averages only over the achievable rates
or also over the employed transmit covariance matrices. Some of our results indicate that
time-sharing (including the possibility of averaging over the transmit covariance matrices)
can enlarge the considered rate regions and it can sometimes even render reduced-entropy
transmission unnecessary, or at least lead to situations where the performance loss resulting
from maximum-entropy transmission is much less pronounced. Therefore, when trying to
incorporate recent information theoretic insights into future practical systems, reduced-entropy
transmission is not the only interesting candidate, but the application of time-sharing should be
evaluated as well—despite disadvantages such as possible fluctuations of the transmit powers
and the signaling overhead that arises when allowing time slots with arbitrary lengths.

An additional remark on the topic of time-sharing is in order for theMIMO broadcast channel
with interference treated as noise. Many publications on this setting exclude the possibility
of time-sharing while time-sharing between different encoding orders (at least in terms of
averaging over the rates) is an integral part of the optimal transmit strategy based on dirty paper
coding. For a fair comparison, it then needs to be considered that only a part of the performance
degradation compared to the capacity region comes from treating interference as noise while
another part can come from excluding the use of time-sharing. This should be kept in mind since
time-sharing might, despite its disadvantages, still be easier to implement than complicated
multiuser coding schemes that are meant to approximate dirty paper coding. Combining the
various approaches that improve the performance of strategies where interference is treated as
noise, namely improper signaling, carrier-cooperative transmission, and time-sharing, might
help to make the performance gap to optimal dirty paper coding significantly smaller in many
situations, without the need of such multiuser coding schemes.

Finally, there is another piece of the puzzle of optimal transmission in communication
systems with interference, which should be considered. Throughout all chapters, we have
sticked to the assumption that all signals are Gaussian. This can be shown to be an optimal
choice (under the assumption of Gaussian noise) for single users systems, for the MIMO
multiple access channel (with joint decoding or successive interference cancellation), for the
MIMO broadcast channel with dirty paper coding, and for the MIMO relay channel with
(partial) decode-and-forward. When recapitulating the results that we derived in the respective
chapters, it is striking that these are exactly the system models for which we could show that
maximum-entropy transmission in the sense of the framework of power shaping spaces is
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optimal. On the other hand, Gaussian signals have not been proven to be optimal in MIMO
interference channels nor in the MIMO broadcast channel with interference treated as noise.
These are the system models, for which reduced-entropy transmission with respect to the
considered power shaping spaces turned out to bring benefits.

In fact, it was shown that non-Gaussian signals can indeed be beneficial in interference
channel scenarios with Gaussian noise [56], and it was observed that interference that follows
a Gaussian distribution does not feature a favorable structure that could be exploited for
efficient interference management [213]. There do not seem to be similar statements for the
MIMO broadcast channel with interference treated as noise in the existing literature. However,
continuing the above line of argumentation, we can conclude that it would not be surprising if
similar proofs could be found for this case as well. The Gaussian distribution is the one that
maximizes the differential entropy for given second-order properties, and it would make sense
that reduced-entropy transmission by using non-Gaussian signals can bring gains in the same
system models as reduced-entropy transmission in terms of the framework of power shaping
spaces.

This aspect could also be interesting from a practical perspective since the entropy-
maximizing Gaussian codebooks are anyway replaced by discrete constellations in real-world
communication systems. It is remarkable that non-Gaussian signals, which are employed for
practical reasons, might have advantages even from a theoretical point of view due to the fact that
maximizing the entropy is not always the best option. Nevertheless, bringing such theoretical
observations to practical use is of course a long way to go, where many additional aspects such
as imperfect channel knowledge, more elaborated channel models including time-varying and
frequency-selective channels, limitations of practical error correcting codes, and many more
need to be considered. For practical codes, it shall also be remarked that coding across carriers
can bring further benefits in case of a short block length, even in systems without interference
[39, Sec. 5.3].

The aim of studies that are based on achievable rates in the sense of Shannon and on further
idealistic assumptions is to shed light on fundamental aspects and to point out possible directions
that could be pursued in the design of future communication systems. This is the spirit in
which the presented results on benefits of reduced-entropy signals and on the optimization of
reduced-entropy transmit strategies need to be understood.
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